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Abstract

Frege’s Realism seems to have prescribed a particular way of thinking about language and mean

ing, traces of which are found rather sharply even in the most ‘radical’ attempts at an ‘anti-realist’ 

theory of meaning for the language of mathematics. The model of ‘object and designation’, ‘ex

pression and (numerical) value’, seems to have remained an essential ingredient of most of the 
theories of meaning, be it a truth or a proof-based theory.

The profound and most remarkable teachings on an utterly distinct way of thinking about 

meaning offered by the great Austrian thinker Ludwig Wittgenstein appear to provide an immense 

new world of ideas regarding the nature and the structure of the mathematical activity which does 

not seem to have been properly explored so far. By attempting to ‘cure us from the temptations 

to look about us for some object which we might called “the meaning” ’ (Blue Book, p. 1), 

Wittgenstein appeared to have demonstrated that meaning can be much better understood as 

something ultimately distinct from an ‘object’, a ‘(numerical) value’, etc.. And this appears to 

constitute an enormously more convincing alternative to his own <r«M-based early account of 

meaning given in the Tractatus, as well as to most of the alternatives to that early ‘atomistic’ 

theory, which despite avoiding the notion of truth seem to have remained deeply rooted on the 

conception of meaning based on the model of ‘object and designation’, ‘expression and (numerical) 

value’, etc..

Amongst the most influential research introducing techniques of proof theory to explain typical 

notions of computer programming was the work developed by Prof. Per Martin-Lof on the formal 

system called Intuitionistic Type Theory, suggesting a certain connection between constructive 

mathematics and computer programming. The fact that it is presented in proof-theoretic natural 
deduction style combined with the idea that propo sitions- are-types, motivating the use of operations
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(computations) to explain semantical notions, and having such connection between constructive 

mathematics and computer programming as the underlying general objective, has attracted the 

attention of those interested in the logical foundations of the notion of computation.

One of the key points seems to have been the ‘internalisation’ of the meta-level normalisation 

{reduction) rules, as far as the clarification of the relation between proof theory and meaning and 

its consequences for a better understanding of notions dealt with in computer programming are 

concerned. However, there does not seem to emerge from the explanation of those ‘internalised’ 

rules the expected emphasis on the important part played by those rules with respect to the se

mantics of logical constants, because the account of meaning is kept within Gentzen’s tradition 

which says that the assertability conditions, represented by the schema of introduction rules, cap

ture the meaning of a logical connective. For that reason we believe that a strong semantical 

argument justifying that the whole formal system is not just mere notation is still missing. As 

a theory of meaning Intuitionisiic Type Theory still lacks the force of a truly convincing alterna

tive to the classical (realist) semantics of the mathematical language. Indeed, the idea that the 

meaning of a proposition is given by its conditions for assertion, which seems to characterise most 

of proof-theoretic ‘verificationistic’ semantics, including Intuitionistic Type Theory, is itself rather 

questionable.
Here I attempt to demonstrate that Prof. Martin-Lof’s endeavour to provide an anti-realist 

formulation of meaning for the mathematical language, although essentially rooted in Frege’s (re

alist) conception of meaning as given by ‘(numerical) values’, can still be reformulated to a point 

much closer to Wittgenstein’s use-based ‘definition’ of meaning, where there is no strong attach

ment to the usual ‘object and designation’, ‘expression and (numerical) value’, etc., models of 

understanding of the concept of ‘meaning’.

From a rather different semantical point of view I present an alternative Type Theory which may 

be more appropriate, at least regarding the connections between proof theory and meaning, and, 

as a natural consequence, the connections between proof theory and computer programming where 

rules and meaning have a close interplay. That is the formal system named ‘Meaning-As- USE’ Type 
Theory which has been developed as a formal counterpart to a particular reading of Wittgenstein’s 

later account of propositions where the ‘explanation of the consequences' of a proposition seems to 

play a fundamental semantical role. The meta-mathematical device of normalisation, which seems 

to have been developed to explain formally the effect of elimination inferences on the result of 

introduction steps, is taken as a formal counterpart to the just mentioned ‘explanation of the con

sequences', as opposed to the more usual interpretation of later Wittgenstein’s ‘language-games’, 

Prof. Jaakko Hintikka’s semantical games (cf. Game-Theoretic Semantics).
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Preface

Despite its rather ambitious subtitle (iThe Logical Foundations of Computation’), 

the report of the investigations which culminated with the results described here 

is to be seen as an ‘attempt’ at finding intuitively appealing foundations for the 

notion of computation solely from the laws of logic. Perhaps it would be more ap

propriately entitled ‘An Essay in the Logical Foundations of Computation’, given 

the endeavouring nature of the studies. As a matter of fact, an endeavour to pro

vide a reasonably coherent reading of philosophical writings in order to explain more 

‘concrete’ notions such as the notion of computation, can only be taken as one of 

the many possible attempts to ‘bring down to earth’, as it were, what the particular 

philosopher tried to teach. I have attempted to offer a possible reading of Ludwig 

Wittgenstein’s writings on the notion of meaning, resulting in a reformulation of 

Prof. Martin-Lof’s formalisation of constructive mathematics, Intuitionistic Type 

Theory, into a formal system called ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, which may 

be relevant for a better understanding of interesting notions such as computation 

and constructive reasoning only by means of logical rules. Such a reformulation 

of Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s formalisation of constructive mathematics, can be seen 

as an alternative to Prof. Martin-Lof’s theory of meaning whose underlying val- 

wes-based semantic theory is being replaced by a wse-based semantic theory. Its
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semantic theory offers an alternative account of the traditional proof-theoretic ac

count of meaning which, despite rejecting the idea that the meaning of a proposition 

is given by its conditions for assertion, attempts to show that by insisting on the 

usefulness of providing semantics by giving proof-rules, one can bring Proof Theory 

back to the attention of logicians, philosophers as well as mathematicians. I have 

then deliberately made a clear suggestion for taking ‘Proof Theory and Computer 

Programming’ as an alternative paradigm to Prof. M artin-Lof’s own ‘Constructive 

Mathematics and Computer Programming’ (M artin-Lof 19S2.).

Unfortunately, the word Essay has not been used frequently in titles of reports 

on scientific investigations, and I have deliberately avoided taking a position which 

might leave room for unwanted misunderstandings. Due to the currently prevailing 

usage of the word essay it might give the impression of a work of essentially literary 

nature. It may be worth remarking, however, that there is a strongly ‘scientific’ 

sense in certain uses of the word essay in the English language, which is precisely 

that of signifying an attempt, an experiment, etc.. Nevertheless, since R. Dedekind’s 

studies on the foundations of number theory, which the English translator W . W . 

Beman called Essays on the Theory of Numbers (Dedekind 19 0 1), and which was 

probably the first real attempt to deal with foundational issues concerning definitions 

by induction (or recursion) in a formal and precise way, laying down the basis for 

a mathematical theory of computations, the word essay has been mostly reserved 

for literary expositions or short ‘treatises’ . Looking at the etymology of the word as 

described in the Oxford Dictionary, one can indeed see that there is a few different 

meanings (uses) of the word essay, including that of signifying the act of trying, 

attempting, endeavouring:

Essay (e-se1), sb. 1597. -  (O)Fr. essai, f. essayer; see next. Cf. A ssay sb.] 1 . 

The action or process of trying or testing; an A ssay 1598. 2. An attempt, endeavour 

1598. |3. A first attempt in learning or practice -1734; a first draft -1739. 4. A short 

composition on any particular subject; orig. ‘an irregular undigested piece’ (J.), but now 

said of a finished treatise 1597.

1 . By way o f trial and e. He y l in . A sm all e. o f my zeal for .. your M ajesty C l a r e n d o n . 2.
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(From ‘T he Sh o r t e r O x f o r d E nglish D ictionary. On Historical Principles.’, pre

pared by William Little, H. W. Fowler and Jessie Coulson, revised and edited by C. T. 

Onions, Third Edition, completely reset with etymologies revised by, G. W. S. Friedrich- 

sen, and with revised addenda, Volume I, A—MARKWORTHY, Oxford at Clarendon 

Press, 1974, p. 682.)

There does not seem to be any doubt that Dedekind’s essays, e.g., constitute in
deed a serious (scientific) attempt at providing logical foundations for mathematical 
notions such as numbers and continuity. In the preface to the first edition of the 
essay entitled The Nature and the Meaning of Numbers, an English translation from 
the German Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen?, Dedekind attempts to justify his 
foundational investigations on the nature of something he considered an immediate 
result from the laws of thought:

In science nothing capable of proof ought to be accepted without proof. Though this demand 

seems so reasonable yet I cannot regard it as having been met even in the most recent methods of 

laying the foundations of the simplest science; viz., that part of logic which deals with the theory 

of numbers. (...)

(Dedekind 1901, p. 31.)

Throughout Dedekind’s words of motivation for the work that follows, one can see 
the intention of endeavouring a more rigorous treatment of issues that had only been 
dealt with in a less precise, less ‘scientific’ way. And he goes on to justify his deep 
investigations on what seems to be a most fundamental issue for the understanding 
of the notion of computing, solely from the laws of logic: induction, recursion and 
the interplay between the two.
(...) As such main points I mention here the sharp distinction between finite and infinite (64), 

the notion of the number [Anzahl\ of things (161), the proof that the form of argument known as 

complete induction (or the inference from n to n+  1) is really conclusive (59), (60), (80), and that 

therefore the definition by induction (or recursion) is determinate and consistent (126). (...)

(Ibid., pp. 32-3.)

My second e. at authorship 1865. 4. For Senacaes Epistles .. are but Essaies —  that is dispersed
Meditations Ba c o n.
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It would be unreasonable to say that such writings on scientific matters so pre
cisely performed by R. Dedekind cannot be appropriately called Essays on the basis 
that an essay is a report of literary, non-scientific nature. It is just a matter of 
checking that the word Essay has other senses than the more popular ‘literary com
position’, namely that which comes straight from the French verb essayer, to try, to 
attempt. In the case of Dedekind’s works the word essay employed by the English 
translator, as far as I have understood it, has been used to mean endeavour, and 
not as a classification of the writings as a certain literary composition.

G. Frege himself acknowledges the scientific relevance of Dedekind’s investiga
tions (essays), and in the preface of his remarkable Gi'undgesetze der Arithmetik, 
one can say a rival to Dedekind’s own studies, he writes:
(...) My purpose necessitates many departures from what is customary in mathematics. The 

requirements upon the rigour of proof inevitably entail greater length; anyone not bearing this in 

mind will indeed be surprised at how laboriously a proposition is often proved here that he believes 

he can grasp in one single act of understanding. This will strike us particularly if we compare Herr 

Dedekind’s work Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen?, the most thoroughgoing work on the foun

dations of arithmetic that has lately come to my notice. (...)

(Furth (ed.) 1964, p. 4.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Due to the ‘unpopularity’ of the endeavouring sense of the word Essay, I have 
decided to leave the less humble definite article ‘ The’ in the title of my research 
report. Be it as it may, . . .

L o n d o n , N o v e m b e r  1, 1989. R. J. G. B. d e  Q.
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die skeptische Resignation, die Einsicht in die Unerkennbarkeit der IVirk- 
lichkeitswelt, ist keine blofie Negation, ist unser bestes Wissen.

(the sceptical resignation, the insight into the unknownability of the World, of Reality, is 
no mere negation; it is our best knowledge.)

F. M.

In unserer Sprache ist eine ganze Mythologie niedergelegt.
(A whole mythology is deposited in our language.)

L. W.
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1  Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Looking at a programming problem one can distinguish essentially three ‘objects’: 
a) the problem to be solved, which is usually expressed as a logical proposition in 
some kind of specification language; b) the solution, generally presented in some 
programming language; and c) the explanation (or proof) of why the latter is a 
correct solution to the former, where the language of some proof system (axioms + 
rules of inference) (cf., e.g., Hoare 1969), program logics (cf., e.g., Goldblatt 1982), 
or abstract concepts such as embedding of algebras and interpretations between 
theories, are normally used to express this third object. It is not difficult to see that 
the fact that one has to use different linguistic systems in order to find a solution and 
check that the particular solution is a correct one, makes programming something 
harder to deal with rigourously in all its stages. However, it becomes increasingly 
more important to treat the activity of programming at an appropriate level of 
rigour. To be able to do this it seems as though one has to look for ways of treating 
the three objects mentioned above within the same level of rigour and formality, 
(possibly) using a unified semantically sound linguistic framework. It seems that 
the ‘language’ of the mathematics of computing needs to be further clarified, and
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2 P r o o f  T h e o r y  a n d  C o m p u t e r  P r o g r a m m i n g

I want to argue that type is a clean as well as a sufficiently general notion to have 
as the starting point of a better clarification of the language of the ‘mathematics of 
computing’.

Now, one can go even further and say that if one is to identify particularly 
general notions which have supported most of what has been done in clarifying the 
mathematics of computing as well as the computing of mathematical objects, one 
can hardly neglect either one of the key concepts in the modern theory of computing: 
types and theories. Two mainstreams of modern theoretical computer science bear 
witness to the convenience and usefulness of such concepts as types and theories in 
providing an intuitive formal account of the phenomenon of computation, even if 
they do not share a single uniform view on the matter. If on the one hand, the 
theories of abstract data type specifications have given us useful insights into the 
nature of theory presentations, on the other hand, from Type Theory have come the 
lessons about how types should be presented as well as where the focus of attention 
is to be more appropriately placed, namely the judgements one can make from a 
type presentation.

The result of putting the good lessons from both sides into the design of an 
adequate body of concepts and notation for the activity of specifying/verifying data 
types, is a logic-free theory of constructions named ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 
as an explicit reference to its semantical standpoint, which provides one with such 
uniform presentation recipe: theories are presented as types of their ‘terms’.

When talking about presentations of types, theories, logics, etc., one can hardly 
avoid taking a clear position as to what one understands by a definition, and what 
kind of definition one needs to characterise presentation patterns. And, indeed, an 
issue of much relevance which naturally arises is the question of what happens from 
the linguistic point of view when definitions are laid down and implementations 
are sought in order to realise the requirements specified. Putting it another way, 
what would be the best way of looking at definitions via rules as something which 
gives ‘meaning’ to a particular (extra-)logical sign, and also how can one prove



Introduction 3

that the object defined via rules can be proved to exist as a particular combination 

of already existing objects? How can proof theory, which is apparently the most 

widely accepted of all instruments for operational semantics for the language of 

m athem atics, be helpful in this case?

Frege’s early awareness of the importance of a notion such as that of a non- 

abbreviatory definition (Frege 19 14 ) is of significant help by showing that the idea 

of im p lem en ta tio n  in mathematical logic is neither strictly ‘new’ nor irrelevant. 

Be it in the construction of a new system of logical signs, which is the true gist 

of the activity of software engineering, or in the clarification of the ‘definition as 

presentations’ meta-mathematical paradigm, the notion of analytic  definition plays 

a very important foundational role.

1.1.1. Semantics and Programming

Looking at the difficulties of providing coherent semantics to programming lan

guages, one can readily see the benefits of semantical studies leading to a more 

coherent account of meaning. The ideas developed by Ludwig W ittgenstein on the 

semantical foundations of language, formalised as well as ordinary, constitute an 

admirable source of inspiration.

It was a most interesting experience to come across, just by chance, an expla

nation of the concept of meaning given to students of computing science, from a 

series of lecture notes on ‘Semantics of Programming Languages’ , which, from my 

own point of view, sounded remarkably ‘unmatched’ with the context in which it 

was involved. It is usually the case that one learns to operate a machine by learning 

certain rules of use, and with programming languages this pattern does not seem to 

change radically. The idea that in order to have a good (precise) understanding of 

a command or a program written in a programming language one has to refer to an 

‘object’ through a correspondence mapping to a particular ‘m athem atical’ object, 

is rather different from the natural process of learning how to use a programming 

language. The attempt at a ‘ formal’ explanation of the concept of meaning involved 

a sentence like:
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(...) What are “meanings” ? In formal semantics meanings are mathematical objects. (...)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Meanings are objects. Are they really? Perhaps ‘mathematical tools’ instead of 

‘ mathematical objects’ would be more appropriate, for from the latter another ques

tion would still have to be answered: what meanings would then be attached to the 

presumably ‘prim ary’ objects? Would they have a meaning in themselves? Such a 

view appears to be a typical heritage of a certain philosophical tradition since St. 

Augustine’s ‘as I heard words repeatedly used in their proper places in various sen

tences, I gradually learnt to understand what objects they signified’ (Confessions, 

Book I, §8). It is the same tradition which says that for every word there is an object 

to which it corresponds. A n  offspring of such a long philosophical tradition is to be 

found in theories of meaning for formalised languages where the words/sentences of 

a language are given meaning through an interpretation into a ‘universal domain of 

(canonical) values’ . B y  adopting such a view of language and meaning one would 

have to accept that interpretation by themselves could settle meaning. But when 

would such an ‘ infinite’ chain of interpretations find a safe endpoint?

For the case of formalised languages ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory would seem 

to be of great help.

The proof-theoretic notion of reduction, so far used as a mere meta-level de

vice to prove normalisation theorems, seems to be a particularly suitable notion 

one needs to relate proof theory, which can be taken as an operational account of 

semantics for the language of mathematics, with computer programming where the 

operational intuition seems to prevail, regardless of the language used. According 

to a particular alternative characterisation of operational semantics which I call 

‘ semantics of use’ and which emerged from an ‘enrichment’ of traditional proof- 

theoretic semantics, the ‘ normalisation’ (reduction) rules, not just the introduction 

rules as Gentzen’s tradition claims, constitute one of the fundamental aspects of the 

semantics because they characterise the use (meaning) of a particular logical sign.
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Taking a natural deduction style of presentation of logics, combined with the notion 

that propositions-are-types, where the elements of a type are the ‘ codings’ of proofs 

of the corresponding proposition and a proposition is true if the type is non-empty, 

the normalisation rules show the effect of eliminatory operations on the result of an 

introduction inference. Both sides, proof theory and computer programming, can 

benefit from this connection. A  proof-theoretic account of meaning which stands on 

the notion of reduction as a fundamental semantical notion, can be given philosoph

ical justification (‘meaning is use’), and perhaps become more convincing than the 

usual Gentzen semantics. Moreover, considering the utility for computer program

ming of the identification propositions-as-types, which is the basis for the semantics 

of Intuitionistic Type Theory where elements of a type are taken to be ‘codings’ of 

proofs of the corresponding proposition, computer programming can gain enormous 

benefit by incorporating a number of very useful notions and techniques from proof 

theory, such as a more ‘syntactically’ oriented (proof-theoretic) account of seman

tics, and a certain distinction of rules of construction (introduction, elimination, 

reduction), together with a general notion of a (typed) second-order (fixpoint) oper

ator as a particular case of a more general technique of proof by induction: proof by 

transfinite induction. I describe the application of a reformulated version of Prof. 

M artin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory (ITT) to theories of abstract data types 

specification, where the reduction rules (or equality rules, as they are called in ITT) 

are looked upon as primitive semantical rules, rather than derived (or secondary) 

rules. Programming notions such as ‘constructors’ , ‘destructors’ (or ‘selectors’ , as 

these are sometimes called) and ‘equation’ (reduction rule as I see these constituents 

of the semantics of the type being specified) will then fit well within the framework 

of this reformulated type theory, which I suggestively call ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type 

Theory (MAUSE). M A U S E  can be looked at as a programming language as well 

as a formalisation of constructive mathematics which would seem to be in accor

dance with W ittgenstein’s doctrine ‘meaning is use’ for the m athematical language 

because its semantics is based on operations covering the two fundamental aspects 

ol use (meaning), and the notion of meaning of a proposition is taken to be insep
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arable from the consequences one can draw from it (shown by the reduction rules) 

(de Queiroz 19SSe).

A  number of issues commonly discussed in theories of abstract data type specifi

cations, such as error-handling (error-recovery, error-propagation, etc.), implemen

tation, completeness of axioms, the role of hidden functions and if-then-else, etc., 

will be dealt with in a much simpler way than most of the approaches available 

in the literature. This is made possible for at least two fundamental reasons: first 

of all, the notion of semantics is taken as based essentially on operations rather 

than on denotations, which means that one does not have to introduce abstract 

(auxiliary) concepts such as algebras and mappings to explain the semantics of the 

data types being specified. The semantics is explained via ‘normalisation’ operations 

(the rules of ‘use’ ), which represent my own reading of (the later) W ittgenstein’s 

notion of ‘ language-games’ for the case of mathematical language. Secondly, due to 

the fact that one stays within a single linguistic framework which may include the 

most primitive logical operations such as pairing and splitting, lambda abstraction 

and application, sum  and choice, and fixpoint and potential infinity, one does not 

have to use extra notions other than ‘definitional extensions’ to explain implementa

tions and proofs of correctness, which seems to be a natural way of thinking about 

implementations.

1.1.2. Frege’s notions of definition: constructive (abbreviatory) and 

analytic

In attem pting to say something about specification of abstract data types one cannot 

avoid getting involved in a discussion which concerns one of the most problematic 

issues in mathematics: definitions. W ithout going too far into a philosophical dis

cussion which would certainly go beyond the aims of this report, I would like to take 

Frege’s notions of definition as the starting point for my discussion. Therefore, an 

assumption is made here that whenever I say something about definitions I will be 

referring to one of Frege’s two distinct notions, where the distinction should be made
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clear either from the context or explicitly. This assumption shall be of fundamental 

importance for the understanding of m y development of most of the issues covered 

here, including ‘meaning vs. rules’ , implementation, error handling and a number 

of other related topics which concern directly theories of specification of data types.

1.2. Setting the Aims

Frege’s Realism seems to have prescribed a particular way of thinking about language 

and meaning, traces of which are found rather sharply even in the most ‘ radical’ 

attem pts at an ‘anti-realist’ theory of meaning for the language of mathematics. 

The model of ‘object and designation’ , ‘expression and (numerical) value’ , seems to 

have remained an essential ingredient of most of the theories of meaning, be it a 

truth or a proof-based theory. The profound and most remarkable teachings on an 

utterly distinct way of thinking about meaning offered by the great Austrian thinker 

Ludwig W ittgenstein appear to provide an imense new world of ideas regarding the 

nature and the structure of the mathematical activity which does not seem to have 

been properly explored so far. B y  attempting to ‘ cure us from the temptations to 

look about us for some object which we might call “ the meaning” ’ (Blue Book , p. 

1), W ittgenstein appeared to have demonstrated that meaning can be much better 

understood as something ultim ately distinct from an ‘object’ , a ‘ (numerical) value’ , 

etc.. And this appears to constitute an enormously more convincing alternative to 

his own truth-based early account of meaning given in the Tractatus, as well as 

to most of the alternatives to that early (strict) ‘atom istic’ theory, which despite 

avoiding the notion of truth seem to have remained deeply rooted in the conception 

of meaning based on the model of ‘object and designation’ , ‘expression and (nu

merical) value’ , etc.. Prof. M artin-Lof’s formalisation of constructive mathematics, 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, a relatively successful attempt to provide an ‘anti-realist’ 

theory of meaning for the mathematical language, seems to show clearly its roots on 

Frege’s ‘object and designation’ basic principle of Realism, by talking about mean

ing of propositions, types, expressions, as being determined by a certain ‘canonical 

value’ , in spite of avoiding the notion of truth.
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Here I attempt to demonstrate that Prof. Martin-Lof’s endeavour to provide an 

intuitionistic theory of meaning for the mathematical language, although essentially 

rooted in Frege’s (realist) conception of meaning as given by ‘ (numerical) values’ , can 

still be reformulated to a point much closer to Wittgenstein’s use-based ‘definition’ of 

meaning, where there is no strong attachment to the usual ‘object and designation’, 

‘expression and (numerical) value’ , etc., models of understanding the concept of 

‘meaning’.

1.3. General Overview

Chapter 2 discusses Frege’s notions of definition, attempting to motivate the claim 

that computing science definitions are mostly what Frege called analytic definition. 

Proof-theoretic, Recursion-theoretic, etc., definitions are merely particular cases of 

such a general notion of non-abbreviatory definition.

Chapter 3 is a critique of Gentzen-like proof-theoretic semantics, where it is 

usually advocated that the conditions for assertion determine the meaning of a 

proposition.

Chapter 4 looks at Wittgenstein’s writings on ‘meaning’ , building up evidence 

for the view can unify most of Wittgenstein’s writings on the subject in terms of 

a fundamental point characterised by the inseparability between the meaning of a 

proposition and the consequences one can draw from it. In order to illustrate the 

argument I attempt to show the usefulness and convenience of my own reading of his 

late semantical paradigm meaning-is-use as bearing close links with the paradigm 

‘ the meaning of an assertion is inseparable from what can be done with it’ . This 

serves the basis for the discussion that is presented in the next chapter.

Chapter 5  shows how one can formalise the notion of use/utility within a type- 

theoretic framework. I also demonstrate the usefulness of having the formal counter

part of Wittgenstein’s meaning-is-use in the normalisation rules, to give a reasonable 

account of types, type presentations, theory presentations, logic presentations, etc., 

in the sense which prevails within the scope of modern computing science.
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Chapter 6  describes the main differences between Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionis- 

tic Type Theory and my own ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory which was developed 

from a different semantical perspective based on Wittgenstein’s intuition on the con

nections between meaning and use/utility. It is demonstrated how useful such new 

semantical perspective, and therefore its formal counterpart, can be in dealing with 

typical computer programming notions such as infinity and lazy evaluation, in a 

rigourous manner. A new higher-order type forming operator ‘ Fix’ is defined and an 

application showing how to ‘ implement’ inductive types such as Natural Numbers, 

Lists and Stacks, is demonstrated.

In Chapter 7 it is argued that an operations-based approach to the semantics 

of abstract data type specification should significantly simplify typical problems 

associated with implementation issues, error handling, parameterisation, structur

ing, etc.. It is further argued that this is exactly because the notion of semantics 

would be based on operations rather than the usual detour via denotations, and 

a number of these problematic issues could then be dealt with ‘syntactically’ (i.e., 

proof-theoretically). I then describe how the reformulation of Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s 

Intuitionistic Type Theory resulting in a formal system named ‘Meaning-As-USE’ 

Type Theory, can be used to fulfil the above objectives by presenting a more ad

equate ‘ operations-bdised’ semantics. Describing the features of such ‘Meaning-As- 

U S E ’ Type Theory I present a much simpler approach to theories of specification and 

implementation of abstract data types by avoiding the usual problems of explain

ing concepts such as ‘implementation’ , ‘parameterisation’ and ‘structuring’ with a 

detour through denotational semantics via ‘embedding of models’ , ‘mappings of al

gebras’ , or even a more syntactical and much simpler but yet unsatisfactory seman

tical explanation via ‘ interpretation between theories’ . Furthermore, by identifying 

type presentations with theory presentations, and comparing the presentation of a 

A-theory given by Prof. H. Barendregt in Barendregt 1981 with the presentation of 

a Il-type of A-terms in the framework of ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory one gets 

rather simple and straightforward semantical explanations of rules such as the rj- 

and £- rules of the A-Calculus in an ‘ intentional’ manner, as opposed to the more
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customary ‘extensional’ way: 77 as extensionality; £ as weak extensionality.

Chapter 8  attempts at a evaluation of the main achievements, and suggests 

directions for further research.

In the Appendix I present the formal system Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory. 

More than just a list of inference rules, my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory should 

be seen as a general guideline prescribing how types, theories and logics can be 

presented in such a way that no appeal to interpretations or semantic values is nec

essary in order for one to grasp the meaning of each type, theory, logical connective, 

etc..

l.T±. General Remark

The present dissertation was written in the course of my investigations into the 

logical foundations of computability. It is partly written in the form of an essay 

in the nature of definitions from a ‘purely’ logical point of view. As this is such 

a delicate and historically problematic issue, I make an attempt to express my 

own view on the subject, trying as much as possible to relate it to other new or 

traditional views, but restricting myself to ‘definitions’ used in the particular world 

of ‘computing’ science. For all this, I shall be making use of a reasonably large 

number of quotations which, although being justified whenever suitable, I hope 

will speak for themselves in most cases. At the back of my mind there is always 

the question of how useful such an investigation on the nature of mathematical 

definitions can be for the understanding of fundamental issues in the ‘science of the 

computable’ from a more ‘linguistic’ point of view. In order to relate the view I 

am advocating here in this report with the most relevant views on similar issues 

available in the literature I shall be deliberately repetitive, and for this I would beg 

patience and forgiveness to the more acquainted reader.



2  On Frege ’s Notions of Definition

2.1. Preamble

Taking the view that computability is the same as definability in a language, one 

cannot get away from the task of clarifying the notion of definition one is assuming. 

Church’s classical identification of the class of effectively calculable functions with 

the class of A-definable functions is an example of a view which is in line with the 

paradigm ‘computability is definability in a language':

(...) W e now define the notion, already discussed, o f an effectively calculable function of positive 

integers by identifying it w ith the notion o f a recursive function o f positive integers (or o f a 

A-definable function o f  positive integers).

(Church 1936, p. 356.)

(...)  T h e corresponding question o f the relationship between effective calculability and A-definability 

had previously been proposed by the author independently.

(Id. Ibid., footnote 18.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

I believe it is fair to say that Ludwig Wittgenstein’s (later) philosophical views 

on semantic matters (meaning vs. use) constitute an enormous source of inspiration

11
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for a sound foundation of the theory of computation, where rules and meaning have 

a close interplay. From this point of view there may emerge a notion of computability 

in terms of a logical characterisation of use (meaning) via rules. Church’s ‘A’ , for 

example, is a starting point which fits into this context just because its meaning is 

given by rules of use: abstraction and (3-reduction.

In this chapter I attempt to discuss issues related to definitional mechanisms and 

the notion of computability, observing the common ground shared by the two models 

of computability mentioned by Church: in both the A-calculus and recursive func

tion theory the notion of reduction (normalisation) plays an important role in the 

definition of meaning. The reason for this seems to be that the meta-mathematical 

device of normalisation appears to be a suitable definitional mechanism for the cases 

where defining is not abbreviating but presenting. It is usually the case in comput

ing science that one wants to lay down definitions which are not abbreviations, but 

are rather presentations (presentations of logics, types, theories, etc.).

For this analysis I look back at Frege’s notions of definition. And I say that 

‘analytic’ (non-abbreviatory) definitions require normalisation rules as part of the 

definition of meaning just because such a notion of definition of signs with a ‘pre

conceived’ meaning seems to correspond to the definitions-as-presentations custom

ary to computing science. According to my interpretation of Wittgenstein’s seman

tical views, the rules of normalisation capture his notion of ‘the use of the sign in 

the language-games’. Considering the reference to some kind of logical analysis in 

the case of a non-abbreviatory definition, which is the one I am interested in due to 

its ‘coding’ nature, I say that there is something in common between proof theory 

and recursion theory, which is related to the fact that the meaning of (extra-)logical 

signs is given by rules of use and a subsequent search for an implementation follows 

the definition-as-a-presentation. My primary motivation stems from the fact that 

in both cases ‘ logical’ (as well as ‘extra-logical’) signs are given meaning via rules 

of ‘reduction’ (‘normalisation’ ) representing use, which would presumably allow for 

the unification of definitional mechanisms into a single 1 reduction ’-based semanti

cal framework. I want to investigate how adequate my own reformulation of Prof.
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P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory (Martin-Lof 1984) is as a starting point 

for such a framework. Proof-theoretic as well as recursion-theoretic definitions ap

pear to be of the same fundamental nature: ‘new’ signs are defined (presented) 

via rules of use and via abbreviations. With respect to proof-theoretic definitions 

(presentations), which have not so far been looked at as dependent on the use of 

the meta-mathematical device of norm alisation , my standpoint rests on a revision 

of the semantic role of proof rules ( introduction , elim ination , reduction) which I 

have performed in order to identify which rules can fully represent (operational) 

meaning. This revision resulted in my ‘semantics of use’ whose central ideas were 

first discussed in de Queiroz 1987c. As a consequence of my point of view regarding 

proof-theoretic as well as recursion-theoretic definitions as particular cases of (my 

understanding of) Frege’s analytic definition (and my ‘definition by use’), I look 

at how the proof of the ‘existence theorem’ for recursive definitions and for certain 

‘proof-theoretic’-like definitions which I say takes the form of my ‘definition by use’ 

or ‘definition-as-presentation’ (see Aczel 1980, and his definitions of sys tem s  followed 

by an existence lemma) relates to the logical analysis suggested by Frege. I aim at 

demonstrating that a revision of the semantics of Intuitionistic Type Theory can 

lead to a uniform type-theoretic framework to define logical as well as extra-logical 

‘signs’, based on a single semantical principle: meaning is determined by use, and 

use is logically characterised by rules of introduction and reduction , the latter being 

formal counterparts to (later) Wittgenstein’s ‘the use of the sign in the language- 

games’ because they demonstrate the effect of elimination  inferences on the result 

of introduction  steps.

2.2. Introduction

By definability I understand the property of an object being given by rules of use, in 

the form of natural deduction-like introduction and reduction rules (or elim ination , 

as in the usual case). I take the view that to give meaning to a logical sign is to 

provide rules for the use of it. That is how I understand the paradigm meaning-is- 

use. I take it as my starting point, finding inspiration in the following remark by
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Wittgenstein:

For a large class of cases —  though not for all —  in which we employ the word “meaning” it can 
be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its use in the language.

(Investigations, Part I, §43, p. 20e.)

This particular semantical view, which I call ‘semantics of use1, results essentially 

from a revision of proof-theoretic semantics into a richer and more coherent account 

of meaning than that of Gentzen where introduction rules alone are said to constitute 

definitions.

Assuming that ‘use1 can be characterised logically via rules of norm alisation, 

which corresponds to one aspect of my own reading of Wittgenstein’s later account 

of propositions discussed in de Queiroz 1988e (‘language-games1), I attempt to pro

vide a ‘linguistic1 account of meaning for the language of mathematics based on 

operations rather than on denota tions , where no interpretation would be involved. I 

find inspiration in a rather ‘solipsistic1 remark made by Wittgenstein regarding the 

links between (one’s) language and (one’s) world:

The limits of my  language mean the limits of my world.

( Tractatus , §5.6, p. 56.)

to say that the (potential) language of constructive mathematics, which would make 

that informal body of concepts more precise via rules of inference and appropriate 

definitions, could be included in that large class referred to in the previous remark, 

if we accept that a certain body of mathematics is said to be ‘constructive1 when 

its objects can be defined by (finitarily graspable) rules of use. Expressing his 

thoughts via such a ‘language1 of constructive mathematics, where definitions would 

be made by rules of use, the mathematician would be adopting a ‘constructive1 

attitude towards the mathematical activity. Therefore, I say that the language 

of constructive mathematics should be taken as a member of this large class of 

cases referred to by Wittgenstein, provided that the connection rules-meaning is 

sufficiently clarified. By formalising the basic principles of such an ‘anti-realist1
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account of mathematics, the term ‘realist’ being used in the sense of Frege’s account 

of meaning for the language of mathematics (a more interested reader may find 

a rather extensive discussion on ‘Realism’ in Dummett 1982), one should be able 

to provide an account of operational meaning based on Wittgenstein’s use-based 

semantical paradigm for the language of mathematics. This is how I see the role of 

a formal system like Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s In tuitionistic  Type Theory.

A revision in the account of operational meaning offered by Gentzen’s proof- 

theoretic semantics can lead to more general and more coherent semantical principles 

which would unify patterns of definitions of logical signs, either proof-theoretic or 

recursion-theoretic-like definitions. A certain feature of Intuitionistic Type Theory 

( I T T ) ,  which is to have the rule of normalisation  as part of the system of rules 

for the definition of logical signs, rather than a mere meta-level device, makes it a 

suitable starting point for such a ‘meta-logical’ unified framework. This aspect of 

such a formal system, however, has not been highlighted given that its semantics is 

provided via Gentzen’s principles where assertability  conditions (introduction  rules) 

give meaning to logical constants. A particular reformulation of I T T  according 

to the ‘semantics of use’ seems to recover this important feature of such a formal 

system. The possibility for construction of such a uniform framework stands on the 

fact that the logical principle of inversion , which supports the normalisation  rule, is 

a fundamental principle both in proof theory and recursion theory because it allows 

for the logical representation of one of the fundamental aspects of the meaning (use) 

of logical signs defined by rules: the aspect of the consequences of the ‘proposition’ 

asserted, which in my interpretation corresponds to Wittgenstein’s ‘the use of sign 

in the language-games’.

In both cases the notion of definition is a fundamental issue. By addressing the 

nature of definitions from a particular point of view (Frege’s analytic definitions 

as my ‘definitions by use’, which complies with Wittgenstein’s ‘meaning as use’ 

semantical principle because it covers the two fundamental aspects of the use of 

the particular logical sign: the conditions for asserting the sentence (grammatical
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aspect -  introduction rules) plus the conclusions that can be drawn from the sentence 

inferred by an introduction (consequences aspect -  reduction rules)), an attempt is 

made to identify the kinds of rules that can capture the fundamental (syntactical as 

well as semantical) elements of definitions of logical symbols ‘with a long-established 

use’. According to my understanding of proof-theoretic as well as recursion-theoretic 

definitions, the notion of reduction seems to be a fundamental notion as far as the 

definition of meaning by rules is concerned. I hope this can shed some light on the 

understanding of the nature of ‘good’ definitions, which is an issue of much relevance 

especially in recursion theory.

2.3. Frege’s View

In an essay on the fundamental role of logic in the mathematical activity Frege 

attempts to analyse somewhat more closely two essential concepts of primar\r use 

to mathematicians: inferences and definitions. Considering the latter as the most 

characteristic as well as most problematic concept of mathematics,

(...) Part of the mathematician’s activity besides drawing inferences, is to give definitions. Most 
disciplines are not concerned with the latter at all; (...)

(Frege 1914, p. 203.)

he devotes most of the essay to a discussion centred around the concept of ‘defi

nition’. The starting point is to say that in mathematics these two concepts are 

subject to the laws of logic:

Inferring and defining are subject to logical laws.

(Id. Ibid.)

(The emphasis is the Editors’.)

In the course of the discussion on the role of definitions in mathematics, he comes 

to a rather delicate point where he has to explain how a definition of a sign which 

had long established use can be given when ‘constructing a new system of signs’.
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The point stressed is that a definition is supposed to attribute meaning to a sign 

which had no meaning before. In the case where one wants to build a new system of 

logical signs and there is the need to have a sign to represent the logical symbol with 

long established use, the act of defining cannot be taken as just an abbreviation, 

given that the symbol had a meaning before, and the new sign has to reflect this 

‘pre-conceived’ meaning in some way. In an attempt to clarify his own account of 

the notion of definition , Frege distinguishes two cases:

We have therefore to distinguish two quite different cases:

(1) We construct a sense out of its constituents and introduce an entirely new sign to express 
this sense. This may be called a ‘constructive definition’, but we prefer to call it a ‘definition’, tout 
court.

(2) We have a simple sign with a long established use. We believe that we can give a logical 
analysis of its sense, obtaining a complex expression which in our opinion has the same sense. We 
can only allow something as a constituent of a complex expression if it has a sense we recognize. 
The sense of the complex expression must be yielded by the way in which it is put together. That 
it agrees with the sense of the long established simple sign is not a matter for arbitrary stipulation, 
but can only be recognized by an immediate insight. No doubt we speak of a definition in this case 
too. It might be called an ‘analytic definition’ to distinguish it from the first case. But it is better 
to eschew the word ‘definition’ altogether in this case, because what we should here like to call a 
definition is really to be regarded as an axiom. In this second case there remains no room for an 
arbitrary stipulation, because the simple sign already has a sense. Only a sign which as yet has no 
sense can have a sense arbitrarily assigned to it. So we shall stick to our original way of speaking 
and call only a constructive definition a definition. According to that a definition is an arbitrary 
stipulation which confers a sense on a simple sign which previously had none. This sense has, of 
course, to be expressed by a complex sign whose sense results from the way it is put together.

(Ibid., p. 210.)

I say that the analytic definition is to have the form of proof-theoretic and 

recursive-theoretic ‘definitions by use’ or ‘definition-as-presentation’, where two as

pects of the meaning are captured by introduction  and reduction rules (rules of 

gram m ar  and rules of use, respectively), according to my ‘semantics of use’. One 

can see the need for a different notion of equality (rather than just the ‘abbrevi- 

atory’ one, which is used in the first case) in order to put in effective terms this
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logical analysis  suggested in the second case. In what follows I intend to show that 

a coherent way of doing this seems to be to take the reduction  equality used in ‘mod

ern1 mathematical languages such as the /?-reduction  in the A -calculus, definition of 

sy s te m s  in Aczel’s definition of Frege s tru c tu re s , definition of ‘standard1 operators 

via the application of corresponding ‘projections1 in the language of Category T he

o ry , and in the ‘internalised1 proof-theoretic reduction  rules (like Prof. Martin-LoPs 

equality  rules of his In tu itio n is tic  Type T h eo ry), and the equality used in recursive  

definitions which is normally seen as a ‘congruence1 equality. Concerning the latter, 

I say that it should be seen as a ‘reduces to1 equality, as a suitable notion of equality  

I need for ‘definitions by use1 or ‘definition-as-presentation1 (Frege’s analytic  defini

tion) and subsequent logical analysis. The analysis itself will be similar to ‘finding 

a solution for the existence theorem for recursive definitions1, or simply proving the 

existence lemma for the symbols ‘defined by use1, as in Aczel’s development of Frege 

structures.

2.4• Definitions in Recursion Theory

In this section I intend to highlight the ‘operational1, use-based, nature of recursive 

definitions, and to point out that the logical analysis  suggested by Frege in his second 

notion of definition (case (2) (considering a reduction  as a formal counterpart to an 

informal explanation of use), the analytic  definition) can be understood as a method 

of solving the existence theorem for definitions by use.

Just to illustrate the point of this role of reduction  rules as part of definitions, 

and the logical analysis  as the proof of existence, I would like to refer to Prof. 

P. Aczel’s development of Frege s tru c tu res , where system s  (lambda sy s te m , pairing  

s y s te m , etc.) are defined (presented) as, e.g.:

Definition 3.1. A lambda system for an explicitly closed family T  consists of two ̂ -functionals 
A : T\  —► T q and APP : F q x  F q —► To such that

APP(A*/(*),a) = /(a)
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for all / in and a in T q.

(Aczel 1980, p. 38.)

Definition 5.6. A pairing system consists of ̂"-functions PAIR : T q x J-q —*■ T q and p, q : —► T q

such that for all objects a, 6

p(PAIR(a,6)) = a g(PAIR(a,6)) = 6.

Lemma 5.7. There is a pairing system.

(Ibid., p. 48.)

I present informally an illustrative example of such a method of solving the 

Existence Theorem for recursive definitions, suggesting that it is indeed a logical 

analysis considering the fact that it turns out to be a particular case of higher-order 

induction proof procedures.

2.4-1- The existence theorem and the logical analysis

When defining a logical sign which will operate on a set with an inductive struc

ture such as the natural numbers, via rules of use, one normally uses the following 

pattern, known as ‘primitive recursive definition’:

co<
/(0)
/(«') £(«>/(”))

where ‘a ’ and ‘/T are objects (concepts) already known. There are two points I 

want to make in this section regarding the aim of this section, which is to relate 

proof-theoretic definitions with recursion-theoretic definitions via a single semantical 

notion of ‘meaning given by rules of use’ .

First of all, the above pattern seems to miss the fundamentally ‘imperative’ na

ture inherent in such definitions via rules. The equality sign is hardly ever seen as 

a ‘reduces to’ sign. For this reason, the essential nature of such a pattern is hardly
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seen as related to the nature of proof-theoretic definitions. As a matter of fact, 

the notion of meaning as understood by the prevailing principles of proof-theoretic 

semantics makes things even harder. Traditional proof-theoretic semantics usually 

takes gram m atical rules, such as the rules for the assertability c o n d itio n s , and the 

rules of consequence  are said to having nothing to do with the meaning of the logical 

connective corresponding to the gram m atical rules. However, in my reformulated 

proof-theoretic semantics, which I call ‘semantics of use’, where the notion of reduc

tion  is part of the meaning of the particular logical sign being defined because they 

demonstrate formally the consequences aspect in addition to the gram m atica l aspect 

given by the in troduction  rules, it seems to be easier to see the close links between 

proof-theoretic and recursion-theoretic definitions. A more appropriate way of giv

ing such definitions, in line with Wittgenstein’s m eaning-is-use  and my ‘semantics 

of use’ (de Queiroz 1987c), where the first aspect of the use of a particular logi

cal sign is represented by the conditions under which it can be correctly used, this 

usually being left implicit for such ‘recursive’ definitions (in this case, it says that 

having two natural numbers one can form the ‘term’ ‘a +  6’), and the second aspect 

is given by making explicit the u tility  being given to the sign ‘ + ’ (in other words, 

the usefu lness, the purpose  of the particular symbol, or, even, the consequences  that 

can be drawn from the term containing the particular symbol being defined), would 

be something like:

r
(I)<

EVALUATE(/(0))

EVALUATE(/(n'))

a

j3(n, EVALUATE(/(n)))

where ‘EVALUATE’ plays a role similar to that which ‘APPLY’ does for the case of 

‘A’. It helps to code up the second aspect of the use (therefore meaning) of the 

(extra-)logical sign. For example, the definition of the sign ‘+ ’ given by

00
EVALUATE^ +  0) 

EVALUATE^ +  succ(6))

a

succ(EVALUATE(a +  PRED(succ(6))))
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is in fact saying what the commitments one makes by forming ‘a -f- 6’ are, or, what 

can be obtained from it. It makes clear what are the consequences of ‘asserting’ 

‘a -f b\ which constitutes one aspect of the meaning of any ‘statement’, according 

to Wittgenstein’s use-based account of meaning:

Denn nicht das ist die Frage: was ich mache, wenn ... (dies konnte nur eine psychologische Frage 
sein) —  sondern, welche Bedeutung die AuBerung hat, was sich aus ihr entnehmen laBt, welche 
Folgen sie hat.

which has been translated as

For the question is not ‘What am I doing when ... ?’ (for this could only be a psychological 
question) —  but rather, ‘What meaning does the statement have, what can be deduced from it, 
what consequences does it  have?’

(.R P P  //, §38, p. Se.)

(The emphasis is the Translator’s.)

The above (fundamental) part of the definition of ‘-f ’ is showing exactly this 

aspect of its meaning (use) by saying what are the consequences that can be drawn 

from ‘a +  b\ The definition of the symbol ‘-f ’ is given by the rules of use, which in 

this case happen to be ‘recursive’ rules.

The second point I want to make concerning the nature of ‘recursive’ definitions 

as definitions via ‘rules of use’ , is the fact that after writing down the definition 

one may want to ‘logically analyse’ the symbol being defined in order to find out 

whether there is already a logical sign with the same ‘semantics of use’. In order to 

do that what one has to do is to find a ‘solution’ for the given recursive equations, 

which I understand as being the same as performing a logical analysis as suggested 

by Frege in order to find an ‘implementation’ of the function defined. That is, we 

prove the ‘existence lemma’ similarly to Aczel’s procedure after the definitions of 

‘systems’ by rules of introduction (grammar) and reduction (use).

Several attempts have been made to find a general way of solving recursive equa

tions, most of them intimately linked to earlier problems like justifying the possibility
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of definition by recursion, and finding a justification for the axiom of mathematical 

induction. As early as the beginning of the century, people like Dedekind had tried 

to develop a method to ‘solve’ recursive equations by using an ordering  relation (‘ < ’ , 

in particular) between natural numbers as a primitive concept. Later on, around the 

end of the thirties, not happy with the technical difficulties of Dedekind’s method, 

people like Prof. Lorenzen (Lorenzen 1935) and Kalmar (Kalmar 1940) indepen

dently made remarkable steps towards finding a more general and less technically 

difficult technique to prove the existence theorem, providing the required ‘explicit 

definition from an inductive  one’ (according to the terminology in use at the time).

The method developed by the Hungarian mathematician L. Kalmar is probably 

the first one to apply explicitly the idea of partia l solutions to the problem of turning 

an inductive  definition into an explicit one.

In this note, I shall give one more proof, avoiding the order relation like Lorenzen, but also the 
idea of a multivalent function which is plainly more complicated than that of a function defined 
only for some natural numbers, occurring also in the heuristic argument referred to. (...)

(Kalmar 1940, p. 230.)

(...) Instead of saying, a function is not defined for a given argument, we could say, its value is 
oo or any other symbol different from the natural numbers. If we confine ourselves to functions 
whose values are different from 0, we can use 0 as such a symbol. (...)

(Id. Ibid., footnote 13.)

(cf. the idea of using ‘oo’ and Prof. Scott’s ‘ J_’ as the undefined  in Scott 1976, 

1981.)

The idea was that a certain function g would be called a partia l solution for a 

schema like (/) if

(a) so far as #(0) is defined, <?(0) =  a;

(b) so far as g{n ')  is defined, g ( n ) is defined too and g{n ') =  f i ( n , g (n) ) .

Given that, one would then assert

(1) For every n, there is a partia l solution g of (7) for which g( n )  is defined.
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(2) If g\ and <72 are partial solutions of (/), and if gi{n) and <72(rc) are both defined, 
then gi(n) = £f2(rc).

For example, the function g everywhere undefined is a partial solution. Likewise, 
the following g

g{0) = a

g(n) undefined for n ^ O  

is also a partial solution with g(0) defined.

Following this line of reasoning Kalmar goes on to the next step, which is to 
analyse the case where the function is defined for some n different from 0. In other 
words, the process goes by successive iterations.

The method Kalmar had in mind does not seem to be essentially different from 
the well known fixpoint method of solving recursive equations developed by Prof. 
Scott in his modern theory of computable functions (see, e.g., Scott 1976, 1981.). 
One starts from ‘no information at all’ about a particular infinite object (the re
cursively defined function), and goes on building it up by steps, using finite partial 
approximations.

One could probably see it better through an example.

Example. Let / be inductively defined as:

m  =  0

{ f(n) = f(n - 1) + 2n - 1

To find a ‘solution’ for the above recursive equations, one follows the heuristic 
argument that at the very first stage nothing can be said about the function apart 
from the assumption that it is undefined everywhere. By iteration one goes on ob
taining more and more defined solutions approximating the expected final solution,
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that will turn out to be the limit of all those partial approximations. The iteration 
goes as something like:

/o(n) undefined for all ‘n’ is a partial solution 
fi(n) = (n = 0 —> 0,/o(n — 1) -f 2n — 1) is a partial solution 
f2(n) = (n = 0 —> 0, f\(n — 1) -f 2n — 1) is a partial solution

Drawing a table for the successive stages of information about ‘/’ (where ‘_L’ 
represents undefined) we have:

0 1 2 3 4
fo j_

fl 0 j_

S2 0 1 _L

h 0 1 4 -L
u 0 1 4 9 JL

Looking at the table one guesses the behaviour of ‘/’: in the limit the function 
‘/’ will behave like ‘/(n) = ’ for all natural numbers ‘n’.

It should not be too difficult to see that the guessing is a logical inference, and, 
in particular, an inductive inference. And, indeed, one can see that this logical 
inference was very much like an induction over higher-order objects (sequences of 
numbers) and it is better known in mathematical logic as transfinite induction. 
Starting from the empty sequence, represented by the first stage where '}' is un
defined everywhere, one goes on by building finite sequences iteratively. Therefore, 
one has, for the transfinite induction inference, the empty sequence as the base case, 
and the assumption that there is a partial sequence which is defined up to a cer
tain ln\ as the induction step. This heuristic argument is formally defined by Prof. 
Scott, especially in the context of solving recursive equations, as fixpoint induction.
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It should be easy to see how fixpoint induction (as defined by Prof. Scott) strongly 
relates to transfinite induction (as defined by Sierpinski, in Sierpinski 1958).

After having logically analysed the recursive definition of the function ‘/’ we 
ended up with ‘/’ spelled out only in terms of already existing objects: if we recog
nised the ‘square’ function it is presumably because we had it before. So, in effect, 
what we have done was to choose a good candidate for our proof of existence, and 
just checking ‘mentally’ that the candidate (the square function) does fit in the 
original (recursive) definition, we felt ‘sure’ that the candidate was indeed a good 
one. It may not always be the case that we can recognise the behaviour of the 
function to the extent of finding a ‘suitable’ well-known candidate. The ‘factorial’ 
function, for example, can hardly be thought of having a candidate for replacement 
in a way similar to the more complicated ‘/’ having square as its more ‘primitive’ 
and recognisable candidate for replacement.

I would like to take the view that this process of logical inference to find the 
fixpoint of recursive equations is a suitable candidate to be used in the logical analysis 
suggested by Frege. It seems to be doing the job required: finding a ‘complex’ 
expression (‘implementation’) built up from the existing objects of the language to 
replace the new symbol one wanted to have in the language. In our example, the 
‘specification’ of ‘/’ as f(n) = (n = 0 —* 0,/(n — 1) -f 2n — 1) was turned into the 
‘implementation’ lf(n) = n2’. The existence of this ‘complex’ expression shows that 
the new symbol whose meaning one presumably had in mind beforehand, can be 
represented in the language by a certain (maybe complex) combination of already 
existing terms of the language.

The need for a method to solve recursive equations exists as a way of proving the 
existence of a function which is equivalent to the one being defined recursively. The 
fact that the use of the mathematical language to write definitions of these kinds, 
missing an essential part corresponding to the ‘imperative’ nature of ‘definitions by 
use’, like the absence of an element such as ‘EVALUATE’, has caused this proof of 
the ‘existence lemma’ to assume a role of such importance in recursion theory. A
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certain lack of discipline in the use of the language allows for undesirable, imprecise, 
useless, definitions to be made. The existence theorem then plays the role of showing 
the ‘goodness’ of the definition. However, by identifying the fundamental elements 
one should provide when defining logical signs via rules, one could hope to obtain 
better definitional mechanisms which would shift the importance of the proof of the 
existence lemma to a secondary role.

A formal system initially thought of as an attempt to clarify the syntax and se
mantics of the language of intuitionistic mathematics turns out to be an attempt to 
settle the problem of how one can put more discipline and more coherence in the use 
of the language of mathematics. However, there still remain some incoherences espe
cially with regards to the relation rule-meaning, and this, I believe, is mainly due to 
the fact that its semantics is based on the rather unsatisfactory Gentzen semantics. 
The next chapter is devoted to an analysis of the pitfalls with respect to the relation 
rules-meaning in what is called ‘Gentzen-Prawitz’ proof-theoretic semantics, which 
is followed by another chapter discussing the weaknesses of such a formal system 
thought of as a clarification of the language of intuitionistic mathematics. It does 
not convince because it is still insisting on the same semantical inadequacy of the as- 
sertability conditions-based argument. That is, Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic 
Type Theory is the object of my analysis in Chapter 5.

2 .5 . C o n c lu s io n s  a n d  F in a l R e m a rk s

Can proper foundations ever be formulated for the notion of ‘computation’ in purely 
linguistic terms? What is there in common among all models of computability, with 
respect to the relation rules-meaning? We believe that to study the foundations 
of computability by studying the foundations of language, the nature of concepts 
like meaning and understanding, can be highly fruitful. It is worth recalling one of 
Wittgenstein’s aphorisms concerning the role of language in the whole of philosophy:

Wir miissen die ganze Sprache durchpflugen.

which has been translated as
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We must plough over the whole of language.

(RFGB, p. 7e.)

and that is how I have looked at problems related to the logical foundations of 
computation: concentrating on the question of how meaning is related to rules of 
use.

As I keep on insisting throughout this report, it appears recognisably fair to say 
that L. Wittgenstein’s (later) philosophical views on semantic matters (meaning vs. 
use) constitute a great source of inspiration for a proper foundation of the theory of 
computation, where rules and meaning have a close interplay. It is exactly from this 
philosophical point of view that I have been working on a revision of proof-theoretic 
semantics for the mathematical language resulting in a particular operational seman
tics which I suggestively call ‘semantics of use’. I have essentially tried to rework the 
analysis of the nature of use in logical terms, initiated by Prof. Michael Dummett 
and Prof. Dag Prawitz in their research programme on an intuitionistic (linguistic) 
account of meaning for the language of mathematics. The result is a reformulation 
of Gentzen-style proof-theoretic semantics, in line with Wittgenstein’s meaning-is- 
use because it does take into account both aspects of Wittgenstein’s later account 
of ‘propositions’ which he calls ‘the rules of sentence formation’ and ‘the use of the 
sign in the language-games’. As an illustration of the force of this ‘semantics of use’ 
I propose a reformulation of a particular formalisation of constructive mathematics, 
Prof. Per Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory, which I say can be seen more 
convincingly as a meaning theory for the mathematical language, provided it car
ries a better semantical account than Gentzen’s traditional proof-theoretic semantics 
which considers the ‘ assertability conditions' alone as the only aspect of the meaning 
of a proposition. The idea is to use normalisation as a semantical notion as a formal 
counterpart to a reading of Wittgenstein’s informal notion of ‘language-games’. In 
fact, the meta-mathematical device of normalisation seems to be the key point re
garding the relation rules-meaning for the mathematical language, just because it is 
a ‘formal’ explanation of the consequences of the ‘assertion’. I have shown how such
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a device can be useful as an alternative reading of Wittgenstein’s ‘language-games’, 
and at least as appropriate as Game-Theoretical Semantics (Hintikka 1983) and 
Dialogue-Games (Lorenzen 1969) in dealing with operational semantics according 
to Wittgenstein’s views on ‘language-games’ and the language of mathematics (de 
Queiroz 198Se).



3 A Critique of Proof-Theoretic Semantics

3 .1 . P re a m b le

After G. Gentzen’s development of the natural deduction style of doing metamathe
matics, much work has been done in analysing the methods used in mathematics in 
a purely syntactic way. Allowing this analysis to be done from an operational point 
of view, by giving explicit rules rather than abstract models, made proof theory a 
rather appealing alternative for the treatment of mathematical methods using for
mal systems. Remarkable results like proofs of consistency of parts of mathematics 
have been obtained since Gentzen’s proof of consistency of arithmetic. Also various 
important techniques to achieve such results have been developed and the use of 
them have suggested how useful they can be for the treatment of computational 
aspects of logic and mathematics. Prof. D. Prawitz’s reduction techniques to prove 
normalisation theorems, and Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s formalisations of constructive 
mathematics are certainly good examples of this. However, no satisfactory account 
of the relationship between introduction and elimination rules for a logical connec
tive seems to have been provided despite many attempts to clarify the matter once 
and for all. In this chapter I make an attempt to put this into better terms, taking 
a quite different view and arguing that the meaning of a connective is completely

29
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given by its introduction rules plus the corresponding reduction rules. The intro
duction and reduction rules give the meaning to the connective being defined by 
indicating when and how1 the connective can be used, respectively. To eliminate 
the connective is to compute the expression, getting rid of the undesired connective.

To be able to analyse mathematical proofs explicitly, treating proofs as proper 
mathematical objects, Gentzen, who had worked for Hilbert in his programme, 
developed systems of ‘coding1 mathematical methods into inference rules. The idea 
was that to pursue a logical analysis of metamathematics in a purely operational 
way, one would have to code the steps of ordinary mathematical proofs into finitarily 
graspable rules. Considering it to be a natural way of doing this, Gentzen argued 
that introducing and eliminating logical constants were the most basic procedures 
utilised in a mathematical proof. Therefore, a system of natural deduction, as he 
suggestively decided to call these kinds of presentation systems, would be composed 
of rules for introduction and rules for elimination of every logical connective to be 
used in the particular logic being presented.

(...) My starting point was this: The formalization of logical deduction, especially as it has been 
developed by Frege, Russell and Hilbert, is rather far removed from the forms of deduction used 
in practice in mathematical proofs. Considerable formal advantages are achieved in return.

In contrast, I intended first to set up a formal system which comes as close as possible to actual 
reasoning. The result was a ‘calculus of natural deduction’. (...)

(Gentzen 1935, p. 68 of English translation in Szabo (ed.) 1969.)

3 .2 . In tro d u c tio n

In a natural deduction system, according to Gentzen, the introduction rules would 
serve to define the connective in question. The elimination rule would then be just 
a mere consequence of the former. This account of meaning (introduction rules as 
definitions), however, seems to lack the force of a convincing account of operational

1Cf. Wittgenstein’s ‘(...) I have said that “--p = p” gives a rule for the use of the word “not”;
it gives the meaning by stating how it functions. (...)’, Ambrose (ed.) 1979, Part III (Lectures 
1934-35), p. 153.
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meaning. I analyse in this report (as well as in de Queiroz 1987c) a revision of 
proof-theoretic semantics where the definition of a particular logical connective is 
given by introduction rules plus reduction rules properly ‘internalised’, as in the case 
of the equality rules of Intuitionistic Type Theory. (As we shall see later on, Prof. 
Prawitz’s reduction rules are of a ‘meta-level’ nature, and the equality rules of In
tuitionistic Type Theory constitute ‘internalisations’ of Prof. Prawitz’s rules.) This 
particular view, which I call ‘semantics of use’ in direct reference to Wittgenstein’s 
semantical principle that meaning is determined by use, seems to offer a plausible 
answer to the still unsettled question: in what respect the elimination rules are 
uniquely determined by the corresponding introduction rules plus ‘extra require
ments’ (not specified by Gentzen). I propose them to be the ‘internalisation’ of the 
reduction rules, showing the effect of particular elimination rules on the result of an 
introduction inference.

(...) Gentzen suggested that it should be possible to formulate in what respect the elimination rule 
is uniquely determined by the corresponding introduction rule. Indeed, it strikes one as very likely 
that the elimination rules are in some sense the strongest rules for drawing consequences from an 
assertion; one sense in which this may be true was suggested in a conjecture by Prawitz. However, 
the question of the way (if any) in which the elimination rules occupy such a unique position is 
still unsettled. (...)

(Prawitz 1977, p. 33.)

To be able to achieve his original goal, which was to prove consistency of parts 
of mathematics without having recourse to truth values but only rules of proof, 
Gentzen had to develop techniques to normalise proofs, and for that he proved what 
is nowadays known as the Hauptsatz, which says that every proof can be brought 
into a form not containing any introduction step followed by an elimination step 
for the same connective, one immediately after the other in the derivation. From 
that result he could then prove the consistency of parts of mathematics (like, e.g. 
elementary number theory) by showing that after normalising no derivation would 
become a null proof, which if it were the case would mean that a contradiction 
was being derived from the specific fragment of mathematics being analysed, just
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because there is no rule of introduction for the absurdity constant.

Later on Prof. D. Prawitz carried on improving the normalisation procedures, 
and in his thorough proof-theoretical studies on natural deduction systems, pub
lished in Prawitz 1965, he classified these normalisation procedures and gave them 
the name of reduction rules. What he seems to have overlooked is that these re
duction rules also play a definite role in giving meaning to the connective, and not 
just the introduction rules as himself and Gentzen both have apparently believed. 
Normalisation plays an important role in the operational semantics of a particular 
logical sign, and the reduction rules represent this process within proof theory, which 
is in itself meant to offer an operational semantics to the language of mathematics.

Following this line of thought, we then need to look back at the notion of reduc
tion rule.

3 .2 .1 . R e d u c tio n  ru le s  a n d  the in v e r s io n  p r in c ip le

Based on the so-called Inversion Principle which says that

(...) nothing is gained by inferring a formula through introduction for use as a major premiss in 
an elimination (...)

(Prawitz 1965, p. 33.)

the reduction rules have been developed to help in transforming a proof (or deriva
tion) in a natural deduction system to a normal form. A proof is in normal form if it 
has no redundant steps, where a connective is introduced and immediately afterwards 
eliminated. As an example:

A-reduction

Si
A\

E
A
2

Ai A Ai 
Ai

Si
Ai (* = 1,2)
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(where means ‘reduces to’) which means that having derivations Si and S2 for 
each of the formulas A\ and A2, respectively, we can introduce a logical symbol in 
our language to represent the conjunction of the two formulas and the result of the 
elimination of such a logical symbol is to get back to one of the two derivations 
of A\ or A2, the resulting introduction step being redundant. One aspect of our 
‘pre-conceived’ meaning of conjunction, assuming we have one, is then represented 
by the fact that we can get back either one of the two conjuncts, if we apply either 
elimination operation to the result of an introduction inference. In other words, to 
represent our pre-conceived meaning of the connective in question, in addition to 
saying when we can correctly assert a conjunctive sentence (the ‘grammar’ aspect), 
we have to say how to use it in our language (the ‘consequences’ aspects: the effect 
of splitting operations on the result of a pairing inference), and that seems to be the 
role of the reduction rules. In other words, these rules show the effect of particular 
elimination operations on a formula derived from an introduction inference.

Other useful examples2:

V -reduction

_£ [A,]
Aj Si

M V A2 b
B

where [A,] denotes the set of assumptions in E,• that are closed by the corresponding 
V-elimination (i = 1,2).

D-reduction

_S2_ 
B

I M
£,
B

2 f o r  a  m o r e  d e t a i l e d  e x p l a n a t i o n ,  s e e ,  e . g . ,  P r a w i t z  1 9 7 1 .
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where [Ax] denotes the set of assumptions in S2 that are closed by the -̂introduction. 

V -reduction

s (a )
A(a) S(<)

■ * A(t) 
A(t)

where E(a) indicates that the formulas in the part of the derivation above A(a) may 
contain the parameter a. The deduction E(£) is obtained from E(a) by replacing 
every occurrence of a by the term t.

3-reduction

Si
A(t) 

3x.A(x) 
B

[A(a)} 
S2(a) 
Z

. Si ,
M
s 2(0
B

where [A(a)J denotes the set of assumptions in E2(a) which are closed by the 3- 
elimination.

In fact, the Inversion Principle, also used by Prof. Lorenzen in his develop
ment of an ‘operative’ view of logic and mathematics which reflects the symmetry 
between introduction and elimination rules, has a definite role to play in the case 
where meaning is given by natural deduction-like proof rules because it shows the 
second fundamental aspect of the use (operational meaning) by exhibiting, as I have 
just said, the effect of particular elimination rules on the result of an introduction 
inference.

Prof. Aczel’s idea of introducing new symbols by using what he calls ‘systems’ 
seems to be a much more natural and coherent view, where the ‘reduction’ rules are 
given, showing how the system works:

D e f i n i t i o n  3 . 1 .  A  lambda system f o r  a n  e x p l i c i t l y  c lo s e d  f a m i l y  F  c o n s is t s  o f  t w o  ^ - f u n c t i o n a l s  

A : T\ — *• P q a n d  A P P  : P q x  T q —* P q s u c h  t h a t
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A P P ( A * / ( * ) , a )  =  / ( a )

for all /  in T\ and a in Tq.
(Aczel 1980, p. 38.)

Let us call our lambda system ‘IT. We then look at the definition of ‘IT as 
(borrowing a bit of notation from Intuitionistic Type Theory):

II -introduction

(x e T0)

\xf G J"\ —» To

II- reduction

(x G To)
a £ T0 /  € T\___

APP(Aa;/,a) = f(a) G To

Another example of Prof. Aczel’s use of reduction rules to define his systems is 
the following:

D e f i n i t i o n  5 . 6 .  A  pairing system c o n s is t s  o f  ^ - f u n c t i o n s  P A I R  : F o x T q —* T q a n d  p, q : T q — *■ 

s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a l l  o b j e c t s  a, b

p ( P A I R ( a ,  6 ) )  =  a  g ( P A I R ( a ,  6 ) )  =  b.

(Ibid., p .  48.)

Naming our pairing system as ‘S’, we look at the definition of ‘S’ as:

S- introduction

a. G To b G To 
PAIR(a, 6) G To

S- reduction
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a £ P0 b G To a E b G T0
p(PAIR(a,6)) = a£fo ?(PAIR(a,6)) = b 6 P0

How can the meaning of '‘lambda systems’ and 1 pairing systems' be understood 
if not by the reduction rules? One can only conclude that there cannot be any hope 
of getting the elimination rule of a logical connective just from its introduction rule. 
And this is exactly because the meaning (use) is not made completely explicit until 
the reduction rules are provided.

The controversy about which of the rules (introduction or elimination) gives 
the meaning to the connective being defined can be overcome by accepting that 
both have their parts. They constitute distinct aspects of the use (meaning) of the 
specific logical sign. Therefore the rules representing the Inversion Principle (rules 
of reduction) assume a definite role in a system of rules of definition, by showing 
how elimination rules operate on the result of an introduction inference.

What appears to have been a misleading assumption saying that introduction 
rules are definitions, consequently a misconcetion of the semantical role of proof 
rules has even left room for engagement in what might be called ‘false’ problems. 
The failure of most attempts at obtaining the elimination rules solely from the rules 
of introduction in natural deduction presentation systems have only shown that 
introduction and elimination inference rules as understood by Gentzen and Prawitz 
in their studies on natural deduction, are distinct aspects of the meaning of a logical 
sign. The reduction rules come in as a meta-device with the role of explaining the 
effect of elimination steps on introduction inferences.

3 . 2 . 2 .  P r o f .  P r a w i t z ’s  ‘e l i m i n a t i o n  f r o m  i n t r o d u c t i o n ’ g e n e r a l  p r o c e 

d u r e

Having developed the normalisation procedures based on the reduction rules Prof. 
Prawitz seems to have overlooked the definitive role of such rules in giving the
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meaning to the logical connective. In his semantical studies on the meaning and 
completeness of the logical constants he tried to build up a general form of schematic 

introductions aiming at a uniform way of obtaining the elimination rules from the 
corresponding schematic introduction rules. Quoting Gentzen’s words

( . . . )  G e n t z e n  s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  “ i t  s h o u l d  b e  p o s s ib l e  t o  d i s p l a y  t h e  e l i m i n a t i o n  r u l e s  a s  u n i q u e  

f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  i n t r o d u c t i o n  r u l e s  o n  t h e  b a s is  o f  c e r t a i n  r e q u i r e m e n t s ” . ( . . . )

(Prawitz 1978, pp. 36-7.)

and getting inspiration from them, Prof. Prawitz seems to overlook the fact that the 
reduction (normalisation) rules show the aspect of the meaning which is not captured 
by the introduction rules alone, by showing the effect of particular elimination rules 
on the result of an introduction inference. One can easily show, as I have done in a 
somewhat modified form in de Queiroz 1988, that there cannot be any hope of having 
this general procedure for obtaining the elimination rules just from the introduction 

rules if we consider natural deduction systems (rules operate on sentences rather 
than sequents) with only logical rules, i.e., no structural rules like cut or something 
of that sort. This is because the introduction rules only cover one of the aspects of 
the use (therefore meaning) of the particular connective. In other words, to define 
the meaning of a logical connective, one has to give more than just the conditions 
under which the connective can be correctly used (‘grammatical'), aspect which is 
captured by the introduction rules. The other aspect of the use (meaning), which 
tells what is the utility of the connective, or, in other words, what conclusions can 
be drawn from a sentence containing the connective as the major one (elimination 

rules), still have to be given independently and cannot be ‘obtained’ from the first 
aspect. For the sake of clarity, and to make this chapter reasonably self-contained, 
I repeat it here, this time trying to give a more detailed account of Prof. Prawitz’s 
semantically unsound attempt.

The General Form of Schematic Introductions is given as something like:
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Kii
G\ G j

W),

G)
viFu- ■ ■ ,F„)

G Pi

where i7}, Gj and H j k are formula schemata built up of syntactical variables for 

sentences and sentential operators under the following conditions:

a) i =  and s is the number of introduction rules for the particular

connective ‘c

b) Ft (/ =  1 , . . . ,  n) represent the formulas in the conclusion;

c) G'j (j =  1 , . . .  ,pt) represent the formulas in the premiss of the z-th introduction 

rule for the connective;

d) H'j k (j =  1 , . . .  ,p,) (k =  1 , . . . ,  hj) represent the assumption-formulas for the 

j-th formula Gj in the premiss of the z-th introduction rule;

e) pi represents the number of formulas in the premiss of the z-th introduction 

rule;

f) hlj represents the number of assumption-formulas for the j-th formula of the 

z-th introduction rule.

A rule which is an instance of such a schema infers a formula <p(Ai,. . . ,  A n) from 

Pi  premisses B*p. and may bind assumptions of the form C j 11. . C j hi that

occur above thej-th  premiss 5 ‘-, where the A’s, B ’s and C 1 s are formulas obtained 

from the corresponding F ’s, G ’s and H's by a simultaneous substitution of formulas 

for the syntactical variables.

The elimination rules for an n-ary sentential operation i<p'> whose introduction 

rule is the one just stated, are said to be given by one rule schema of the form:

r\
A<p(Fu...,Fn)

A

r,
A

r5
A
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with s minor premisses of the form A  and where assumptions occurring above the 

z'-th (i <  s) minor premiss may be bound when they are of one of the forms shown 

in I\- (i =  1 , . . .  , 5 ). For every introduction rule, a corresponding T ’ is built as:

r. = AffU-Gi,..., A P i , k G\nk<h\ k<h'Pi

where

a) f\ is a sign for iterated conjunction;

b) If hl- =  0 (i.e., there are no assumptions), then the iterated conjunction is just 

to be left out and the implication is replaced by its consequent;

c) If pi =  0, then there are no assumptions occurring above the z'-th minor 

premiss bound by the inference;

d) If s =  0, there is only one premiss, namely <p(F\, . . . ,  F n).

However, the above schema does not seem to be achieving its original goal. First 

of all, conjunction and implication are taken as primitives, to explain themselves 

later on (the definition of T ’ involves ‘/\’ and ► ’ ). Secondly, if we take the schema 

seriously and apply it to the connective (implication), we arrive at an elimination 

rule which cannot be taken as a proper elimination rule for the connective in question 

(see Example 3.2.2.3).

Examples. (Developed from the examples briefly mentioned in Prawitz 1978, p. 35.) 

Example 3.2.2.1 Conjunction (‘A’)

s =  1 (1 introduction rule)

Pi =  2 (2 formulas in the premiss of the 1 st introduction rule)

/i} =  h\ =  0 (no assumptions for each of the formulas in the premiss of the 

introduction rule)

Gj =  Fj(j =  1 ,2)  (formulas in the premiss)
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A- in troduction

Fi___ F2
A (Fu F 2)

So,

hence,

k<0 k< 0

I\ =  f u f 2

therefore,

A- e lim ina tion

Fu F2

A ( f l  , F 2) a

A

Example 3.2.2.2 Disjunction (‘V’)

5 =  2 (2 in troduction  rules)

Pi =  P2 =  1 (1 formula in the premiss of each in troduction  rule)

h \  =  h \  =  0 (no assumptions)

G\  =  Fi (z =  1 ,2) (one formula of the conclusion for the premiss of each 

in troduction  rule)

F\ F 2

V(Fu F2) V(Fi,F2)

V- in troduction
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So,

Ti

r2

hence,

therefore,

V- elimination

V ^ ^ 2) a
A

Example 3.2.2.3 Implication (‘—>’)

s =  1 (1 introduction rule)

Pi =  1 (1 formula in the premiss)

h\ =  1 (1 assumption-formula for the 1 st formula in the premiss)

G\ =  F 2 (the 2nd formula in the conclusion is the formula in the premiss) 

H\  x =  Fi (the I st formula in the conclusion is the assumption-formula)

— introduction

F2 

A

M U
JfcCO

G\

Mu.k< 0 g!

Ti = Fi
r2 = F2

G)
-(fi.fi)

[fi]

fi
-(fi.fi)

which is the same as
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and

Fi = A  H\* -»°\
k<\

which means

Ti =  H i  -  G\

substituting F\ and F 2 into H\  x and G\ respectively, we have

Ti =  Fi -> F 2

We then arrive at an elimination rule for as:

— elimination

Fl-̂ F2

-*{FuFi) 'A 

A

which, as already pointed out by Sundholm, can never be taken as modus ponens 

(—► - elimination).

In fact, this schema seems to be producing nothing more than a cut rule for 

every n-ary connective defined by the schematic introduction. Rather than a rule 

to eliminate the above rule looks more like a schema which one can use for any 

logical symbol, like e.g.:

A(F i ,F 2)

F i A F 2

A
L

F 1 V F 2

V(Fu F 2)

A
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If we think in terms of a sequent calculus where the proves (‘b ’) symbol is part of 

the system and the assumptions are ‘carried around’, one can readily see that Prof. 

Prawitz’s schema is just producing an instance of the cut rule for the corresponding 

connective:

Example 3.2.2 . 1  (Conjunction)

A(Fi, F 2) {Fu F 2}\rA 
b A

Example 3.2.2.2 (Disjunction)

h V ( F i,F 2) { E \ } b A  {F2}\-A 
b A

Example 3.2.2.3 (Implication)

b - ( F i , F 2) {Fi  —► F 2} b A  
b A

At this point it becomes difficult to justify and to maintain the coherence of the 

whole body of concepts introduced by proof theory. No wonder important questions 

arise, such as: 1 2

1 . Does a system of natural deduction of the kind we are considering, where in

troduction and elimination are assumed to be the only kinds of rules available, 

and those rules operate over sentences rather than sequents, accommodate an extra 

‘meta-concept’ like a cut rule ?

2 . Can a cut rule be taken as an elimination rule ?

The point I attempt to make when arguing against Prof. Prawitz’s schema, as 

shown above, is that there cannot be any hope of getting the elimination rule of a 

logical connective just from its introduction rule. They constitute distinct aspects
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of the meaning of a logical sign. So, either both introduction and elimination rules 

have to be provided, which works perfectly well for simple cases (not necessarily for 

more complicated cases such as modal logics, given that there must be something 

outside proof rules, like ‘possible worlds’ , to fill in the semantical gap: e.g., the 

‘ necessitatin'1 rule is an introduction rule for ‘O’, and yet, it does not suffice to 

give meaning to ‘O’), or one assumes that the definition (only partially given by the 

introduction rules) is not complete until the reduction (normalisation) rules, when 

properly ‘internalised’ like in Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory, are 

provided. They cover one of the fundamental aspects of the use (therefore meaning) 

of the corresponding connective by showing the effect of particular elimination rules 

on the result of an introduction inference.

In an attempt to correct Prof. Prawitz’s schema, Schroeder-Heister argues that 

Prof. Prawitz’s mistake was to confuse ‘=>’ (‘derivability’) with ‘—► ’ (‘implication’). 

He then offers an alternative schema which is based on his extended notion of deduc

tion where rules are taken as assumptions rather than only formulas as in ordinary 

natural deduction calculi. By adopting the same semantical principle set by Gentzen 

which says that introduction rules define the connective, Schroeder-Heister appears 

to comit the same fundamental mistake. The result is a schema which does not 

produce proper elimination rules.

By introducing a natural deduction calculus with rules of higher levels, i.e., a 

calculus where rules and not only formulae can be introduced as assumptions, it is 

argued that the elimination rule for ‘—>’ can be formulated as

( A  => B )

A —> B  c
C

where ‘ (A => B ) ’ means a rule taken as an assumption.

The point made is that Prof. Prawitz’s mistake was due to the confusion between 

the logical connective and the rule (derivation) arrow ‘=>’. By making this
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distinction one could make the general schema for producing elimination rules from 

introduction rules work as desired. 3

The standard form of basic rule schemata for an n-ary operator ‘S ’ is given as: 

Schemata for S-introduction (ST):

^ i ( A i , . . . ,  An) ^ m ( A i , , An)
S A i . . .  An S A \ . . .  A n

Schema for S-elimination (SE):

$ i (A i ,  • • •, An) A j , . . . ,  A n)
S A i ... A n_________A ______ ^ _______A ______

A

where <l>i(Ai,. . . ,  A „ ) , . . . ,  $ m( A i , . . . ,  A n) are lists of rule schemata associated with 

the operator ‘S ’.

According to this general pattern, the basic rules for ‘V’, ‘A’ and ‘—>’ are given 

as:

(V7)
A

A y  B

B

A V  B
(VE)

A  B

A V  B  C  C  
C

(A/) d _ f  {AE) A A £ _

( -  i )

A

B
A ->  B (-> E)

A
B

C

3This point was made in a letter from Dr. P. Schroeder-Heister, to whom I would like to express
my deepest gratitude.
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Although succeeding in producing a more coherent schema than Prof. Prawitz’s, 

Schroeder-Heister does not seem to be too convincing. The resulting elimination 

rules for ‘A’ and are not exactly what is expected:

(A E)
A A B

A

A A B

B

(-> E)
A  A - > B  

B

Moreover, all elimination rules seem to be using a ‘ third party’ (lC \  in particu

lar), as is the case for cut rules. This gives the impression that there is a confusion 

between a cut rule and an elimination rule.

Furthermore, to verify that the reduction rules are indeed fundamental rules 

is not a difficult task. Looking at some more recent formal languages of modern 

mathematics (A-Calculus, Intuitionistic Type Theory, Category Theory, etc.) one 

can find a number of examples. The rules for TL-equality of Intuitionistic Type 

Theory, for example, represent two of the fundamental laws of the lamb da-calculus:

U-equality

(x E A)
a £ A  b(x) E B{x) 

Ap((\x)b(x), a) =  b(a) E B(a)

c E (II:EEA.)i?(:r) 
c =  (Ax)Ap(c,x) E (Ux GA)B( x )

The first one can be seen as the /^-conversion rule4

(Ax . M ) N  =  M[x  :=  N], —  conversion);

and the second one is the 77-conversion rule5

4Barendregt 1981, definition 2.1.4.1, p. 23.
5Ibid., definition 2.1.28., p. 32.
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Xx.Mx =  M  (77 — conversion)

Can there exist any use for the lambda calculus without at least the /^-conversion 

rule? Can the operation of ‘apply' be derived from the introduction (abstraction) 

rule of ‘A’ ? Are /?- and 77- conversion ‘derived’ rules or are they primitively defined 

rules? These questions all arise, as far as I can see, in demonstrating the insufficiency 

of the introduction rules with respect to the meaning of the corresponding logical 

connective.

The rules for bicartesian closed categories, given by P. Dybjer when attempting 

to relate some formal rules of Category Theory to rules of Type Theory (in Dybjer 

1985, pp. 177-178.), constitute another example of how fundamental the reduction 

rules are:

Rules for binary coproduct 

(weak rules)

f : A - + C  g : B  —+ C  

[f,9] oinl =  f : A - * C

f : A — * C  g : B ^ C  

[/, <7 ] o inr- g: A ^ C

which correspond in type theory to the equality rules for the sum of two types (*+’ 

system, if we insist on Prof. Aczel’s notion of systems):

+-equality

{x £ A) (y £ B)

a £ A  d(x) £ C{i(x)) e(y) £ C(j{y)) 
D (i(a),(x)d(x),(y)e(y)) =  d(a) £ C(i(a))
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(x € A) (y e  B)

b e B  d(x)€C(i(x)) e(y) 6 C(j(y))
D i m , (*)rf(*), (V)e(y)) =  e(6) € C(j(6))

Rules for binary product 

(weak rules)

f : C  A  g : C  — * B  
f s t o < f , g > = f : C - + A

f : C  — > A  g : C  B  
snd o <  / ,g > =  g : C  B

which correspond to the rules for disjoint union of a family of types, or, equivalently, 

to a pairing system ‘S ’ (in Martin-Lof 1984, p. 45 &; p. 46.):

S - equality

a £  A  b £  5 (a) 
p(PAIR(a,6)) =  a e A

a £ A  b £ 5 (a) 
g(PAIR(a,6)) =  6 £ 5 (a)

Rule for exponentiation 

(weak rule)

______________f : C  x A  — > B ______________
apply o < A(/) o fst, snd > =  f : C  x A  B

which corresponds to one of the equality rules for the cartesian product of families 

of types (H-equality), in particular the equality rule which represents the lambda 

calculus’ ^-conversion rule (as seen above).
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One could then ask: is the operator which works as an elimination operator, 

in any sense derived from linl\ ‘m r’ ? A similar question could be asked for lfst\ 

lsnd' and 4<  > ’ . And last, but not least, 4apply’ and 4A\

By taking my point of view on the importance of the reduction rules, and the 

insufficiency of the introduction rules, one can understand why the language of, 

e.g., category theory, has gained a certain popularity within the computer science 

community: it makes available in the language not only each symbol to be introduced 

but also its projections and its corresponding reduction (e.g., Dybjer’s Hnl\ ‘m r’ 

and 4[ ]’ ; 4<  > ’ and 4/sP , isnd’>; ‘A’ and 4apply’). This is probably what is missing in 

proof theory in order to make it a ‘comfortable’ language to express constructions. 

I see the work of Prof. Martin-Lof on his Intuitionistic Type Theory, which shall be 

discussed in the following chapters, as a remarkable step towards this objective.

From my own understanding of the semantical issue involved here, I can only con

clude that Prof. Prawitz’s mistake when demonstrating a certain ‘general’ schema 

for obtaining elimination rules from introduction rules was of a semantical nature 

and had nothing to do with the specific schema presented.

3.3. Prof. Prawitz’s Development

The most extensive studies of proof-theoretic techniques after Gentzen has proba

bly been done by Prof. D. Prawitz. Various important techniques and results on 

normalisation and strong normalisation for different logics have been obtained by 

this creative Scandinavian logician. His thorough studies on Natural Deduction cal

culi have made an important contribution to the development of a more operational 

account of meaning for the mathematical language.

Semantical investigations have been pursued by Prof. Prawitz, especially in con

nection with Prof. Dummett’s development of an intuitionistic account of meaning 

based on the interplay between meaning and use. Both seemed to have analysed 

deeply the relevant aspects of the use of an assertive sentence, particularly with 

regards to its meaning. The result of these semantical studies, however, does not
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seem to have been convincingly completed. The apparent attachment to Gentzen’s 

view on the role of each of the different kinds of proof rules, has led to an incomplete 

and unconvincing connection between the ‘meaning as use’ semantic notion and the 

Gentzen-style proof-theoretic semantics. Although admitting that the elimination 

rules play a part in the definition of the use of the particular connective, Prof. 

Prawitz seems to stick to Gentzen’s principles and takes the introduction rules as 

the ones which completely define the meaning of the connective arguing for some 

kind of ‘priority’ of the latter rules over the former ones. Even after saying that 

not all relevant aspects of the use are covered by the introduction rules, he tries 

to devise a general schema for obtaining elimination rules from the corresponding 

introduction rules. This results in a failure, which I analysed above and elsewhere 

(de Queiroz 1987a, 1988). The fact is that the traditional proof-theoretic semantics 

developed by Gentzen, certainly due to its rather ‘static’ notion of meaning, does 

not seem to tie in very well with the more intuitive and more convincing ‘meaning 

as use’ (operational) semantic principle.

3.3.1. Prof. Dummett’s aspects of use and the role of proof rules in 

proof theory.

In his attempt to study the relationship between meaning and proofs, aiming at 

a more convincing account of operational meaning for the mathematical language 

as required by his and Prof. Dummett’s interpretation of intuitionistic logic, Prof. 

Prawitz attempts to analyse how Prof. Dummett’s points on meaning and use relate 

to proof-theoretic notions. An important point stressed in his analysis is the fact 

that to have the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence it does not suffice to learn to 

recognise a proof of the sentence. It is necessary to know the kinds of commitments 

that are made when the sentence is asserted. Speaking in terms of proof-theoretic 

inference rules, this is just saying that the ‘introduction’ rule, which reflects the first 

of these two aspects of the meaning of a sentence (the ability to recognise a proof 

of it), does not cover all the relevant aspects.
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It thus seems more reasonable to say with the intuitionists that the meaning of a sentence is 
determined by the way it can be proved. Prof. Dummett suggests that the knowledge of the 
meaning of a sentence manifests itself in our capacity to recognise a proof of it when one is 

presented to us. But this conclusion may be premature at this point because, as stressed by Prof. 

Dummett, there are different features of the use of a sentence. What we learn is not only how to 

prove statements but more generally how to use statements in proofs.

Prof. Dummett points out that quite generally, there are two aspects of the use of an (assertive) 

sentence: (1) the conditions under which it can be correctly asserted, and (2) the commitments 

made by asserting it. In the case of mathematics, aspect (1) is expressed in the rules for inferring 

the sentence, and aspect (2) in the rules for drawing consequences from the sentence. When we 

learn to use sentences, what we learn are these two kinds of rules.

(Prawitz 1977, pp. 6-7.)

Looking at Prof. Prawitz’s words, what we can immediately say is that it strongly 

suggests the existence of a close relationship between the use of a sentence and 

its meaning. Furthermore, by saying that there are two aspects of the use of an 

(assertive) sentence, and that they correspond to the aspects (1) and (2) above, 

he seems to admit that the meaning (use) is not made up of the condition (1) 

alone. This condition (1) in fact corresponds exactly to the proof-theoretic notion 

of introduction rule, which is the rule for inferring the sentence. The apparently 

evident conclusion Prof. Prawitz seems to draw, which is expressed in the last 

sentence of the above quotation, comes as a confirmation of the insufficiency of the 

introduction rule.

Nevertheless, perhaps in an attempt to be coherent with Gentzen’s fundamental 

principle which says that the introduction rule defines the connective, the elimination 

rule being a mere consequence of it, Prof. Prawitz insists on a kind of ‘priority’ of 

introduction although admitting its insufficiency with regards to the meaning of the 

connective.

3.3.2. Insufficiency of introduction rules

To what extent the condition for asserting a sentence (introduction inference) can 

carry all the information necessary to understand the meaning of the sentence seems
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to be fairly clear to Prof. Prawitz.

(...) a person knowing the condition for asserting A  A B  will of course know a procedure that 

makes it acceptable to him to infer A  A B  from the premisses A  and B, i.e., in every situation 

this inference is acceptable to him. But it is conceivable that although he knows the condition 

for asserting A  A B, he does not happen to know the procedure which given a canonical proof of 

A  A B  yields a canonical proof of A. As long as he does not know this procedure, the inference of 

A  from A A B  will not be acceptable. Hence, if we are of the opinion that a person’s grasp of the 

meaning of A A B  is insufficient, as long as he does not know the acceptability of this inference, we 

must maintain that a grasp of this meaning involves something more than the knowledge of the 

condition for asserting the sentence.

(Ibid., p. 31.)

What I want to say is that this ‘something more than the knowledge of the 

condition for asserting the sentence’ does not necessarily have to be the elimination 

rule. The principle laid down by Gentzen which says that the elimination rule is a 

mere consequence of the definition of the connective can still be maintained. And this 

is done by taking the ‘internalisation’ of the reduction rules as the extra information 

needed. I just need to enrich the partial definition given by the introduction rules 

by incorporating the other aspect of use, which tells us what kind of commitments 

one makes when asserting a sentence with this particular connective as the major 

one. Considering the rules of introduction and reduction as constituents of the 

definition of a particular connective, Gentzen’s claim about the unique position of 

the elimination rule can be kept intact. Even more, it can be fulfilled formally 

(described in de Queiroz 1988, de Queiroz and Maibaum 1987a).

3.3.3. The role of reduction rules

The reduction rules are framed in terms of the introduction rule plus a particular 

elimination. Nevertheless, the fact that it is indeed framed in terms of the intro

duction rule cannot be taken as confirming that the canonical proofs given by the 

introduction rule(s) constitute the meaning of the sentence because, as has been
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insistently stated, the rules showing the canonical proofs do not contain all the 

information necessary for the understanding of the meaning of the sentence. The 

reduction rules play an important role in the definition of a particular connective 

because they include the extra information necessary and do not constitute an ‘elimi

nation’ rule, which keeps Gentzen’s claim intact. They provide the extra information 

by showing the ‘use’ of the connective. For this reason I say that the meaning of a 

sentence is better viewed as its ‘use’ rather than as its ‘content’ (canonical proofs).

What appears to have been a similar point of view was expressed in some studies 

on meaning theory by Prof. P. Martin-Lof and P. Hancock (‘Lectures in meaning 

theory’ , unpublished at the time of publication of Prawitz 1977.). The approach is 

briefly discussed by Prof. Prawitz, and the idea seemed to be along the following 

lines: to grasp the meaning of a sentence would consist in the knowledge of a proce

dure which, given canonical proofs of the premisses of a corresponding elimination, 

would yield a canonical proof of the conclusion. As noticed by Prof. Prawitz, it 

would be in accordance with their ideas to equate the understanding or the knowl

edge of the meaning of a sentence with the ability, when knowing canonical proofs 

of the premisses of a corresponding elimination, to find a canonical proof of the 

conclusion from the result of applying the procedure which makes the elimination 

acceptable (in the sense discussed by Prof. Prawitz) to the given canonical proofs.

As we shall see later on, the proof-theoretic ‘reduction’ rules, when properly 

‘internalised’ as in Intuitionistic Type Theory, seem to be doing exactly the ‘coding’ 

of that particular procedure.

Arguing that the canonical proofs of a particular sentence constitute its meaning 

because even within the above view the procedures that make the elimination rule 

acceptable are framed in terms of canonical proofs, Prof. Prawitz seems to reject 

what appeared to be very clear: the insufficiency of the introduction rules.

(...) If we adopt this view, we should accordingly modify the condition for asserting the sentence 
to comprise now also the knowledge of the procedures that justify the eliminations. For instance, 
the condition for asserting A\ A A2 should now also embrace knowledge of the two procedures Pi(i = 1 or 2) which given a canonical proof of A\ A A2 yield a canonical proof of A,. After this
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modification, the condition for asserting a sentence can still be taken to constitute the meaning of 
the sentence.

The canonical proofs and thus the operations associated with Gentzen’s introduction rules will 
have a kind of priority also on this view since the operations associated with the elimination rules 
are framed in terms of canonical proofs. The meaning is only enriched by taking into account also 
the elimination rules, or, in other words, the rules for drawing consequences from a sentence are 
now contributing to the meaning of the sentence by being in a way incorporated into the rules for 
asserting the sentence.

(Ibid., pp. 32-3.)

The notion of reduction (normalisation) of proofs seems to comprise the proce

dures that justify the eliminations, as required by Prof. Prawitz. The corresponding 

rules of reduction are complementing the information given by the rules which say 

under which conditions the sentence can be correctly asserted by showing the kinds 

of conclusion one can draw from the sentence. Therefore, to say that the condition 

for asserting a sentence can still be taken to be a necessary part of its meaning, is 

all perfectly acceptable. However, it also seems tenable to say that the reduction 

rules constitute part of the meaning of the connective, because they bring about 

the sufficient conditions to understand the meaning, in addition to the necessary 

conditions shown by the introduction rules.

Here is an example of the rule of reduction for ‘conjunction’ (‘A’), taken from 

Prawitz 1971 (where is used as ‘reduces to’):

A-reduction

A\ A 2
A\ A A 2

Ai

Ei
Ai (* = 1,2)

By considering these rules as ‘meta’-rules it becomes difficult to realise that the 

knowledge of the procedures that justify the elimination rules is comprised by the 

reduction rules.

In Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory (see a more detailed explanation
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in chapter 5 below), where those kinds of rules are ‘ internalised’ and named ‘equality’ 

rules, the corresponding rules are presented as:

S  -equality

cl G A  b G B(a) cl G A  b G B (g)
FST(pair(a, 6)) =  a G A  SND(pair(a, 6)) =  6 G B(a)

and one can see that the ‘operational’ behaviour (or use) of the connective ‘S ’ 

(pairing propositional connective), whose ‘constructor’ is ‘p a ir ’ and ‘destructors’ 

‘FST’ and ‘SND ’, is made explicit by these two ‘reduction’ rules.

It should be easy to see that the second of Prof. Dummett’s aspects of use 

of a sentence which embodies the commitments made by asserting the sentence, is 

‘captured’ by these equality rules. The condition under which A A B  can be correctly 

asserted is fulfilled when there is a proof of A  and a proof of B. This is captured by 

the introduction rule:

'll-introduction

a G A  b G B(a) 
pair(a,6) G (E x  G A )B (x)

The conclusions one can draw from the sentence ‘ A A B \  whose condition for cor

rect assertion is expressed by its introduction rule, are expressed by the ‘reductions’ 

presented in the equality rules above.

Synthesising in a few words the point I am trying to make, if I have understood 

properly Prof. Prawitz’s argument on what counts as the meaning of a logical 

connective (a sentence, more generally), all I can say is that the conditions under 

which it can be correctly asserted (introduction inferences) are indeed necessary 

conditions. However, these conditions do not seem to be always sufficient, and this 

seems to be present in the following lines:
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A.Does the condition for asserting A constitute the meaning of A? The following two facts are 
relevant for this question:

(i) From the rules governing when a sentence is correctly asserted, one can derive the condition 
which a situation S has to satisfy, in order that a given inference is to be acceptable in S, viz., 
that a procedure is known in S which applied to canonical proofs of the premisses yield a canonical 
proof of the conclusion. This is the harmony required by Dummett to hold between the conditions 
for asserting a sentence and the commitments made by asserting it.

(ii) From an assumption that a person knows the condition for asserting a given sentence, it 
does not follow that he knows the acceptability of any particular inference involving those inferences 
that correspond to the conditions for asserting the sentences (introduction inferences); he knows 
the criterion for accepting an inference, but not necessarily whether the criterion is satisfied — in 
particular, he does not need to know what is usually considered to be the immediate commitments 
made by asserting the sentences in question.

(i) and (ii) show to what extent the use of language can be derived in a meaning theory which 
identifies the meaning of a sentence with the condition for asserting it.

(Ibid., pp. 38-9.)

This particular conclusion made by Prof. Prawitz when saying that the use of lan

guage can be derived in a meaning theory which identifies the meaning of a sentence 

with the condition for asserting it, has in fact led him to failure in his semantical 

studies. The schema which he devises to derive elimination rules from introduction 

rules (see Prawitz 1978) fails to fulfil its objectives. In other reports (de Queiroz 

1988, de Queiroz & Maibaum 1987a), where I analyse the failure of his schema as 

well as an attempt to correct it made by P. Schroeder-Heister (Schroeder-Heister 

1984), I have been able to recast Gentzen’s claim that the elimination rule is a mere 

consequence of the definition of the logical connective. I have done this by showing 

that elimination rules of Intuitionistic Type Theory6 are derivable from introduction 

rules plus equality rules (and some induction rules for the case of non-inductive 

types), the latter ones being the ‘ internalisation’ of Prof. Prawitz’s reduction rules. 

To this end I had to introduce some new rules of substitution which can be proved 

to be harmless with respect to the consistency and the whole philosophy of that 

particular formal system.

6I have used Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory as described in Martin-Lof 1984.
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As a last but not less important example to illustrate the point on the insuffi

ciency of introduction rules and the role of reduction rules, it is worth mentioning 

another example of much relevance: the rule of necessitation of modal logics. It is 

usually framed as:

A
□ A

which says that it is indeed an introduction rule for the modal operator ‘ D’, and 

yet the semantics of the operator is not given by that particular rule alone. The 

second aspect of the use of * □ ’, which should say what is the utility of ‘O’ (or, 

what kind of conclusions one can draw from DA), is not provided, and so one 

does not yet know, just from the introduction rule above, what is meant by * □ ’ . 

The fact is that the commitments made by asserting ‘D A ’ are not specified by 

this particular rule, and so all of the aspects of the use (therefore meaning) of the 

operator * □ ’ are not covered. What is usually done to fill in the ‘semantical gap’ 

is to provide a ‘denotational’ semantics for ‘ O’ in terms of possible worlds (Kripke 

models), and use axioms to complement the definition of what is meant by ‘D’. A 

proper proof theory (operational semantics, via a natural deduction presentation, 

with rules of introduction and elimination for each connective separately) for modal 

logics, however, does not seem to have been provided so far.

The general picture regarding the account of semantics given by Gentzen’s tradi

tion appears to be rather confusing given that introduction rules of natural deduction 

presentation systems a la Prawitz are said to provide meaning for logical constants, 

and occasionally an ‘extra’ condition presented in informal (verbal) explanation is 

said to complement the semantical explanation. How to formalise such an informal 

explanation is something which has not been explained properly, as far as I can 

see. My ‘semantics of use’ is an attempt to offer a reasonable account of how this 

‘formalisation of the informal semantical explanation’ can be done. I have tried to 

suggest that this has in fact been done inadvertently in a few ‘modern’ mathematical 

languages.

The fact is that the semantical account based on assertability conditions does
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not seem to offer itself as a very intuitively appealing and reasonably convincing 

alternative. If one looks at Modal Logics, the situation becomes even less easily 

understood because the recourse to notions beyond natural deduction proof rules 

goes even further away from the main motivation taken up by Gentzen himself, 

which is to provide an operational account of the semantics of the mathematical 

language: concepts essentially denotations-based such as Prof. S. Kripke’s possible 

worlds are brought in together with some natural deduction proof rules to explain 

the semantics of modal connectives.

The example seems to be a good illustration of the point made about the insuffi

ciency of the proof-theoretic introduction rules, because the need for a clarification of 

the commitments becomes clearer. For simpler cases like conjunction, disjunction, 

implication, etc., one is led to believe that the introduction rules provide enough 

information about the meaning of the connective. When it comes to more complex 

cases like ‘O’ , one easily realises that it is not the case, and one has to provide some 

extra information in order to say exactly what is meant by the connective whose 

introduction rules were just given. Most proof methods for modal logics available 

in the literature have to resort to something more than the natural deduction proof 

rules (introduction and elimination rules), which seems to go against the very nature 

of the main objective of natural deduction-like techniques of presenting logics, that 

is to have the particular logic presented in terms of proof rules only (introduction, 

elimination) for each connective separately, and no axioms.

To further illustrate the weaknesses of the assertability conditions-based seman

tics, and to what extent it can complicate matters as well as ‘ trivialise’ certain 

complicated problems, I would like to refer to Prof. Prawitz’s natural deduction

like presentation of the modal connective corresponding to the notion of ‘necessity’.

First, a syntactic clause is added to include the ‘new’ connective with first-order 

logics described in the initial chapters of his detailed treatment of Natural Deduction 

(Prawitz 1965):

To the languages of Chapter I, we now add a new logical constant, the modal operator N (read: 
it is necessary that). In the definition of the formulas, we add a fourth clause:
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4) If A is a formula, so is NA.
The notion of principal sign is extended accordingly. A formula is said to be modal if its principal 
sign is N.

(Prawitz 1965, p. 74.)

The (proof-theoretic) ‘semantical’ definition of N follows, where rules of intro

duction and elimination for the new logical connective are presented as:

Using the terminology of Chapter I, we thus have an improper inference rule NI and a proper 
inference rule NE indicated by the figures:

NI) A
N A N E) NA

A

and a corresponding deduction rule for N/ defined by the condition: An instance of the deduction 
rule for N I in S4 [S5] is to have the form << T,A >,< T,NA >>, where every formula of T is 
modal [modal or the negation of a modal formula], (...)

(Prawitz 1965, p. 74.)

There are at least two points to be considered here. First of all, the rule of 

introduction for N is certainly of the same nature as the usual necessitation rule of 

any modal logic, which, as it is generally known, does not by itself make clear what 

is meant by ‘necessary’ . The semantics of N-like connectives is usually given by 

reference to the interpretations-based semantics of possible worlds. Each modal 

logic, be it S i, S4, S5, K l , K4, K5, etc., is usually characterised by a certain 

list of axioms which attempts to indicate what can be deduced from a proposition 

containing N as its major sign.

Secondly, by presenting the rule of N-elimination simply as:

NE)
N A 
A

Prof. Prawitz fails to realise the complexity involved in expressing the consequences 

of a modal proposition, which depends very much on the specific modal logic one is
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working with. The meaning of N is in fact made clear when these consequences are 

shown, which is presumably why one usually does it via axioms.

Perhaps a reasonable example of the complexity of providing a proof-theoretic 

presentation of modal logics can be given by reference to Prof. M. Fitting’s studies 

on proof techniques for these logics (Fitting 1981).

3.3.4. Unconvincing Proof-Theoretic Semantics

Proof Theory seems to have emerged from the very motivation of providing a more 

‘operational’ account of meaning for the mathematical language. However, if one 

looks at the proof-theoretic account of meaning, as it was first established by G. 

Gentzen in 1935, it seems fair to say that the belief in the force of the asserta- 

bility conditions with respect to the meaning of propositions does not make the 

‘anti-interpretation’ criticisms sufficiently positive and convincing. In this respect, 

several attempts have been made to present a more convincing argument in favour 

of the semantics based on assertability conditions. In the paper ‘Proof Theory and 

Meaning’ (Sundholm 1986), e.g., Prof. Sundholm attempts to offer stronger argu

ments in favour of the usual semantical point of view that ‘meaning is given by the 

assertability conditions (introduction rules)’ by recalling Gentzen-Prawitz’s claim 

that the elimination rules for a certain logical constant in a natural deduction pre

sentation system would be mere consequences of the definition of the logical constant 

provided by its introduction rules. He then goes on to discuss Prof. D. Prawitz’s 

unsuccessful attempt to derive elimination rules from introduction rules in natural 

deduction presentation systems. In Prof. Prawitz’s project, as far as I can see, the 

fact that introduction and elimination rules of ordinary natural deduction presenta

tion systems represent two independent aspects of the meaning of logical constants, 

seems to have been overlooked. Nevertheless, the failure is claimed to have been due 

to Prof. Prawitz’s unsuitable schema, and a solution is said to have been given by P. 

Schroeder-Heister with his new schema based on his extended natural deduction cal

culus. The semantical point of view (‘meaning as given by the introduction rules’),
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however, is not said to have had anything to do with Prof. Prawitz’s failure. As a 

matter of fact, Schroeder-Heister’s ‘solution’, which stands on the same (Gentzen’s) 

semantical principle, does not appear to provide a satisfactory account of such a gen

eral schema to produce elimination from introduction rules just because it does not 

produce the expected elimination rules, but elimination rules framed in a certain 

‘generalised’ fashion which follows the classical elimination rules for ‘disjunction’. 

(Schroeder-Heister’s alternative to Prof. Prawitz’s schema is discussed, e.g., in de 

Queiroz 1988 and in the section 3.2.2. above.).

Perhaps due to its rejection of the truth-based classical account of meaning, 

by offering an essentially ‘rule-based’ semantics, as well as an explicit emphasis 

on certain effectiveness criteria for the notion of truth (‘a proposition is true if it 

has a proof, that is, a proof of it can be given’, Prawitz 1980), proof theoretic 

semantics is often qualified as being a ‘verificationistic’ semantics. There is, of 

course, no reason why one should not accept that proof-theoretic semantics is a 

verificationistic semantics, provided one understands verification conditions as being 

given by assertability conditions.

Nevertheless, it is certainly unreasonable to say that, just by advocating such 

‘verificationistic’ principles, proof-theoretic semantics as given by Gentzen, Prawitz, 

and all those who believe in the semantical force of the conditions for assertion, is 

congenial with what seems to be the most intuitively appealing semantical principle 

ever advocated to present date: Ludwig Wittgenstein’s meaning-is-use semantical 

paradigm. Despite having said that ‘the sense of a proposition is the method of 

its verification’, Wittgenstein’s writings on verification and meaning stand right in 

opposition to the principle regulating most of these ‘verificationistic’ theories of 

meaning based on the notion of proof. It is not difficult to demonstrate that the 

consequences one is allowed to draw from an assertion play a central role in Wittgen

stein’s teachings on the connections between meaning and verification. According 

to a reasonable reading of Wittgenstein’s early as well as late writings on the sub

ject, one establishes the method of verification of a proposition by stating what 

consequences should be verified to be true.
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Aiming at further clarifying the differences between my own understanding of 

Wittgenstein’s ‘the sense of a proposition is the method of its verification’ and the 

principle saying that ‘a proposition is defined by laying down what counts as a proof 

of the proposition’ (Prawitz 1980) I would like to discuss the issue of verification 

and meaning in the light of my own reading of Wittgenstein’s somewhat uniform 

(de Queiroz 1988e) view on the close links between the meaning of an assertion and 

the conclusions one can draw from it.

3.4- Verification and Meaning

Verificationistic theories of meaning often take the assertability conditions as the 

only aspect which determines the meaning of a proposition. It seems to have been 

Ludwig Wittgenstein who first insisted on the role of verification in the establishment 

of sound foundations of objective knowledge. Incidentally, he also referred to the 

sense of a proposition as being determined by the way it can be verified. However, 

Wittgenstein’s point of view on the role of verification for the particular case of 

logical propositions seems to have been very different from the general ‘dogma’ of 

the so-called ‘verificationistic theories of meaning’, simply because it appears to 

prescribe that the process of verification should be inseparable from the conclusions 

one is allowed to draw from the proposition, or simply, the utility of making the 

assertion. And this seems to suggest the fundamental role of the consequences one 

can draw from a particular assertion as a key aspect of its meaning, in addition to 

the equally as important assertability conditions taken to be the sole aspect of the 

meaning of an assertion by most of the ‘verificationistic theories of meaning’.

3.4- 1- Wittgenstein and Verification

Wittgenstein’s reference to the idea that the meaning of a proposition is determined 

by the way it can be verified seems to have been pursued throughout his own writ

ings in a way which is very different from what is proclaimed by those who advocate 

verificationistic theories of meaning for the mathematical language based primarily
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on conditions for assertion. The great Austrian thinker seems to have brought in a 

particularly original idea that notions like meaning and understanding can be much 

more appropriately discussed in a context where concepts such as use, purpose, 

utility, what can be done with the thing referred to, etc., are given primary impor

tance. In a broader context, however, it does not appear to be a rigorously original 

idea7. Regarding formalised languages, which were of Wittgenstein’s concern for 

some time, such concepts seem to relate much more closely to the notion of logical 

consequence than to the assertability conditions, more usually discussed in the con

text of theories of meaning. It is perfectly true, however, that, to a certain extent, 

it does not appear to be sufficiently clear from Wittgenstein’s own words in some 

of his explicit references to verification with respect to meaning, what is actually 

meant by a method of verification. In a conversation with Friedrich Waismann of 

the Vienna Circle, Wittgenstein says:

(...) The sense of a proposition is the method of its verification. A method of verification is not 

the means of establishing the truth of a proposition; it is the very sense of a proposition. In order 

to understand a proposition, you need to know the method of its verification. To specify it is to 

specify the sense of a proposition. You cannot look for a method of verification. A proposition can 

only say what is established by the method of its verification. (...)

( L W & V C ,  p. 227.)

7Cf. Janik &: Toulmin’s comments on Mauthner’s views on the role of a critique of lan

guage: ‘(...) Clearly, the public aspects of language can never be accounted for purely and 

simply in terms of an origin in private experience. However, if one considered language as 

part of a man’s biological equipment and, so, as an instrument of survival—a view which 

Mach had made fashionable at that time—one can see a way clear of these difficulties. If 

the original purpose of words was to insure the survival of a group of men in a situa

tion where a single individual could not survive, it made little difference whether or no the 

same sensory image was before different men’s minds when a word was used, just so long 

as they all knew how to react, what was expected of them, when such a word was used. 

What really matters, what really has meaning, is not the image a word or a sentence conjures up, 

but the action that it suggests or commands, warns from or prohibits. (■■■)’, pp. 127-8 of Janik & 

Toulmin 1973. (The emphasis is mine). Any critique of language appears to require observation
of the nature of acts which correspond to utterances.
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Indeed, the above paragraph appears to leave rather open the interpretation 

of what is meant by the way a proposition can be verified. It does not seem to 

be sufficiently clear whether the verification of a proposition is to be specified by 

simply saying under which conditions it can be correctly asserted, or by stating what 

conclusions which one is allowed to draw from it must be verified to be true.

Verificationistic theories of meaning, however, often insist on the idea that the 

meaning of a proposition is determined solely (primarily) from the conditions un

der which it can be correctly uttered. When attempting to relate to Wittgenstein’s 

paradigm on the connections between meaning and use, suggesting that the two 

views could be taken as congenial, those who advocate verificationistic theories of 

meaning for the language of mathematics seem to leave clear (without stating it 

explicitly, because it would reject the alleged congenial position) that they assume a 

very different point of view from that which apparently prevails in most of Wittgen

stein’s own teachings on meaning-is-use. The argument of some ‘verificationist’ 

schools in favour of a certain close connection between verification and meaning is 

usually formulated on the basis that all one needs to know in order to grasp the 

meaning of an assertion is to know the conditions under which it can be correctly 

asserted. By taking the assertability conditions as being the sole, or at least the 

most fundamental aspect determining the meaning of a proposition, it is custom

arily said that the aspect concerning the consequences is to be taken as just some 

‘extra’ information which is usually identified with the use of the sentence, whose 

features can be obtained from the first aspect, that of conditions for utterance. A 

sharp separation is then made between the meaning of a proposition and its use. 

This seems to leave quite clear the profound difference between this particular point 

of view and Wittgenstein’s own position when he says that ‘meaning is determined 

by use’, and that the two concepts cannot be separated:

For a large class of cases — though not for all — in which we employ the word “meaning” it 

can be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its use in the language.

(Investigations, Part I, §43, p. 20e.)
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In the semantical explanations provided by the verificationistic theories of mean

ing there seems to be a clear separation between the two notions. One has a notion 

of meaning of an assertion on the one hand, and the concept of use of such an 

assertion on the other hand. The idea seems to be that the meaning of a proposi

tion is to be completely determined by the statement of its assertability conditions, 

and the use of the proposition, which is related to its consequences, is just an ad

ditional information, distinct from the meaning, whose features, it is claimed, can 

be ‘uniformly derived’ from the latter. Prof. D. Prawitz offers a clear and elegant 

explanation of the point of view on the separation between the two aspects of correct 

use of a particular language, advocated by the so-called ‘verificationistic theories of 

meaning’, by referring to a certain distinction between sense and force:

Using Frege’s distinction between sense and force, Dummett suggests that a theory of meaning 
is to contain two parts: one part that in one way or another specifies the meanings of the sentences 

of the language, and a second part, a theory of force, that describes the various uses that the sen

tences can be put to, e.g., that of expressing an assertion, a command or a question. The general 

idea is that if one knows the meanings of a sentence A  and the conventions concerning different 
forces, then one is able to derive the significance of asserting A , commanding A , asking A, etc.. 

This derivation is to be uniform in the meaning of A; in other words, the only specific thing about 

A  that one needs to know in order to use A  in various ways is its meaning. (...)

(Prawitz 1987, pp. 471-2.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

The position assumed regarding the distinction between meaning and use is 

made quite definite when the use of an assertion is given a rather secondary role 

in contrast to the primary role of the meaning (conditions for assertion), owing its 

features to the latter. Despite prescribing the aspect concerning the use of a sentence 

as one of the fundamental aspects of a theory of meaning, the secondary position 

occupied by such a notion of use becomes clearer when it is said that the features 

of the use of a particular sentence can be ‘uniformly derived’ from its meaning:

(...) In summary, we may say that a theory of meaning is to describe all the features of the 

correct use of a language by combining, on the one hand, different forces or modes with, on the
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other hand, conditions for utterances and consequences of utterances; furthermore, it is to find one 

central aspect of a sentence, its meaning, from which all the mentioned features of the use of the 

sentence can be uniformly derived. (...)

(Ibid., p. 472.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

It seems to be very clear that such a ‘uniform derivation’ of the features of the 

use of a sentence from its meaning (taken to be determined by its conditions for 

assertion) is unlikely to be very convincing. The fact is that one aspect is essen

tially distinct from the other, and both seem to play equally fundamental roles in 

establishing the meaning of a proposition. It just sounds as a much less intuitively 

appealing invitation for a theory of meaning based on conditions for assertion alone, 

not to mention the failure of various attempts to ‘uniformly derive’ the rules which 

capture the consequences aspect of a particular logical proposition (e.g., natural de

duction elimination rules) from the rules which formalise the assertability conditions 

aspect (e.g., natural deduction introduction rules).

Verificationistic theories of meaning often present their own variations on the 

main theme — meaning of a proposition as being determined by its conditions for 

utterance — according to certain relevant aspects observed by particular ‘schools’. 

One of these aspects has to do with the degree of precision and exactness which is 

given to the formulation (i.e., the whole framework of ideas and concepts consisting 

of formal as well as informal explanations). It is argued, e.g., by some more recent 

formulations of verificationistic theories of meaning, that the explanations of mean

ing for the logical constants, provided by people like G. Gentzen, A. Heyting, A. N. 

Kolmogorov, etc., all lack a certain precision on what is to count as the meaning 

of a sentence with respect to its conditions for proof. A recent refinement of these 

previous explanations is obtained by a revision of the whole body of ideas concern

ing the theories of meaning based on somewhat formalised descriptions of what is 

to count as a (general) proof of a proposition, and the introduction of the notion of 

direct proofs.
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3.4-2. A refinement: canonical (direct) proofs

A further refinement of the notion of meaning as being determined by the conditions 

of utterance is given by Prof. P. Martin-Lof when he elegantly points out the 

crucial and often neglected distinction between propositions and judgements, and 

introduces the notion of canonical (or direct) proof. By making an attempt to 

formalise the basic principles of what is called constructive mathematics, as practiced 

by E. Bishop and his followers, his explanations of meaning in terms of canonical 

proofs offers a new perspective on the nature of logic and mathematics. A whole 

body of fresh ideas providing new explanations of usual mathematical concepts, 

and a set of logical rules named Intuitionistic Type Theory, presented in proof- 

theoretic natural deduction style, emerge as the result of thorough philosophical 

studies into the nature of mathematical logic as the foundations of mathematics.

In his ‘On the meaning of logical constants and the justification of the logical laws’ 

(Martin-Lof 1985), he presents philosophical explanations concerning the whole of 

more ‘ technical’ work presented in Martin-Lof 1982, 1984, and other seminal papers 

(such as, e.g., Martin-Lof 1970, 1971ab, 1973, 1975ab).

Such an elegantly presented refinement of the assertability conditions-based se

mantics finds its justification as being a germane extension of the intuitionistic 

explanation of the meaning of logical signs which brings the previous explanations 

to a more precise presentation.

(...) The intuitionists explain the notion of proposition, not by saying that a proposition is the 

expression of its truth conditions, but rather by saying, in Heyting’s words, that a proposition ex

presses an expectation or an intention, and you may ask, An expectation or an intention of what? 

The answer is that it is an expectation or an intention of a proof of that proposition. And Kol

mogorov phrased essentially the same explanation by saying that a proposition expresses a problem 

or task (Ger. Aufgabe). Soon afterwards, there appeared yet another explanation, namely, the one 

given by Gentzen, who suggested that the introduction rules for the logical constants ought to be 

considered as so to say the definitions of the constants in question, that is, as what gives the cons

tants in question their meaning. What I would like to make clear is that these four seemingly differ
ent explanations actually all amount to the same, that is, they are not only compatible with each 

other but they are just different ways of phrasing one and the same explanation. (...)
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(Martin-Lof 1987, p. 410.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

As we shall see later on, the step made to further improve what appears to be a 

number of relevant and essentially congenial explanations of the meaning of logical 

signs, is to draw attention to a relevant distinction between what can be called direct 

(canonical) and indirect proofs. When trying to justify the introduction of the idea 

of canonical proofs, Prof. Martin-Lof refers to the existing similarities shared by all 

previous intuitionistic explanations of meaning, including those given by people like 

Heyting and Gentzen, and argues further in favour of an improvement on the way 

of explaining the meaning of a proposition by the statement of its conditions for 

assertion. Such an improvement would be motivated by a certain lack of precision 

remaining in all explanations mentioned above, which seem to fail in distinguishing 

direct from indirect proofs.

3.4-3. Wittgenstein’s Early Intuition Prevails

In the later phase the ghost of uncertainty seemed to have gone away, and Wittgen

stein appears more incisive on the idea that there are links between the logical con

sequences of an assertion and its meaning, besides admitting that a puzzling notion 

such as meaning could not be simply defined as something that could be either ‘true’ 

or ‘false’ , as was strongly stated in the Tractatus. Attempting to offer an alternative 

account of propositions to the ‘truth-value’-based one of the Tractatus by means of 

the new concepts introduced in the later phase, which finds in the Investigations its 

chef-d’oeuvre, he acknowledges serious drawbacks in his early account of meaning 

and propositions. The criticisms of the idea that a proposition is whatever can be 

true or false become rather explicit at the point where he attempts to formulate an 

alternative to that picture of truth-values developed in the Tractatus, replacing it by 

a new ‘definition’ of what a proposition should be. Such new definition is formulated 

by means of a newly introduced notion of ‘ language-games’, an idea that seems to
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pervade the whole of Investigations, and certainly most of his later writings. His 

new ‘definition’ of what should be accounted for as a proposition is given as:

(...)  Now it looks as if the definition —  a proposition is whatever can be true or false —  determined  

w hat a proposition was, by saying: w hat fits the concept ‘tru e’, or what the concept ‘true’ fits, is a 

proposition. So it is as if  we had a concept o f true and false, which we could use to determine what 

is and what is not a proposition. W hat engages with the concept o f truth (as with a cogwheel), is 

a proposition.

B ut this is a bad picture. It is as if  one were to  say “The king in chess is the piece that one can 

check.” B ut this can mean no more than that in our game o f chess we only check the king. Just as 

the proposition that only a proposition  can be true or false can say no more than that we only predi

cate “true” and “false” o f what we call a proposition. And what a proposition is is in one sense de- 

termined by the rules o f sentence form ation (in English, for exam ple), and in another sense by the 

use of the sign in the language-gam e. (...)

(Investigations, Part I, §136, pp. 52e-3 e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

It seems to be very clear that, according to such a (later) Wittgensteinian remark, 

a proposition cannot be characterised by just one aspect, be it a grammatical or 

a use aspect. The two features of an assertion are to be given equal importance, 

in order to fully characterise it, and this seems to make it quite different from 

the teachings of most of the so-called verificationistic theories of meaning. As for 

the criticisms of the idea that a proposition is determined by its truth conditions, 

however, there is certainly a point of agreement between the later Wittgenstein’s 

account of propositions and the teachings on the notion of meaning offered by most 

of the ‘verificationist’ schools. The primary role played by verification replaces, in 

both cases, such an interpretation-based (‘meaning of a proposition is what results 

from its interpretation in a particular model’) account of meaning. What appears 

to constitute a definite and rather clear point of divergence is the very conception 

of the nature of verification. Ludwig Wittgenstein seems to have insisted on the 

idea that the process of verification of a proposition is to be specified by stating 

which consequences do indeed follow from it. The ‘verificationists’ , on the other 

hand, assume a different position by saying that the method of verification of a
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proposition is to be specified by the conditions for it to be correctly asserted. This 

appears to be quite clear from Prof. Prawitz’s own words:

(...)  In contrast to the case for truth conditions, one does not reckon with a situation  where the 

condition for verifying a sentence (i.e ., the existence o f verification) is in fact satisfied while the 

fact that this is so is in principle im possible for us to know. Furthermore, the possession of a 

verification o f  a sentence is the condition fo r  correctly asserting the sentence  (i.e ., for the assertion  

to be warranted), and this is one aspect of the use of the sentence, which has to  stand in harmony 

with w hat was called above the consequences o f asserting the sentence. T he connections between  

what counts as a verification o f a sentence and the use o f a sentence thus seem  quite straightforward. 

(...)

(Prawitz 1987, p. 474.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Besides the basic principle saying that a verificationistic theory of meaning is 

meant to offer an effective account of the world-language links, the idea on the 

primacy of the conditions for correctly asserting the sentence over other aspects of 

the use of the language seems to constitute the essence of a certain set of basic 

principles by which one has to abide when putting forward a theory of meaning 

which can be considered as ‘verificationistic1. Variations on the formulation of this 

main idea have emerged and the notion of direct proofs appeared as a key notion 

to motivate further improvements on the main theme. Arguing for a certain lack 

of precision on the (essentially germane) formulations of semantical explanations 

via conditions for utterance given by Gentzen, Kolmogorov, etc., Prof. Martin- 

Lof presents his own explanations for the refinement of such equivalent semantical 

explanations by insisting on the need for a more precise account of what should 

be understood by the connections between assertability conditions and meaning. 

And his informal notion, with corresponding formal counterpart, of canonical or 

direct proofs is said to constitute a useful refinement of those previous semantical 

explanations:

Everything that I have said so far was said, or could have been said, already in the thirties. 

W hat m ade these explanations as given in the thirties lack precision som ew hat, was the absence
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o f a clear d istinction between what D um m ett has called a  canonical proof and a dem onstration of 

a proposition, and which I shall call a direct as opposed to an indirect proof o f a proposition. In 

explaining the m eanings o f the logical constants, I did not care whether a proof o f a proposition  

was direct or indirect: nevertheless, we have to make that d istinction, because w hat is explained in 

the m eaning explanations o f the logical constants, as I ju st gave them , is what constitutes a direct 

proof o f a proposition formed by m eans of one of those constants. Thus a proposition is defined by 

what counts as a direct proof o f  it. (...)

(Martin-Lof 1987, pp. 412-3.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

It is clearly a refined explanation of meaning by conditions for assertion, and 

the reasonably wide acceptance of its formal counterpart, Intuitionistic Type Theory, 

leaves little doubt here. As we shall see later on, by remaining congenial with the 

usual Gentzen-like explanations of meaning, Prof. Martin-Lof seems to assume 

essentially the same position as to the secondary role of the consequences aspect 

(the use aspect) of a proposition. What counts as a direct proof of a proposition is 

all one needs to know in order to grasp its meaning, no attention being primarily 

paid to the aspect of how such direct proof is to be used in the proofs of other 

propositions. This shall become clearer from the discussion that follows below, and 

it will certainly be crucial in making Prof. Martin-Lof’s explanation profoundly 

different from Wittgenstein’s. The point of view taken by the Austrian philosopher 

shows a clear emphasis on the aspects of use, consequences, utility, etc..

As a matter of fact, a more careful reading of Wittgenstein’s teachings on the 

concepts of meaning and understanding leads to the discovery of rather explicit 

references to the role of the consequences one can draw from an assertion with respect 

to its meaning. Not just with respect to the mathematical language (as is discussed 

in de Queiroz 1988e), but the remarks on the connection between the meaning of an 

assertion with its utility, consequence, etc., often appear in contexts where ordinary 

language, rather than logic, is being discussed. In a series of expositions of his own 

views on matters related to religious belief Wittgenstein finds convenient grounds
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to speak about the connections between the meaning of a particular statement and 

the consequences one can draw from it:

If you say to me —  “Do you cease to exist?” —  I should be bewildered, and would not know 

what exactly  this is to mean. “If you don’t cease to exist, you will suffer after death” , there I 

begin to attach ideas, perhaps ethical ideas of responsibility. T he point is, that although these are 

well-known words, and although I can go from one sentence to another sentence, or to pictures [I  

don’t know what consequences you draw from this s tatement].

(Lectures and Conversations on A P R B ,  pp. 69-70.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Later on, when involved in (apparently) the same discussion again on issues 

concerning religious belief, the same intuition seems to spring up very clearly, this 

time with explicit reference to the idea that his own conception of verification of an 

assertion cannot be separated from the consequences that can be drawn from it:

W hen I say h e’s using a picture I’m merely making a grammatical  remark: [W hat I say] can only 

be verified by the consequences he does or does not draw.

{Lectures and Conversations on A P R B , p. 72.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

In his later phase, references of a somewhat explicit character to the connections 

between notions such as meaning, understanding, etc., and concepts like use, con

sequences, conclusions, etc., seem to be an attempt to convince by insisting on a 

certain unusual point of view, through the explanation of examples, recourse to situ

ations of everyday life, etc.. For example, the role of utility of asserting a particular 

sentence in the understanding of what is meant by it, is referred rather explicitly in 

a typescript of his later phase (TS no. 229, whose underlying manuscripts cover the 

time from May 1946 to October 1947s), later on edited as the first volume of the 

Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology. It reads precisely as:

8 R P P  / ,  Editors’ preface.
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We read in a story that someone had a dream and did not tell it to anyone. We don’t ask how the 
author could learn it. - Don’t we understand it, when Strachey makes surmises about what Queen 
Victoria may have seen in her mind’s eye just before her death? Of course - but didn’t people also 
understand the question how many souls there was room for on the point of a needle? That is to say: 
the question whether one understands this does not help us here; we must ask what we can do with 
such a sentence. - That we use the sentence is clear; how we use it is the question.

( R P P  /, §366, p. 72e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Here the link he makes between the understanding of a sentence and its utility, 

or, in other words, what can be done with the sentence, appears to be put rather 

clearly. An important aspect of the use of sentences is highlighted, which is the 

aspect of how  one can use it, in addition to the aspect which indicates when the 

sentence can be used, the latter being an aspect of essentially grammatical nature, 

such as the conditions for asserting the sentence.

And this is just one of many remarks collected in the same typescript, where 

the indicated connections are suggested. Again, later in the same Remarks on the 

Philosophy of Psychology, vol. I, a reference to the role of conclusions, confirmations, 

answers, etc., in the understanding of a particular statement is given explicitly as:

Doesn’t the theme point to something outside itself? Oh, yes! But that means: - The impression 
that it makes on me hangs together with things in its surroundings - e.g. with the existence of 
our language and its intonation; but that means: with the whole field of our language-games.

When I say, e.g.: It is as if a conclusion were being drawn here, or as if here something were be
ing confirmed, or, as if this were the answer to what went before, - in this way my understanding pre
supposes familiarity with conclusions, confirmations, answers.

( R P P  /, §433, p. S5e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

An important explicit reference to the meaning of statements as something insep

arable from its consequences is also found in another typescript of his later phase, 

a typescript (TS no. 232, whose remarks underlying its dictation stem from the
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period between November 1947 and August 19489) which has been published as 

the second volume of the same Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology. It states 

(what appears to be) a key connection in Wittgenstein’s own critique of language 

between the meaning of a statement and the consequences one is allowed to draw 

from it. It reads exactly as:

Denn nicht das ist die Frage: was ich mache, wenn ... (dies konnte nur eine psychologische Frage 
sein) —  sondern, welche Bedeutung die AuBerung hat, was sich aus ihr entnehmen laBt, welche 
Folgen sie hat.

which has been translated as

For the question is not ‘What am I doing when ... V  (for this could only be a psychological 
question) —  but rather, ‘What meaning does the statement have, what can be deduced from it, 
what consequences does it have?’

{ R P P  J J , §38, p. 8e.)

(The emphasis is the Translators’.)

It does not present much difficulty to find a number of other remarks in this 

same typescript, where rather clear suggestions are made on the close links between 

the meaning or the understanding of a sentence and its consequences.

One can also find very clear traces of such a key idea pursued by (the later) 

Wittgenstein, in the writings of more recent investigators on the role of language in 

the mathematical activity, who seem to have been familiar with the philosopher’s 

main works. A number of highly relevant attempts to reconcile the intuitionistic 

conception of mathematics, often loaded with a kind of solipsistic flavour to various 

degrees, and the ‘public’ aspect of scientific knowledge, have run into what appears 

to be the same sort of view on the role of the consequences of an assertion with 

respect to its meaning.

Prof. M. Dummett, in his theory of meaning and truth, attempts to provide a 

convincing argument to support his ‘anti-realist’ criticisms by offering an account

9R P P  //, Editors’ preface.
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of meaning based on the commitments one makes when asserting a proposition. A 

significant part of Prof. Dummett’s explanations of meaning recall the aspect of 

commitments as a key aspect in a theory of meaning. And to recall the aspect 

of commitments one makes by asserting a sentence as a fundamental aspect of its 

meaning seems to be essentially the same as to recall the consequences one can draw 

from the sentence. One can hardly distinguish the commitments aspect from the 

so-called consequences aspect. It seems reasonable to suppose that the commitments 

one is prepared to assume by making an assertion correspond to the consequences 

of the assertion that he/she is prepared to verify.

It would seem to have been a strong alternative as an anti-realist theory of mean

ing had he taken seriously this aspect which apparently received such a denomination 

of commitment from Prof. Dummett himself. Unfortunately, by putting forward his 

own reading of Wittgenstein as another conceptual support for the assertability con

ditions alternative to realist semantics, he seems to leave a gap as to what place such 

commitments would take in an account of meaning based on the conditions for as

sertion alone. The emphasis on the commitments aspect is made clear when he says 

that his theory of meaning links the content of an assertion with the commitment 

that a speaker undertakes in making that assertion10.

For some reason, however, Prof. Dummett’s own reading of Wittgenstein seems 

to remain essentially in line with the assertability conditions-based anti-realist al

ternative by saying that the meaning of logical constants is determined by the con

ditions for assertion:

(...) [The Meanings of the Logical Constants] The meaning of each constant is to be given by 
specifying, for any sentence in which that constant is the main operator, what is to count as a 
proof of that sentence, it being assumed that we already know what is to count as a proof of any 
of the constituents. (...)

(Dummett 1977, p. 12.)

His joint research programme with Prof. Prawitz on a theory of meaning for 

the language of (intuitionistic) mathematics, ends up ‘neglecting’ the commitment

10p. 126 of Dummett 1976.
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aspect in favour of a certain priority for the conditions for assertion with respect to 

the meaning of a logical proposition.

Some of Prof. S. Kripke’s comments on Wittgenstein’s ‘private language argu

ment’ (Kripke 1982) appear to shed some light on the useful explicit connections 

between meaning and utility, purpose, etc., which seem to have been taught by 

(the later) Wittgenstein himself as being a key aspect of the understanding of the 

notion of meaning. It seems to have been an important ingredient of Wittgenstein’s 

development of what appeared to be already present in his own intuitions on the 

nature of meaning, particularly those concerning the nature of logical propositions, 

but which only found firmer grounds later in the Investigations, where, paradox

ically enough, he speaks mostly about ordinary language, and almost nothing or 

very little about logic or any formalised language. Prof. Kripke’s remarks refer to 

Prof. Dummett’s use of Wittgenstein’s Investigations as an example of a source of 

more convincing semantical explanations for the mathematical language than the 

explanations provided by realist semantics, and read as follows:

(...) So stated, the Traciatus picture of the meaning of declarative sentences may seem not only 
natural but even tautological. Nonetheless, as Dummett says, “the Investigations contains implic
itly a rejection of the classical (realist) Frege-Tractatus view that the general form of explanation 
of meaning is a statement of the truth conditions”. In the place of this view, Wittgenstein pro
poses an alternative rough general picture. (To call it an alternative theory probably goes too 
far. Wittgenstein disclaims (§65) any intent of offering a general account of language to rival 
that of the Tractatus. Rather, we have different activities related to each other in various ways.) 
Wittgenstein replaces the question, “What must be the case for this sentence to be true?” by two 
others: first, “Under what conditions may this form of words be appropriately asserted (or denied)?”; 
second, given an answer to the first question, “What is the role, and the utility, in our lives of our 
practice of asserting (or denying) the form of words under these conditions?” (...)

(Kripke 1982, pp. 72-3.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Here, besides the emphasis on Wittgenstein’s replacement of one question by 

two other questions, the crucial point seems to be the reference to the word utility,
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given that a closer look at the aspects of consequences of a proposition, on which we 

have been insisting as a key aspect in the explanation of the meaning of a particular 

assertion, appears to give the argument a remarkably convincing force, where a 

proposition is understood not only from its conditions for utterance, but also from 

its utility, or what can be done with it, what its consequences are. A remark which is 

directly related to this particular issue and which certainly appeals to the intuition 

because it refers to the need to understand the concept of meaning of a word as 

being placed in a distinct position from the word itself, and attempts to suggest the 

connections between meaning and utility, is a remark contained in the first half of 

the Part I of the Investigations. It reads as follows:

You say: the point isn’t the word, but its meaning, and you think of the meaning as a thing of 
the same kind as the word, though also different from the word. Here the word, there the meaning. 
The money, and the cow that you can buy with it. (But contrast: money, and its use.)

(Investigations, Part I, §120, p. 49e.)

Going through the philosophical remarks of Part I of the Investigations one does 

not take long to find another quite intuitively appealing remark where he attempts 

to insist on the idea of relating the meaning of a word and the understanding of 

it to its corresponding utility, to what can be done with it. If one does not know 

the utility of asserting a particular sentence, ignoring what can be done with it, 

one certainly has not understood its meaning. That seems to be what Wittgenstein 

insisted on suggesting. E.g., in the remark below:

Let us remember that there are certain criteria in a man’s behaviour for the fact that he does 
not understand a word: that it means nothing to him, that he can do nothing with it.

(Investigations, Part I, §269, p. 94e.)

Yet another attempt to find a more ‘public’ account of the activity of doing math

ematics, Game-Theoretic Semantics (GTS)  can be seen as an attempt to put into 

more effective terms Wittgenstein’s suggestion regarding the notion of ‘ language- 

games’ as the link between language and reality. It has been worked out for a 

certain time by Prof. J .  Hintikka and his followers as a whole body of concepts
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whose formulation has been based on their own reading of Wittgenstein’s (later) 

account of propositions and the nature of language. The basic ideas of such a body 

of formal as well as informal logical notions were essentially introduced by reference 

to formal first-order quantificational languages. A language L  is assumed to be an 

interpreted language, allegedly due to the possibility of talking about truth and fal

sity of its sentences, and its being interpreted is explained by saying that one is given 

some domain of individuals D  on which all the nonlogical constants of L  plus the 

names of the members of D  would have a definite truth-value. The departure from 

Tarskian truth-based theory of meaning is made by explaining the semantics of each 

logical constant by means of what is called semantical games. In the description 

of the Game-Theoretical Semantics (GTS) semantical games are defined by Prof. 

Hintikka11 , where there is supposed to be two ‘players’ called Myself and Nature, 

as:

Atomic formulas:

(G. A) If A  is atomic, then I have won G(A)  and Nature has lost if A  

is true. If A  is false, Nature has won and I have lost.

Conjunction:

(G. &) G(S\ h  Sf) begins by Nature’s choice of S\ or £ 2.

The rest of the game is G(Si) or £ ( £ 2 ), respectively.

Disjunction:

(G. V) G(S\ V £ 2) begins by Myself’s choice of £! or £ 2.

The rest of the game is G(S\) or ^ ( £ 2 ), respectively.

n p. 3 of Hintikka 1983.
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Universal Quantification:

(G. U) G^xJS'fx]) begins by Nature’s choice of a member of D.

Let the name of the member chosen be ‘a ’ . The rest of the game 

is then G(5[a]).

Existential Quantification:

(G. E) G((£x)5[x]) is defined likewise except that ‘a ’ is chosen by Myself.

The truth of a sentence S' of L  would then be defined as the existence of a 

winning strategy in G(S) for Myself. Similarly, the falsity of S  would be given by 

the fact that the other ‘player’ , Nature, has a winning strategy.

Concerning such a notion of ‘winning strategy’ , it might perhaps be worthwhile 

to recall Prof. Hintikka’s own explanation on the connections between his ‘rein

terpretation’ of the idea of verification and such a concept of winning strategy, 

borrowed from the mathematical theory of games to justify what he calls strategic 

meaning:

(...) Very briefly, the semantics of a sentence S  is in GTS discussed by reference to a two-person 

zero-sum game G(S)  associated with it. This game G(S)  is played on a model or “world” in which 

the primitive symbols of S  have been interpreted. The players are called Myself  (I would now 

perhaps prefer the designation “The Competent Speaker”), who is trying to verify 5, and Nature, 

who is trying to falsify S.  The truth of 5  is defined as the existence of a winning strategy (in 

the game-theoretical sense of the expression) for Myself in G(S); correspondingly for falsity. This 

definition captures the true gist of verificationist theories of meaning, in the sense that according 

to it S  is true if it can be verified. But the idea that S  “can be verified” is in GTS reinterpreted 

as the existence of a verifying (winning) strategy for Myself in G(S).  In sum, what a sentence 5  

says is to assert the existence of a winning strategy in G(S).

(Hintikka 19S7, p. 499.)
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A closer look at the formulation of the meaning of logical constants provided 

by Prof. Hintikka in his own reading of Wittgenstein’s notion of ‘language-games’, 

the so-called Game-Theoretic Semantics, leads to the simple conclusion that the 

semantical games are essentially showing how Nature plays by asking Myself to 

comply with the commitments I make when asserting a proposition. In other words, 

the consequences aspect of a particular assertion is the relevant aspect which gives 

meaning to it, because that is what essentially the semantical games seem to be 

showing: what are the consequences of a proposition that have to be verified to be 

true. As Prof. Hintikka appears to say clearly in the paragraph above, the notion of 

verification is ‘reinterpreted’ as the existence of a ‘winning strategy’, where for each 

single move of the game  an eliminatory operation (corresponding to the consequences 

aspect of the proposition asserted) is performed on the major connective of the 

proposition being ‘played’. (For example, in the rule of the game for the conjunctive 

constant ‘A’ , the move is made by eliminating the conjunction in favour of either 

one of the conjuncts.) The whole process follows a general pattern where Nature 

demands Myself to verify that the consequences of the assertions which I (Myself) 

lay down are true.
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The type-theoretic semantics whose development is reported in this dissertation re

sults from a particular reading of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s writings on the notions of 

meaning, use, proposition, understanding, etc., where normalisation rules, formal 

explanations of consequences, are taken to be semantical rules. I shall attempt to 

demonstrate in this chapter that it is not unreasonable to assume that Wittgenstein’s 

teachings on the concepts of meaning and proposition convey a rather clear unifor

mity regardless of phases, which can be put simply as ‘the meaning of a proposition 

is inseparable from the consequences one can draw from it’. For that I shall firstly 

discuss the connections between the concepts of ‘rule’ and ‘meaning’ . Secondly, I 

will attempt to fulfil the claim concerning the relative uniformity in Wittgenstein’s 

writings on the connections between the meaning of a proposition and its conse

quences. Thirdly, I shall demonstrate that the view on such connections can be 

reconciled with the paradigm characterising the later phase -  meaning-is-use -  by 

demonstrating that further to the connections between meaning and use, there are 

explicit connections between meaning and consequences as well as between use and 

consequences. The resulting ‘picture’ is a triangle-like diagram with vertices on 

meaning-use-consequences which highlights the role of the consequences one can

81
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draw from a proposition as a fundamental ingredient on Wittgenstein’s develop

ment of his more celebrated semantical paradigm meaning-is-use. By collecting 

many relevant remarks from later writings, I intend to help ‘filling in’ the diagram 

aforementioned, by showing that the two usually less emphasised sides of the tri

angle, namely that from meaning to consequences and the other one from use to 

consequences, indeed have their part in Wittgenstein’s semantical teachings. This, I 

claim, is what makes Wittgenstein’s ‘meaning-is-use’ semantical paradigm extremely 

useful in dealing with formalised languages. By contrast with the general idea that if 

meaning is taken to be the use, one needs to take into consideration complex aspects 

involving the context of utterances. For the case where the consequences allowed 

to be drawn from assertions are formally stated, such as is the case of formalised 

languages (cf. semi-formal presentation of logic by the semantical games of Game- 

Theoretical Semantics) one does not have to put off by the complexity of dealing 

with context considerations because the meaning of propositions is already stated 

by rules demonstrating what consequences can be drawn from them, no matter the 

context they might be embedded in.

Finally, I shall demonstrate how one can reconcile Wittgenstein’s teachings on 

‘meaning as explanation of meaning’, which opens the Blue Book , as well as on 

‘meaning is no object’ which appears in the opening lines of the Investigations 

and in the same Blue Book , with such a uniform account of meaning-is-use based 

on consequences. As to the former -  ‘meaning as explanation of meaning’ -, the 

reconciliation is made by saying that the meaning of a proposition is made clear by 

an explanation of the consequences one is allowed to draw from it. Concerning the 

latter -  ‘meaning is no object’ - , I refer to the type-theoretic account of meaning 

described in this dissertation in connection with Wittgenstein’s connection between 

meaning and function, purpose, utility: the meaning of a proposition/type is not 

given by its proofs/elements, but by its utility expressed in the consequences rules 

of normalisation (cf. II-types and /?-rule of U-reduction.).

By references to F. Mauthner’s contributions to the critique of language and its 

links with Wittgenstein’s philosophy I attempt to pay a tribute to the critique of
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language which appears to have been the first to warn that ‘words do not correspond 
to objects’.

In order to illustrate the discussion and make the chapter reasonably self-contained 
I shall be making use of a fairly large number of quotations. For the sake of clarity,
I have found appropriate to make a few of those quotations appear more than once.

4.1. Introduction

Within the mathematical language if one looks at meaning as something determined 
by use rather than by an interpretation procedure, such as it was suggested by 
Wittgenstein’:

Perhaps we have to say that the phrase ‘interpretation of signs’ is misleading and instead we ought 
to say ‘the use of signs’.

(Philosophical Remarks, §32, p. 70.)

then to provide a precise account of (operational) meaning which can comply with 
this particular Wittgensteinian doctrine known as ‘meaning is use’, assuming that 
the concept of ‘use’ is understood in direct connection with the concept of ‘utility’ 
and is dissociated from the too broad sense of ‘usage’, it seems plausible to say 
that one needs to view meaning as something more than just content, an object, a 
(canonical, numerical) value, a mathematical construction, etc.. In these terms, the 
meaning of a proposition is not a truth-value, the meaning of a set cannot be given 
by what it contains —  the extensional view, such as is the case for the classical 
explanation of how a set is to be understood — , or even by a rule showing how to 
build elements of the set —  such as is the case for the operational account of meaning 
for the language of mathematics given by Prof. P. Martin-Lof in his Intuitionistic 
Type Theory1 — . A formal counterpart to any operational account of meaning 1

1 There seems to be a deliberate intention of avoiding interpretations as semantical explanations 
in Prof. Martin-Lof’s own words:

(...) In standard textbook presentations of first order logic, we can distinguish three quite separate
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seems to have more convincing power when it captures in some way the intentional 
(‘utility’) aspect of logical signs. The operational semantics of the ‘A’ logical sign of 
the lambda calculus, for example, is given by at least the (3-rule of reduction, where 
the ‘utility’ character comes from the nature of reduction, a meta-mathematical 
device which serves to explain the effect of elimination inferences on the result 
of introduction steps, demonstrating the utility of ‘A’ in terms of formalising the 
concepts of generality and substitution.

As a matter of fact, use is not just a concept arbitrarily chosen by Wittgenstein 
as the basis for his semantical investigations, for it entails the crucial concept of 
intentionality. And, as a matter of course, there is a great deal of intentional 
ingredients in Wittgenstein’s concept of meaning as use. That is what makes his 
semantic theory fundamentally different from many of the previous accounts of the 
relation between language and the world, which were mostly extensional following 
St. Augustine’s tradition ‘as I heard words repeatedly used in their proper places 
in various sentences, I gradually learnt to understand what objects they signified’. 
In such an intentional view of language, there is no place for interpretations as 
endpoints for settling meaning. Moreover, in the light of such an alternative account 
of the links between language and reality, one can say, e.g., that the phrase ‘the 
interpretation of signs’ is misleading, and that one ought to say ‘the use of signs’ 
instead, because the former suggests that a sign is to be understood by perhaps 
another sign which does not need any further interpretation, whereas the latter * 1

steps:
(1) inductive definitions of terms and formulas,
(2) specification of axioms and rules of inference,
(3) semantical interpretation.

Formulas and deductions are given meaning only through semantics, which is usually done following 
Tarski and assuming set theory.
What we do here is meant to be closer to ordinary mathematical practice. We will avoid keeping 

form and meaning (content) apart. Instead we will at the same time display certain forms of 
judgement and inference that are used in mathematical proofs and explain them semantically.’

(Martin-Lof 1984, p. 3.)
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conveys a much broader conceptual basis which can accommodate intentionality.
In the Investigations Wittgenstein speaks of ‘interpretations hanging in the air 

along with what they interpret’:

“But how can a rule shew me what I have to do at this point? Whatever I do is, on some 
interpretation in accord with the rule.”— That is not what we ought to say, but rather: any 
interpretation still hangs in the air along with what it interprets, and cannot give it any support. 
Interpretations by themselves do not determine meaning.

(Investigations, Part I, §198, p. S0e.)

The pictorial device of ‘hanging in the air’ is sometimes replaced by the figure 
of a ‘rider’ which stands there to help giving the sentence its meaning. This is 
the particular ‘clothing’ of the shortcomings of interpretations as semantical devices 
that appears in Zettel, a collection of fragments made by Wittgenstein himself and 
left by him in a box-file which are hardly datable although the editors believe that 
‘the earliest time of composition of any of these fragments was 1929 and by far the 
greatest number came from typescripts dictated from 1945-48’2:

But an interpretation is something that is given in signs. It is this interpretation as opposed 
to a different one (running differently).— So when we wanted to say “Any sentence still stands in 
need of an interpretation”, that meant: no sentence can be understood without a rider.

(Zettel, §229, p. 40.)

The ‘rider’ of a sentence can only disappear when the element of intentionality is 
acknowledged, and the intention is uncovered by a demonstration of the conclusions 
one can draw from the sentence. The intentional aspect of a sentence is not made 
clear until one makes explicit where one intends to arrive at by asserting it. Compare, 
e.g., ‘what do you mean?’ with ‘what are you trying to say?’, ‘what conclusion(s) do 
you want one to draw from what you have just said?’, ‘what is your intention when 
asserting the sentence?’, etc.. And it is ‘intention’ which is going to play a crucial 
role in breaking the apparently infinite chain of interpretations. For Wittgenstein it 
is ‘intention’ which is going to give the ‘final’ interpretation. And indeed, in another

2Zettel, Editors’ Preface, p. iii.
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remark from the same Zettel, he expresses the view that intention can be a useful 
concept in the breaking of such a chain of interpretations, but does not sound too 
satisfied when saying that such a concept is of a ‘psychological’ rather than ‘logical’ 
nature:

By “intention” I mean here what uses a sign in a thought. The intention seems to interpret, to 
give the final interpretation; which is not a further sign or picture, but something else— the thing 
that cannot be further interpreted. But what we have reached is a psychological, not a logical 
terminus.

(Zettel, §231, p. 41.)

(En passant, it is perhaps relevant to remark here that those two passages above 
from Zettel also appear in Philosophical Grammar (Part I, p. 47 and p. 145, re
spectively) which was edited from ‘a typescript completed probably in 1933, perhaps 
some of it 1932’ (Note in Editing, Philosophical Grammar, p. 487).)

In attempting to extract from Wittgenstein’s early as well as late writings a 
certain uniformity with respect to the connections between the meaning of a propo
sition and the consequences one is allowed to draw from it, it is also my endeavour 
to demonstrate that a logical counterpart to such a ‘psychological’ terminus, namely 
intention, is already present in his semantic theory, in spite of an apparent lack of 
explicit and definite acknowledgement that this is the case by Wittgenstein himself.

4-2. Wittgenstein’s Operational View of Meaning

A particular feature of Wittgensteinian thought seems to prevail in most of his writ
ings, be it either from the early or the later Wittgenstein. Although gaining its 
major force only in the later writings, the idea that meaning (especially of logical 
symbols) could be made explicit via operations (as opposed to denotations or in
terpretations) seems to be an underlying preoccupation of Wittgenstein. Despite 
the strong truth-values based logicist influence from Frege and Russell and the clear 
Frege-realist position taken in the Tractatus when saying that ‘a proposition is a
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truth-function of elementary propositions’, one can see signs of what is now recog
nised as an outstandingly original idea, even in his very early writings such as the 
Notebooks 1914-16: analysis of meaning by analysis of use.

4.2.1. Against a ‘static’ account of representing meaning

Since his early works, such as the Notebooks 1914~16, Wittgenstein already demon
strated his determination in investigating how the meaning of logical symbols could 
be made explicit without the need of any kind of interpretation. In the course of 
his philosophical analysis of subjects such as language, meaning and understanding 
one of the conclusions he seems to arrive at is the weakness of pure ‘coding’ and the 
need for a more ‘dynamic’ (logical) account of meaning.

If we were to try and express what we express by means of “(x).<̂ (x)” by prefixing an index to 
“̂ (x)”, e.g., like this: “Gen.<£(x)”, it would not be adequate (we should not know what was being 
generalised).

If we tried to shew3 it by means of an index to the ux”, e.g., like this: 0(xg), it would still not 
be adequate (in this way we should not know the scope of the generality).

If we thought of trying to do it by inserting a mark in the empty argument places, e.g., like 
this: “(G, G).0(G, G)” it would not be adequate (we could not settle the identity of the variables).

All these methods of symbolising are inadequate because they do not have the necessary logical 
properties. All those collections of signs lack the power to portray the requisite sense - in the 
proposed way.

(Notebooks, p. 18e, dated 25.10.14.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Although not making clear enough what kind of logical properties would be 
needed for a method of symbolising to be adequate, the recognition of the need of 
such logical properties sets up grounds for the investigations of what form should 
these properties take. Later in the same Notebooks, a form of logical inference is 
suggested:

3‘shew’, archaic (British) form of ‘show’ is used in most of Wittgenstein’s writings, be it a 
translation or an original English text.
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T hat the proposition u(j>a" can be inferred from the proposition  “(x).</>(x)” shews how generality is 

present even in the sign “(x).<^(x)” .

And the sam e thing, o f course, holds for any generality notation.

(Ibid., p. 32e, dated 24.11.14.) 

(aside remark: the Tractatus was first published in 1921.)

It seems clear from what he says about ‘showing how generality is present even in 
the sign “(x).̂ (x)” ’ that it is the process of inference which is making the meaning 
of the particular sign (‘generality’, in this case) explicit. One can easily make a 
parallel between the fact that by saying that <f>a follows from (x).̂ (x), the meaning 
of (x).</>(x) (generality) is made explicit, with the role of the /9-rule of the lambda 
calculus which shows the (generality) meaning of ‘A’.

We shall see later on that by saying that a logical (elimination) inference is 
showing the meaning of the proposition he is still in accordance with the idea that 
‘meaning is determined by use’. That particular inference is in fact expressing one 
of the aspects of the use of the proposition, which indicates the kind(s) of conclusion 
one can draw from the proposition, or even, the utility of asserting it.

The underlying position Wittgenstein seems to assume quite clearly is that the 
meaning of logical connectives are to be expressed by logical inference rules, and yet 
his early philosophy set by the Tractatus takes a different line staying within the 
logicist view of his masters Frege and Russell. In later writings (the Philosophical 
Remarks can probably be taken as the beginning of what is now called the ‘later 
Wittgenstein philosophy’) he acknowledges drawbacks in the classical (realist) view 
expressed by the Tractatus and comes back to what seems to have been his original 
position.

Even in the Tractatus itself, despite the classical (Frege-realist) way of giving 
meaning to logical symbols via truth-tables, there is clear evidence of what appears 
to characterise the sole Wittgensteinian semantical intuition: meaning is to be de
termined by use.

Not just the ‘how a sign is used is what makes us recognise it’ as in:
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In order to recognize a sym bol by its sign we m ust observe how it is used with a sense.

(Tractatus, §3.326, p. 16.)

or the straight connection, although expressed negatively, between use and meaning 
as in:

If a sign is useless, it is m eaningless. T hat is the point o f O ccam ’s maxim.

(Tractatus, §3.328, p. 16.)

but the role of the utility aspect of propositions implicit in:

(In philosophy the question, ‘W hat do we actually use this word or this proposition for?’ 

repeatedly leads to valuable insights.)

(Tractatus, §6.211, p. 65.)

plays an important part in the development of Wittgenstein’s later account of mean
ing and propositions. And indeed, Prof. Kripke’s comments on Wittgenstein’s ‘pri
vate language argument’ (Kripke 1982) contain useful remarks on how this is to be 
found in the outcome of Wittgenstein’s development of what seemed to be already 
part of his philosophical views since very early but only found firmer grounds later 
in the Investigations:

(...)  So stated , the Tractatus p icture o f the m eaning o f  declarative sentences m ay seem  not only  

natural but even tautological. N onetheless, as D um m ett says, “the Investigations  contains im plic

itly a rejection o f  the classical (realist) Frege- Tractatus view that the general form o f explanation  

of m eaning is a statem ent o f  the truth conditions” . In the place of this view, W ittgenstein  pro

poses an alternative rough general picture. (To call it an alternative theory probably goes too far. 

W ittgenstein  disclaim s (§65) any intent o f  offering a general account o f language to rival that o f the 

Tractatus. Rather, we have different activities related to each other in various w ays.) W ittgenstein  

replaces the question, “W hat m ust be the case for this sentence to be true?” by two others: first, 

“Under w hat conditions m ay this form o f words be appropriately asserted (or denied)?” ; second, 

given an answer to the first question, “W hat is the role, and the utility, in our lives o f  our practice 

of asserting (or denying) the form o f  words under these conditions?” (...)

(Kripke 1982, pp. 72-3.)
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As we have seen in the previous chapter, it is on this basis (the two questions) 
that Prof. Dummett and Prof. Prawitz attempt to analyse further the notions of 
meaning and use within the mathematical language.

That rules will play an important role in his development of firmer grounds for 
this ‘later’ philosophy is clear from much of his later writings. In Part VII of his 
Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics, which is a collection of remarks from 
manuscripts written in 1941 and 1944 he says:

We can conceive the rules o f inference— I want to say— as giving the signs their m eaning, 

because they are rules for the use o f these signs. So that the rules o f inference are involved in 

the determ ination o f the m eaning o f the signs. In this sense rules o f inference cannot be right or 

wrong.

(RFM, Part VII, §30, p. 398.)

In later writings one can find more explicit statements on the existence of a 
correspondence between the concepts of rule and meaning, such as, e.g., the following 
remark from On Certainty written between 1949 and 1951:

(...)  A m eaning o f a word is a kind o f em ploym ent o f it. For it is what we learn when the word is 

incorporated into our language.

T h at is why there exists a correspondence between the concepts ‘rule’ and ‘m eaning’.

(On Certainty, §§61-2, p. 10e.)

Now the question of what kind(s) of rule can make this correspondence exist 
effectively has to be analysed by an investigation of the nature of use in relation to 
rule(s).

4.2.2. On the close interplay between rules and meaning

By assuming a philosophical position such that the meaning of logical connectives 
is said to be given operationally, Wittgenstein insists on the close interplay between 
rules and meaning. The point is made rather explicit on the fact that certain rules 
constitute meaning, and are not derived from it:
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Are the rules, for exam ple, ~ ~ p  =  p for negation, responsible to the meaning o f a word? No. The  

rules constitu te the m eaning, and are not responsible to it. The meaning changes when one o f the 

rules changes.

(Ambrose (ed.) 1979, Part I (Philosophy. Lectures 1932-33), §2, p. 4.)

Later on in the same lecture on Philosophy, Wittgenstein discusses the primary 
importance of rules and remarks on the interdependence between definition and 
rules. With respect to the correspondence between the two concepts ‘rule’ and 
‘meaning’ he makes an important point on how meaning can be given if not by 
rules:

If som eone says the rules o f negation are not arbitrary because negation could not be such that

-----p  =  p ,  all that could be m eant is that the latter rule would not correspond to the English word

“negation” . T he objection that the rules are not arbitrary com es from the feeling that they are 

responsible to  the m eaning. But how is the m eaning o f “negation” defined, if  not by the rules? 

~ ~ p  =  p does not follow from the m eaning of “not” but constitutes it. Similarly, p.p D q. D .q 

does not depend on the m eanings o f “and” and “im plies” ; it constitutes their m eaning. (...)

(Id. Ibid.)

It seems convenient to observe that the rules constituting the meaning of the logi
cal connective “implies”, represented above by the sign ‘D ’, are rules of consequence, 
rules of elimination, and by no means rules indicating the assertability conditions 
for the connective in question. On the one hand, as we shall see later on, this is 
congenial with what I claim to have been his own intuition regarding the semantics 
of the mathematical language, which is the view that the meaning of a proposition 
is to be inseparable from the consequences one is allowed to draw from it. On the 
other hand, this stands right in opposition to most verificationistic semantics based 
on assertability conditions, such as, e.g., Gentzen-Prawitz proof-theoretic semantics, 
discussed in the previous chapter.

Now, there is a particularly interesting remark in the same collection of lecture 
notes edited by Ambrose, where certain rules are said to be giving meaning to a 
logical connective because they state how it works.
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I have said that =  p” gives a rule for the use o f the word “n ot” ; it gives the meaning by

stating how it functions.

(Ibid., Part III (Lectures 1934-35), p. 153.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

If, on the one hand, the emphasis on ‘giving the meaning by stating how it 
functions’ is actually present not only in the early middle period as we have seen 
above (1932-35), but pervades also his later phase, on the other hand, the distinction 
between rules of sentence formation and rules of use of the sign in the language- 
game, which is very much a mark of later Wittgenstein’s philosophy, is already 
present in his early middle period as it becomes clear from his view of language as 
a calculus and calculus as a game in the early thirties. When reading Waismann’s 
Ludwig Wittgenstein and the Vienna Circle one often comes across passages where 
the distinction is made clear between rules of grammar and rules of application:

If I explain the calculus to you by specifying the rule[s] o f grammar and application, then you will 

also understand the statem ent ‘a cannot be su bstituted  for a'.

(LW&VC, p. 179.)

while the key semantical aspect is clearly given in the latter:

I understand a proposition by applying it. U nderstanding is thus not a particular process; it is 

operating with a proposition. The point o f  a proposition is that we should operate with it.

(Ibid., p. 167.)

I have found appropriate to add the ‘s’ to the word ‘rule’ in the first line, given 
that in the original it says:

W enn ich Ihnen den Kalkiil erklare, indem ich Ihnen die Regeln der Gram m atik und der Anwendung 

angebe, dan verstehen Sie auch die Aussage » a  ist nicht durch a erse tzb a r< .

(The emphasis is mine.)

Observe that the plural ‘die Regeln’ is translated into the singular ‘the rule’ which 
seems to prevent the interpretation of ‘the rules of grammar and application’ as ‘the
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rule of grammar and the rule of application’, which is what is said with different 

words in Wittgenstein’s later account of propositions as in ‘and what a proposition 

is is in one sense determined by the rules of sentence formation (in English, for 

example), and in another sense by the use of the sign in the language-game’. As 

we can readily see, such a later account of propositions distinguishes two aspects, 

namely the ‘grammar’ aspect (the rules of sentence formation) and the ‘application’ 

aspect (the use of the sign in the language-game).

In what concerns the term ‘grammar’ , something needs to be said about the 

various uses Wittgenstein makes of the word. In connection with ‘the use of the sign 

in the language-game’ , rules of grammar and rules of use are sometimes collapsed 

into a single class of ‘rules of grammar’. There is, however, a great many evidences 

that although the concept of ‘grammar’ as a certain body of rules did play an 

important part in Wittgenstein’s teachings on the position sustained by the meaning- 

is-use semantical dictum, it was not considered by Wittgenstein himself the ultimate 

semantical instrument:

Grammar does not tell us how language must be constructed in order to fulfil its purpose, in 
order to have such-and-such an effect on human beings. It only describes and in no way explains 
the use of signs.

(Investigations, Part I, §496, p. 13Se.)

Nevertheless, it would seem fair to say that by using the semantical dictum 

‘meaning-is-use’ in favour of assertability conditions-hased semantic theories, in or

der to challenge theories of meaning based on the traditional logicist truth-values 

semantics strongly criticised by Brouwer and the intuitionists, as reminded by Prof. 

Prawitz in:

As pointed out by Dummett, this whole way of arguing with its stress on communication and 
the role of the language of mathematics is inspired by ideas of Wittgenstein and is very different 
from Brouwer’s rather solipsistic view of mathematics as a languageless activity. Nevertheless, as 
it seems, it constitutes the best possible argument for some of Brouwer’s conclusions.
(...)
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I have furthermore argued that the rejection of the platonistic theory of meaning depends, 
in order to be conclusive, on the development of an adequate theory of meaning along the lines 
suggested in the above discussion of the principles concerning meaning and use. Even if such a 
wittgensteinian theory did not lead to the rejection of classical logic, it would be of great interest 
in itself.

(Prawitz 1977, p. IS.)

is to insist that the ‘rules of sentence formation’ and not ‘ the use of the sign in the 

language-game’ are to be taken as the central aspect of the meaning of a proposition. 

As we shall see from this and the next chapter, the rules of assertability conditions 

can hardly be said to convey any intentional ingredient.

And indeed, as it will be clear later on, especially in the next chapter, the view 

on the relationship between meaning and function, purpose, utility, is still very 

much germane to the view on the role of the consequences one is allowed to draw 

from the proposition containing the logical sign as its major one. Moreover, it 

allows yet another device used by Wittgenstein to be understood in the light of 

this uniform intuition: that is the remark on the need to understand the concept of 

explanation of meaning in order to understand what the very concept of meaning 

is. The concept of explanation of meaning is perhaps firstly used in the Blue Book 

(though brief references to it are made in the Philosophical Remarks as well as in the 

Philosophical Grammar ), when the claim that ‘meaning is not an object’ is made 

explicit, in criticism to Frege’s and his own (in the Tractatus) account of meaning 

in terms of truth-values.

And indeed, it is pointed out by Waismann in his Ludwig Wittgenstein and 

the Vienna Circle one of the key factors in the understanding of the fundamental 

difference by Frege’s realist account of meaning and Wittgenstein’s own view on how 

meaning of signs are to be viewed as.

W a i s m a n n  s t a t e s  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  F r e g e  a n d  W i t t g e n s t e i n : For Frege, the 
alternative is this: either a sign has a meaning, i.e. it goes proxy for an object— a logical sign for 
a logical object, an arithmetical sign for an arithmetical object— or it is only a figure, drawn on 
paper in ink.
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But this is not a legitimate alternative. As the game of chess shows, there is a third possibility: 
in chess a pawn neither has a meaning in the sense of going proxy for anything, of being a sign for 
anything, nor is it merely a piece carved in wood and pushed about on a wooden board. It is only 
the rules of the game of chess that define what a pawn is.

This example shows that we must not say that a sign is either a sign for something or only a 
structure perceivable by our senses. Thus there is a legitimate element in formalism, a true core 
that Frege failed to see.

The ‘meaning’ of a pawn is, if you like, the totality of rules holding for it. And thus you can 
also say that the meaning of a numeral is the totality of rules holding for it.

W i t t g e n s t e i n  a g r e e s

(.L W & V C , p. 150.)

In proof-theoretic terms, the kind of rule which he says to constitute the meaning 

of logical connectives such as negation and generality is certainly not a rule indicating 

the assertability conditions -  an introduction rule in Gentzen’s terminology. It 

seems more likely to be an elimination rule instead. However, by looking at the 

case of negation, we tend to think more of a reduction rule than a mere elimination. 

Although negation is an especially problematic case we can still say that meaning 

is not related to an ‘introduction’ rule. This would seem to arise more clearly for 

less problematic cases in an environment where the proof rules are properly coded 

and classified, such as Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory, as we shall see 

later on. The equality sign used by Wittgenstein could be seen as the ‘reduces to’ 

operation of the proof-theoretic metamathematical notion of reduction rule, which 

appears ‘ internalised’ in that particular formal system.

In my analysis of the traditional proof-theoretic semantics, aiming at providing 

a more convincing alternative by enriching its account of meaning, I attempt to 

identify the kinds of rules that are needed to completely define the meaning of a 

logical connective. I want to say that the introduction and reduction rules give the 

meaning to the connective being defined by indicating when and how the connective 

can be used, respectively.

4-2.3. On the role of logical reduction in making meaning explicit
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In his Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics, he comes back to the point on 

how the meaning of logical connectives (generality sign, in particular) can be made 

explicit. Similarly to his comments in the Notebooks, but this time more incisive 

in the sense that the word ‘meaning’ is used explicitly, he expresses his belief that 

meaning can only be made explicit, or even be ‘taught’ , by means of something of 

a rather ‘dynamic’ character such as a logical (perhaps elimination) inference.

One learns the meaning of ‘all’ by learning that ‘/a’ follows from ‘(x).fx\

(RFM,  Part I, §10, p. 41, Circa 1937-38.)

And the meaning of l(x).fx’ is made clear by our insisting on ‘/a’ ’s following from it.

(RFM,  Part I, § 11, p. 42, Circa 1937-38.)

By repeating the same argument already put forward as early as in a remark 

dated 24 .11.14  in the Notebooks, Wittgenstein suggests how the meaning of the 

generality sign ‘ (x).fx' can be made explicit just by an explanation of what kind 

of consequences one is allowed to draw from it, therefore without resorting to any 

kind of ‘interpretation’. The process of ‘logically following from’ plays a definite 

role. I then say that the role is to make explicit the second aspect of the use of 

the universal quantifier, which shows the utility of asserting i(x).fx’> - to allow the 

inference of ‘/ a ’ for any arbitrary la\

A few lines below the last remark above, there is another remark that seems to 

be an attempt at strengthening the point on the connection between the use of the 

proposition <‘(x).fx'> and the consequences one can draw from it, namely lfa\ It 

says exactly:

It strikes us as if something else, something over and above the use of the word “all”, must 
have changed if ‘/a’ is no longer to follow from ‘(x)./x’; something attaching to the word itself.

(RFM,  Part I, §13, p. 42.)

4-2.4- The nature of use and the notion of ‘meaning is use1 in natural 
language
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When attempting to relate meaning and use, one of the points that naturally arise 

is that of what is the nature of use. If an analysis of meaning is to be ‘shifted’ to 

an analysis of use in the hope that such a controversial matter like meaning can 

be more effectively analysable, it is expected that the nature of use be sufficiently 

clarified.

In some of his writings Wittgenstein does not seem to have made explicit all 

relevant aspects of use. Even in some later writings, the nature of use seems to 

have been just suggested. Nevertheless, there are later writings in which one can see 

signs of his wish to clarify the nature of ‘the use of signs’. In the notebook published 

as Remarks on Colour, for example, he points out the need of saying more than to 

say that a word has a use, that it can be used in this and that context, etc.. The 

information on what kind of use a word has plays a major role in making clear the 

meaning one wants to be conveyed. Wittgenstein remarks:

To say that a sentence which has the form of information has a use, is not yet to say anything 
about the kind of use it has.

(Remarks on Colour, Part III, §336, p. 62e.)

In another context, the need to show how  one uses a certain word/sentence is 

pointed out. And indeed, the feature concerning the kind of use a word/sentence 

has can be easily described by an explanation of the intention, the conclusions one 

is supposed to draw, etc..

The soul is said to leave the body. Then, in order to exclude any similarity to the body, any sort 
of idea that some gaseous thing is meant, the soul is said to be incorporeal, non-spatial, but with 
the word “leave” one has already said it all. Shew me how you use the word “spiritual” and I shall 
see whether the soul is non-corporeal and what you understand by “spirit”.

{Zettel, §127, p. 22.)

The reference to the need of saying what kind of use a sentence has when dis

cussing its use appears to constitute the recognition of a more context (situation) 

dependence of the nature of use. The ‘how to use’ (‘how it works’, ‘what effect(s) 

it is supposed to have’) feature of a word plays a crucial role in determining its
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meaning. Just by saying under which conditions a particular word (sign) can be 

correctly used does not suffice to make its meaning clear. One still needs to clarify 

the intention by saying with what purpose the word was employed, what is expected 

to be drawn from the utterance. It is necessary to make clear the consequences one 

allows to be drawn from a sentence where the particular word plays a major role.

4.3. Meaning-is-Use and Consequences

For the language of mathematics Wittgenstein seemed to have noticed the funda

mental role of the consequences of an assertion with respect to its meaning. Already 

in his early days of philosophical work he had a particularly bright intuition on 

matters regarding logic and the meaning of logical signs, which later on becomes 

one of his great contributions to the understanding of the nature of semantics. And 

this was the connection between meaning and logical consequence. Nevertheless, the 

great contrast between the main picture of what is known as the ‘early Wittgenstein’ 

with corresponding general form of propositions on the one hand, and hist later the 

meaning of a word is its use in the language on the other hand, seems to overshadow 

what appears to be a very uniform and consistent intuition on the semantics of the 

language of mathematics. Essentially two facts seem to lead him to the phase char

acterised by what is called ‘the early Wittgenstein’, where truth-conditions were said 

to constitute meaning: the deep impression that Russell and Frege’s logical calculus 

gave him as the potential ‘language of science’ , and a great enthusiasm for the pos

sibility of challenging Mauthner’s sceptical views on the role of language in science. 

However, his second account of meaning and propositions {meaning-is-use), which 

looks similar to Mauthner’s point of view in certain fundamental aspects, seems to 

have been just a consolidation of his own early intuition present along his investiga

tions on the semantics of the mathematical language. According to this particular 

intuition, the meaning of a proposition was to be something inseparable from the 

consequences one could draw from it. In his later phase Wittgenstein attempts to 

recover the place of the consequences of an assertion as constituents of the meaning 

of the signs used, by introducing the notion of ‘language-games’. Despite the use
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of the term game, such a semantical notion seems to have been brought in to serve 

as an appropriate device to represent meaning-is-use from the point of view of an 

individual, by showing how it affects him/her to assert a proposition containing 

a particular logical sign, or, in other words, by demonstrating what consequences 

she/he allows to be drawn from the assertion. This appears to give a rather original 

character to Wittgenstein’s position regarding mathematics as an activity, where 

both the individual and the collective ingredients play equally fundamental roles, as 

opposed to other views on the matter which take either one of the two as the only 

aspect. En passant, concerning the specific point on the individual vs. the collective 

nature of the mathematical activity, it seems appropriate to recall a remark included 

in a late manuscript, written around 1949 focusing mostly on the notion of certainty 

and the crucial distinction from knowledge, perhaps suggesting a certain criticism 

on some intuition-based and languageless views of mathematics, from which one 

can see summarised in a few lines his own view on the role of both intuition and 

language in the development of mathematical knowledge, and the semantical role of 

the use of mathematical propositions:

Knowledge in mathematics: Here one has to keep on reminding oneself of the unimportance of 
the ‘inner process’ or ‘state’ and ask “Why should it be important? What does it matter to me?” 
What is interesting is how we use mathematical propositions.

(On Certainty, §38, p. 7e.)

In spite of his apparently ‘intermediate’ position regarding the nature of the 

mathematical activity (between ‘private’ and ‘public’, as it were), a relatively suc

cessful formal account of meaning for the language of mathematics based on such a 

notion of language-games, Prof. J .  Hintikka’s Game-Theoretic Semantics, seems to 

appeal to certain unusual ingredients to explain the activity of ‘doing mathematics’, 

which is the recourse to ‘communitarian’ notions such as dialogue, games, begging 

the question, etc.. From such an alternative account of language-games for the math

ematical language, which demonstrates a certain uniformity concerning the connec

tions between ‘showing the consequences of a proposition’ and ‘giving meaning to 

an assertion’, I can show how a particular reading of the same ‘language-games’
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can still be made without having to resort to ‘communitarian’ views of mathemat

ics, which is what seems to characterise the original formulation as well as most 

variations of Prof. Hintikka’s game-theoretic semantics. Taking the normalisation 

(reduction) rules, a useful meta-mathematical device to prove normalisation theo

rems, as explanations of the consequences, in the sense that they show the effect of 

particular elimination rules on the result of introduction inferences, the operations- 

based account of meaning, which proof-theory itself was meant to be, becomes more 

convincing than the usual assertability conditions-based proof-theoretic semantics. 

The A-calculus, e.g., looks more convincing than traditional natural deduction cal

culi by stating that the meaning of ‘A’ is to be understood via two, instead of just 

one of its aspects of use: in addition to its assertability conditions rule (abstraction 

rule), the calculus provides its consequences rule (/?-reduction rule). This is just 

because this way one can understand it, one can see the consequences of it.

4-4- The Evolution of Wittgenstein’s Philosophy and the Early-Later 
Wittgenstein Distinction

The usual distinction ‘early-later Wittgenstein’ seems to leave a gap as to how the 

two phases of the philosopher’s critique of language relate to each other. It simply 

does not sound satisfactory to say that ‘the philosopher changed his mind’, and the 

two stages are completely separated apart. They are indeed two sharply distinct 

phases with respect to the ‘general form of propositions’ and the meaning of logical 

signs, but there seems to be a fundamental point of view in common, beyond the 

obvious one concerning the role of a critique of language in philosophy. A particularly 

bright and original intuition regarding the connection between the meaning of an 

assertion and the consequences one can draw from it appears in different forms 

throughout Wittgenstein’s philosophical studies, irrespective of ‘phases’ . Here I 

attempt to put together some of the remarks concerning this particular intuition, 

trying to demonstrate that the two phases do share a fundamental point of view 

regarding the semantics of mathematical language: the meaning of a proposition is 

something inseparable from the conclusions one can draw from it.
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The several stages of the (later) Wittgenstein’s account of how the meaning of 

propositions is determined: 1) by means of its method of verification (Waismann’s 

Ludwig Wittgenstein and the Vienna Circle); 2) by reducing meaning to explana

tion of meaning (Blue Book) as an objection to the view that ‘words correspond to 

objects’ (Blue Book , Investigations), similar to Mauthner’s reduction of the noun 

meaning to the verb to mean  (instead of ‘what is the meaning of ...’ one asks ‘what 

is meant by ...’) as an objection to the view that ‘words must stand for something’ 

(Beitrage I, p. 159.); 3) by ‘the use of the sign in the language-game’ (Investiga

tions); 4) by demonstrating its function, purpose, usefulness (Last Writings on the 

Philosophy of Psychology, vol. I); etc., can perhaps be made uniform by observ

ing the development of his own early intuition along his successive writings on the 

subject.

It is not always explicitly said whether the consequences have a definite role to 

play in the meaning of a proposition. And this seems to leave room for some rather 

different interpretations of his account of propositions and meaning. The reference 

to ‘the method of verification’ is made explicit in Waismann’s Ludwig Wittgenstein 

and the Vienna Circle, and says exactly:

(...) The sense of a proposition is the method of its verification. A method of verification is not 
the means of establishing the truth of a proposition; it is the very sense of a proposition. In order 
to understand a proposition, you need to know the method of its verification. To specify it is to 
specify the sense of a proposition. You cannot look for a method of verification. A proposition can 
only say what is established by the method of its verification. (...)

(.L W & V C , p. 227.)

There has been a number of different readings of Wittgenstein’s suggestion that 

a proposition is to be defined by the method of its verification. On the one hand, 

there are those who have interpreted ‘method of verification’ as ‘method of showing 

the conditions under which one can correctly assert the proposition’ , therefore leav

ing the consequences of an assertion in a rather secondary place with respect to its 

meaning. On the other hand, those who take the point of view on the fundamental 

role of ‘explaining the consequences one can draw from proposition’ in determining
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its ‘method of verification’, introduce unusual ingredients of a rather ‘communitar

ian1 nature to explain the mathematical activity, such as dialogue, games , etc.. By 

pointing out the existence of a meta-mathematical device to demonstrate the conse

quences of a proposition in a somewhat formal manner, I have attempted to offer a 

different reading of Wittgenstein’s teaching on the relationship between verification 

and meaning which could be closer to the idea that the method of verification of 

a proposition is to be explained by showing how to verify the conclusions one is 

allowed to draw from it.

4-4-1- Change in Spirit but not in (Early) Intuition

As a theoretical-physicist-engineer very much impressed with Boltzmann and Hertz’s 

mathematical models of natural phenomena, Wittgenstein sets out to write a philo

sophical logic treatise perhaps as an attempt to challenge the scepticism of Mauth- 

ner’s critique of language, finding in Frege and Russell’s logical calculus a way to 

overcome Mauthner’s alleged unsuitability of language for scientific purposes. The 

result is the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, whose ‘statement of faith’ one could 

take as having been phrased as:

All philosophy is a ‘critique of language’ (though not in Mauthner’s sense). It was Russell who 
performed the service of showing that the apparent logical form of a proposition need not be its 
real one.

(Tractatus, §4.0031, p. 19.)

Fritz Mauthner, Austrian-born (Bohemia) German philosopher of the end of last 

century and the beginning of this century (b. 1849, d. 1923), performed extensive 

investigations into the nature of language as related to reason, apparently motivated 

to attempt a formulation of an alternative to Kant’s philosophy as presented in a 

Critique of Pure Reason by saying that philosophy should be an activity of Critique 

of Language. He seems to be best known as a sort of pioneering ‘critic of language’ 

whose main works Beitrage zu einer Kritik der Sprache (1902) and Worterbuch der 

Philosophic (1910) seem to have had a significant influence on Wittgenstein’s own
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critique of language, especially on his second phase where the investigations concern 

much more ordinary language than formalised languages, similarly to Mauthner’s 

own point of view on the role and the nature of ordinary language with respect to 

the foundations of reason and knowledge. It seems fair to say that in the German- 

speaking fin-de-siecle philosophy he stood for ‘psychologism’ in the same way that 

Frege stood for ‘ logicism’.

There seem to be many similarities between Mauthner’s point of view on (lin

guistic) ‘meaning’ and the late Wittgenstein’s view on the role of language and the 

relationship between meaning and use: rejection of the notion of absolute truth, 

meaning is no entity, philosophy as a therapy, etc., not to mention Wittgenstein’s 

use of some of Mauthner’s figures regarding:

(...) Philosophy is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language. (...)

(Investigations, Part I, §109, p. 47e.)

such as the ‘ladder’ image in:

My propositions serve as elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands me even
tually recognizes them as nonsensical, when he has used them —  as steps —  to climb up beyond 
them. (He must, so to speak, throw away the ladder after he has climbed up it.)

He must transcend these propositions, and then he will see the world aright.

( Tractatus, §6.54, p. 74.)

which may have been inspired in a remark contained in the Beitrage, vol. I, pp.

1-2, translated by Weiler as:

(...) ‘If I wish to ascend in the critique of language, which is the most important business of 
thinking mankind, then I must destroy every rung of the ladder once I step upon it’. (...)

(Weiler 1970, p. 296.)

and is often said to have its origin in Sextus Empiricus’:

‘And again, just as it is not impossible for the man who has ascended to a high place by a ladder to 
overturn the ladder with his foot after his ascent, so also it is not unlikely that the Sceptic after he
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has arrived at the demonstration of his thesis by means of the argument proving the non-existence 
of proof, as it were by a step-ladder, should then abolish this very argument.’

(Hamblin 1970, p. 95.)

or even an occasional expression, such as the famous concluding sentence of the 

Tractatus:

Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, dariiber man muB schweigen. 

which has been translated as:

What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.

(Tractatus, §7, p. 74.)

and which appears to echo a similar remark contained in Mauthner’s Beitrage:

Es ware Zeit, wieder schweigen zu lernen.

{Beitrage /, p. 159.)

In a previous note I have even pointed out the similarities of views both philoso

phers seemed to have had on the process of learning the meaning of a word in a 

language. The aspect of what conclusions can be drawn from the sentence where 

the word appears seems to be a fundamental aspect for both Wittgenstein and 

Mauthner.

Despite Wittgenstein’s early beliefs in concepts such as ‘simple facts’ and ‘a 

proposition is a picture of reality’ expressed in the Tractatus, this second account of 

meaning and propositions, which looks similar to Mauthner’s point of view in cer

tain fundamental aspects, seems to have been just a consolidation of Wittgenstein’s 

own intuition concerning his investigations on the semantics of the mathematical 

language since his early days of philosophical work. According to this particular 

intuition, the meaning of logical signs was for Wittgenstein something inseparable 

from the consequences one could draw from the proposition containing such a sign 

as the major one. Regarding Mauthner’s point of view on ordinary language, the
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nature of words and their meaning, the role of the consequences seems to have a 

similar position. G. Weiler, who has made Mauthner’s ideas more accessible to the 

English-speaking philosophical community, makes a relevant remark on this partic

ular matter:

(...) Mauthner’s alternative account is that in the learning process there is very little psychological 
difference between concepts, judgements and inferences, since the stuff of all these notions is the 
associating of experience with words. Learning how to use a word is also learning what kinds of 
judgements can be made about the kind of thing that the word indicates, and learning how to 
make these judgements is also to learn what kinds of inferences can be drawn from that judgement.

(Weiler 1970, p. 250.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

referring to p. 262, vol. Ill, of Mauthner’s Beitrage.

Apparently due to a certain disillusionment with the notion of logical atomism, 

which he himself had worked hard to formulate precisely, Wittgenstein in the In

vestigations, the main representative of his later phase, seems to go back to the 

ideas and the spirit he had criticised so strongly in his early phase. Two elements 

of Mauthner’s spirit constitute the main picture of the Investigations: a clear (yet 

positive) scepticism and an attempt to go deeper into psychological concepts rather 

than into proper logical investigations. Concentrating more on an investigation of 

ordinary language and concepts concerning the philosophy of psychology than on 

formalised languages and the technicalities inherent in the philosophy of logic itself, 

he seems to be willing to leave the impression of a profound (and yet very positive) 

scepticism, exactly opposite to the spirit of the Wittgenstein of the Tractatus, when 

he enthusiastically writes to Russell saying that:

(...) I’ve written a book called “Logisch-Philosophische Abhandlung” containing all my work of 
the last six years. I believe I’ve solved our problems finally. This may sound arrogant but I can’t 
help believing it. (...)

(Letters to R K & M ,  dated 13.3.19 19 , p. 68.)
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However, the ‘early’ intuition on the role of explaining the meaning of logical 

propositions by showing the conclusions one is allowed to draw from it seems to 

prevail even in the early phase, despite the clear logicist position taken in most of 

his significant contributions to the foundations of Russell and Frege’s logical calculus 

reported in the Tractatus.

Rev. Hallett remarks on such difference in spirit of the two Wittgenstein’s, where 

it seems to be clear that the enthusiasm of the Tractatus stands right in opposition 

to the (positive) scepticism of the Investigations:

(...) “Don’t think, but look!” (§66). This exhortation, so characteristic of the Investigations, 
derives its full significance from passages like those just cited from the Notebooks, where Wittgen
stein’s thinking had already determined what he had to find, or, having spotted something interest
ing, forthwith spun a theory to cover all other cases. The Tractatus was a tissue of “musts” and of 
corresponding essences, brought forth as though by magic from the rags and dust of “inessential” 
cases (§52). So Wittgenstein later insisted: “Don’t say: ‘There must be something common . . . 
but look and see whether there is anything common to all” (§66).

(Hallett 1977, p. 47.)

(...) Wittgenstein grew increasingly doubtful about standard alternatives to the mere injunction 
“Look!” In the Blue Book (26b) he still thought that a definition is a good way to clear up 
the ‘grammar’ of a word, but in the Investigations he was far less sanguine (§182). And he 
experienced enduring doubts about the effectiveness even of description. At the time he was 
writing the Investigations he warned: “How words are understood is not told by words alone” (Z 
144); “the verbal expression casts only a dim general light on the verbal expression” (R F M  54). 
Later he wondered: “A m  I not getting closer and closer to saying that in the end logic cannot be 
described? You must look at the practice of language, then you will see it” (O C  501; cp. P G  40f). 
Quite similar misgivings had caused Wittgenstein to characterize the Tractatus as a mere ladder, 
to be cast aside once the reader had come, by its means, to “see the world aright” (6.54; cp. §144). 
The ladder simile fits the Investigations better still, for there the reader does not mount on rungs 
of solid, though “unsayable” doctrine, but by means of mere questions, and simple samples well 
displayed, many of them imaginary. (...)

(Id. Ibid.)

The aspect of less enthusiasm prevailing in the Wittgenstein of the Investigations 

was somewhat sadly reminded by a great logician and philosopher. In Moscow, by
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the occasion of the VIIIth International Congress of Logic, Methodology and Philos

ophy of Science (VIII LMPS), in a conversation with Prof. Francisco Miro Quesada 

(Lima, Peru) about the two ‘distinct’ Wittgenstein’s. Prof. Quesada, an eminent fig

ure in the philosophy of logic in South America, very much an admirer of Bertrand 

Russell, expressed his admiration for the Wittgenstein of the Tractatus, who ac

cording to him had impressed Russell by formulating precisely and economically 

the notion Russell himself had experienced hard times in trying to get the grips on: 

the notion of logical atomism. His expression of disappointment with Wittgenstein’s 

scepticism shown in the Investigations sounded like a testimony of how much the two 

Wittgenstein’s are seen as so radically different from each other. And this picture 

of the two men, which seems to prevail even among some of Wittgenstein’s admir- 

ers/followers, makes anyone think why the great contribution for the foundations of 

logic and mathematics given in the Investigations itself, perhaps more importantly 

than in any other of his own writings, especially regarding the nature of semantics 

(‘meaning-is-use’), has not been so far widely recognised. ‘Would it make it easier 

to observe whether there were any points in common among all phases of Wittgen

stein’s philosophical views with respect to the foundations of logic?’ and ‘How does 

the notion of language-games, which characterises Wittgenstein’s semantical views 

in his later phase, contribute for a better understanding of the semantics of logics 

and the language of mathematics?’ . These are exactly the sort of questions that 

comes straight into one’s mind. One feels inevitably pushed to give a closer look at 

Wittgenstein’s writings especially where he made reference to the meaning of logical 

signs without resorting to values [true, false, etc.). The role of an explanation of 

the consequences one is allowed to draw from a proposition in the clarification of 

its meaning has been emphasised in many places, and the my own suspicion that 

his views on the matter seemed to be somewhat uniform across the two sharply 

separated phases was being confirmed and consolidated as the re-readings of early 

as well as late writings were made with more careful eyes. The ‘ last drop’, as it 

were, was a sign of how early such an intuition was born.
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‘Disturbingly’ Original Intuition

Concerning the mathematical language and its semantics, Wittgenstein seemed to 

have observed the important role of the consequences of an assertion with respect to 

its meaning, since his early days of doing philosophy. Already in his very beginning 

of philosophical work he had a particularly bright intuition on matters regarding 

logic and the meaning of logical signs, which later on becomes one of his great 

contributions to the understanding of the nature of semantics. And that was the 

connection of meaning with logical consequence. As early as 19 12 , in a letter to 

Russell, dated 1.7 .12 , he writes:

W ill you think that I have gone mad if I make the following suggestion?: T h e sign (x ).^ x  is not a 

com plete sym bol but has m eaning only in an inference of the kind: from b ipxDxrpx.<p(a) follows 

j/i(a). Or more generally: from b (x).y>x.£o(a) follows <p(a). I am— of course— most uncertain  

about the m atter but som ething o f the sort m ight really be true.

(Letters to R K & M , Letter R.3 , p. 12.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Observe that the meaning of the proposition referred to (‘ (x).^x’) is said to 

have meaning only in an inference which shows the logical consequences of asserting 

it (‘(^(a)’). Bringing uncertainty perhaps due to its rather disturbing originality, 

Wittgenstein’s intuition concerning the connections between seeing the consequences 

of an assertion and understanding its meaning becomes an important ingredient 

in the development of his critique of language. It seemed to be a rather natural 

though not easily perceived intuition, especially concerning ordinary languages, that 

of making a link between the meaning of an assertion and the consequences one could 

draw from it (cf. the French vouloir dire.).

Indeed, this comes as another evidence of the early origin of an intuition that 

Wittgenstein seems to have carried all the way through his investigations on the 

semantics of the mathematical language. If one looks at more recent languages of 

mathematics (A-Calculus, Category Theory, Frege structures, etc.) one is tempted 

to say that his intuitions are beginning to make themselves manifest. Perhaps a
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simple and straightforward example of the force of the argument that the meaning 

of a logical connective is better viewed as something related to the consequences, 

comes from the language of A-calculus, the language of computable functions. In 

order to make someone understand the meaning of ‘A’ one has to give more than 

just the abstraction rule, which can be looked at as a ‘grammatical’ rule for ‘A’. 

The process of normalisation shown in the /?-rule seems to clarify the meaning of 

‘A’ just because it shows how it works, or, what can be obtained from a A-term 

‘assertion’. The utility of ‘A’, which seems to be to capture the notions of generality 

and substitution inherent to the concept of function, is only made clear when a rule 

showing the consequences of a A ‘assertion’, such as what the rule of (3- normalisation 

does, is indicated.

Nevertheless, uncertain as Wittgenstein seemed to have been towards this partic

ularly bright intuition, apart from a single remark on how the presence of generality 

in the sign ‘ (x).c^x’ was made clear via its logical consequence, which was written 

in 1914 and published in the Notebooks, he does not come back to the point on the 

role of consequences with respect to meaning, until circa 1937-38 when he writes 

remarks on the foundations of mathematics. In the meantime, the enthusiasm with 

Russell and Frege’s logical calculus seems to take him to express a position such 

that meaning is to be given by an object or entity, a truth-value. That is the phase 

characterised by what is called ‘the early Wittgenstein’, where truth-conditions were 

said to constitute meaning. Later on, acknowledging drawbacks in that early ac

count of meaning presented in the Tractatus, he seems to go back to what appeared 

to be his original intuition, and attempts to recover the place of the consequences 

of an assertion as constituents of the meaning of the signs used.

At this point one would ask how such a notion of consequences of an assertion as 

being part of its meaning is expressed in his aphoristic writings of the early phase, 

where the semantics is clearly (Frege-) realist. And, indeed, it is interesting to 

observe that even in an early version of the Tractatus, for example, published as 

Prototractatus, with historical comments and a facsimile of the manuscript, one can
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find a remark of essentially the same nature as some later ones regarding the role of 

the second ‘sense’ of (his later account of) a proposition, which concerns precisely 

the ‘consequences’ aspect. It says:

(...)  T he requirement o f determ inateness could also be formulated in the following way: if a 

proposition is to have sense, the syntactical em ploym ent o f each of its parts must have been 

established in advance. For exam ple, it cannot occur to one only subsequently that a certain  

proposition follows from it. Before a proposition can have a sense, it must  be completely settled 

what propositions follow from it.

(Prototractatus, §3.20103, p. 65.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

For some reason, however, this particular remark does not appear in the final 

version of the Tractatus.

Going a bit further back one can still find remarks of the same nature. In the 

course of the elaboration of the Tractatus a number of remarks were being collected 

in notebooks, which were posthumously published as Notebooks 1914~16. In one of 

these remarks, dated 25.10.14, he speaks of the need of certain logical properties for 

a method of symbolising to have, in order to be an adequate method of capturing 

meaning via symbols:

If we were to try and express what we express by m eans o f “(x ) .0 (x )” by prefixing an index to 

“4>(x)” , e .g ., like this: “Gen.<£(x)” , it would not be adequate (we should not know what was being 

generalised).

If we tried to shew it by m eans o f an index to the “x” , e.g., like this: <£(x g ), it would still not 

be adequate (in this way we should not know the scope o f the generality).

If we thought o f trying to do it by inserting a mark in the em pty argum ent places, e.g., like 

this: “(G , G).<^(G, G )” it would not be adequate (we could not settle  the identity o f the variables).

A ll these m ethods of sym bolising are inadequate because they do not have the necessary logical 

propert ies.  All those collections o f signs lack the power to portray the required sense -  in the 

proposed way.

(Notebooks, p. 18e.)
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Although not making clear what kind of logical properties would be needed 

for a method of symbolising to be adequate, the recognition of the need for such 

logical properties sets up grounds for the investigations of what (logical) form these 

properties should take. Later in the same Notebooks, in a remark dated 24 .11.14 , a 

form of logical inference is suggested:

T hat the proposit ion  “0 (a )” can be inferred from the proposit ion  “(x ) .0 (x )” shews how generality  

is present even in the sign “(x ) .0 (x )” .

And the sam e thing, o f course, holds for any generality notation.

(Notebooks, p. 32e.)

Observe the clear character of a logical property speaking of the consequences of 

the assertion being suggested as adequate to show the meaning of the corresponding 

proposition.

Early in the Tractatus itself, which is known for its ‘realist’ , truth-values based 

semantics characterising what is called the ‘early Wittgenstein’, he makes a remark 

which is a sign of an ‘anti-realist’ semantics only taken up more firmly and developed 

more intensively in what is known as the ‘later Wittgenstein’ phase:

(T he possib ility  o f  inference from (x ) . f x  to f a  shows that the sym bol (x ) . f x  itse lf has generality  

in it.)

(Tractatus, § 5 .13 11, p. 38.)

An explanation of the logical (elimination) inference for the logical sign of uni

versal quantification is showing its generality meaning. And this is done together 

with the purely classical (realist) semantics of the Tractatus.

Nevertheless, uncertain as Wittgenstein seemed to be regarding this particularly 

bright intuition, apart from a single remark on how the presence of generality in the 

sign ‘ (x).t^x’ was made clear via its logical consequence, which was written in 1914 

and published in the Notebooks, he does not come back to the point on the role of 

consequences with respect to meaning, until circa 1937-38 when he writes remarks on 

the foundations of mathematics. In the meantime, the enthusiasm with Russell and
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Frege’s logical calculus seems to take him to express a position such that meaning is 

to be given by an object or entity (a truth-value). That is the phase characterised by 

what is called ‘the early Wittgenstein’ , where truth-conditions were said to constitute 

meaning. Later on, acknowledging drawbacks in that (early) account of meaning 

expressed in the Tractatus, he seems to go back to what appeared to be his original 

intuition, and attempts to recover the place of the consequences of an assertion as 

constituents of the meaning of the signs used. Similarly to his comments in the 

Notebooks, but this time more incisive in the sense that the word ‘meaning’ is used 

explicitly, he expresses his belief that meaning can only be made explicit, or even be 

‘learnt’, by means of something of a rather ‘explanatory’ character such as showing 

the consequences that can be drawn from the assertion, via a logical (elimination) 

inference.

One learns the meaning of ‘a ll’ by learning that ‘/ a ’ follows from ‘( x ) . f x ’.

(R F M , Part I, §10, p. 41.)

And the meaning of ‘( x ) . f x ’ is m ade clear by our insisting on ‘/ a ’ ’s following from it.

(RFM,  Part I, § 11, p. 42.)

Similarly to the early remark mentioned above, by insisting on the fact that ‘/ a ’ , 

where ‘a ’ is any arbitrary individual, is obtained from the utterance of l‘(x).fx\ one 

can make clear the generality meaning of the major logical sign of the utterance 

made. Not quite surprisingly, such explanation of meaning for the logical sign of 

universal quantification sounds similar to the explanation of meaning for the ‘A’ 

sign, whose rules of manipulation (especially the (3-reduction) were apparently first 

thought as a convenient coding of the functional notion of generality and substitu

tion.

In the later phase the ghost of uncertainty seemed to have gone away, and 

Wittgenstein appears more incisive on the idea that there are links between the 

logical consequences of an assertion and its meaning, besides admitting that a puz

zling notion such as meaning could not be simply defined as something that could
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be either ‘true’ or ‘false’ such as it was strongly said in the Tractatus. Attempting to 

offer an alternative account of propositions to that ‘truth-value’-based of the Trac

tatus by means of the new concepts introduced in the later phase, which finds in 

the Investigations its chef-d’ceuvre, he acknowledges serious drawbacks in his early 

account of meaning and propositions, criticising the ‘words correspond to objects’ 

picture of the Tractatus. The criticisms to the idea that a proposition is whatever 

can be true or false become rather explicit at the point where he attempts to for

mulate an alternative to that picture of truth-values developed in the Tractatus, 

replacing it by a new ‘definition’ of what a proposition should be. Such new defi

nition is formulated by means of a newly introduced notion of ‘language-games’, an 

idea that seems to pervade the whole of the Investigations, and certainly most of 

his later writings.

The Objection to the View on ‘Meaning-is-an-Object’ and the 
Notion of Explanation of Meaning

In ordinary language it is usually the case that one gives an explanation of the 

meaning of an assertion by providing an exposition of its possible consequences. And, 

yet, one hardly appreciates the important role of the consequences in determining 

the meaning of the assertion made. When asked ‘What do you mean?’ or ‘How 

do you mean?’ one normally answers via an explanation of what conclusions one 

is entitled to draw from the assertion whose meaning is being questioned. For this 

reason, it would appear fair to say that the very concept of meaning can be better 

understood by reference to a certain process of explanation of meaning, or, if one 

can put it this way, an explanation of what kind of conclusions one can draw from 

the assertion. Nevertheless, most of the studies on the nature and the foundations of 

language, especially in this second half of the xxth century, have had a particularly 

strong emphasis on grammatical analysis. A number of important issues related 

to the (syntactic) structure of language have been clarified. It seems that little, 

however, has been achieved towards a better understanding of the role of language
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and the nature of semantics. Fundamental aspects which are naturally beyond 

purely grammatical explanations have often been neglected. Those are the aspects 

I would like to call the consequences of assertions.

Besides explicit references concerning the idea that grammar can only describe, 

and in no way explain the use of signs in a particular language, such as:

Grammar does not tell us how language must be constructed in order to fulfil its purpose, in order 
to have such-and-such an effect on human beings. It only describes and in no way explains the use 
of signs.

(Investigations, Part I, §496, p. 138e.)

Wittgenstein was rather persistent, especially throughout his very latest writings 

(notebooks, conversations, etc.), in trying to persuade the reader that the grasping 

of concepts like meaning and understanding of signs in a language could be made 

significantly easier by thinking in terms of what could be done with the signs, what 

conclusions could be drawn from the assertion, what utility the sign (word) had in 

the sentence, etc.. The reference to the understanding of the notion of meaning as 

being attached to the understanding of the idea of explanation of meaning comes as 

an idea which certainly carries a strong appeal to the intuition.

It seems to be in the Blue Book that Wittgenstein first attempts to make the 

point on how easier the understanding of the concept of meaning can be made when 

one looks at the idea of explanation of meaning, serving as a cure to our temptation 

to look for an object which would correspond to the meaning of a particular word. 

Such link would seem to be opening a new perspective by suggesting a radical break 

from the usual idea that meaning is something directly related to content, object 

and reference. The connections with a less ‘object-oriented’ concept such as use, 

starts to emerge more clearly.

The questions “What is length?”, “What is meaning?”, “What is the number one?” etc., 
produce in us a mental cramp. We feel that we can’t point to anything in reply to them and 
yet ought to point to something. (We are up against one of the great sources of philosophical 

bewilderment: a substantive makes us look for a thing that corresponds to it.)
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Asking first “What’s an explanation of meaning?” has two advantages. You in a sense bring the 
question “what is meaning?” down to earth. For, surely, to understand the meaning of “meaning” 
you ought also to understand the meaning of “explanation of meaning”. Roughly: “let’s ask what 
the explanation of meaning is, for whatever that explains will be the meaning.” Studying the 
grammar of the expression “explanation of meaning” will teach you something about the grammar 
of the word “meaning” and will cure you of the temptation to look about you for some object which 
you might call “the meaning”.

(Blue Book, p. 1.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

From my own understanding of Wittgenstein’s point of view on the idea that the 

concept of meaning can be better understood by looking at the notion of explanation 

of meaning, I suggest that the meta-mathematical device of normalisation seems to 

be an appropriate instrument to capture formally such explanation of meaning for 

the particular case of the language of mathematics. This is just because normalisa

tion rules show the consequences of ‘forming’ or ‘asserting’ mathematical sentences,

i.e., what can be obtained from such an assertion.

Traces of such an attractive recipe for ‘curing us of the temptations to look about 

us for some object we might call “the meaning” ’ is found back in Fritz Mauthner’s 

account of meaning for ordinary language:

(...) Mauthner wishes to dispose of the fallacy mentioned at the beginning of this section, i.e. that 
there are always things corresponding to words, which are their meanings: ‘Most people suffer 
from this intellectual weakness that they believe that because there is a word it must stand for 
something; because there is word there must correspond the word something real’. (...)

(Weiler 1970, p. 119 .)

Prof. Weiler in fact refers to the inspiring remarks on the concept of meaning 

as put forward by Fritz Mauthner in his Contributions to a Critique of Language. 

In the first of his 3-volume extensive analysis of the role and the nature of language 

in human reason and knowledge Mauthner refers to a certain intellectual weakness 

which seems to be rather close to what Wittgenstein called ‘one of the great sources
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of philosophical bewilderment: a substantive makes us look for a thing that corre

sponds to it’ :

(...) Die meisten Menschen leiden an dieser geistigen Schwache, zu glauben, weil ein Wort da sei, 
miisse es auch das Wort fur Etwas sein; weil ein Wort da sei, miisse dem Worte etwas Wirkliches 
entsprechen.

(Beitrage I, p. 159.)

Such ‘intellectual weakness’ referred to by Mauthner seems to have been the ob

ject of criticisms in most of Part I of Wittgenstein’s Investigations, which starts with 

a quotation from St. Augustine’s Confessions describing his word-object account 

of language as in ‘Thus, as I heard words repeatedly used in their proper places 

in various sentences, I gradually learnt to understand what objects they signified’. 

Wittgenstein’s criticisms start by saying:

These words, it seems to me, give us a particular picture of the essence of human language. 
It is this: the individual words in a language name objects— sentences are combinations of such 
names.— In this picture of language we find the roots of the following idea: Every word has a 
meaning. This meaning is correlated with the word. It is the object for which the word stands.

(Investigations, Part I, §1, p. 2e.)

The point of view I take in this chapter is essentially that which motivated 

the development of my ‘semantics of use’ where meaning is not taken as an object 

or entity, as it were, but as the result of explaining what are the consequences 

of asserting the particular proposition. The profound insights that Wittgenstein’s 

writings seem to provide as to the connections between meaning and use, utility, 

purpose, etc., has served as comfortable grounds for a closer look on issues regarding 

theories of meaning for the mathematical language where one can still find traces 

of the usual rather ‘object-oriented’ account of meaning, even in some of the more 

recent verificationistic theories of meaning.

In fact, the intuition concerning the strong connections between the nature of 

the procedure of explaining the meaning of a proposition and that of the act of
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demonstrating the consequences one is allowed to draw from it seems to go rather 

far back in Wittgenstein’s early writings.

The Aspect of Consequences and the Notion of Language-

Games

Now, if such a view on the existence of a sole Wittgensteinian semantical intuition 

towards the language of mathematics, which takes the ‘consequences’ of an assertion 

as being constituents of its meaning, can be taken as a contentious one, how and 

where does it emerge in more general terms in his later phase? To answer this 

question I have to look at the appearance of a notion which seems to be a true 

‘later Wittgensteinian’ mark in the whole philosophy of language: the notion of 

language-games (Sprachspiel), which can only find a parallel in Mauthner’s concept 

of game-rules (Spielregel)4. The (later) account of propositions which characterises 

the Investigations is made explicit in the following remark:

(...) Now it looks as if the definition —  a proposition is whatever can be true or false —  determined 
what a proposition was, by saying: what fits the concept ‘true’, or what the concept ‘true’ fits, is a 
proposition. So it is as if we had a concept of true and false, which we could use to determine what 
is and what is not a proposition. What engages with the concept of truth (as with a cogwheel), is 
a proposition.

But this is a bad picture. It is as if one were to say “The king in chess is the piece that one 
can check.” But this can mean no more than that in our game of chess we only check the king. 
Just as the proposition that only a proposition can be true or false can say no more than that we 
only predicate “true” and “false” of what we call a proposition. And what a proposition is is in 
one sense determined by the rules of sentence formation (in English, for example), and in another 
sense by the use of the sign in the language-game. (...)

(Investigations, Part I, §136, pp. 52e-3 e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

4see, e.g., p. 109 of Weiler 1970, which refers to Mauthner’s discussion on ‘Sprache eine Spiel
regel’ in Beitrage /, p. 25.
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In the next chapter I demonstrate that the meta-mathematical device of normal
isation can be taken as a possible reading of such a notion of language-games for the 
case of the mathematical language, and how it indeed complies with Wittgenstein’s 
intuition: the normalisation rules show ‘the effect of elimination operations on the 
result of introduction inferences’. The aspect of the consequences is represented by 
the notion of ‘the use of the sign in the language-game’. It is also shown that the 
most widely known casting of the notion of language-games into a formal account 
of semantics for the language of mathematics, Prof. J. Hintikka’s Game-Theoretical 
Semantics, not quite surprisingly, ends up taking the consequences aspect as the 
one having the fundamental role in determining the meaning of logical constants.

As a matter of fact, Game-Theoretic Semantics can be understood as an attempt 
to put into effective terms (later) Wittgenstein’s suggestion regarding the language- 
games as the link between language and reality. It has been worked out for a certain 
time by Prof. J. Hintikka and his followers as a whole body of formal concepts based 
on their own reading of Wittgenstein’s (later) account of propositions and language. 
The basic ideas of such a body of formal as well as informal logical notions were 
basically introduced by reference to formal first-order quantificational languages. A 
language L is assumed to be an interpreted language, allegedly due the possibility of 
talking about truth and falsity of its sentences, and its being interpreted is explained 
by saying that one is given some domain of individuals D on which all the nonlogical 
constants of L plus the names of the members of D would have a definite truth- 
value. The departure from Tarskian truth-value-based theory of meaning is made 
by explaining the semantics of each logical constant by means of what is called 
semantical games. In the description of the Game-Theoretical Semantics (‘GT5’) 
semantical games are defined by Prof. Hintikka, where there is supposed to be two 
‘players’ called Myself and Nature, as:

(G. A) If A is atomic, then I have won G{A) and Nature has lost if A 
is true. If A is false, Nature has won and / have lost.
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(G. &;) G(S\ & S2) begins by Nature's choice of 5i or S2.
The rest of the game is G(Si) or G(S2), respectively.

(G. V) G(Si V £2) begins by Myself's choice of S\ or S2.
The rest of the game is G(S\) or G(S2), respectively.

(1G. £/) Cr((x)5[x]) begins by Nature's choice of a member of D.
Let the name of the member chosen be la'. The rest of the game 
is then Cr(5[a]).

(G. E) G((f2x)£[x]) is defined likewise except that ‘a’ is chosen by Myself.

The truth of a sentence S of L would then be defined as the existence of a 
winning strategy in G(S) for Myself. Similarly, the falsity of S would be given by 
the fact that the other ‘player’, Nature, has a winning strategy.

As it can be seen from the definition above, the semantical games of Prof. Hin- 
tikka’s Game Semantics show, in the end, how Nature plays by asking Myself to 
comply with the commitments / make when asserting a proposition. Nature de
mands Myself to verify the consequences of the assertions which I (Myself) lay 
down. In other words, every step in the game is defined by a procedure to eliminate 
the corresponding connective. The meaning of each logical constant is explained by 
demonstrating the consequences one can draw from the respective proposition.

4.5. G a m e s  and Commitments: the Role of Consequences

Prof. Hintikka’s Game-Theoretical Semantics appears to be the most widely dis
cussed formal account of the semantics of the mathematical language which hints on 
what I suggest to be Wittgenstein’s own view on the role of the consequences of a 
proposition with respect to its meaning. However, such a formal account brings in a
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particular conception of the mathematical activity where there must be a ‘commu
nity’ (at least two ‘players’, even if one is just Nature) acting on the process. Making 
a less community-oriented reading of what a language-game should be, I have at
tempted to make a point regarding the place of the consequences of an assertion with 
respect to its meaning as a particularly bright intuition which seems to go beyond 
‘phases’ in Wittgenstein’s philosophical writings. As far as the meaning of logical 
constants is concerned, I say that the metamathematical device of normalisation can 
in most cases without any loss be used to capture the essence of what Wittgenstein 
seemed to have meant by ‘the use of the sign in the language-game’: the aspect of 
the meaning of a proposition which concerns the consequences that can be drawn 
from it. The emphasis on the consequences aspect, besides the grammar (condi
tions for assertion) aspect, is in fact what makes the sharp distinction between most 
‘anti-realist’ alternatives to classical semantics for the language of mathematics and 
Wittgenstein’s celebrated meaning-is-use semantical paradigm. It is indeed a great 
departure from the generally known assertability conditions-based alternative to the 
‘realist’ truth conditions-b&sed account of meaning for the mathematical language.

Prof. M. Dummett, in his theory of meaning and truth, attempts to provide a 
convincing argument to support his ‘anti-realist’ criticisms by offering an account 
of meaning based on the commitments one makes when asserting a proposition. A 
significant part of Prof. Dummett’s explanations of meaning recall the aspect of 
commitments as a key aspect in a theory of meaning. And to recall the aspect 
concerning the commitments one makes by asserting a sentence as a fundamental 
aspect of its meaning seems to amount to essentially the same as to recall the 
aspect regarding the consequences one can draw from the sentence. One can hardly 
distinguish the commitments aspect from the so-called consequences aspect. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that the commitments one is prepared to assume by making 
an assertion correspond to the consequences of the assertion that he/she is prepared 
to verify.

It would seem to have been a strong alternative as an anti-realist theory of mean
ing had he provided a logical counterpart to this aspect which apparently received
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such a denomination of commitment from Prof. Dummett himself. Unfortunately, 
by putting forward his own reading of Wittgenstein as another conceptual support 
for the assertability conditions alternative to realist semantics, he seems to leave a 
gap as to what place such commitments would take in an account of meaning based 
on the conditions for assertion alone. The emphasis on the commitments aspect is 
made clear when he says that his theory of meaning links the content of an assertion 
with the commitment that a speaker undertakes in making that assertion5.

Prof. Prawitz’s comments on Prof. Dummett’s use of commitments and the 
aspects relating meaning and use within the language of mathematics does highlight 
the distinction that must be made between the two aspects of the use of a sentence, 
namely the assertability conditions and the consequences one can draw from the 
sentence. It also highlights the fundamental role of the consequences:

D um m ett points out that quite generally, there are two aspects o f  the use o f an (assertive) sentence: 

(1) the conditions under which it can be correctly asserted, and (2) the com m itm ents made by 

asserting it. In the case o f m athem atics, aspect (1) is expressed in the rules for inferring the 

sentence, and aspect (2) in the rules for drawing consequences from the sentence. W hen we learn 

to use sentences, w hat we learn are these two  kinds o f rules.

(Prawitz 1977, p. 7.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

For some reason, however, Prof. Dummett’s own reading of Wittgenstein seems 
to remain essentially in line with the assertability conditions-based anti-realist al
ternative by saying that the meaning of logical constants is determined by the con
ditions for assertion:

(...) [The M eanings of the Logical Constants] T he m eaning o f each constant is to be given by 

specifying, for any sentence in which that constant is the main operator, what is to count as a 

proof o f that sentence, it being assum ed that we already know what is to count as a proof o f any 

of the constituents. (...)

5p. 126 o f D um m ett 1976.

(Dummett 1977, p. 12.)
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His joint research programme with Prof. Prawitz on a theory of meaning for 
the language of (intuitionistic) mathematics, ends up ‘neglecting’ the commitment 
aspect in favour of a certain priority for the conditions for assertion with respect to 
the meaning of a logical proposition.

4 .6. Ordinary Language

Observing how our ordinary language works we can easily come to agree with 
Wittgenstein’s intuition. In ordinary speech it is often the case that one accepts 
an explanation of the meaning of an assertion by listening to an exposition of its 
possible consequences. And, yet, one hardly appreciates the important role of the 
consequences in determining the meaning of the assertion made. Questions of the 
sort ‘What do you mean?’ or ‘How do you mean?’ are invariably answered via an 
explanation of what conclusions one can draw from the assertion whose meaning is 
being questioned.

The connections between understanding the meaning of a statement and seeing 
the consequences one is allowed to draw from it is noticed by Wittgenstein in many 
different contexts. In Y. Smythies’ notes taken from Wittgenstein’s Lectures on 
Religious Belief, one can find remarks such as:

“T he separation o f  soul from body” [only had a public interest.j T his may act like black 

curtains or it may not act like black curtains. I ’d have to find out what the consequences [of your  

saying it]  are. I am not, at least, at present at all clear. [You say this] —  “So w hat?” —  I know 

these words, I have certain pictures. All sorts o f  things go along with these words.

If he says this, I  won’t know yet what consequences he will draw. I  don’t know what he opposes 

this to.

[Lectures and Conversations on APRB, p. 69.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

As his exposition goes on, it becomes clearer the point on the role of seeing the 
consequences one is allowed to draw from the assertion for its understanding:
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If you say to me— “Do you cease to exist?” —I should be bewildered, and would not know 

what exactly this is to mean. “If you don’t cease to exist, you will suffer after death” , there I 

begin to attach ideas, perhaps ethical ideas of responsibility. The point is, that although these are 

well-known words, and although I can go from one sentence to another sentence, or to pictures [I 

don't know what consequences you draw from this statement]. (...)

(Lectures and C onversa tions on A P R B , pp. 69-70.)

(The em phasis  is mine.)

Thinking of meaning in terms of method of verification one can still see the 

definite role of consequences in his understanding of what verification is to mean:

(...) When I say he’s using a picture I’m merely making a grammatical remark: [What I say] can 

only be verified by the consequences he does or does not draw.

(.Lectures and  C onversa tions on A P R B , p. 72.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

It might be convenient to recall a significant remark on the matter from Wittgen

stein’s later writings, which makes very explicit reference to the connections meaning- 

consequences pervading most of his writings:

For the question is not ‘What am I doing when . . .?’ (for this could only be a psychological 

question) — but rather, ‘What meaning does the statement have, what can be deduced from it, 

what consequences does it have? ’

{R P P  //, §38, p. 8e.)

(The em phasis  is the Translators’ .)

4.7. Early Intuition and Modern Mathematical Languages

Looking at the development of new languages to express mathematical construc

tions one is tempted to say that Wittgenstein’s intuition seems to be making itself 

manifest in ‘modern’ mathematical languages: norm alisa tion  rules often appear as 

an instrument of meaning explanation by showing the effect of destructors on the
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constructs, or, in other words, by demonstrating the consequences  one can obtain 

from a term containing a particular logical sign, how one can use  it.

With the ever increasing ‘constructivisation’ of usual mathematical concepts (or 

better, ‘ linguisticisation’, as I understand it) — abstraction, pairing, disjunction, 

etc., — there have been numerous examples of how the meaning of logical signs 

are coded into what I call reduction  rules, which are merely ‘formal explanations 

of the consequences'. The ‘constructor’ comes together with the ‘destructor’ . The 

combination of both into a reduction , representing what appears to be one of the 

fundamental principles of logic — the Inversion Principle — completes the ‘definition 

by use’ of the particular logical sign.

As an example I can recall the language of Calculus, first thought of as the 

language of computable mathematics: the rule of (3-reduction, which demonstrates 

the effect of the destructor ‘A PPLY ’ on the construct ‘A’, is given as a primitive 

rule of the calculus (Barendregt 1981). Worth mentioning is the language of cate

gory theory, another example of a modern mathematical language where the general 

argument seems to apply: constructs come together with their projections such as 

‘ <  , > ’ and lf s t \  ‘snd’; HnV,  ‘m r’ and ‘ [ , ]’ ; ‘A’ and ‘app/p’ (Dybjer 1985). One 

of the first programming languages whose mathematical meaning was more easily 

understood, LISP seems to be another example of a modern language designed to 

express mathematical objects which again follows the same pattern: the construct 

‘cons’ comes together with its projections ‘C A R ’ and ‘CD R’, and the construct is 

understood in terms of how the destructors operate on it (McCarthy et. al. 1962). A 

formal system of natural deduction style logical inference rules called In tu itio n is tic  

Type Theory, developed by Prof. P. Martin-Lof as a formalisation of constructive 

mathematics in proof-theoretic terms, is yet another example of such ‘modern’ math

ematical languages where meaning is given via explanations of the consequences: the 

construct for II-types ‘A’ is explained by the equality rule that shows the effect of 

the corresponding destructor ‘A PPLY ’ on ‘A’ (Martin-Lof 1984). The language of 

Frege structures  developed by Prof. P. Aczel to further explore Frege’s logical notion 

of set has a general pattern of defining sy stem s  in terms of destructors operating
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on constructs, which seems to suggest that it can be included as an example of a 

modern mathematical language where meaning is determined by use  (‘explained’ 

by the reduction  rules): lambda system s  are defined by a demonstration of how 

the destructor ‘A PPLY ’ operates on the construct ‘A; similarly, pa iring  sy stem s  are 

defined by the reduction  rules showing the effect of destructors ‘p’ and ‘<7 ’ on the 

construct ‘PA IR ’ (Aczel 1980). ‘Modern’ and more ‘mathematical’ treatments of 

notions inherent to computer programming, the techniques of algebraic specifica

tion of abstract data types, appear to serve as yet another example of language for 

mathematical definitions which demonstrates the role of reduction  rules as seman

tic instruments: stack definitions are given in terms of the destructors ‘PO P’ and 

‘TO P’ operating on the construct push; binary tree definitions present the effect of 

destructors ‘ SU BLEFT ’, ‘LA B E L ’ and ‘SUBRIGH T’ on the construct ‘node’ (Ehrig 

k. Mahr 1985).

4 .8 . Meaning, Use and Consequences

The profound insights into the connections between m eaning  and u se , u til ity , pu r

pose, etc., provided by Wittgenstein’s later writings, such as the remark ‘Meaning, 

function, purpose, usefulness -  interconnected concepts’ from a manuscript pub

lished as Last W ritings on the Philosophy o f  P sycho logy , Vol. I, serve as a remark

ably intuitive basis on which a semantics for the mathematical language can be 

constructed. Not just another semantics but one that proves more convincing than 

many ‘verificationistic’ semantics because no canonical value or mathematical con

struction is said to have meaning in itself, assertability conditions do not suffice, 

and no communitarian notions such as games or dialogue need to be introduced. 

Accepting the explanation of the consequences one is allowed to draw from a propo

sition as the explanation of its m ean ing , the explanation of how it is to be used, 

one can easily accept that m eaning, use and consequences  are indeed interconnected 

concepts. Further to the connections between m eaning  and use, it seems useful to 

consider the consequences  one is allowed to draw from a proposition as something 

directly related to its m ean ing/ use. And indeed, Wittgenstein’s references to the
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connections between m eaning  and consequences, as well as between use  and con

sequences  are sometimes as explicit as his celebrated ‘definition’ of m eaning  as use 

given in the Investiga tions. The filling in of those two lesser known sides of the 

semantic triangle-like diagram shall perhaps bring the notion of use a little more 

‘down to earth’ , as it were, while demonstrating that if ‘the use of a sign’ is un

derstood as ‘the utility of the sign’ then ‘use’ can be made more precise and more 

‘concrete’ for the case of mathematical language. There are logical inference rules 

which can be taken as being the rules playing the part of explaining the utility of 

logical signs by showing what can be deduced from a proposition formed with that 

sign as its major one. To realise such a demonstration of the conclusions one has 

the conventional logical rules of e lim in a tio n , deduction.

In this section I collect some of those explicit references made by Wittgenstein, 

setting up the appropriate grounds for a discussion on how an intuitive basis for the 

construction of a reasonably convincing semantics for the mathematical language 

can arise out of these connections m ean ing / u se / consequences.

As a matter of fact, signs of Wittgenstein’s attempt to make the connections 

between explaining the m eaning  of a proposition, demonstrating how to use it, and 

showing the consequences  one is allowed to draw from it, can be found in many 

different presentations. There are many relevant remarks on the topic scattered 

among his writings, irrespective of phases, as we have seen from the previous sections 

above. In the later writings, however, the remarks of that nature become much more 

frequent, and significantly more incisive than those of the early phase. In a series 

of Lectures on the F oundations o f  M a them a tics  given in Cambridge in 1939, for 

example, he explains how the meaning of a proposition can be changed by changing 

the way it is used, by changing the consequences that can be drawn from it. The 

core of the discussion can be summarised in the following:

Wittgenstein: Yes; and let us take another example; the use of “all” . “If all the chairs in this 

room were bought at Eaden Lilley’s then this one was. (x) . fx  entails /a.” Suppose I ask, “Are 

you sure f a  follows from (x ) . f x ? Can we assume that it does not follow? What would go wrong 

if we did assume that?”
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Wisdom: One reply which might be given is that it is impossible to make such an assumption.

Wittgenstein: Yes. But let us look into this, because such things as “Let us assume that 

(x) . f x  does not entail /a ” have been said. Now the reply you suggested did not mean that it 

is psychologically impossible to assume that; for if it did, one might say that although Wisdom 

cannot do it yet perhaps other people can.

In what way is it impossible to assume (x) . f x  does not entail /a?

Wisdom: Isn’t the assumption like saying “Couldn’t we have a zebra without stripes?”

Wittgenstein: Yes. It would be said that the meaning of l(x) . fx'  had been changed.

What then would go wrong if someone assumes that (x) . f x  does not entail fa?  I would say 

that all I am assuming is a different use of “all” , and there is nothing wrong in this.

If I stick to saying that the meaning is given by the use, then I cannot use an expression in 

a different way without changing the meaning. But it is then misleading to say, “The expression 

must have a different meaning if used differently.” It is merely that it has a different meaning—the 

different use is the different meaning.

And if one says, “If one assumes fa  does not follow from (x) . fx,  one must use (x) . fx  in a 

different way”—we reply, in assuming this one does it in a different way.— But if we make this 

assumption, nothing goes wrong.

(Diamond (ed.) 1976, p. 192.)

Just from the passage quoted above a number of things can be safely said along 

the same lines on the connections between meaning, use and consequences. From 

this viewpoint, it is not unreasonable to say, for example, that not only the meaning 

of a proposition changes when the way it is used changes, when what can be deduced 

from it also changes, but that the latter determines the former. This view becomes 

much more contentious and the evidences for it much clearer and much sharper in 

Wittgenstein’s very late writings, and that is what I shall attempt to demonstrate 

below.

What I do here in trying to relate those three concepts of meaning, use and 

consequences by means of Wittgenstein’s writings is in effect an attempt to show 

that the semantical standpoint ‘meaning as use’ is not just feasibly realisable, as 

far as a basis for operational semantics of formalised languages, but it is also very 

natural for logic and computing science as a whole. In order to define a logical 

sign by means of computation rules what one does is essentially demonstrate what
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can be obtained from the ‘term’ having the sign as its major one after computing, 

eliminating the logical sign. (E.g., my preferred example from X-Calculus: the 

logical sign ‘ A’ and its /3-rule of computation, normalisation.)

4-8.1. M e a n i n g  a n d  Use

There has been a number of different readings of Wittgenstein’s definition of meaning 

as given in:

For a large class o f cases— though not for all— in which we em ploy the word “m eaning” it can be 

defined thus: the m eaning o f a word is its use in the language.

(Investigations, Part I, §43, p. 20e.)

Much has already been said on the different interpretations one can give to 

such a ‘definition’ . Use being such a vague concept as it is in ordinary language, 

enough room is left for distinct and perhaps uncongenial readings of Wittgenstein’s 

semantical paradigm. Most of the possible readings discussed in the literature do 

lend a vague character to Wittgenstein’s use-based semantical paradigm, especially 

because one is usually given the idea that when describing the use of a word or a 

sentence one has to describe the whole context within which it is embedded. And this 

sounds prohibitively complex for linguistic analysis through formalised description 

and reasoning mechanisms.

What is remarkable about Prof. Hintikka’s Game-Theoretical Semantics is that 

a (semi-)formal account of Wittgenstein’s ‘the use of logical signs in the language- 

game’ for the case of the language of logic is given and yet there is no additional 

difficulty with bringing in information about the ‘context’ . It actually makes the 

explanation of use of logical constants ‘context-free’ by stating in each case what can 

be deduced from the propositions with those logical signs as the major connective, 

no matter what context they are embedded in. And this is done, as we have seen 

from a brief discussion on semantical games above and will be seeing in a little more 

detailed manner in the next chapter, by means of explanations of what consequences 

one is allowed to draw from the corresponding propositions.
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4.8.2. M e a n i n g  a n d  Consequences

By contrast with the wide popularity enjoyed by the connections between meaning 

and use that Wittgenstein’s (especially later) writings convey, the remarks on the 

existence of close links between the meaning of an assertion and the consequences 

one is allowed to draw from it are almost ignored by most of the relevant literature 

on Wittgenstein’s semantic theory. As I have demonstrated above, one can find 

examples of such remarks even in very early writings (cf. the letter to Russel dated 

1.7 .19 12 , quoted previously), although in most cases the explanation of meaning is 

related to an operation of following from and the word consequences is not explicitly 

used.

In a typescript dictated in late autumn 1947 (TS 229), whose underlying manuscripts 

stem from the period between May 10th 1946 and October 11th  1947, published as 

Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology, Vol. I, one can find a remark relating 

what an utterance means and what one is permitted to draw from it.

D o we also speak o f  a ‘feeling ’ o f thinking in the head? W ouldn’t this be like the ‘feeling o f  

m eaning’?

Again: Suppose som eone w ho w ouldn’t have this feeling. Is he unable to think?

Indeed, som eone who does philosophy or psychology w ill perhaps say “7 feel that I think in m y 

head” . But what that m eans he w on’t be able to  say. For he w ill not be able to  say what kind of 

feeling that is; but m erely to  use the expression that he ‘feels’; as if  he were saying “7 feel this stitch  

here” . Thus he is unaware that it rem ains to be investigated what his expression “I feel” m eans 

here, that is to say: w hat consequences we are perm itted to  draw from this utterance. W hether we 

m ay draw the sam e ones as we would from the utterance “I feel a stitch  here” .

(.R P P  /, §350, p. 69e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

From another typescript dictated in early autumn 1948 (TS 232), bearing re

marks which stem from manuscripts written between November 1947 and August 

25th 1948, also published as Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology, but this time 

Vol. II, one can see remarkably direct and explicit references to the connections be

tween the meaning of a statement and what can be deduced from it.
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For the question is not, ‘W hat am I doing when . . .?’ (for this could only be a psychological 

question) -  but rather, ‘W hat meaning does the statem ent have, what can be deduced from it, 

what consequences does it have? ’

(.R P P  //, § 3 8 ,  p . Se.)

(The emphasis is the Translators’.)

4.8.3. Use a n d  Consequences

Similarly to the previous case, it does not seem to be public knowledge the attempt 

Wittgenstein has made in demonstrating the close links between the use of a propo

sition and the consequences one can draw from it. Nevertheless, one can show that 

it is a fact that such an attempt is made very clear in later writings, by contrast 

with the case of meaning and consequences, which although less emphasised in the 

literature, yet can be traced back in early remarks as we have seen from sections 

above.

From a series of Lectures on Religious Belief, given in Cambridge sometime 

around the summer of 1938, whose notes by Y. Smythies are published in Lectures 

and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology and Religious Belief, one can choose 

a passage where the links between use and consequences are made very explicit:

Yes, this m ight be a disagreem ent— i f  he h im self  were to use the word in a way in which I  did 

not expect, or were to draw conclusions I  did not expect him to draw. ( ...)

(Lectures and Conversations on A P R B , p. 71.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

In the first volume of the Last Writings on the Philosophy of Psychology, which 

is not based on a typescript but on manuscript writings dating from the period 

between 22 October 1948 and 22 March 1949 except for the last remark dated 20 

May (second half of MS 137 and the whole of MS 138), one can find examples of very 

explicit references to the connections between the use of words and the consequences 

of the corresponding utterance. Presented sometimes in a positive wa\' such as in:
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W hat are you telling me when you use the words . . .? W hat can I do with this utterance? What 

consequences does it have?

(Last Writings /, §624, p. S0e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

or in a negative manner such as in:

T he report “T h e word . . . was crammed full o f its m eaning” is used quite differently, has quite 

different consequences,  from “It had the m eaning . .

(Last Writings /, §785, p. 100e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

his remarks on the connections between the use of a sentence and the consequences 

one is allowed to draw from it constitute a key ingredient in his investigations on 

the concept of meaning.

Considering that his main focus of attention in the later phase is indeed on 

the ‘logic of ordinary language’ , rather than on the technicalities of Frege-Russell’s 

logical calculus, it is not quite surprising that Wittgenstein’s very late writings on 

meaning and use, strikes one as so intuitively appealing. By contrast, in early as 

well as not-so-late writings, in spite of a clear attempt to persuade the reader that 

‘meaning’ is better understood as ‘use’, generally speaking there is no clear-cut, in

cisive account of what should be taken as the logical counterpart of the latter. There 

are, however, a few references to meaning-use-consequences scattered amongst early 

writings. Unfortunately, the remaining general picture of the transitional period 

suggests a certain hesitation which is revealed quite clearly when the role of proofs 

in mathematics is analysed. In the writings of the early period of his later phase, 

documented in the notebooks containing remarks mainly on the foundations of math

ematics now published as Philosophical Remarks and Philosophical G r a mmar , there 

is a clear shift in the focus of attention from truth-values and truth-functions which 

were characteristic of the Tractatus, to mathematical proofs. The concept of math

ematical proof is thoroughly investigated, and in some passages it is even placed
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in a rather privileged position with respect to the semantics of the mathematical 

language. One of the lessons taught by those ‘transitional1 writings seems to be that 

(using Wittgenstein’s own words) ‘when one wants to know the meaning, the sense, 

of a proposition, one has to look at what its proof proves1.

It does not take too long, however, for a revision of the position on the con

nections between meaning and proofs to be made, and it is in the Remarks on the 

Foundations of Mathematics, written between 1941-44 (more precision with respect 

to dates is not provided by the editors), that the revision is made explicit:

I once said: ‘If you want to know what a m athem atical proposition says, look at what its proof 

proves’6 . Now is there not both  truth and falsehood in this? For is the sense, the point, o f a 

m athem atical proposition really clear as soon as we can follow the proof?

(R F M , Part VII, §10, p. 367.)

A great number of remarks which reveal a much less explicit statement of the 

revision made with respect to the connections between the meaning of a proposition 

and its proof appear in later stages of the later period. One of them, from the same 

Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics and written around 1943/44, says:

T he proof o f a proposition certainly does not m ention, certainly does not describe, the whole 

system  o f calculation that stands behind the proposition and gives it its sense.

(RFM,  Part VI, § 11, p. 313.)

which reveals his concern on the insufficiency of proofs with respect to meaning. The 

apparently holistic view is given more convincing force as to its feasibility to the for

mulation of a theory of meaning for the language of mathematics by his suggestions 

on the connections between the meaning of a proposition and the consequences one 

can draw from it.

Unfortunately, his acknowledgement of the inappropriateness of using mathe

matical proofs and assertability conditions as semantical notions does not seem 

to have been taken into consideration by some ‘verificationist1 theories of meaning 

which still look for a conceptual basis in Wittgenstein’s semantic theory and suggest

6Cf. Philosophical Gram m ar,  p. 369; Philosophical R em arks , pp. 183-4.
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that ‘meaning is use’ is their underlying semantical paradigm. Wittgenstein’s clear 

emphasis on the deductions that can be made from a proposition as tools demon

strating its meaning does not appear to have been given the attention it would seem 

to deserve by those who advocate a use-based semantic theory but still insist on the 

primacy of assertability conditions. Neither there seems to be much concern about 

this particular aspect of Wittgenstein’s very late writings in most of the literature 

on Wittgenstein’s philosophy, to the best of my knowledge.

4.9. Language-Games, Context of Utterances and the Consequences

When explaining the meaning of a sentence, one can hardly avoid referring to the 

context under which the sentence is being considered. In his use-based semantic 

teachings, L. Wittgenstein consistently insists on the crucial role played by the 

context of utterances, and that is very clear from the very conceptual basis provided 

by the notion of ‘language-games’. Whenever it is relevant to ask what a certain 

sentence really means, Wittgenstein reminds the reader of the crucial part played 

by the context under which one is asserting the sentence:

We ask “What does ‘I am frightened’ really mean, what am I referring to when I say it?” And 

of course we find no answer, or one that is inadequate.

The question is: “In what sort of context does it occur?”

(Investigations, Part II, section ix, p. 188e.)

Nevertheless, he does not seem to neglect the intentional ingredient which is 

inherent to a conception of meaning based on its identification with use. By at

tempting to demonstrate that the consequences one can draw from a proposition 

constitute one of the key ingredients of Wittgenstein’s definition of meaning as use, 

I endeavour to show that it is not unreasonable to say (with Wittgenstein) that 

the meaning of a sentence depends on but is not ultimately given by the circum

stances under which it can be correctly asserted. Taking the explanation of the what 

consequences one is allowed to draw from a proposition as its ultimate intentional 

aspect, as an explanation of how the proposition functions in the circumstances,
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one remains congenial with Wittgenstein’s concerns as to the semantical role of the 

consequences, and yet taking into account the important part played by the circum

stances. A clear evidence of Wittgenstein’s concern with the functionality aspect of 

the meaning of signs is present in Prof. P. Geach’s notes of Wittgenstein’s Lectures 

on Philosophical Psychology 1946-47:

Malcolm: You say “a voluntary action” gets its sense from circumstances. And you contrast 

‘voluntary action’ with ‘feeling’ as different concepts. Therefore one would expect that “a pain” 

should not get its sense from circumstances; whereas you say that “a pain” also gets its sense from 

circumstances. So where is the contrast between, e.g. pain and voluntary action?

Wittgenstein: All signals get their sense from circumstances, it is true; but the way they func

tion in the circumstances is different. Thus, impressions have a place and emotions have not; and 

to say an action is voluntary is not like uttering an impression or an emotion.

(Geach (ed.) 1988, p. 76.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Despite constituting a necessary ingredient in a semantic analysis, a description 

of the context of utterance must remain in the extensional territory, whereas the 

clarification of the consequences that can be drawn from the sentence appears to 

play the ultimate (intentional) role in the meaning explanation. It seems equally 

reasonable to say that, e.g., no matter how accurate the description of a context 

under which one can correctly assert a sentence may be, one will not make its 

meaning clear until the aspect of intentionality, which can hardly be said to be part 

of the context, is uncovered.

“I know that that’s a tree.” Why does it strike me as if I did not understand the sentence? 

though it is after all an extremely simple sentence of the most ordinary kind? It is as if I could not 

focus my mind on any meaning. Simply because I don’t look for the focus where the meaning is. 

As soon as I think of an everyday use of the sentence instead of a philosophical one, its meaning 

becomes clear and ordinary.

J ust as the words “I am here” have a meaning only in certain contexts, and not when I say them 

to someone who is sitting in front of me and sees me clearly,—and not because they are superfluous, 

but because their meaning is not determined, by the situation, yet stands in need of such determi

nation.
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{On Certainty, §§347-8, p. 44e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Attempts have been made to develop semantic theories based on states of af

fairs, situations, etc., where the basic ingredients include more complex structures 

than the ones used in mo del-theoretic truth-values based semantic theories. Such 

ingredients in most cases find their ontological status justified in the framework of 

‘possible worlds’-semantics perhaps first introduced by Prof. S. Kripke’s semantical 

studies of modalities. The important lesson that we seem to be offered by Wittgen

stein’s investigations into the connections meaning-use and the separation of the 

intentional (functional) aspect from the aspect concerning the context (state of af

fair, circumstance, etc.) is that more than simply devices to describe contexts must 

be incorporated in any workable semantic theory. And this seems to be justified by 

Wittgenstein in the form of a warning against our thinking that it must be possi

ble to find different states of affairs corresponding to meaningful sentences which 

apparently have the same truth-conditions but have different meanings.

(...) In any case the true state of affairs can only be seen when we look into the detail of the usage 

of our expressions.—And it is clear that i f  in our present case we should decide to say that the two 

expressions have different meanings, we shall certainly not be able to say that the difference is that 

the fac t  which makes the second sentence true is a different one from  the fac t  which makes the f irst 

sentence true.

We are justified in saying that the sentence “He can continue . . .” has a different meaning 

from this: “He knows the formula” . But we m ustn’t imagine that we can find a particular state of  

affairs ‘which the f irs t  sentence refers t o ’, as it were on a plane above that on which the special 

occurrences (like knowing the formula, imagining certain further terms, etc.) take place.

(Brown Book , Part I, §64, p. 115 .)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Based on a distinction between sense and force, perhaps first made by Frege, 

and on the connections between meaning and proofs, some verificationist theories 

of meaning often take the assertability conditions as the central aspect which de

termines the meaning of a proposition. It seems to have been Wittgenstein who
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first insisted on the role of verification  in the settlement of sound foundations of 

objective knowledge. Incidentally, he also referred to the sense  of a proposition as 

being determined by the way it can be verified. However, Wittgenstein’s point of 

view on the role of verification  for the particular case of logical propositions seems 

to have been much different from the general ‘dogma’ of the so-called ‘verification- 

ist theories of meaning’, simply because it appears to prescribe that the process 

of verification  should take primarily into account the conclusions  one is allowed to 

draw from the proposition, or simply, the in te n tio n , the u tility  of making the as

sertion. And this seems to suggest the fundamental role of the consequences one 

can draw from a particular assertion as a key aspect of its meaning, in addition to 

the equally as important assertability conditions  taken to be the sole aspect of the 

meaning of an assertion by most of the ‘verificationist theories of meaning’ . Prof. 

Prawitz’s semantical investigations of a conceptual basis for a theory of meaning for 

the language of mathematics based on the connections between meaning and proofs 

clearly acknowledges that the two aspects of a proposition, namely sense and force 

(following Frege and Dummett), are two independent aspects, but concludes that 

the central aspect of its meaning must reside in the sense aspect — the conditions  

fo r  assertion  — (Prawitz 1977, pp. 38-9.).

A theory of meaning constructed on the basis of assertab ility  conditions  as the 

central aspect of the meaning of a sentence can hardly be said to incorporate any in

tentional ingredient. As it is clearly acknowledged in the passage mentioned above, 

by knowing the conditions for asserting a particular sentence one can hardly know 

what is called by Prof. Dummett the commitments made by asserting it, and it is 

this very aspect of ‘commitments’ which plays a central semantic role in what Prof. 

Dummett calls a ‘falsificationist’ theory of meaning (Dummett 1976, p. 126). And 

‘reflection should make us admit’ that a falsificationist theory of meaning would be 

better than a verificationist assertability  conditions-b& sed  theory of meaning, ac

cording to Prof. Dummett (Ibid., p. 137). Now, as I have pointed out previously, it 

is reasonable to suppose that the commitments one makes by asserting a sentence 

are inseparable from the consequences he/she allows to be taken from it. I have
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attempted in de Queiroz 1989b to demonstrate that verificationist theories of mean

ing based on assertability  co n d itio n s , while escaping from the denotational view of 

language, must remain essentially extensional. Wittgenstein’s ‘theory of meaning’, 

which can be said to be verificationist but not assertability  cond itions-based, is nei

ther denotational nor extensional given the strong intentionality element inherent 

to the connections between the meaning/use of a proposition and the consequences 

one is allowed to draw from it.

It appears to be in the B lue Book, perhaps where the view on ‘words are tools’ (p. 

67) is made explicit for the first time, that the crucial role played by the context of 

utterances in a semantical theory is mostly emphasised over and over again. In some 

passages, however, the intentionality aspect is also brought into the focus of atten

tion, although the general picture still reflects a clear emphasis on the importance 

of looking at the circumstances under which the utterances are made.

Wittgenstein’s view on the insufficiency of context descriptions in making mean

ing explicit takes a great variety of forms. In the In vestig a tio n s , where the use of 

the device of saying ‘the question is: under what circumstances does one assert the 

sentence?’ is often, if emphatic, he is already trying to warn us against thinking 

that there can be a totality of conditions (state of affairs) which gives an utterance 

its meaning:

But did “Now I can go on” in case (151) mean the same as “Now the formula has occurred to 

me” or something different? We may say that, in those circumstances, the two sentences have the 

same sense, achieve the same thing. But also that in general these two sentences do not have the 

same sense. We so say: “Now I can go on, I mean I know the formula”, as we say “I can walk, I mean 

I have time”; but also “I can walk, I mean I am already strong enough”; or: “I can walk, as far as the 

state of my legs is concerned”, that is, when we are contrasting this condition for walking with oth

ers. But here we must be on our guard against thinking that there is some totality of conditions 

corresponding to the nature of each case (e.g. for a person’s walking) so that, as it were, he could 

not but walk if they were all fulfilled.

(In vestig a tio n s , Part I, §183, p. 74e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)
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The intentionality aspect is not ultimately uncovered by an increase on the 

amount of information about the context. And this is what characterises the in

tention as the final and ultimate interpretation. In a given social practice, neither 

need one to define for each sentence what can be deduced from it, not need the 

hearer to guess, the right conclusions are readily taken due to the ability that both 

have of playing the language-game. Wittgenstein comes to this specific point still 

at Part I of the Investigations:

“I was going to say.... ”— You remember various details. But not even all of them together
shew your intention. It is as if a snapshot of a scene had been taken, but only a few scattered 
details of it were to be seen: here a hand, there a bit of a face, or a hat— the rest is dark. And 
now it is as if we knew quite certainly what the whole picture represented. As if I could read the 
darkness.

These ‘details’ are not irrelevant in the sense in which other circumstances which I can remem
ber equally well are irrelevant. But if I tell someone “For a moment I was going to say..... ”
he does not learn those details from this, nor need he guess them. He need not know, for instance, 
that I had already opened my mouth to speak. But he can ‘fill out the picture’ in this way. (And 
this capacity is part of understanding what I tell him.)

(Investigations, Part I, §§635-6, pp. 164e-5 e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

In a language-game and social practice, intentions and expectations participate 

in a ‘give-and-take’: an utterance and what will expectedly be drawn from it are linke 

by the very social practices. When hearing an utterance as part of a certain language- 

game one does not need to be given a description of details of the circumstance under 

which it is asserted, nor need he/she guess it. That he/she can fill out the picture 

in such and such a way is part of understanding what is being said.

4.10. Concluding Remarks

By an attempt to fill in the two lesser known sides of the semantic triangle-like 

diagram with vertices in meaning, use and consequences I have demonstrated huw 

one can bring Wittgenstein’s celebrated ‘meaning-is-use’ semantical paradigm more
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‘down to earth’ by demonstrating that if ‘the use of a sign’ is understood as ‘the 

utility of the sign’ then ‘use’ can be made more precise and more ‘concrete’ for 

the case of formalised languages. In the context of formal logic, for example, there 

are logical inference rules which can be taken as being the rules playing the part 

of explaining the utility of logical signs by showing what can be deduced from a 

proposition formed with that sign as its major one. To realise such a demonstration 

of the conclusions one has the conventional logical rules of elimination, deduction, 

or even, rules of reduction, normalisation, as is the case for my own type theoretic 

account of meaning for the language of mathematics.

In the next chapter I will be presenting the ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 

and its underlying ‘semantics of use’, demonstrating why it should be seen as a 

good starting point for the construction of such an intuitive basis. With respect 

to Computing Science, I attempt to show that a number of ideas arising out of 

such a semantical reformulation of Intuitionistic Type Theory into the Type Theory 

presented formally in the Appendix of this dissertation find themselves useful in the 

understanding of some of the issues dealt with in theories of specification of data 

types, including implementation and proof of correctness, completeness of axioms, 

and error-handling. In the further chapters that follow I shall demonstrate how such 

Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory can be used to explain some of the fundamental 

concepts of the logical foundations of computation.



5 Formalising the Notion of Use/Utility

In his lecture notes on the semantics of his Intuitionistic Type Theory Prof. Martin- 

Lof seems to provide an account of meaning for his proof-theoretically presented 

‘language’ of constructive mathematics that lacks the force of a truly convincing new 

perspective on the connections between proof theory and meaning. Staying within 

Gentzen’s principles, which say that the meaning of a proposition is determined by 

its conditions for assertion, he says:

(...) The introduction rules say what are the canonical elements (and equal canonical elements) of 
the set, thus giving its meaning. (...)

(Martin-Lof 1984, p. 24.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Now, what aspect does such an introduction rule of (Gentzen’s) proof theory 

cover with respect to the meaning of a proposition/type in a type-theoretic frame

work such as Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory? I should like to say that 

it covers one and only one of its fundamental aspects, which corresponds roughly to 

the rule of sentence/proposition formation according to Wittgenstein’s later account 

of propositions, as given in:

141
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(...) And what a proposition is is in one sense determined by the rules of sentence formation (in 
English, for example) and in another sense by the use of the sign in the language-game.

(Investigations, Part I, §136, p. 53e.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Following Wittgenstein’s account of propositions, the introduction rules of Gentzen 

systems, which demonstrate the conditions under which one can correctly assert the 

sentence/proposition, do not give the proposition its meaning. And this is because 

the other equally fundamental aspect characterising the proposition, namely ‘the use 

of the sign in the language-game’ , is not covered by the so-called rules of assertability 

conditions.

5.1. Preamble

The semantical standpoint I take in this report is essentially that which motivated 

the development of my ‘semantics of use’ where meaning is not taken as an object, 

(numerical, canonical) value or entity. It seems to me that the later Wittgenstein’s 

semantic theory opens a definitely new perspective on the semantics of the mathe

matical language by making use of useful devices such as: the shift from looking at 

the meaning of a word to looking at the actual explanation of its meaning; placing 

the emphasis on what consequences a proposition has as a determining factor of 

its meaning; looking at the purpose, utility, usefulness, etc., of an assertion as a 

key to its meaning. And indeed, the profound insights that Wittgenstein’s writings 

seem to provide as to the connections between meaning and use, utility (usefulness), 

purpose, etc., such as a remark contained in later manuscripts written between 22 

October 1948 and 22 March 1949 recently published as Last Writings on the Phi

losophy of Psychology, Vol. I has served as comfortable grounds for a closer look 

on issues regarding semantic theories as well as theories of meaning for the mathe

matical language from the point of view of computing science, where meaning and 

utility are indeed interconnected concepts. The remark says explicitly:
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Bedeutung, Funktion, Zweck, Nutzen —  zusammenhangende Begriffe. 

which has been translated as

Meaning, function, purpose, usefulness —  interconnected concepts.

[Last Writings /, §291, p. 4 1e.)

There have been various attempts at providing logical counterparts to (the later) 

Wittgenstein’s semantic theory, but none seems to have succeeded in offering a more 

general account which could accommodate the apparently distinct teachings on the 

subject, namely, meaning is determined by use, the meaning of an assertion and 

its consequences are closely related, the meaning of a proposition is determined 

by its method of verification, the concept of meaning is better understood by first 

looking at the notion of explanation of meaning, the concepts of meaning and util- 

ity/usefulness (Ger. Nutzen) are closely interconnected, etc.. The latter seems to be 

such an important ingredient of Wittgenstein’s philosophical studies that one can 

find clear signs and definite support even in the early writings, such as, e.g., in the 

following remark from the Tractatus:

Occam’s maxim is, of course, not an arbitrary rule, not one that is justified by its success in 
practice: its point is that unnecessary units in a sign-language mean nothing.

Signs that serve one purpose are logically equivalent, and signs that serve none are logically 
meaningless.

( Tractatus, §5.47321, p. 48.)

or in a, perhaps less incisive, remark from the Notebooks:

Einfiihrung des Zeichens “0” um die Dezimalnotation moglich zu machen: Die logische Bedeu
tung dieses Vorgehens.

(Notebooks, dated 16 .11 .14 , p. 31.)

translated as:

The introduction of the sign “0” in order to make the decimal notation possible: the logical 
significance of this procedure.
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And it is not difficult to verify that one can still find traces of the usual ‘object 

and designation’-oriented account of meaning, even in some of the more recent ver- 

ificationistic and ‘anti-interpretation’ theories of meaning. Despite being germane 

to what one could call the ‘negative’ side of semantical standpoint established by 

(the later) Wittgenstein which says that interpretations by themselves do not settle 

meaning1 , and in spite of also2 making use of the concept of verification as a key 

aspect to understand meaning, some of those verificationistic theories of meaning 

are not congenial with Wittgenstein’s semantical viewpoint concerning the principle 

that meaning is determined by use. It might be worth recalling that Wittgenstein 

was perhaps the first to point out the links between the meaning of a proposition 

and its method of verification. He was also perhaps the first to seriously challenge 

the principles underlying interpretations-based semantic theories.

In what follows I shall attempt to pursue the claim that, at least for the case 

of the ‘ languages’ used in computing science (specification language, programming 

language, etc.), meaning and utility (usefulness) are indeed interconnected concepts 

by demonstrating that a certain type-theoretic approach to the formalisation of 

constructive mathematics provides us with a satisfactory apparatus to deal with 

propositions, types and ‘computational’ meaning, accommodating the various afore

mentioned ‘clothings’ of (the later) W ittgenstein’s semantic ‘ theory’.

B y  means of a reasonably extensive explanation of the new ideas and concepts

lc “But how can a rule shew me what I have to do at this point? Whatever I do is, on 

some interpretation in accord with the rule.” —  That is not what we ought to say, but rather: 

any interpretation still hangs in the air along with what it interprets, and cannot give it any sup

port. Interpretations by themselves do not determine meaning.’, §198, p. 80e of the Investiga

tions, Part I. (the emphasis is mine.)

following Wittgenstein’s ‘The sense of a proposition is the method of its verification. A method 

of verification is not the means of establishing the truth of a proposition; it is the very sense of a 

proposition. In order to understand a proposition, you need to know the method of its verification. 

To specify it is to specify the sense of a proposition. You cannot look for a method of verification. 

A proposition can only say what is established by the method of its verification.’, p. 227 of F. 

Waismann’s Ludwig Wittgenstein and the Vienna Circle.
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introduced by Prof. P. M artin-Lof in his development of ‘an intuitionistic theory of 

types’, which since its first ‘public’ appearance at the Logic C olloquium  ’73 (Martin- 

Lof 19 75a ) has been drawing the most eager attention of logicians, mathematicians 

and computer scientists alike, simultaneous with an exposition of m y own views on 

the subject, I shall spend most of the present chapter attempting to convince the 

reader that the type-theoretic approach to describing logical systems can be of great 

utility in providing appropriate means to meet the semantical demands of many areas 

of study directly or indirectly relevant to computing science: (1) the formalisation 

of constructive mathematics; (2) the investigations into the notion of logical judge

m e n t ; (3) the clarification of the semantical role of the meta-mathematical device 

of n o rm a lisa tio n , which since G. Gentzen’s formulation of the ‘ Inversion Principle’ 

(Gentzen 19 35 ), and A. Church’s formalisation of the notion of ‘function application’ 

with his A- C alcu lus(Church 1936, 19 4 1), has been widely used as an ‘operational’ 

semantic device; (4) the search for an understanding of the nature of ‘types’ as 

conceived by computer scientists, as opposed to ‘sets’ as understood by (classical) 

mathematicians; (5) a new insight on the problem of formulating the meaning of 

logical connectives through the help of a combination of the propositions-are-types 

paradigm with the view on norm alisa tion  as a semantical device; and last, but not 

least, (6) the significance of Prof. Hintikka’s G am e-Theoretica l S e m a n tic s  (Hintikka

19 8 3) to the understanding of not just general aspects of ordinary language but also 

of a ‘semantics of computation’ solely by means of the laws of formal logic.

If nothing else, I expect to have demonstrated by the end of the chapter that 

the so-called ‘sense’ view of logic, as characterised by the semantics based on as- 

serta b ility  cond itions  and the connections between meaning and proofs, following 

the tradition of Gentzen, Heyting, Prawitz and others, is inadequate for a semantics 

of computation. I also hope to have made clear that the ‘use’ view, as characterised 

by W ittgenstein’s use-based semantic theory and the connections between mean

ing, use, utility and consequences, is not only ‘natural’ as far as our intuitions on 

how ordinary language works, but indeed very useful for a ‘workable’ semantics for
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computing science.3

5.2. Introduction
3 From the notes taken by Mr M. Ryan of an informal talk given as part of the series ‘Foundations 

Workshop’ by Mr M. Sadler (to whom I feel grateful for his willingness to enter in many interesting 

and illuminating informal discussions), 22 Feb ’89, one can see that although being recognisably 

more intuitive and more appropriate to a computer scientist view of logic than the more usual de- 

notational approach, Wittgenstein’s use-based semantic theory is sometimes regarded as a ‘blow’ 

in the hope of being able to analyse formalised languages such as logics, programming languages, 

etc., because it shows that one cannot neglect the ‘context’ of use of expressions, sentences, propo

sitions, and moreover, one must not overlook the intentional ingredient which is brought in by the 

connections between meaning and use. And this view appears to leave one with the feeling that the 

‘sense’ (Gentzen’s) view should be considered more appropriate because it only involves ‘syntactic 

relations’ and no consideration of the ‘contexts of utterance’ is required. Take, e.g.:

‘2 Views about logic

• Denotational (Frege, Carnap, Cresswell, Montague)

This is the traditional view of logic, much popularised by the Scott/Strachey approach to 

programming semantics. Idea: interpret language in some valuation system (“domain”).

• Sense (Gentzen, Heyting)

Here, language is understood by the syntactically defined relations on it (turnstiles). We 

are interested in equivalences and pre- and partial orders.

• Use (Wittgenstein)

On this view, language is really unanalysable. What gives it meaning is the context of 
utterance.

For the purpose of logic engineering (in particular, for using logic for specifications), the sense 

view is better than the use view, which in turn is better than the denotational view.’

(The emphasis is mine.)

As we have seen from the previous chapter, the use-based semantics for formalised languages, 

such as, e.g., Prof. J. Hintikka’s Game-Theoretical Semantics and my own type-theoretic Semantics 
of Use described in this report, on the one hand does not have to appeal to ‘non-syntactic’ relations, 

therefore on this view a (formal) language is also understood by syntactically defined relations on it.
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After D. Hilbert’s pioneering attempts, G. Gentzen was certainly one of the first to 

put into effective terms the analysis of issues concerning the foundations of mathe

matics in a precise and purely syntactic way. Procedures like proving the consistency 

of elementary number theory using only syntactical arguments were straightforward 

results of his ‘ theory of proofs’ . The key idea was that of using the notion of logical 

steps, in troduction  and e lim ina tion  steps, for a suitable formal representation of 

mathematical proofs as objects of study in themselves. Most importantly, he also 

introduced the notion of norm alisa tion  representing the act of showing how ‘redun

dant’ steps could be removed from a logical proof without any loss. B y  performing 

an in troduction  step for a certain logical connective, and immediately afterwards 

applying an elim ina tion  step, one would be making ‘redundant’ steps which could 

be removed from the formal representation of the proof without any loss. Applying 

these ideas to extensions of his calculus o f  na tura l deduction , he arrived at a pre

cise formulation of what is called the cu t-e lim ina tion  procedure. Being a procedure 

which operates on the objects of the theory —  proofs in a certain logic — , in order to 

allow proving properties of the particular theory —  the presentation of a particular 

logic —  such as normalisation, strong normalisation, consistency, etc., it is easily 

understood as a ‘meta-level’ procedure.

Starting from Gentzen’s ideas, Prof. Prawitz attempts to further explore the cal

culi o f  na tura l deduction as workable tools to define/present logics. In his thorough 

studies on Natural Deduction (Prawitz 1965, Prawitz 19 7 1) , he develops reduc

tion  rules to perform norm alisa tion  on proofs constructed from natural deduction 

inference rules. Recalling that the relationship between in troduction  and elim ina

tion  rules of natural deduction systems is expressed by what is called ‘ the logical

Oil the other hand, it does take into account two fundamental aspects of language understanding, 

namely context-dependent meaning and intentionality of sentences, by prescribing that the meaning 

of logical signs must be stated not just by the conditions for assertion but also via the consequences 

one can draw from the corresponding proposition, given that the statement of the context they 

might be inserted in is described in the conditions for assertion aspect, therefore showing a way to 

simplify the analysis of what appears to be ‘unanalysable’.
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principle of inversion’4, Prof. Prawitz defines procedures which operate on proof- 

trees, and which he initially calls reduction steps. Only in further developments 

of those normalisation procedures for natural deduction presentations of logics are 

those ‘meta-level’ procedures referred to as rules. However, due to the very nature 

of those particular presentation systems, where only in troduction  and elim ina tion  

rules take part, the reduction  rules remained at the ‘meta-level’ , until a certain 

formalisation of the basic principles of constructive mathematics was presented via 

natural deduction rules from a new perspective emerging from the identification of 

propositions with types, and the reduction  rules were incorporated as ‘part of the 

system ’ , as it were5. This was exactly Prof. P. M artin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type T he

ory ( I T T )  which has since had so much attention from many different perspectives 

on the role and the nature of language on the foundations of logic and mathematics, 

as well as on the logical basis of the ‘science of computing’ . As an example of such 

a notion of Prof. Praw itz’s reduction ru le , for the case of conjunction the reductions  

are given as:

A -reduction

Si S2
A \ A i  S i
A i A A 2  A \

and

S i  S 2

A i A 2  S 2

^ 1  A A 2 A 2
A 2

4‘The inversion principle says in effect that nothing is “gained” by inferring a formula through 

introduction for use as a major premiss in an elimination.’, Prawitz 1965, p. 33.

5‘In the interpretation of sets as propositions, the formation rules are used to form propositions, 

introduction and elimination are like those of Gentzen, and the equality rules correspond to the 

reduction rules of Prawitz.’, Martin-Lof 1984, p. 24.
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(where ‘ E t-’ ’s represent proof-trees, and means ‘ reduces to’ indicating that the 

proof-tree to the left of can be brought to a norm al form like the proof-tree to 

the right of ‘ - * ’) which are readily seen as meta-devices. Due to the identification of 

propositions with types, which leaves the counterpart of the usual e lim ina tion  rules 

in need for further clarification, such as, e.g., Prof. M artin-Lof’s:

II- e lim ina tion

a 6 A c 6 (IIz 6 A)B(z)
APPLY(c, a) e  B(aj

(‘APPLY’ here standing in need of clarification) those meta-level rules of norm alisa 

tion  appear ‘ internalised’ in Prof. M artin-Lof’s equality  rules of In tu itio n is tic  Type 

Theory  in order to make clear how the ‘eliminatory’ operators work, such as ‘APPLY’ 

in the E l case. A  more detailed account of such identification of propositions with 

types and the role of such normalisation rules are explained in one of the sections 

that follow.

In fact, despite the clear emphasis on the assertab ility  cond itions  ( in troduction  

rules) stressed by the proof-theoretic semantics of Gentzen and Prawitz, it is worth 

mentioning that the actual ‘internalisation’ of reduction  rules appears to have been 

first explored as a semantical notion within proof-theoretic formalisations of intu

itionistic mathematics via Godel’s seminal ideas on the so-called ‘functional (Di- 

alectica) interpretation’ (Godel 1958) by Prof. W . Tait in his development of an 

‘ intentional’ counterpart to Godel’s T -system s  described in Tait 19 6 76. Moreover, 

by following Prof. T ait’s seminal ideas Prof. G irard’s has presented what seem to 

have been, together with Prof. M artin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type T h eo ry , a pioneering 

type-theoretic framework for the formalisation of intuitionistic mathematics taking

6This has been pointed out by Prof. Martin-Lof in the opening lines of Martin-Lof 1971b: ‘A 

semantical notion, specially invented for the purpose of proving normal form theorems, is Tait’s 

1967 notion of computability (or convertibility as he says).’
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reduction  (n o rm a lisa tio n , conversion , e tc .)  as the central semantical notion: the Y- 

and F -system s  described in Girard 19 7 1 .7

Now, what good can such an ‘internalisation’ of norm alisa tion  rules do for a bet

ter understanding of the meaning of logical signs? In what ways can it be explored 

and how does it relate to W ittgenstein’s ‘ the use of the sign in the language-games’ ? 

W ith a brief explanation of In tu itio n is tic  Type T heory , departing from its original 

formulation which has essentially an assertab ility  cond itions-based semantical ex

planation, but from my own perspective on the relation rules-meaning of such a 

particular presentation of constructive mathematics, I hope to make clear some of 

these important issues. More importantly, I hope to be able to explain why my own 

*M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  (M A U S E ), which emerged from a semantical refor

mulation of Prof. M artin-Lof’s Type Theory as an attempt at recovering the place 

of norm alisa tion  as a semantical device, can be seen as a more convincing theory of 

meaning for the language of mathematics. Roughly speaking, it would seem fair to 

say that it convinces better simply because it offers itself as a reasonable attempt 

to formalise the notion of u tility , and put it into its proper semantical role.

A t this point, an experienced proof-theorist who is used to prove consistency 

of logics presented via proof rules by making use of the canonical argument that 

‘ the formal system is normalisable’ , might be left wondering whether and how the 

‘ internalisation’ (from ‘m eta’-level to ‘object’-level) of normalisation rules would af-

7To be really fair, one would have to recall that already in 1893 Frege developed in his Grundege- 

setze I  what can be seen as the early origins of the notion of normalisation when showing techniques 

for defining functions by an ‘introductory’ operator of abstraction producing the ‘ Werthverlauf’ 

expression (Frege 1893, §3, p. 7, translated as course-of-values in Furth (ed.) 1964, §3, p. 36), 

e.g., and the effect of its corresponding ‘eliminatory’ operator ‘n’ on a ‘course-of-values’

expression (Frege 1893, §34, p. 52ff, translated in Furth (ed.) 1964, §34, p. 92):

‘(...) it is a matter only of designating the value of the function <$(£) for the argument A, i.e., 

$(A ), by means of “A ” and “£/(£)” . I do so in this way:

“A n  £/(£)”

which is to mean the same as “$ (A )” .’

(Furth (ed.) 1964, p. 92.)
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feet such a universal procedure. The answer is very simple, and the witness very 

well known: in Church’s A-Calculus one has the ‘conversion’ (‘reduction’, ‘normali

sation’, etc.) rule in the object-level (Church 19 4 1, Chapter II, §6. C O N V E R S IO N , 

p. 12 .), and yet proofs of consistency, existence of normal forms, etc., making use of 

the /?-rule of normalisation are commonplace in mathematical studies of Church’s 

calculus. To acknowledge the semantical role of norm alisa tion  rules is not by any 

means to invalidate or to ignore the part they have to play in proofs of consistency, 

confluence, etc.. B y  extending the work of A . Church of formalising mathematical 

concepts through explicit rules of operation, from the single notion of computable 

function to a much broader context of logics, types and theories Prof. M artin-Lof has 

also ‘brought in’ the rules of norm alisa tion  from the ‘m eta’-level to the ‘object’-level. 

Again, similarly to Church, he also makes use of such semantical rules of norm ali

sa tion  in proving essential met a-mathematical properties of the formal system such 

as ‘Normalization theorem’ , ‘uniqueness of normal form’, ‘Church-Rosser property’ 

and ‘decidability of the convertibility relation’ (theorem 3.3 , and propositions 3.6,

3.7  and 3.8 , respectively, p. 10 1  and p. 1 1 4  of M artin-Lof 1975a).

It seems relevant to emphasise that when I say that the norm alisa tion  rules have 

a fundamental semantic role to play in the meaning theory supporting what I call 

‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T heory , I refer to the role they play in terms of explaining 

the meaning of the actual logical connective. It appears fair to say that the rules 

of norm a lisa tion  are in some sense formalising the explanation of the consequences 

one is allowed to draw from the corresponding proposition, and for that reason I say 

that they serve as a semantical device which I take to be a formal counterpart to

L. W ittgenstein’s informal teachings on the concepts of meaning and proposition, 

namely ‘the meaning of a word is its use in the language’ and ‘what a proposition is is 

in one sense determined by the rules of sentence formation, and in another sense by 

the use o f  the sign in the language-gam e  ’. This particular view is reflected directly in 

the title of a paper of mine, ‘To Show the Consequences of a Proposition is To Give its 

M eaning’ (de Queiroz 1988e), which attempts to demonstrate that the connections 

between the meaning of a proposition and the consequences one is allowed to draw
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from it, seems to appear in differents forms throughout W ittgenstein’s early as well 

as later writings. It is therefore, very different from Prof. M artin-Lof’s account of 

the semantical role of the norm alisa tion  rules as given in:

In the course of my semantical explanation of the elimination rule for implication, I have 

performed certain transformations which are very much like an implication reduction in the sense of 

Prawitz. Indeed, I have explained the semantical role of this syntactical transformation. The place 

where it belongs in the meaning theory is precisely in the semantical explanation, or justification, 

of the elimination rule for implication. Similarly, the reduction rules fo r  the o ther logical constants  

serve to explain the elimination rules associated with those constants.

(M artin-Lof 1985, p. 261.)

(The em phasis  is mine.)

It is also different from Prof. Praw itz’s emphasis on the reduction  rules as ‘meth

ods that verify the correctness of elimination rules’ in:

The so-called reductions associated with the elimination rules in systems of natural deduction 

are nothing else than methods that verify the correctness of the elimination inferences in the 

above sense [When the conditions for correct assertions are given, however, we have also a general 

condition for the drawing of consequences.]. As I have described elsewhere in more detail, Gentzen’s 

Hauptsatz or my normalizations in natural deduction are just based on considerations of meaning of 

the kind described in Section 5 [In order to construct a meaning theory that meets the requirement 

discussed in the preceding section, we may consider the possibility of identifying meaning with the 

two aspects of use described above. Or, since the two aspects have to stand in harmony with each 

other, it may be enough to identify the meaning with one of them and derive the other.].

(Prawitz 1980, p. 7.)

In the framework of his Frege s tru c tu re s , Prof. P. Aczel appears to be placing the 

rule of norm alisa tion  in a fundamental role in the definition of what he calls sy s te m s : 

lambda sy s te m s , pairing s y s te m s , Peano sy s te m s ,  etc., are all defined by means of 

norm alisa tion -like  rules. For instance, his definition of a lambda sy ste m  reveals the 

crucial role played by the equivalent of (3-reduction  in the characterisation of the 

sy stem  being defined:

Definition 3.1. A lambda system  for an explicitly closed family T  consists of two ^-functionals 

A : T\  —► T q and APP : T q x  F q —► Fa such that
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APP(A x/(x),a) =  /(a)

for all /  in and a in T q.

(Aczel 1980, p. 38.)

Generally speaking, the role of /?-norm alisa tion  rule of the A-Calculus seems to 

be recognisably semantical. It seems then unfair to say that such rule of norm ali

sa tion  is a mere explanation of how the e lim ina tion  ‘APPLY’ works, rather than the 

actual semantical explanation of ‘ A’ itself. A  great many of the references to the 

rule of (3-norm alisa tion  in the literature do acknowledge such a semantical role that 

it plays with respect to the logical sign ‘ A’ , even if not advocating that the more 

general view that norm alisa tion  rules are semantical rules. Take, e.g., the semanti

cal explanations of the N u P R L  proof system based on In tu itio n is tic  Type T heory , 

developed in Cornell by Prof. Constable and associates, where as a general rule the 

norm a lisa tion  ( reduction) rules are not said to play a semantical role, given that 

the semantics is still based on the assertability  conditions ( in troduction  rules) as 

in Prof. M artin-Lof’s original semantical explanations. The meaning of A-terms is 

explained in terms of its /?-rule of n o rm a lisa tio n :

Computation System

The meaning of lambda terms \x.6 is given by computation rules. The basic rule, called beta 

reduction, is that (\x.6)(a) reduces to 6[a/x]; (...)

(Constable et al. 1986, p. 22.)

In his book on techniques for the implementation of functional programming 

languages S. Peyton-Jones also explains the equality rules of the A-Calculus as its 

‘operational semantics’ . After the explanation of the ‘syntax’ where the abstraction  

rule is presented as the rule demonstrating how to form A-abstraction terms, the 

conversion rules (including (3-reduction) are used to explain ‘how to calculate with 

the A-Calculus’:

2.2 The Operational Semantics of the Lambda Calculus
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So far we have described only the syntax of the lambda calculus, but to dignify it with the title 
of a ‘calculus’ we must say how to ‘calculate’ with it. We will do this by giving three conversion 
rules which describe how to convert one lambda expression into another. (...)

(Peyton-Jones 1987, p. 14.)

The language of Category Theory would seem to be another example where one 

can find the device of normalisation  being used as part of the definition of logical 

signs. In earlier accounts of such ‘language’, although in the definition of ‘logical’ 

(not in the sense of formal logistic) signs the elim inatory  operators did play a definite 

role, the actual normalisation  device did not always appear and was often replaced 

by a ‘commuting’ diagram. For instance, in Herrlich & Strecker 1973, products and 

coproducts (which would roughly correspond to our I I  and X types, respectively) 

are defined by the corresponding ‘constructors’ ( introductory operators) — ‘< , > ’ 

for product, ‘/x̂  and ‘/x#’ for coproducts —, and the ‘destructors’ (e lim inatory  op

erators) — ‘7ta1 and ‘7T#’ for products, ‘[ , ]’ for coproducts —.

1 8 . 2  DEFINITION
A C-product of a pair (A, B) of C-objects is a triple (P,tta,̂ b ) where P is a C-object and 

tta : P —► A, ttb : P —» B are C-morphisms (called projections) with the property that if C is 
any C-object and / : C —*• A, g : C —*■ B are arbitrary C-morphisms, then there exists a unique 
C-morphism (usually denoted by) < f,g >: C —► P such that the diagram

commutes.

C

A

*A.

*B

(Herrlich h  Strecker 1973, p. 115.)

And similarly for coproducts:

1 8 . 3  DEFINITION
A C-coproduct of a pair (A, B)  of C-objects is a triple (/xa,/̂b , K )  where I\ is a C-object and 

Ha : A —► K,hb ' B —*■ I\ are C-morphisms (called injections) with the property that if C is
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any C-object and / : A —► K , g : B —► K  are arbitrary C-morphisms, then there exists a unique 
C-morphism (usually denoted by) [/, g] : K  —► C such that the diagram

commutes.

(Ibid., p. 116.)

Nonetheless, in later accounts of category theory, especially those concerned 

with the reconciliation of logical notions with categorical notions (and vice-versa), 

as in Lambek Sz Scott 1986, one finds the explicit demonstration of the effect of the 

eliminatory projections on the pairing operator as part of the definition of product:

It may be worth looking at the product of two objects A and B of A in some detail. It is given 
by an object A x  B with projections tta,b : Ax B —* A and k'a.b : Ax  B —► B such that, for all 
arrows / : C —► A and g : C —+ B, there is a unique arrow < /, <7 >: C —► A x B satisfying the 
equations:

*A,B < /, 9 >= f ^ a,B < f , 9 > =  9 •
Note that the uniqueness of < /, g > may also be expressed by an equation, namely: 

< XA.Bh, tt'A,Bh >= h,
for all h : C —  A x B.

(Lambek Sz Scott 1986, p. 20.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Observe that the boxed equations correspond to the rules of 'll-reduction of our 

type-theoretic framework, and the ‘uniqueness’ condition corresponds exactly to our 

rule of minimality £ - induction.

For coproducts the situation does not essentially change, and the effect of the 

elim inatory  operator ‘[ , ]’ (the parallel of our ‘WHEN’) on the introductory  operators 

and 1k 'a ,b 1 are also part of the definition of the coproduct:

8 Cartesian closed categories with coproducts
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Cartesian closed categories were defined as positive intuitionistic propositional calculi satisfying 
certain equations between proofs. To complete the picture we define a bicartesian closed category 
as a full intuitionistic propositional calculus satisfying the following additional equations:

E5. f — for all / : _L —► A;
E6a. [f,g\t<AlB = /;
E6b. [f,g]K'A,B = g;

E6c. [hKA>B,hK,AiB] = h\

for all / : A —*■ C, g : B —*■ C and h : AW B —► C.
Evidently, the defining property of A x B establishes a bijection between pairs of arrows 

(C —► A,C —► B) and arrows C —► A x B.

(Ibid., p. 65.)

Note that E6a and E6b correspond to our + -reduction rules, and E6c finds a 

parallel in our 4~induction.

In the definition of typed A-Calculus within the type-theoretic framework with 

categorical principles Lambek h  Scott also include (3-reduction as part of the defi

nition of the calculus:

A typed X-calculus is a formal theory defined as follows. It consists of classes of ‘types’, ‘terms’ 
of each type, and ‘equations’ between terms which are said to ‘hold’, all subject to certain closure 
conditions. We shall write a G A to say that a is a term and is of type A ; the symbol 6 belongs to 
the metalanguage.

(a) Types: (...)
(...)

(b) Terms: (...)
(...)

(c) Equations: (...)
(...)

(c3) The following specific equations hold: 
a = * for all a £ 1;
7r ( <  a, b >) = a for all a £ A, b € B , 
tt/(< a, 6 >) = 6 for all a G A, b 6 B ,
< 7r (c ) ,  7r'(c) > = c for all c G A x B;

XxqAPixYa = <p(a) f°r all a £ A which are substitutable for x,
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\xeA(f<:x) = f for all / G B A, provided x is not in X  (hence does not occur freely in /);
(-)
ArGAyJ(̂ ) = ̂xsAVix'), if x' is substitutable for x.

(Ibid., pp. 73-5.)

The second, third and fourth equations find their parallels in our presentation of 

X types, whereas the fifth and sixth correspond to Tl-reduction and U -induction ,  

respectively.

5.3. Formalising Constructive M a t h ematics

Prof. Martin-Lof’s pioneering work on elaborating a formal presentation of the infor

mal concepts regulating ordinary practice of constructive mathematics, has opened 

new perspectives on the role of language in mathematics and the way logics, as well 

as mathematical theories, can be presented. Instead of insisting on the use of the 

more customary meta-mathematical machinery such as axioms, models and inter

pretations, and instead of taking for granted notions such as functions and sets, Prof. 

Martin-Lof engaged in much deeper investigations into the nature of ‘more prim

itive’ logical concepts such as proof, proposition, judgement, types, and inference 

rules, in search for an alternative to the foundations of mathematics which could be 

at the same time reasonably self-contained and less committed to certain existing 

traditions. As an experienced and productive proof-theorist it is not quite surpris

ing that the choice was made for the presentation of the formulation of a system 

of rules to formalise constructive mathematics in proof-theoretic natural deduction 

style. This way he appears to have provided a ‘cleaner’ and certainly innovative way 

of presenting the whole body of ideas and informal concepts involved in ordinary 

mathematical practice. (Remember that up to then proof-theoretic presentation 

systems had been mostly used for presentation of logics, not mathematical theories 

or foundational principles.) That seems to have been one of the reasons for the ma

jor success of his Type Theory over other systems of formalisation of constructive 

mathematics such as, e.g., K. Godel’s T-system s  (Godel 1958), E. Bishop’s E -sy tem
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(Bishop 1970)8, J. Myhill’s Constructive Set Theory (Myhill 1975), S. Feferman’s Ex

plicit M athem atics  (Feferman 1979), H. Friedman’s Theories o f  constructive analysis 

(Friedman 1977), Prof. M. Beeson’s S-system s  (Beeson 1981), Prof. J.-Y. Girard’s 

Y- and F-system s  (Girard 1971), etc., to mention just a few. The clarification of 

some important logical concepts such as the crucial distinction between propositions  

and judgem en ts , helped by a certain intuitive underlying conceptual paradigm say

ing that propositions-are-types (apparently first uncovered by H. Curry and given 

proper foundations by W. Howard (Howard 19S0)), together with a reasonably co

herent philosophical basis and a suitable formal instrument such as proof theory 

(natural deduction style) have made In tuitionistic  Type Theory the object of careful 

attention by many contemporary philosophers, linguists, logicians as well as com

puter scientists. The result is, one can say, an attempt to ‘code’ the basic procedures 

of informal mathematical reasoning into logical inference rules, similarly to what the 

lambda calculus does for just a single concept such as computable function.

The key point, as far as the relations between proof theory and meaning are 

concerned, seems to have been the ‘internalisation’ of the meta-level normalisation  

( reduction) rules. And this, I think, is because such rules of normalisation  seem to be 

capturing the second aspect of the (later) Wittgenstein’s account of meaning (use) of 

particular propositions by demonstrating ‘the use of the sign in the language-game’ 

by means of a formal device indicating how elim inatory  operators affect canonical 

elements built by introduction rules. They seem to capture the very aspect of 

the consequences of the proposition. A suitable combination of the propositions-

8In passing, Bishop seems to have been the first to suggest the use of a formal system of 
constructive mathematics as a programming language:
‘The system E, with the predictive interpretation of implication, can certainly be presented as a 
programming language like fortran or algol.’

(Bishop 1 9 7 0, p. 7 0.)
and
‘It would be interesting to take E as the point of departure for a reasonable programming language, 
and to write a compiler.’

(Ibid., p. 7 1.)
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are-types  idea with the internalisation of norm alisa tion  rules in a way similar to 

what is done in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  leads to a reasonable formulation of 

W ittgenstein’s later account of propositions, where the introduction  rules represent 

the gram m ar  aspect (‘ And what a proposition is is in one  sense determined by the 

rules of sentence formation (...) ’) and the reduction  rules show the use  aspect of the 

proposition (c(...) and in another sense the use of the sign in the language-game.’). 

Such rules of norm alisa tion  seem to be showing the aspect of use as u tility  of the 

types (propositions) because they indicate what can be done with the (canonical) 

elements of the type (proposition). There has not been the expected emphasis on 

the role of these rules with respect to the semantics of the logical constants, given 

that the account of meaning is kept within Gentzen’s tradition which says that the 

assertab ility  cond itions  represented by the schema of in troduction  rules capture the 

meaning of a logical connective. For that reason I believe that a more convincing 

justification that the whole formal system is not just mere notation still lacks the 

force of a truly convincing alternative to the classical (realist) semantics of the 

mathematical language.

Nevertheless, the formal system known as In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory ( I T T )  is 

indeed a remarkable point of departure for the construction of a meaning theory for 

the mathematical language. A  deep revision of most of the basic logical principles 

and a thorough analysis of ordinary mathematical practice resulted in what is cer

tainly the most successful of the formalisations of constructive mathematics so far 

developed.

5.3.1. T h e  crucial distinction: propositions a n d  judgements

One of the most important conceptual principles of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  is 

the distinction between propositions  and ju d g em en ts .

A  is true

‘A ’ is a proposition , whereas ‘A  is true’ is a ju d g em e n t. A  ju d g em en t  of the form
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‘A  is true’ can only be made on the basis of the existence of a proof of the propo

sition A . Contrary to the classical view, a proposition is not the same as a truth 

value. And in contrast to the traditional proof-theoretic account of propositions and 

inferences, a logical inference is to be made from ju d g em en t  to ju d g e m e n t , and not 

from propositions  to propositions. Both premisses and conclusions of inference rules 

are not propositions  as in the usual case even in traditional natural deduction pre

sentations of logics, but ju d g em en ts . This seems to be a highly relevant refinement 

of the usual formalisation of mathematical procedures into rules of inference, such 

as e.g., natural deduction style a la Gentzen. The difference between usual natural 

deduction presentation rules which have propositions  as premises and conclusions, 

and In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  where ju d g em e n ts  are the objects on which the rules 

of inference operate, is explained briefly in Prof. M artin-Lof’s illuminating account 

of the often neglected distinction between the two logical concepts of proposition  

and ju d g e m e n t , namely the written account of a series of lectures entitled ‘On the 

Meanings of the Logical Constants and the Justifications of the Logical Law s’ given 

in Siena, Italy, in April 1983. There he says:

(...) We must remember that, even if a logical inference, for instance, a conjunction introduction, 
is written

A B 
A & B

which is the way in which we could normally write it, it does not take us from the propositions A 
and B to the proposition A & B. Rather, it takes us from the affirmation of A and the affirmation 
of B to the affirmation of A & B, which we may make explicit, using Frege’s notation, by writing 
it

h A h B 
h A & B

instead. It is always made explicit in this way by Frege in his writings, and in Principia, for 
instance. Thus we have two kinds of entities here: we have the entities that the logical operations 
operate on, which we call propositions, and we have those that we prove and that appear as 
premises and conclusion of a logical inference, which we call assertions. (...)

(M artin-Lof 1985, pp. 20 4-5.)
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The use of ‘affirmation’ is made in reference to the two distinct classes into which 

‘ categorical’ (in the philosophical sense) judgements are divided, namely ‘affirma

tions’ and ‘denials’ . This is made clear soon after the above passage. It reads:

Be that as it may, what happened with Kant and the ensuing German philosophical tradition 
was that the word judgement came to replace the word proposition. Thus, in that tradition, a 
proof, Ger. Beweis, is always a proof of a judgement. In particular, the premises and conclusion 
of a logical inference are always called judgements. And it was the judgements, or the categorical 
judgements, rather, which were divided into affirmations and denials, whereas earlier it was the 
propositions which were so divided.

(Ibid., p. 206.)

Following such tradition of taking ju d g em en ts  instead of propositions  as the 

objects of logical inferences, and being germane to a particular conception of what 

the logic of mathematics should be, namely that which says that a proposition  is 

defined by laying down what counts as a proof of it, and a proposition  is true if and 

only if a proof of it can be constructed (Prawitz 1980), Prof. M artin-Lof has made 

a remarkable improvement on Frege’s attempt to formulate a lingua characterica9 

based on such a notion of ju d g em en t. Keeping the notion of ju d g em en t  as one of the 

basic notions of my own ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T heory , but now in the light of 

W ittgenstein’s ‘language as a calculus, calculus as a game’10, 1  have attempted with

9‘My intention [in the Begriffsschrift (Frege 1879)] was not to represent an abstract logic in 
formulas, but to express a content through written signs in a more precise and clear way than it is 
possible to do through words. In fact, what I wanted to create was not a mere calculus ratiocinator 

but a lingua characierica in Leibniz’s sense’, reproduced in p. 2 of editor’s preface of Frege 1879.
10On Monday 21 September 1931, in a discussion with Waismann on topics such as intention, 

to mean and meaning, Wittgenstein says:

‘You must not forget that I am now not talking about propositions but about dealing with signs. 
I am saying that our way of using signs constitutes a calculus, and I am saying this deliberately. 
For there is not a mere analogy between our way of using words in a language and a calculus; I 
can actually construe the concept of a calculus in such a way that the use of words will fall under 
it. I shall presently explain how I mean this. Here I have a little bottle of benzine. What purpose 
does it serve? Well, it is used for cleaning. Now there is a label glued onto it saying ‘benzine’. 
What purpose, then, does the label serve? Surely I use benzine for cleaning, not the label. (It
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my own type-theoretic framework to build a lingua characterica  which could work 

as a calculus raciocina tor , by no means with the intention of fulfilling the rather 

ambitious dream of Leibniz.

5.3.2. F o r m s  of J u d g e m e n t

The forms of ju d g em en t  made in Type Theory  are of the following kind:

(1)  A is a type  —  formally ‘A type';

(2) A and B  are equal types  —  formally ‘A =  B ’ ;

(3) a is an element of the type  A —  formally ‘a E A ’;

(4) a and b are equal elements of the type A —  formally ‘a =  b E A ’.

The explanations given by Prof. M artin-Lof are as follows:

is of course clear that instead of this label there could be a different one.) Now this label is the 
point of contact of a calculus, that is, the point where it gets applied. For I can tell you, ‘Get 
some benzine!’ And in virtue of the label there is a rule in accordance with which you can proceed. 
When you get the benzine, this is again a step within the calculus defined by these rules. I call 
the whole business a calculus, since now there are two possibilities: that you proceed according to 
a certain rule or that you do not proceed according to this rule; for now I am in the position to 
say, for instance: ‘Well, what you have brought is not benzine at all!’

(LW&VC, p. 169.)
and later on, when commenting on calculus and application he says:
‘What is the difference between language (M) [Editor’s note: perhaps mathematics] and a game? 
You might say: It ceases to be a game when things begin to become serious, and here seriousness 
means application. But this would not express it quite correctly. You would really have to say 
that a game is what is neither serious nor fun. For we call things serious if we apply the results of 
the calculus to everyday life. I apply e.g. the calculation 8 x 7 = 56 thousands of times, and this 
is why we take it seriously. But, at bottom, this multiplication is not the least bit different from 
one I merely do for fun. The difference does not lie in the calculation itself, and that is why you 
cannot tell by looking at the calculus whether it is a serious business or merely serves to entertain 
us. Hence I cannot say: If a calculus amuses me, it is a game, but only: If I can take a calculus to 

be something that amuses me, then it is a game. The calculus itself implies no relation either to 
seriousness or to fun.’

{LW&VC, p. 170.)
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(I) a set A is defined by prescribing how a canonical element of A is formed as well as how 

two equal canonical elements of A are formed.11

Judgem en ts  of the kind ‘A  ty p e ’ are used in fo rm a tio n  rules, as we shall see later 

on, and determine that under certain conditions a type-expression is a 4well-formed’ 

typ e . In the explanation given above, however, it looks as though the in troduction  

rules for a given type are being justified. The in troduction  rules for a type form a 

formal counterpart to Bishop’s principle that a constructive  set is to be defined by 

giving its canonical elements together with an explanation of when two canonical 

elements are equal. So, instead of a proper explanation of ju d g em en ts  of the form 

‘A  t y p e \  Prof. M artin-Lof’s explanation is almost verbatim E. Bishop’s:

As discussed previously, a set is defined by describing what must be done to construct an element 

of the set, and what must be done to show that two elements of the set are equal.

(Bishop 1967, p. 63.)

This is actually acknowledged in the introductory sections of the first ‘public’ 

description of the intuitionistic theory of types that has been developed by Prof. 

M artin-Lof:

(...) A type is defined by prescribing what we have to do in order to construct an object of that 
type. This is almost verbatim the definition of the notion of set given by Bishop [in Bishop 1967]. 
(...)

(M artin-Lof 19 75a , p. 76.)

The informal explanation of the ju d g em en ts  of the form ‘A  typ e ' is given in a 

more simplified way in M artin-Lof 1982, although something is left to be explained, 

which is the notion of canonical type  (as opposed to canonical e lem en t). The ju d g e

m e n ts  of the form given above are explained as:

(...) For noncanonical A a judgement of the form
A is a type

means that A has a canonical type as value.

11 Martin-Lof 1984, p. 8.
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(Martin-Lof 1982, p. 163.)

There seems to be clear definitions of what a canonical element is, but no precise 

account of what is to be understood by canonical type seems to be given in a clear- 

cut manner, apart from an explanation in terms of the corresponding canonical 

elements, which takes almost exactly the same wording as (1) above:

A canonical type A  is defined by prescribing how a canonical object o f type A  is formed as 

well as how two equal canonical objects of type A  are formed.

(Ibid., p. 162.)

and a fairly loose notion of ‘Universes’ which would contain such ‘canonical’ types. 

A more careful look at the table of ‘primitive forms of expression used in the theory 

of types’ given on p. 156 confirms this:

Table 2. Primitive forms of expression used in the theory of types

canonical non-canonical

(IT* €  A ) B , (Xx)b c(a)

{ E x  e  A ) B , {a,b) { E x ,y ) {c ,  d)

A  +  B ,  i(a ), m ( D x , y ) ( c , d , e )

I { A , a ,  6), r J ( c ,d )

No R 0(c)

N\  Oi R i ( c , c 0)

N 2 O2, I2 R2{c,Co,Ci )

N  0, a' ( R x , y ) ( c , d , e )

{ W x  e  A ) B ,  

Uo, Ul} ••

sup(a, b) ( T x , y , z ) ( c , d )

(Ibid., p. 15S.)

(The emphasis is mine.)
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Note that the canonical elements of a type are placed opposite the corresponding 

non-canonical elements, whereas for the case of types (or type-expressions) there is 

no corresponding non-canonical form. The ‘canonical’ types, namely ‘ (/7a; G A)B\ 

l(Sx G A)B\ lA  +  B \  ‘ /(A, a ,b)\ ‘N m (m =  0 ,1 ,. . .) ’ , lN \  \ W x  G A)B\ 

LU m  (m =  0 ,1 , . . .) ’ , are listed under the corresponding column. However, every

thing under the column named ‘non-canonical’ is an e/emeni-expression, no type- 

expression appearing in that column. As we shall see later on, the absence of a 

precise definition of what a non-canonical type-expression is, is an invariant charac

teristic of all versions of Intuitionistic Type Theory, even in the latest presentations 

available in the (rather scarce) literature.

With respect to the notation used to present the Type Theory given in the paper 

‘Constructive Mathematics and Computer Programming’ (Martin-Lof 1982) I should

like to point out the following inconveniences, emphasised in the table quoted 

above: first of all, the notation for the non-canonical elements of the I I  type, namely 

‘c(a)’ , seems to leave room for undesirable confusion given that the usual ‘APPLY’ 

is not used explicitly and application is represented by mere juxtaposition. Besides 

generating confusion as to when terms formed by juxtaposition are to be understood 

as representing ‘application’, such notation does not help in distinguishing non- 

canonical terms that would be the counterparts to the canonical ‘A-terms’ from 

terms built up by juxtaposition such as, e.g., *i(a)’ -  one of the canonical terms of 

the type ‘A +  B \ 12

12Just in passing, I thought it m ight be useful to recall the first attem pt to deal formally with  

the notion o f ‘abstraction’, nam ely that o f  Frege and the idea of ‘incom plete s ig n s’. A lthough in 

a tota lly  different context, the om ission o f an explicit ‘APPLY’ appears to have caused problems 

for Frege in his logical form ulation o f the notion o f set, as pointed out by Prof. P. Aczel when  

explaining the differences between the structure o f  Frege’s Grundgesetze der  Ari tmet ik  (Frege 

1893, 1903, partially translated in Furth (ed.) 1964), which does not use ‘APPLY’ explicitly in the 

definition o f the notion o f ‘course o f values’ o f a function ‘/ ’ as which was rendered later

by Church as ‘Ax f ( x ) \  and his own Frege structures,  which does use an exp licit ‘APPLY’ in the 

definition o f  a lambda system:

‘(...) R ussell’s paradox can be derived in Frege’s G rundgesetze and we now list the essential ways
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Secondly, by using simply brackets ‘ ( , )’ to represent the canonical element 

formation of £  types, instead of using another symbol different from the general 

term formation ‘ ( , )’ , such as, e.g., ‘ <  , > ’ or ‘p a ir ’ , Prof. Martin-Lof leaves

in which the structure of the Grundgesetze differs from a Frege structure.

(...)
(4) T h e Grundgesetze does not treat A PP as given. Instead it is exp licitly  postu lated  in Axiom  

V that A is to be one-one. I.e. for all functions / ,  g in

(A x /(x )  =  Xxg(x))  =  V x ( /(x )  =  g(x) )  is true.

(N ote that because o f (1) Frege uses =  instead o f = .)

In addition the Grundgesetze allows function quantification and definite descriptions and then 

defines A P P (6 ,a )  to be i y 3 f ( b  == Ax f ( x ) S z f ( a )  =  y ) (inform ally, the y  such that for som e /  in T \  

b =  Ax f ( x )  and f ( a )  =  y ) .’

(Aczel 1980, p. 40.)

O bviously, this is not to say that Frege’s m ost crucial m istake was in the definition o f the notion  

o f ‘course of values’ w ithout the use o f an explicit application rule. As Prof. Aczel points out, 

‘Frege’s critical m istake is in the fact that the Grundgesetze  has exactly  two propositions, nam ely  

“the true” and “the false” , and “the true” is the only true proposition’. According to Prof. Aczel, 

the essence of Frege’s m istake would seem  to  lie in the apparently innocuous horizontal stroke 

schem a, and the internal definition o f truth.

One can also find in H. Curry’s Outlines of  a Formalist  Philosophy of  Mathemat ics  (Curry 1951) 

what is perhaps the earliest exam ple o f  an explicit treatm ent o f ‘ap p lication ’ as an operator. In 

the chapter devoted to ‘Exam ples o f Formal S ystem s’ (pp. 2 1 -2 ) he a ttem p ts to dem onstrate that 

Church’s A-Calculus (or ‘theory o f  conversions, as he calls it) can be given a natural form ulation  

as a form al system  by the sam e general pattern which he defines as:

I. Prim itive Ideas

A. Tokens

B. O perations

C. Predicates

II. Prim itive Theorem s

A. A xiom s

B. Rules o f Procedure

Under such form ulation, there appear two binary operators ‘A’ and ‘a ’ representing abstraction  

and application respectively. A bstraction terms are o f the form ‘Ax,v4’ (where ‘A ’ is a term with x f- 

occurring free), and application term s have the form locAB' to indicate that ‘A ’ is being applied to
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room for troublesome confusions. After all, the development of a new foundational 

language for constructive mathematics and computer programming such as Intu- 

itionistic Type Theory, should actually provide us with means to avoid syntactical 

as well as semantical confusions13.

In later works, such as, e.g., the lecture notes edited by Prof. G. Sambin (Martin- 

Lof 1984), the explicit use of ‘APPLY’ is made, but the notational inconvenience 

remains for the case of the E  type and its corresponding pair-terms. In more recent 

presentations of Intuitionistic Type Theory, such as the one given in Nordstrom, 

Petersson & Smith 1986, this notational inconvenience is cleared by the use of angle 

brackets ‘ <  , > ’ (Nordstrom, Petersson k. Smith 1986, p. 69.).

The second form of judgement, namely ‘A  =  B ’, is explained in Martin-Lof 1984 

as:

(2) two sets A  and B  are equal if * I

lB'. T he effect o f application in an abstraction term is then given by one o f the ‘A xiom s’ (II.A .3) 

written as:

a X x i A B  cnv Subst(®  ).4

which is a particular presentation o f the /?-rule o f normalisation  ‘APPLY(Axj.w4(xt ), B)  =  A { B / x {) ’ 

where ‘a ’ is the counterpart o f ‘APPLY’.

T he notion o f ‘application’, which is usually formalised by a /?-like rule o f normalisation  with  

an explicit operation such as ‘APPLY’, seem s to be inseparable from that o f ‘generality’ and ‘sub

stitu tio n ’ which ‘A’ is supposed to encapsulate. A ttem pts to deal with such (functional) notions 

of generality and substitution  w ithout incorporating the device of ‘application’ are likely to be 

problem atic.
in
i0Prof. M artin-Lof’s strong philosophical interest in ‘m athem atical logic as foundations (or 

philosophy) o f  m athem atics’ (M artin-Lof 1984, p. 1) is m ade clear in passages such as: ‘W hat

I have ju st said about the close connection between constructive m athem atics and programming 

explains why the intuitionistic type theory, which I  began to develop solely with the philosophical  

motive o f  clarifying the syntax and semant ics  o f  intuit ionist ic mathemat ics , may equally well be 

viewed as a program m ing language.’, p. 156 o f M artin-Lof 1982 (the emphasis  is m ine). Note 

that besides its clearly em phasised sem antical objectives, Prof. M artin-Lof’s T ype Theory is an 

attem pt to clarify syntactic issues as well.
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and

a €  A  

a 6  B
(that is,

a G A  
a e  B

and a E B
a e A

a =  b £  A  

a =  b G B

for arbitrary canonical elem ents a, b.14

Similarly to the case of individuals (value-expressions, elements), as in the judge

ments of the form (4) below, one needs to judge types equal. The judgement ‘A  =  B ’ 

says when two type-expressions are equal.

The third form oi judgement, while being perhaps the most fundamental of all, 

is the one which has apparently caused most misunderstandings. It is the judgement 

which first arises out of the identification of propositions and types, as well as the 

distinction between propositions and judgements. Prof. Martin-Lof’s latest informal 

explanation, appearing in the Padova lecture notes, departs from the clean simplic

ity of its original explanation by introducing the notions of method and program, 

bringing with it a fair amount of imprecision as a result. It says:

(3) an elem ent a o f a set A  is a m ethod (or program) which, when executed, yields a 

canonical elem ent of A  as resu lt.15

Perhaps I should at this point make it clear that among the readings I wish to 

allow for judgements of the kind ‘a £ A ’ in my own account of Type Theory, I do 

not consider the one which says ‘a is a program meeting the specification A ’ . Such 

a reading, which is explicitly considered by Prof. Martin-Lof himself by reference 

to the work of A. N. Kolmogorov on a ‘procedural’ interpretation of intuitionistic 

logic (Kolmogorov 1932), as a reasonable conceptual basis for the new account of 

the judgement aforementioned involving the concepts of ‘program’ and ‘method’. 

He says:

14M artin-Lof 1984, p. 9.

15Id. Ibid.
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Each form of judgement admits of several different readings. (...) The last one [a is a method 
of solving the problem (doing the task) A] is very close to programming, “a is a method ... ” can 
be read as “a is a program ... ”. Since programming languages have a formal notation for the 
program a, but not for A, we complete the sentence with “ ... which meets the specification A”. 
(...)

(Martin-Lof 1984, pp. 5-6.)

is sometimes used as a justification for the undecidability of the type membership 

relation of Prof. Martin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type T heory , by recourse to the unde

cidability of the question whether or not a program satisfies a certain specification. 

I do not find it reasonable to use such an argument as a justification for the unde

cidability of ‘ g ’ in Prof. Martin-Lof’s latest formulations of Type Theory. Earlier 

‘decidable’ versions which did not include the W  type forming operator, such as 

that of 1973 (Martin-Lof 1975a), have a type membership relation ‘G’ recognisably 

decidable16 and yet they do not differ so radically in terms of forms of ju d g em en ts  

from later versions to the extent of not accommodating the reading la is a program 

that satisfies the specification A’. It sounds more reasonable to say that the unde

cidability of the latest formulations arose from the introduction of an undecidable 

transfinite recursion operator in the e lim ina tion  rules for the type of well-ordered 

species (W  x  G A)B(x) as we shall see later on.

The explanation of the ju d g em en t la G A’ by means of vague notions such as 

method, program, etc., seems to have been first introduced by Prof. Martin-Lof in 

the context of discussions on the connections between constructive mathematics and 

computer programming, where the appeal to the applications of his Type Theory  to 

computing science was indeed very strong. It has unfortunately turned out to be 

rather misleading.

16See Fact 3.13 of Martin-Lof 1975a:

‘3.13. D e c i d a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  E P S I L O N  r e l a t i o n . It can be mechanically decided whether or not 

a closed term is a type symbol. And, given a closed term a and a closed type symbol A, it can be 
mechanically decided whether or not a G A .’

(Martin-Lof 1975a, p. 116.)
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It looks as though the informal explanation of the ju d g em en ts  of the kind ‘a E A ’ 

is better given simply as in the original formulation, where it is less likely that 

misconceptions will arise: the value-expression ‘a ’ when reduced  to its canonical 

form represents an element of the type ‘A ’. Or, more generally, the ju d g em en t  

‘a E A ’ is the formal counterpart to the informal ‘a is an object of type A ’, types, 

propositions, elements and proofs being the most primitive concepts not including 

programs or specifications. This is actually verbatim the original reading of the 

ju d g em en t  as given by Prof. Martin-Lof in Martin-Lof 1975a:

(...) I shall use the notation

a G A

to express that
a is an object of type A.

(Martin-Lof 1975a, p. 76.)

which precedes the introduction of the central paradigm of the type-theoretic frame

work, namely ‘propositions-are-types’:

When a type A is thought of as a proposition,

a e A

expresses that
a is a proof of the proposition A.

(Ibid., p. 77.)

It seems as though the (rather misleading) interpretation of ‘a E A ’ as being 

‘a is a program which meets the specification A ’ (Martin-Lof 1984, p. 6.) was 

only introduced to justify the attempt to make connections between constructive 

mathematics and computer programming in the widely quoted paper delivered at 

the S ix th  In tern a tio n a l Congress fo r  Logic, M ethodology and Philosophy o f Sc ience , 

Hannover, 1979 (Martin-Lof 1982). In that paper, the new reading of the judgem en t 

‘a E A ’ is justified by reference to A. N. Kolmogorov’s interpretation of propositions
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as intentions or tasks, and proofs as methods of fulfilling the intention (Kolmogorov 

1932). Perhaps under the influence of the conceptual distinction between programs 

and specifications that is usually made in computer programming, and in order to 

support the claim that there are indeed strong connections between constructive 

(intuitionistic) mathematics and computer programming, Prof. Martin-Lof adds 

the new reading which identifies the e/emeni-expressions to the left of ‘G’ with 

programs, and the type-expressions to the right of ‘ G’ with specifications of the 

tasks to be fulfilled. The new reading is justified as:

The first form of judgement admits not only the readings
A is a type (set),

A is a proposition,
but also, and this is the reading that is most natural when the language is thought of as a pro
gramming language,

A is a problem (task).
Correlatively, the third form of judgement may be read not only

a is an object of type (element of the set) A, 
a is a proof of the proposition A,

but also
a is a program for the problem (task) A.

The equivalence of the first two readings is the, by now well known, correspondence between 
propositions and types discovered by Curry (1958) and Howard (1969), whereas the transition from 
the second to the third is Kolmogorov’s (1932) interpretation of propositions as problems or tasks 
(Ger. Aufgabe).

(Martin-Lof 1982, p. 162.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

As such a newly introduced reading (with respect to the original conception) 

1 program  G SPECIFICATION’ proves rather inappropriate, I have preferred to 

stay with the original explanations, and in my own type-theoretic framework such 

a judgement is to be associated with the readings ‘element G TYPE’ and ‘proof G 

PROPOSITION’.
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The last form of ju d g em en t  deals with elem en t-expressions, as opposed to type- 

expressions  as in the case (2) above, and involves the equality sign. So, it is essen

tially the ju d g em en t  which allows one to say in the definition/presentation of types, 

when two elem ents  are equal up to their canonical values. The informal explanation 

given by Prof. Martin-Lof goes as follows:

(4) two arbitrary elements a, 6 of a set A are equal if, when executed, a and 6 yield equal 

canonical elements of A as results.17

Following the same pattern as given in the explanation of the previous form 

of ju d g e m e n t , ‘a =  i  6 A ’ seems to be better understood as saying that the two 

value-expressions ‘a ’ and ‘6’, when brought to their canonical form, represent equal 

elements of the type ‘A ’. The use of terms such as ‘executed’ again brings an un

desirable degree of vagueness which appears to be inherent in the present state of 

concepts such as ‘program’ and ‘method’.

5.3.3. Canonical (Direct) Proofs

Based on the propositions-are-types  paradigm, the semantical explanations of I T T  

say that a proposition/type is considered true (non-empty) if a canonical proof/element 

of it can be constructed. As just stated above, rules of inference deal with ju d g e

m en ts  rather than with propositions  as in the conventional case. A ju d g em en t  of 

the form ‘a E A ’ is to be understood as ‘a is a proof of the proposition A ’ (‘a is an 

element of the type A ’).

To see the relation to the intuitionistic account of logical constants, let us recall 

Heyting’s explanation of logical constants. In order to explain the logical connectives 

from an intuitionistic perspective, Heyting made use of the notion of ‘proof’ . The 

explanation of each logical constant is given through exhibiting the conditions under 

which the proposition with such a constant as its major sign is to be considered true,

17Id. Ibid.
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and the notion of truth is inseparable from that of ‘proof’ . According to Hey ting, a 

proposition is true if a proof of it can be exhibited.

a proof of the proposition: consists of:

A  A B a proof of A  and a proof of B .

A  V B a proof of A  or a proof of B .

A —> B a method which produces a proof of B  

from a proof of A .

(to)B (z) a method which produces a proof of B(<z) 

from an arbitrary individual a.

(3:r)B(;r) an individual (witness) a and a proof of B(a).

Observe that the (semi-)formal explanation of logical constants given by Heyting 

involves the use of similar concepts to explain both implication (‘—>’) and universal 

quantification (‘V’). The notion of ‘method’ is crucial for the explanation of both 

logical connectives. Similarly, the logical constants of conjunction (‘A’) and exis

tential quantification (‘3 ’) are explained in terms of the mathematical concept of 

‘ordered pairing’. These parallels in the explanation of logical constants by means 

of the exhibition of what is a proof of the corresponding proposition will be clearly 

reflected in the explanation of the notion of propositions and proofs as given in Prof. 

Martin-Lof’s ‘verificationistic’ theory of meaning called Intuitionistic Type Theory.

Besides the basic principle saying that a verificationistic theory of meaning is 

meant to offer an effective account of the world-language links, the idea of the 

primacy of the proofs of a proposition over other aspects of its use seems to constitute
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the essence of ertain set of basic principles by which one has to abide when putting 

forward a the*' ;y of meaning which can be considered as ‘verificationistic’ . Variations 

on the formulation of such a main idea have emerged and the notion of direct proofs 

appeared as a key notion to motivate further improvements on the main theme. 

Arguing for a certain lack of precision in the (essentially germane) formulations 

of semantical explanations via conditions for proving given by G. Gentzen, A. N. 

Kolmogorov, etc., Prof. Martin-Lof presents his own explanations for the refinement 

on such equivalent semantical explanations by insisting on the need for a more 

precise account of what should be understood by the connections between proofs 

and meaning.

Such an elegantly presented refinement of the proo/-based semantics finds its 

justification as being a germane extension of the intuitionistic explanation of the 

meaning of logical signs which brings the previous explanations to a more precise 

presentation. Prof. Martin-Lof finds the necessary conceptual basis for his develop

ment of the desired refinement in the intuitionistic account of meaning and proofs 

in Prof. Dummett’s distinction between indirect (non-canonical) and direct (canon

ical) proofs as well as in the corresponding explanation of the meaning of logical 

constants in terms of ‘direct’ proofs, as in:

(...) What appear in ordinary mathematical articles and textbooks are demonstrations, not proofs 
in the strict sense; and a demonstration provides an adequate ground for the unqualified assertion 
of its conclusion. But the primary notion is that of a proof in the strict sense, which we shall refer 
to as a canonical proof: the notion of a demonstration is a secondary one, definable in terms of 
that of a canonical proof; and it is by reference to the notion of a canonical proof that the logical 
connectives are to be explained. (...)

(Dummett 1977, p. 392.)

And his informal notion, with corresponding formal counterpart, of canonical (or 

direct) proofs is said to constitute a useful refinement of those previous semantical 

explanations (Gentzen, Heyting, Kolmogorov, Prawitz, etc.):

Everything that I have said so far was said, or could have been said, already in the thirties. 
What made these explanations as given in the thirties lack precision somewhat, was the absence
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of a clear distinction between what Dummett has called a canonical proof and a demonstration of 
a proposition, and which I shall call a direct as opposed to an indirect proof of a proposition. In 
explaining the meanings of the logical constants, I did not care whether a proof of a proposition 
was direct or indirect: nevertheless, we have to make that distinction, because what is explained 
in the meaning explanations of the logical constants, as I just gave them, is what constitutes a 
direct proof of a proposition formed by means of one of those constants.

(Martin-Lof 1987, pp. 412-3.)

It is clearly a refined explanation of meaning by conditions for proof, and the 

reasonably wide acceptance of its formal counterpart, Intuitionistic Type Theory, 

leaves little doubt here. As we have seen from previous chapters, by remaining 

congenial with the usual Gentzen-like explanations of meaning, Prof. Martin-Lof 

seems to assume essentially the same position as to the secondary role of the con

sequences aspect (the use aspect) of a proposition. What counts as a direct proof 

of a proposition is all one needs to know in order to grasp its meaning, no attention 

being primarily paid to the aspect of how such direct proof is to be used in proofs of 

other propositions. This much should be clear mainly from the discussion in the two 

previous chapters, and should hopefully become clearer from what follows below. It 

is certainly crucial in realising that Prof. Martin-Lof’s explanation turns out to be 

profoundly different from Wittgenstein’s. The point of view taken by the Austrian 

philosopher shows a clear emphasis on the aspects of use, consequences, utility, etc..

Following Heyting’s conception of the logic of (intuitionistic) mathematics, where 

the meaning of logical connectives is given by proof conditions, the explanations 

provided by Prof. Martin-Lof in his Intuitionistic Type Theory constitute indeed 

a remarkable refinement of the previous semantical explanations based on the di

rect connections between meaning and proofs by making use of the notion of direct, 

canonical proofs, whose formal counterpart gives an important contribution to the 

clarification also of the syntax of the language of intuitionistic mathematics. The 

notation allows propositions and their proofs (in the sense of constructions, not of 

proof-trees, which finds a parallel in Prof. D. Scott’s notion of mathematical con

struction developed in Scott 1970) to be written next to each other in a sensible way
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denoting a, judgement. The refinement from Heyting’s semantical table is presented 

as:

a proof of the proposition: has the (canonical) form of:

A  A B a pair p a ir(a , 6) where a is a proof of A  

and 6 is a proof of B .

A  V B in l(a) where a is a proof of A  or

inr(6) where 6 is a proof of B

(‘ i n i ’ and ‘ in r ’ abbreviate

‘into the left disjunct’ and

‘into the right disjunct’ , respectively).

A  —► B (Xx)b(x) where b(a) is a proof of B  

provided a is a proof of A .

(Vx)B(x) (Xx)b(x) where 6(a) is a proof of B(a) 

provided a is an arbitrary individual.

(3x)B (x) a pair p a ir(a , 6) where a is an individual 

(witness) and 6 is a proof of B(a).

Observe that the explanation of the form of canonical proofs for both implica

tion (‘—► ’) and universal quantifier (‘V1) appeal to the concepts of functionality and 

generality, resulting in both cases being presented with canonical proofs of the same 

general form, namely ‘ (Ax)6(x)’ . Similarly, both conjunction and existential quan

tification involve the notion of cartesian product, or ordered pairing. The general 

form of canonical proofs for both ‘(3:r)B(:r)’ and ‘A  A B ’ is that of ‘p a ir(a ,6 )’, or 

‘ <  a, 6 > ’ if one prefers.
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The formal counterpart to the informal explanation of canonical proofs for each 

logical connective would be found in the presentation of respective introduction 

rules. Moreover, the parallels between the general forms of canonical proofs, namely 

between implication and universal quantifier on the one hand, and conjunction and 

existential quantifier on the other hand, would seem to justify the presentation of 

‘general’ types ‘ (IIx  E A )B (x ) ’ and ‘ (Err E A )B (x ) ’, instead of the usual natural de

duction presentations of logics, where even for the case of the intuitionistic interpre

tation the aforementioned parallels are not taken to be of primary importance, and 

the use of ‘V’ , >’ , ‘3 ’ , ‘A’ , ‘V’ , etc., is directly made. In Prof. Martin-Lof’s account

of the logical connectives, however, the parallels between ‘ (Vx)B(x)’ and ‘A  —> B ’, 

as well as between ‘ (3x)B(x) and ‘A  A B ’ , are definitely taken into consideration 

and the more ‘general’ types ‘ (IIx  E A )B (x ) ’ and ‘ (E x  E A )B (x ) ’ are presented as 

primary. The presentation of propositions such as ‘(Vx)B(x)’ and ‘A  —► B ’ are then 

taken to be particular instantiations of the general type ‘ (IIx  E A )B (x )\  Similarly, 

the presentations of propositions such as ‘ (3x)B (x)’ and ‘A  A B ’ are obtained as 

particular instantiations of the general type ‘(E x  E A )B (x ) ’.

Therefore, for the case of conjunction, a proposition of the form ‘ (E x  E A )B (x ) ’ 

is defined as:

E  -introduction

a E A  b E B(a) 
pair(a,6) E (E x  E A )B (x)

which ‘codes up’ the proofs of propositions of the kind A  A B , and (3x)B (x) (intu

itionistic interpretation, where there is a notion of ‘witness’).

From the aspect concerning the assertability conditions of a proposition of the 

form ‘ (E x  E A )B (x ) ’ the canonical elements are defined to be ordered pairs of 

elements from A  and B(a)[a E A]. The aspect concerning the utility of these 

ordered pairs, which is taken to be a fundamental aspect of the semantic in my own
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account of Type Theory and the meaning of logical constants, would be captured 

by the following normalisation rules:

£-reduction

a £ A  b £  B(a) a £ A  b £ B(a)
FST(pair(a, b)) =  a £ A  SND(pair(a, b)) =  b £ B(a)

The rules are basically indicating that one can recover either of the conjuncts 

from the proposition ‘ (£ x  £  A )B (x ) ’, and the choice is made in the act of drawing 

the conclusions (‘FST’, ‘SND’), as opposed to at the moment of the assertion, as we 

shall see below for the case of ‘disjunction’.

For the case of propositions reflecting some kind of ‘functionality’ , the general 

pattern is of the form ‘ (IIx £ A )B (x ) ’ , and is defined as:

U-introduction

[x £  A] 
b(x) £ B (x)

(Ax)6(x) £ (IIx  £  A )B (x)

which ‘codes up’ the proofs of propositions of the kind A  —> B  and (Vx)B(x).

The rule which deals with the aspect of the utility of the elements of the type 

(IIx  £  A )B (x) is then framed as:

Tl-reduction

[x £ A]
a £ A  6(x) £ B (x) 

APPLY((Ax)6(x), a) =  b(a/x) £ B(a)

It ‘explains’ the utility aspect by demonstrating that by applying a canonical 

proof of the proposition ‘ (IIx  £ A )B (x ) ’ to an arbitrary individual ‘a ’ of type ‘A ’
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one obtains a proof of ‘B (a)’, indicating the generality meaning of the proposition, 

and the notion of substitution which it seems to encapsulate.

The general schema for a proposition representing the disjunction of two propo

sitions would be defined as:

-f-introduction

a £ A 6 £ B
in l(a ) £ A  +  B  inr(6) £ A  +  B

which are meant to code propositions of the kind A V B , and similarly to the previous 

cases, the normalisation rules complete the ‘definition by use’ by indicating the 

aspect of utility of the elements of the type in a way such as:

+- reduction

[x £ A] [y £ B] [x £ A] [y £ B]
a £ A  d £ C(inl(x)) e £ C(inr(y)) b £ B d £ C(inl(x)) e £ C(inr(y)) 
WHEN(inl(a),d, e) = d(a) £ C(inl(a)) WHEN(inr(6), d, e) = e(6) £ C(inr(6))

No matter what choice of the disjunct one could draw from the disjunction ‘A +  

B ’, the conclusion one is allowed to draw from the proposition is already determined 

in the act of asserting it, as opposed to being decided in the act of drawing the 

conclusion such as was the case for the proposition ‘(E x £ A )B (x )’ above. Indeed, 

‘i n i ’ and ‘in r ’ are canonical operators, therefore introduced at the time of the 

assertion (in the introduction rules), as opposed to ‘FST’ and ‘SND’ which are non- 

canonical and introduced at the time of the demonstration of the consequences one 

is allowed to draw from the corresponding proposition (elimination, reduction rules).

A significant attempt to contribute to a more satisfactory account of meaning 

without any need to resort to the more usual world of interpretations, models, etc., 

has been offered by Prof. Martin-Lof’s endeavour to formalise the notion of utility,
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by means of the internalisation of the normalisation rules. The rules of equality (as 

the reduction rules are called in Prof. Martin-Lof’s formulation of Intuitionistic Type 
Theory) are formulated as part of the formal system, but, nonetheless, they are not 

explained as fundamental rules as far as meaning of propositions is concerned. On 

the contrary, after giving the rules for the assertability conditions (the introduction 
rules), indicating the canonical proofs of the proposition, a certain formulation of 

elimination rules for each logical constant together with a verbal explanation of 

how the elimination rules work is provided. Such verbal explanation is justified 

as being some kind of ‘meta-level’ explanation of the ‘computational’ semantics 

associated with the body of ideas which support the formal system. From this 

verbal explanation, the equality rules are then said to become evident. As the 

result of a more careful look at the nature of those rules in relation to my own 

interpretation of Wittgenstein’s teachings on the nature of meaning and ‘the use 

of the sign in the language-game’, I am led to say that the order of importance 

seems to have been inverted here. The rules of normalisation are just considered 

to have a less secondary role to play in such an endeavour to formalise the rules 

of constructive mathematics. They should naturally come first, as they constitute 

part of the meaning (use) of the particular connective by capturing its aspect of the 

consequences, utility, etc.. The verbal explanation would then come as the result of 

some individual’s understanding.

5.3.4• Propositions and Types

The usual mathematical notion of set as a subset of the universe of values, which 

has proved adequate for most developments in the mathematics of the second half 

of this century, proved inadequate to support the notion of data type as understood 

by computer scientists. Instead of defining a type by what it contained, it was felt 

that a data type definition had to convey the information demonstrating how the 

elements of the type were to be used, computed, etc.. That was the view already 

put forward in 1973 by J. Morris in a paper entitled ‘Types are not Sets’. He begins 

by saying:
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The title is not a statement of fact, of course, but an opinion about how language designers 
should think about types. There has been a natural tendency to look to mathematics for a 
consistent, precise notion of what types are. The point of view there is extensional: a type is a 
subset of the universe of values. While this approach may have served its purpose quite adequately 
in mathematics, defining programming language types in this way ignores some vital ideas.

(Morris 1973, p. 120.)

A whole body of ideas developed mainly in the seventies aiming at gaining a 

better understanding of the concept of data types began to show that data type 

definitions were worth studying as a theory in its own right. With the help of 

algebraic techniques, the notion of data type as defined by what can be done with 

its elements proved a convenient alternative to the mathematical notion of set as 

defined by what the set contains. In the words of the ADJ Group, which was 

responsible for many of the seminal ideas on the mathematical characterisation of 

the notion of data types:

At least since Morris, it seems to be generally accepted that types are not just sets, but sets 
equipped with operations, and that is exactly what many-sorted algebras are.

(Thatcher, Wagner h  Wright 1982, p. 711.)

Despite the breakthrough which was being made by such an alternative and 

rather convincing account of types as characterised by the operations that could be 

performed on their elements, the classical extensional view of mathematics proved 

stronger, and the notion of data types found a mathematical counterpart in the 

(extensional) notion of many-sorted algebras. An ‘operational’, or ‘intentional’ in

gredient was introduced when the view on ‘sets are characterised by their content’ 

was challenged by ‘types are characterised by their operational behaviour’. How

ever, the strong traditional view of ‘object and designation’ and ‘a sign denotes some 

object from a valuation domain’ prevailed, and an equational specification of a type 

was looked at as a many-sorted algebra characterised by a signature (constants plus 

function symbols) and an axiomatics which denoted a canonical, initial, continuous, 

etc., algebra. The ‘functions’ listed in the signature characterising the particular 

algebra would not necessarily be describing the behaviour of the elements of the
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type, but they could also be describing ‘extensional’ properties (‘LENGTH’ for the 

case of queues, lists, etc. -  cf., e.g., the specification of ‘queue’ given in Ehrig &; 

Mahr 1985, p. 55); ‘HEIGHT’ and ‘BREADTH’, for the case of trees -  Ibid., pp. 56-7). 

By allowing the axiomatisation to have the form which could be general enough 

so that even functions describing ‘extensional’ properties would be part of the data 

type specification, many extra-problems were created such as, e.g., the completeness 

of the axiomatisation. If the ‘functions’ allowed in the axiomatisation do not play a 

definite (intentional) semantic role then it is not difficult to see that there cannot be 

any criteria to judge when a certain data type specification is complete, even if only 

a ‘calculable’ unformalised one. On the other hand, if those ‘functions’, or better, 

‘operations’ as I prefer to call the constructors and destructors of a data type, are 

given as part of the process of explaining the (intentional) meaning of the type, the 

‘calculable’ principle for deciding when a specification is complete could be such that 

when a particular axiomatisation demonstrates the effect of the destructors (TOP, 

POP for stacks) on the constructors (push) one can reasonably think of judging the 

axiomatisation complete. This can, of course, only be a ‘calculable’ principle and 

there is no question here of introducing a criterion for completeness in the formal 

sense.

One direct consequence of the so-called extensional view which has prevailed in 

most mathematical theories of data types is observed when one looks at how data 

type specification^ are given ‘mathematical meaning’. Obviously, if the axiomatics 

do not in principle carry any (intentional) meaning, then the quest for meaning 

is not settled until an interpretation in a ‘domain of values’ is given. And that 

is what happens in the case of the algebraic approach where if on the one hand 

the characterisation of types as many-sorted algebras is an acknowledgement of the 

insufficiency of the traditional notion of ‘set’, on the other hand a type specification 

is given meaning through an interpretation into extensional concepts such as initial 

algebras, continuous algebras, etc.. So, in summary, it seems fair to say that the 

chief semantical concern, even in the ‘computer science’ alternative for a formal 

characterisation of the concept of data type, has been mostly directed towards the
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classical view that ‘the quest for meaning is settled by denotations’, ‘meaning is a 

(numerical) value’, and many difficulties were encountered to explain the meaning 

of oddly formed ‘terms’ such as the top of an empty stack, the front of an empty 

queue, etc..

Type Theory, an attempt to clarify the syntax and semantics of intuitionistic 

mathematics via notions such as propositions, types and judgements, developed 

almost simultaneously with the algebraic approaches to data types, came with a most 

interesting semantical innovation, which was the shift on the focus of attention from 

(numerical) values to judgements. Prior to the question of what the (numerical) 

value of an expression was, which nevertheless still remained but in a different 

level, there was a question of what kinds of judgements could be made from a type 

definition (or presentation). Such an interesting innovation would seem to have 

opened new horizons for a better understanding of what information should be taken 

as relevant in a type presentation. Many of the difficulties in giving a ‘meaning’ (as 

numerical value) to certain oddly formed terms would then be overcome. However, at 

the level of type presentations, Type Theory proved a step back to the mathematical 

principle that a set/type is to be defined by what it contains. This view was made 

clear on various occasions, such as, e.g., in:

If we take seriously the idea that a proposition is defined by laying down how its canonical 
proofs are formed and accept that a set is defined by prescribing how its canonical elements are 
formed, then it is clear that it would only lead to unnecessary duplication to keep the notions of 
proposition and set (and the associated notions of proof of a proposition and element of a set) 
apart. Instead, we simply identify them, that is, treat them as one and the same notion. This 
is the formulae-as-types (propositions-as-sets) interpretation on which intuitionistic type theory is 
based.

(Martin-Lof 1984, p. 13.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

In other opportunities such a view is expressed by explicit reference to the notion 

of data type in computer science, as in, e.g.,:

When one speaks about data types in computer science, one might just as well say data sets.
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(Martin-Lof 1984, p. 23.)

In spite of the attempt at providing a new perspective on the notion of meaning 

for the mathematical language, the insistence on the classical idea that meaning 

is something directly related to content, object, (numerical) value, etc., seems to 

prevent Prof. Martin-Lof’s theory of meaning from being considered as a truly 

convincing alternative to classical (Frege) realist semantics. For Prof. Martin-Lof, 

types are given meaning by their content, where to say how to construct an element 

of the type is to give its meaning. When I say that the reduction (normalisation) 

rules should be taken as part of the semantics of the types/propositions, I make an 

attempt to provide an alternative to such a ‘ content ’-based account of operational 

semantics offered by Prof. Martin-Lof, by saying that types should be defined by 

what can be done with their elements, and perhaps take a position which seems to 

be closer to the views of the great inspirer of an anti-interpretation and anti-realist 

account of semantics: Ludwig Wittgenstein. The rules of reduction are here taken 

to be a formal counterpart to Wittgenstein’s informal notion of ‘ use of the sign in 

the language-game’ .

In spite of having its notation and most of its primitive concepts heavily based 

on Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory, my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type 

Theory relies on a radically distinct semantic theory (in the sense of Dummett 1982, 

p. 60.). Instead of saying that meaning is a semantic (numerical) value, the semantic 

theory which supports my own Type Theory says that meaning is no ‘object’ or 

(numerical, canonical) value but is made explicit by certain rules of use/utility such 

as the normalisation rules.

More than just a list of inference rules, my own ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 

should be seen as a general guideline prescribing how types, theories and logics can 

be presented in such a way that no appeal to interpretations or semantic numerical 

values is necessary in order for one to grasp the meaning of each type, theory, 

logical connective, etc.. By contrast to what seems to be understood by explanation 

of what it is that the formal system Intuitionistic Type Theory is actually offering,
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there is no necessarily ‘primitive’ type in ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, and what 

is really given by the latter is a general pattern for presenting types/propositions18. 

In order to see the difference better, one can perhaps make a distinction between 

‘proof theory’ and ‘natural deduction as a body of definition/presentation tools’ 

by saying that natural deduction is a mere body of instruments and guidelines as 

to how one should define/present logical systems, whereas proof theory is a theory 

about proofs. With my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory I attempt to bring the 

whole body of seminal (and indeed very useful!) ideas and formal tools developed 

by Prof. Martin-Lof in his Intuitionistic Type Theory to the point of being looked at 

as an ‘enriched’ natural deduction presentation tool whereby one can define/present 

types, propositions, logics, etc., in a uniform and disciplined way. For that purpose I 

had to modify the semantics of Type Theory from a canonical value-based semantics, 

which as we have seen from a few examples given above and shall be seeing more 

clearly in the next two chapters, is not adequate to deal with the notion of ‘type’ as 

understood by computer scientists, to a normalisation-based semantics.

For example, instead of presenting the logical connective of conjunction in the 

usual natural deduction style:

18En passant, an anonymous referee of one our papers reveals in his/her comments on our 
semantical standpoint how different a role the two Type Theories are supposed to play: whereas 
my Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory is to be seen as a general guideline on how to present types, 
Intuitionistic Type Theory seems to be mostly regarded as a ‘theory’ containing certain ‘primitive’ 
types such as II, E, + , I, N, W, U, etc., while other types such as, e.g., Stack(A), Queue(A), 
etc., are considered to be ‘secondary’, ‘derived’ types. In his/her own words: ‘I have difficulty 
understanding the reasons given for changing the semantics in this way. It seems that the principal 
reason is the wish to include “algebraic data types” such as queues as primitive types in their type 
theory and not only as derived types using universes as in Nordstrom and Petersson’s approach.’ 
The latter is a reference to my criticism on the radically different way ‘primitive’ types (formation, 
introduction, elimination, equality) and abstract data types are presented via Intuitionistic Type 
Theory in section 17.5, pp. 104-8 of Nordstrom, Petersson & Smith 1986. In the latter the 
specification of the ‘non-primitive’ type is given by means of algebraic equations ‘syntactically 
loaded’ with the notation from Type Theory. After all, what could be a reasonable principle 
supporting such a difference in treatment from ‘primitive’ and algebraic’ types? They are just 
types altogether, are they not?
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A- introduction

A  B  
A  A B

A- elimination

A  A B  A  A B  
A  B

one has a wealth of additional tools to improve, refine, make more precise, 

definition/presentation of logical conjunction, namely:

A-formation

A  type B  type A  =  C  B  =  D
A  A B  type A  A B  =  C  A D

A- introduction

a  € A  b E B  
pair(a, 6) G A  A B

a  =  c  E A  6 =  d G B  
pair(a , b) =  pair(c, d)  E A  A B

A-reduction

a E A  b E B 
FST(pair(a, 6)) =  a E A

a E A  6 G B  
SND(pair(a,b)) =  b E B

A- induction

c  E A  A B
pair(FST(c), SND(c)) =  c G A  A B
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Indeed, to use the term ‘wealth’ is not mere exaggeration, for the latter is a much 

richer presentation of the logical connective of conjunction. In the former, with its 

introduction and elimination rules, only part of the fundamental aspects concerning 

the connective is made explicit, many of the other relevant aspects remaining at 

the ‘meta’-level and left unformalised. The distinction between the proposition ‘A ’ 

and the judgement that ‘A  is true’ cannot be expressed in the style of the former 

presentation. On the other hand, one looks at the latter and see that first of all the 

grammatical aspects of both the proposition built up by the conjunctive connective 

as well as of its canonical proofs are clearly spelled out in the rules of formation and 

introduction. Furthermore, the aspect of consequences, utility, is, according to the 

semantics of use advocated in this report, formalised by the corresponding reduction 

rules, which as we shall see later on, finds an obvious parallel in the formalisation of 

logical constants by means of the notion of semantical games in Prof. J . Hintikka’s 

Game-Theoretical Semantics. Last, but by no means least, the minimality aspect 

of the definition/presentation of conjunction is to find its formal counterpart in the 

induction rules (de Queiroz Sz Smyth 1989, and next chapter), aspect which is left 

unformalised in Game-Theoretical Semantics.

For these reasons I firmly believe that the next big step for such an extraordinary 

set of definitional tools as Type Theory is to allow itself to be looked at as an 

‘enriched’ natural deduction presentation system, and to rid itself from its title of 

‘theory’ (cf. the current status of what started as a theory of proofs such as Gentzen’s 

natural deduction calculi and calculi of sequents, as well as Prof. Prawitz’s improved 

natural deduction calculi). Such a remarkable step towards making proof theory a 

‘comfortable’ language to express constructions that Prof. P. Martin-Lof has so 

brilliantly pioneered, cannot be overshadowed by the insistence that Type Theory is 

a collection of ‘canonical’ or ‘primitive’ types from which all other definable types 

can be instantiated.

5.3.f.. 1. Equality in Intuitionistic Type Theory
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According to Martin-Lof 198419 there are four kinds of equality in Prof. Martin-Lof’s 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, namely:

1 . =  or —def

2 . A  =  B

3. a =  b E A

4. I(A ,a , 6)

The latter is introduced as a ‘propositional’ equality which would allow equality 

to be treated at the level of propositions, instead of at the level of judgements as 

in the cases of 2. and 3.. Because the equality in, e.g., la =  6 E A ’ , is treated at 

the level of a judgement, it is argued that (using Prof. Martin-Lof’s own words) 

‘a form of propositional equality is nevertheless indispensable’ given that one wants 

an equality which asserts that ‘a ’ and ‘6’ are equal elements of the type ‘A ’, but on 

which one can operate with the logical operations. Such a propositional equality, 

usually denoted by ‘I(A , a, 6)’ in the literature, would also allow arithmetic to be 

done in the framework of Intuitionistic Type Theory, where certain equalities are 

not to be seen as ‘definitional’ equalities but equality relations conveying sameness 

of values, such as, e.g., in ‘22 =  2 +  2 ’.

Following the general pattern of type presentations underlying Intuitionistic Type 

Theory, the proposition/type ‘I (A , a, &)’ is presented as:

I  -formation

A  type a E A  6 E A  
I(A , a, b) type

I- introduction

a =  b £ A  a =  b £ A

r E I(A , a, 6) r  =  r  E I(A , a, b)

19See chapter entitled ‘Propositional equality’, p. 59.
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I- elimination

c € I(A, a, b) 
a =  b G A

I- equality

c 6 I(A ,g ,6) 
c =  r  E I(A, a, b)

□

Definitional equality (abbr. ‘= ’) is the main notion of equality used by Prof. 

Martin-Lof in his type-theoretic studies of mathematical logic (Martin-Lof 1975b). 

Even the rules of convertibility, such as the analogue of A -Calculus (3-reduction, are 

said to make use of a sole notion of equality, namely the notion of definitional (abbre- 

viatory) equality20. It would seem fair to say that it does not seem very intuitive or 

natural to say that convertibility equalities should be called definitional equality for 

the latter involves mere abbreviation and is used when a symbol in the lefthand side 

is abbreviated to the ‘complex’ expression in the righthand side of the abbreviation 

sign ‘= ’ (cf. discussion on Frege’s twofold account of definitions -  constructive and

20As a matter of fact, within the framework of proof-theoretic semantics the treatment of con

version rules as rules of definitional equality seems to find its origins in the seminal work of Prof. 

W. W. Tait on what he called ‘intensional interpretations of functionals of finite type’ (Tait 1967). 

In the absence of a more general conceptual framework where definitions as abbreviations would be 

fundamentally distinguished from definitions as presentations, he decides for using the terminology 

of definitional equality (which appears to be more generally identified with abbreviatory equality) 

to denote convertibility equality. In his own words:

‘Lacking a general conception of the kinds of definitions by which an operation may be introduced, 

the notion of definitional equality is not very clear to me. But, if, as in the case of [Godel’s] 71, we 

can regard the operations <j> as being introduced by conversion rules

s ( t i ,..., tn),
then definitional equality has a clear meaning: s and t are definitionally equal if they reduce to a 

common term by means of a sequence of applications of the conversion rules.’

(Tait 1967, p. 198.)
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analytic -  in chapter 2 above). Nevertheless, one can of course start from this point, 

namely that of assuming every convertibility relation to be a definitional (abbrevia- 

tory) equality, and there cannot be anything absolutely wrong in that. The difficult 

part is to remain sound and coherent with this basic assumption throughout any se

rious study on mathematical theories of constructions (such as Church’s A -Calculus) 

and convertibility relations. It seems as though one is likely to run into serious con

ceptual difficulties and incur contradictions. In the meta-mathematical studies for 

the foundations of his Type Theory, e.g., Prof. Martin-Lof assumes that ‘the formal 

counterpart of definitional equality is the relation of convertibility studied in combi

natory logic and proof theory’ (Martin-Lof 1975b, p. 93.) and runs into difficulties 

and incoherences. One of the primitive assumptions made in Intuitionistic Type 

Theory is that equality between terms (elements of types, proofs of propositions) is 

to be understood as definitional equality, and yet there are rules of equality which 

are explicitly ruled out from his notion of ‘convertibility as definitional equality’, 

such as, e.g., f- and 77 rules of equality between A-terms21. Despite ruling them out 

as ‘rules of conversion which do not correctly formalize the notion of definitional

21 Cf.:

‘2. Definitional equality

(...) The outcome of the foregoing analysis is that the rule (|~£~|) is unacceptable as a rule of 

conversion. Of course, we are free to define many different relations between terms and call them 

convertibility relations, but my claim is that only one of these correctly formalizes the informal 

notion of definitional equality. (...)

2.2. Further rules of conversion which do not correctly formalize the notion of definitional equality 
as understood in this paper

2.2.1. Curry’s rule of f^l-conversion,

(Ax)(6(x)) conv b

provided the variable x does not occur free in the term b, and the combinatory axioms which 

correspond to it. (...)’

(Martin-Lof 1975b, p. 100.)

(The emphasis is mine.)
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equality’ as understood in Martin-Lof 1975b and certainly in all the other papers on 

In tu itionistic  Type Theory, Prof. Martin-Lof insists that all but one equality in In- 

tu ition istic  Type Theory (namely, the ‘propositional’ equality cI (A ,a ,6)’ presented 

above) are to be understood as ‘definitional’ equality, and yet both rules of £ and 77 

conversion are included in the formal apparatus of Type Theory. These fundamental 

rules of any calculus of A-terms constitute part of the presentation of IT types, the 

former under H-introduction  and the latter under II- equality.22

In abstract data type specifications, relations such as ‘equal to’, ‘less than’, ‘less 

than or equal to’, etc., are defined by an ‘enrichment’ of the theory with new extra- 

logical symbols ‘eq’, ‘l t \  ‘/e’, etc., which return a take a pair of elements (numbers, 

e.g.) and return a truth-value. In Type Theory there is no such notion of ‘truth- 

value’, but the relations are defined as pairing types. Two elements <2,6 of a certain 

type are related if the pair (a, b) is an element of the type which corresponds to a 

type representing the desired relation.

Just as we might wish to add new symbols (or sorts) to a language, we might wish to attribute 

additional properties to (extralogical) symbols of the language. For instance, if V nat is the first-

22The conceptual uneasiness appears also in the presentation of Intuitionistic Type Theory by 

the Chalmers Group, Sweden, when both £ and 77 are presented as definitional equalities between 

expressions with arities, where expressions are the object of study of Type Theory:

‘2.9 Definition of equality between two expressions of a certain arity
(...)
5. Abstraction 1. (£-rule). If x is a variable of arity a and 6 = 6' :  0, then

(x)b — (x)b' : a 0

(...)

8. Abstraction 3. (y-rule). If x is a variable of arity 0 and 6 is an expression of arity a -**• 0, then

(x)(6(x)) = b : oc -**■  0

(Nordstrom, Petersson & Smith 1986, pp. 15-16.)
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order language with a diadic relation symbol le, we may have started by asserting the following 

properties for natural numbers with an ordering relation:

b -i(suc(n)=natzero) (2.13)

b suc(m)=n&tsuc(n) => m=natn (2.14)

b /e(n, n) (2.15)

b le(m,n)kle(n,m) => m = nSLtn (2.16)

b le(m, n)&le(n,p) => le(m,p) (2.17)

(Turski & Maibaum 1987, p. 74.)

Following the guidelines for writing down type-presentations, the type corre

sponding to the relation ‘less than or equal to’ over the type of natural numbers, 

formally abbreviated as e.g. ‘LE(yV’)’, would be presented as something like:

LE [Af)~ form ation

Af type

l e (A0 type

LE(A/’)-introduction

cl =  6  E Af c l \  =  b \  £  Af c l2  =  6 2  E  Af
le (a ,b) E LE(.V) le (a i,a 2) = 1 ^(61, 62) £ LE(«A7)

a £  Af a £  Af
le(0, a) € LE(A/*) 1 e (a ,a )  6 LE(A7)

_______ a e A f _______  le(a, 6) E LE(AQ
le(0, succ(a)) E LE(A7) le(a, succ(6)) E LE(A7)

LE (Af)  - reduction

le(a, b) E LE{A f)  
SMALLER(le(a, b)) =  a E Af

le(a, 6) E LE(AQ 
GREATER(le(a, b)) =  b E Af

L E (A / r) -  induction
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_____________c 6 LE(AQ_____________
le(SMALLER(c), GREATER(c)) = c 6 LE(AA)

□

5 . 3 . 4 - 2 .  G e n e r a l  R u l e s  o f  E q u a l i t y

In order to generalise the four kinds of judgem en ts  to handle what was described 

above as ‘hypothetical judgem en ts ', which are judgem ents  made under given as

sumptions, we need to introduce some general rules of equality and substitution 

as part of the framework of type-theoretic presentations of logical s\rstems such as 

Intu itionistic  Type Theory.

Equality  rules are given as:

Reflexivity

a £  A A type
a =  a £  A A =  A

S ym m etry

a =  b £  A  A =  B
b =  a £  A B = A

Transitivity

a =  b £  A b =  c £  A  A =  B B =  C 
a =  c G A A = C

Equality o f  Types

a £  A A =  B a =  b £  A  A = B
a £  B a =  b £  B
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5 . 3 . 4 - 3 .  H y p o t h e t i c a l  J u d g e m e n t s  a n d  F a m i l i e s  o f  T y p e s

In order to have j udgem en ts  made under explicit assumptions, the forms of judge

m e n t  given above are generalised, and certain general rules of substitution are given 

as part of the type-theoretic framework. The notion of hypothetical j u dgem e n t  gives 

rise to the concept of ‘families of types’ which, according to M artin-Lof 19 75a, would 

be the type-theoretic counterpart to the notion of propositional function23. So, the 

first form of j udgem en t ,  namely ‘A  t y p e \  would be generalised to:

(1)  B (x )  type  [;x G A ]

which would be saying that B (x ) is a type under the assumption that x is an element 

of A  (x  G A ).

The corresponding rules of subst itut ion  would be presented as:

[x €  A ] [x €  A ]

a 6  A  B (x ) type a =  c €  A  B (x )  type  
B (a ) type  B (a ) =  B (c)

The second form of j u d g e m e n t , namely ‘A  =  B ’ (‘A  and B  are equal types’), 

would be generalised to:

(2) B (x )  =  D (x ) [x G A ]

and the corresponding substitution rules:

[x G A ] [x G A ]

a G A  B (x )  =  D (x ) a =  c G A  B (x )  =  D (x )
B (a ) =  D  (a)  B  (a) =  D (c)

23‘A propositional function defined on a type A  is called a property or, in intuitionistic terminol

ogy, a species of objects of type A. Because of the correspondence between propositions and types, 

it will sometimes be convenient to call a type valued function defined on A a species of objects of 

type A  as well. Note that the notion of property is not a primitive notion: it is explained in terms 

of the notion of proposition (or type); and the notion of function.’, p. 77 of Martin-Lof 1975a.
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The third form of j ud g em e n t  —  ‘i  G A ’ , informally ‘x is an element/proof of A ’ 

— , would be generalised to:

(3) 6(x) G B (x )  [x 6  A ]

and the respective substitution rules:

[x G A ] [x G A ]

a G A  b(x)  G B (x )  a =  c G A  b(x)  G B (x )

6 (a) G B (a ) 6 (a) =  6(c) G B (a )

The last of the four forms of j udgem en t  explained above, namely la =  c G  A ’, 

which would be informally explained as ‘a and c are two equal elements/proofs of 

the type/proposition A ’ , would have its generalised form as:

(4) 6(x) =  d(x)  G B (x )  [x G A ], 

motivating the following substitution rule:

[x G A ]

a G A  6(x) =  d(x)  G B (x )  

6(a) =  d(a)  G B (a )

5 . 3 .4 - 4 -  F i n i t e  T y p e s

Finite subsets of Natural Numbers are presented in Intui t ionis t ic  Type Theory  as 

primitive types:

N  n- format ion

N n t ype

N n-  in troduction

m n G N n (m =  0 , 1 , n-1 )
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N n-el iminat ion

c e N n cm G C ( m n ) ( m  =  0 ,1 ,  ...,n  — 1 ) 

Rn(c,c0 , . . . ,c n_ i) G C (c)

N  n-equality

cm €  C (m n) (m =  0 , 1 , re — 1)

R n (^n ,c0 , . . . ,c n_ i) =  cm G C (m n)

□

An alternative approach to introducing the finite subsets of Natural Numbers as 

the Finite sets would be, according to Prof. Martin-Lof, ‘ to postulate the rules for 

n equal to 0  and 1  only, and define N 2 =  N i  -f N i ,  N 3 =  N x +  N 2, etc., and then 

derive all other rules’ (M artin-Lof 1984, p. 6 6 )24. We shall see in the next chapter 

how those finite subsets of inductively defined sets are given in such an alternative 

way using the higher-order type forming operator ‘ Fix’ .

5 . 3 . 4 - 5 .  C a r t e s i a n  P r o d u c t  o f  a  F a m i l y  o f  T y p e s

The type of cartesian product of a family of types is presented as:

Yl- formation

[x G A ] [x G A ]

A  type  B (x )  t ype  A  =  C  B (x )  =  D (x )

(ILr G A ) B ( x )  type  (IL r G A ) B ( x )  =  (IIx  G C )D (x )

24This alternative approach was already pointed out in the earlier paper of 1973:

T.8. Finite types

For each nonnegative integer n, we introduce a type Nn with precisely the n objects 1,2,...,n. 

Actually, it would suffice to introduce No and Ni, because, for n greater than one, we can define 

Nn to be the disjoint union of Ni with itself n times.’

(Martin-Lof 1975a, p. 81.)
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II- introduction

[x G A ]  

6(x) G B (x )

(Ax )b (x )  G ( I l x  G A ) B ( x )

[x g A ]

b(x) =  d(x)  G B (x )

(Ax)b (x )  =  (Ax )d ( x )  G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )

II- e l iminat ion

a G A  c G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )  

APPLY(c, a) G B (a )

or, alternatively25:

[y €  B (x )[x  G A]]

c G ( U x  G A ) B ( x ) _______< % ) 6  C (A (y))
F(e, e?) G C (c)

[z 6  A ]

a G A  6(x) G B (x )  

APPLY((Ax)6 (x), a) =  b ( a / x ) G B (a )

c G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )  

(Ax)APPLY(c,x) =  c G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )

or, alternatively26:

[x G A ] [y G B (x )[x  G A]]

6 (x) G B (x )  < % ) £  C (A (y))
F(A (6),<i) =  d(b) G C (A ( 6 ))

□

2oGiven in the Preface of Martin-Lof 1984.

26Id. Ibid.
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In some alternative presentations of the I I  type, such as the one given in Nord

strom, Petersson &  Smith 1986, the el iminatory  operator ‘F ’ is sometimes written 

‘FUNSPLIT’ (function-splitting operator).

Another important remark about the ‘I I ’ type is that, according to the intuition- 

istic interpretation of ‘V ’ and 6—»>’, the type ‘ (IIx  €E A )B (a :) ’ happens to capture the 

notion of ‘method’ used in Heyting’s explanation of these logical constants in terms 

of proofs, therefore having similar counterparts in the refined (semi)-formal expla

nation given by Prof. M artin-Lof through the concept of canonical proofs. In the 

latter, both ‘ (V i)B (a ;) ’ and ‘ A  —> B ’ have something like l(X x )b (x Y  as canonical 

proofs. For this reason, the type ‘ (ILr 6  A ) B ( x ) ’ is regarded as a generalisation 

of both types aforementioned. Moreover, together with the view that Intui t ionis t ic  

Type Theory  is regarded as a theory  rather than a guideline plus a set of formal 

i n s t rumen ts ,  the ‘I I ’ type is considered to be one of the ‘canonical’ types, so to 

speak, of the theory  called In tui t ionis t ic  Type Theory.  Therefore, in order to talk 

about universal quantification and implication in T yp e Theory, Prof. M artin-Lof 

has to ‘define’ these logical connectives as ‘particular instantiations’ of the type ‘ I I ’ :

First, using definitional equality, we can now define B A  by putting

B A  =  A  — B =  (ILr <E A)B,

provided B does not depend on x. We next consider the II-rules in the interpretation of proposi

tions as sets. If, in the first rule, II-formation, we think of B(x) as a proposition instead of a set, 

then, after the definition

(Vx G A)B(x) =  (IIx <E A)B(x), 

it becomes the rule [of ^-formation] (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 32.)

5 . 3 . 4 - 6 .  D i s j o i n t  U n i o n  o f  a  F a m i l y  o f  T y p e s

The type of disjoint union of a family of types is given as:

£ - fo rm a tion
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[x e  A ]

A  type  B (x )  type  
( E x  E A ) B ( x )  type

[x E A ]

A  =  C  B (x )  =  D (x )

( E x  E A ) B ( x )  =  ( E x  E C ) D (x )

S -  in troduction

a E A  6 E B (a )

<  a, 6 > E  ( E x  E A ) B ( x )

a =  c E A  6 =  d E B (a )

<  a, 6 > = <  c ,d  > E  ( E x  E A ) B ( x )

S -  elim ina tion

[x E A , i/ E  B ( x )]

c 6  ( E x  E A ) B ( x )  d ( x , y )  E C ( <  x ,y  > )  

E (c ,(x ,y )d (x ,y ))  E C (c)

S -  equality

[x E A , y  E B (x )]

a E A  6 E B (a ) d ( x , y )  E C ( <  x, y > )

E (<  a , 6 > ,( x ,y ) d ( x ,y ) )  =  d (a ,b )  E C ( <  a ,6 > )

□

Sim ilarly to the ‘I F  case, the type ‘ E ’ is considered to be a sort of ‘canonical’ 

type of the theory  which ‘formalises’ the intuitionistic interpretation of both the 

existential quantifier and the logical conjunction. So, in order to talk about the log

ical connectives of conjunction and existential quantification, one needs ‘definitional 

equalities’ as in the previous case. For the case of existential quantification it is 

defined as:

As we have already done with the cartesian product, we shall now see what are the logical 
interpretations of the disjoint union. If we put

(3x E A)B(x) = (Sz E A)B(z),
then, from the S-rules, interpreting B(x) as a propositional function over A, we obtain as particular 
cases: [3-formation and 3-introduction] (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 42.)
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and conjunction is defined as:

The rules of disjoint union deliver also the usual rules of conjunction and the usual properties 
of the cartesian product of two sets if we define

A&B = A x B = (Ex G A)B, 
where B does not depend on x. (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 43.)

5.3.4’7. Disjoint Union of Two Types

The type of the disjoint union (sum) of two types is presented as:

4—fo rm a tio n

A  type  B  type  A  =  C  B  =  D

A  4- B  typ e  A  +  B  =  C  +  D

-f-in troduction

a e A

i(a ) e A  +  B

a =  c 6  A

i(a )  =  i(c ) e A  4- B

be B

2(b) e A  +  B

b = d e B
j(b) =  2(d) e A  +  B

4— elim ina tion

[x e A ] [ye B] 

c € A 4 - B  d e  C ( i ( x ) )  e e  C ( j( y ) )  

D(c, ( x)d,  (y)e)  €  C (c)

-{--equality

[x E A ] [y G  B]

a 6 A  d  e C ( i ( x ) )  e e C ( j( y ) )  

D (i(a ),(x )d ,(y )e ) =  d(a)  e C ( i(a ))

[x e A ] [ye B]

6 e B  d  e C ( i( x ) )  e e C ( j ( y ) )  

D (j(6 ),(x )d ,(y)e ) =  e(b)  e C (j(6 ))
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□

Again, similarly to the previous cases, the type/proposition ‘-f ’ is another canon

ical type having the proposition corresponding to logical disjunction as a particular 

instantiation:

The disjunction of two propositions is now interpreted as the sum of two sets. VVe therefore
put:

A V B e A  + B.
From the formation and introduction rules for +, we then obtain the corresponding rules for V 
[V-formation and V-introduction] (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 57.)

5.3.4- 8. Natural Numbers

The type of natural numbers is presented in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  as follows: 

^ - fo r m a tio n

N  type

N - in troduction

N -e lim in a tio n

0 €  N
a e  N

a' €  N

[x G N ,y  G C (x)]

c €  N  d  €  C (0 ) e ( x , y )  E C(xQ  

R (c ,d ,(x ,y )e (x ,y ))  €  C (c)

N  -equality
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[* 6  N ,y  6  C(a:)] 

d  £  C (0) e ( x , y )  E C( x ' )
R(0, d , ( x , y ) e ( x , y ) )  =  d  £  C (0)

[ x 6 N , y e C ( x ) \

a e  N  d e  C (0) e ( x , y ) e C ( x )
R(a', d, (x,  y)e{x ,  y)) =  e(a, R(a, d , (x, y)e(x ,  y) ) )  £  C (a ')

□

5.3.4-9. Lists

The type of ‘lists of items’ is presented in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  in a rather dif

ferent form than the usual computing science, abstract data type, manner (cf. the 

usual LISP-list presentation through ‘co n s’ and  ‘CAR-CDR’). Due to the semantics 

based on ‘ canonical values’ , where the actual norm alisa tion  does not play any role 

in giving meaning to a type (the type is given meaning by its in troduction  rules 

which show how to form the canonical elements of the type), the type of lists is not 

presented through its usual operations ‘CAR-CDR’ or ‘HEAD-TAIL’ , but only the rule 

demonstrating how to form the canonical values of the type is exhibited, following 

the semantical principle that the meaning of a type is given by its canonical ele

ments. Such a semantical standpoint does not sound too convincing for a computer 

scientist. One has to make a sharp distinction between the type of ‘queues of items’, 

which is ‘destroyed’, ‘computed’ via the discipline ‘first-in-first-out’ , and the type of 

‘lists of items’ which is computed through a rather distinct discipline ‘ last-in-first- 

out’, despite both having ‘ isomorphic’ canonical elements: both contain sequences of 

items, but are only recognised to be either ‘ lists’ or ‘queues’ as soon as the norm ali

sa tion  of non-canonical elements is shown. The canonical element by itself does not 

make one see the difference, apart from a judicious choice of ‘names’ ( ‘co n s’ for lists, 

as opposed to ‘ in se rtin q u e u e ’ for queues.) Looking at (algebraic) specifications of 

the two types one realises that the way a non-canonical element of the type ‘list of 

items’ is norm alised  via its DESTRUCTORS ‘CAR’ and ‘CDR’ is very different from the 

way a non-canonical element of the type ‘queue of items’ is norm alised  by means of
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its DESTRUCTORS ‘FRONT’ and ‘REMOVE’ (see algebraic specification of queue  later in 

this same chapter, taken from Ehrig &  Mahr 19 8 5.).27

The presentation of the type ‘ L i s t ( A ) ’ usually given in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  

is similar to the following presentation (where ‘a .6’ is used instead of ‘ cons(a, 6)’ ):

X A st-fo rm ation

A  type  
L is t ( A )  type

A  =  B

L is t ( A )  =  L is t(B )

L ist- in troduction

n i l  E L is t ( A )  n i l  =  n i l  E L is t ( A )

a E A  b E L is t ( A )  a =  c E  A  6 =  d  E L is t ( A )  

a.b E L is t ( A )  a .6 =  c.d  E L is t ( A )

2'Cf. J. Guttag’s explanation of the axiomatic approach to data type definitions using the same 
example of the data type ‘queue of items’, where the point is made as to the insufficiency of the 
‘syntactic’ information given by procedures to form the ‘canonical’ values of types:
‘(...) One could, for example, define a type Queue (of Items) with the operations

NEW:
ADD:
FRONT:
REMOVE:
IS-EMPTY?:

—► Queue
Queue x Item —► Queue 
Queue —► Item 
Queue —*• Queue 
Queue —► Boolean

Unfortunately, however, short of supplying a representation, the only mechanism for denoting what 
these operations “mean” is a judicious choice of names. Except for intuitions about the meaning 
of such words as Queue and FRONT, the operations might just as well be defining type Stack as 
type Queue. (...)’

(The emphasis is mine.)
(Guttag 1977, p. 397.)
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List- elimination

[i G A , i/G  L ist(A ), z G C(y)] 
c G L ist(A ) d G C (n il)  e(x,y,z) G C(x.y)

LISTREC(c,d,(x,y,z)e(x,y,z)) G C(c)

List -equality

[x G A, 7/ G L ist(A ),z  G C(y)]
d e C (n il)__________ e(x ,y ,z ) G C(x.y)______
LISTREC(nil, d, (x, y, z)e(x, y, z)) =  d G C (n il)

[x G A ,y  6 L ist(A ),z  G C(y)]
a£  A b € L ist(A ) d € C (n il)  e (x ,y ,x ) G C(x.y)

LISTREC(a.6,d, (x, y, z)e(x, y, z)) =  e(a, 6,LISTREC(6, cZ, (x ,y , z)e(x, y, 2))) G C(a.b)
□

5 .3 .4 -1 0 .  W e l lo r d e r in g s

There are essentially two different presentations of W  types both from the same 

semantical standpoint, namely that of Prof. G. Sambin’s notes for Prof. Martin- 

Lof’s lectures given in Padova in 1980 (Martin-Lof 1984) and that of an introductory 

book on Intuitionistic Type Theory by B. Nordstrom, K. Petersson and J. Smith 

(Nordrstrom, Petersson h  Smith 1986):

W -formation

[x G A]
A type B (x) type 

(W x G A )B (x) type

a G A b G B(a) —* (W x G A )B (x) 
sup(a,6) G (W x G A )B (x)

W  -introduction
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Observe that in spite of the inductive character of the type W , a base or bottom  

case is not given (just think of the natural numbers without ‘0’!). Prof. Martin-Lof 

justifies the absence of a bottom case in the introduction rules of W  by saying that 

such ‘0 G (W x G A )B (x )’ can be obtained by taking one type in the family of 

types B(x)[x G A] to be the empty type. Therefore, according to Prof. Martin- 

Lof, if ao G A and B(ao) =  No? then Ro(y) £ (W x G A )B(x)[y G B(<zo)] so that 

sup(a0? (̂ y)Ro{y)) £ (W x G A )B (x) is a bottom element.

As we shall see below, the presentation given by the Chalmers Group looks more 

like one might expect of the presentation of an inductive type by having the bottom  

clause explicitly given.

The presentation of the W -type is completed by Prof. Martin-Lof as:

W - elimination

[x G A, y G B (x) —> (W x G A )B (x ),z  G (IIu G B(x))C(Ap(y,u))]
c G (W x G A )B (x)________________________d (x ,y ,z) G C (sup(x,y))___________________

T (c,(x ,2/,z )d (x ,2/ ,z))  G C(c)

W - equality

[xeA,yeB(x)^(Wx6A)B(x),2e(IIu€B(x))C(Ap(y,t;))]
a G A  be B(q) -+ (W x G A )B (x)___________d(x,y,z) G C (sup(x,y))__________

T (su p (a ,6 ),(x ,y ,z)d (x ,y ,z)) =  d(a,6, (A v)T(A p(6,v),(x,y,z)d(x,y,z))) G C(sup(a,6))

□

The presentation given by the Programming Methodology Group of Chalmers is 

in its turn given in Nordstrom, Petersson & Smith 1986 as:

W -formation

[x G A] [x G Ai]
A  type B (x) type A x =  A 2 B t(x) =  B 2(x)
(W x G A )B (x) type (W x G A x)B i(x ) =  (W x G A 2)B 2(x)
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W - introduction

V G (War G A)B(a;) V =  V G (W i G A)B(a;)

[x G B(a)]
a G A  b{x) G (W i G A )B (s)  

sup(a, b) G (W i G A )B (x)

[x G B(fl!)]
Qi =  <12 € A 61(g) =  b2{x) G ( W i  G A)B(s ) 

sup(ai, 61) =  sup(a2, b2) G (War G A)B(x)

(In passing, observe that here the bottom clause is given explicitly as ‘V ’, similarly 

to A. Church’s use of ‘Oo’ as the bottom clause for the constructive second number 

class (Church 1938, p. 228.).)

W  -elimination

[yeA,z(x)e(Wx€A)B(x)[xeB(y)],u(x)eC(z(x))[xGB(y)]]
a G (W i G A)B(a:) b G C (V ) c(y,z,u) G C (sup(y,z))

W — REC(a, 6, c) G C(<z)

[yGA,2(x)G(Wx6A)B(x)[xGB(y)],ti(x)GC(z(r))[reB(y)]] Qi=a2g(WxgA)B(x) 6i=626C(V)__________ ci(y,2,u)=C2(y,2,u)€C(sup(y,2))________
W — REC(ai,6i,Ci) =  W — REC(a2, h, c2) G C (ai)

W - equality

[y G A , z(x) G (W i G A )B (x)[x G B(y)],u(x) G C(z(a;))[a; G B (y)}} 
b G C (V )_______________________ c(y,z ,u)  G C (sup(y,z))____________________

W — REC(V, 6, c) =  6 G C(V)

[xCB(cf)] [y6A,2(x)6(Wx6A)B(x)[x€B(y)],u(x)GC(2(x))[x6B(y)]]dG A e(x)G(Wx6A)B(x) &GC(V) c(y,z,u)GC(sup(y,r))
W — REC(sup(d, e), 6, c) =  c(d, e, (x)W — REC(e(a;), b, c)) G C(sup(c/, e))

□
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5 . 3 . 4 - H -  U n iv e r se s

Having made precise the concept of type via the notions of canonical elements, non- 

canonical elements, normalisation and induction, the second-order notion of type of 
types, where types themselves would be treated as elements of a ‘bigger’ type, still 

remained to be explained/formalised. Finding inspiration in the somewhat formal 

techniques for providing ‘modern’ counterparts to Zermelo-Fraenkel’s replacement 

axiom developed in category theory (sets of sets), Prof. Martin-Lof introduced the 

notion of ‘universes’ which would ‘link the generation of objects and types’ and 

would also ‘make the [intuitionistic type] theory adequate for the formalisation of 

certain constructions in category theory, like the construction of the category of all 

small categories’ (p. 73 of Martin-Lof 1975a).

Two presentations of the ‘type of small types’ are given in Martin-Lof 1984: one 

formulated ‘a la Tarski’, and one ‘a la Russell’. The formulation ‘a la Tarski’ is 

given as follows:

U -formation

TT4 a G UU  type — r - ------
T ( a )type

where U  and T (x)[x E U] are said to be defined by a simultaneous transfinite 

induction, and according to the semantics of Intuitionistic Type Theory, can be 

read off the following introduction rules:

U -introduction

[x e  T(a)] 
a E U  b(x) G U  
7r(a, (x)b(x)) E U

[x g T(a)]
__________a €  U  b(x) e  U__________
T (i(a ,(x )b (x )))  =  (IIx  g  T (a))T (b(x))

[x 6  T(a)] 
a g  U  b(x) 6  U  
<r(a, (x)b(x)) 6 U

[x g  T(a)l 
a g  U  b(x) g U

T (a (a ,(x )b (x ))) =  (S x  g  T (a))T (b(x))
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a e U  b e U  a 6 U  b e  U
a +  b e  U  T(a +  b) =  T(a) +  T(b)

a e  U  b e  T(a) c e  T(a) a 6 U  be  T(a) c e T(a) 
i ( a , b , c ) e U  T( i (a,b,c) )  =  I(T(a) ,b,c)

n0 G U  ni 6 U  ••• n e U  T(n0) =  N0 T(n i ) =  Nj ••• T(n) =  N

[x £ T(a)] 
a €  U b(x) g U
w (a, (x)b(x)) e U

[x 6 T(a)] 
a € U  b(x) € U

T (w (a ,(x )b (x ))) =  ( W x g  T (a))T (b(x))

□

Using Prof. Martin-Lof,s own words, in the formulation ‘a la Russell’ one con

siders II, S , both as type forming operations and as operations to form canonical 

elements of the type U , the universe, making it look like B. Russell’s ramified type 

theory. In this formulation, the ‘decodifier’ ‘T ’ disappears and the types themselves, 

instead of their ‘code’ written in lower case letters, are said to be in the universe U. 

Furthermore, one says that a ‘type A is small, or a U-type, if it has a code a e U  

such that T(a) =  A ’ (p. 90 of Martin-Lof 1984). The presentation of the universe 

in the formulation ‘a la Russell’ is the following:

U-formation

U  type A e U
A type

[x e A] 
A e U  b (x) e  u  
(Tlx e A)B(x)  e  U

[x e  A] 
A e U  B(x) e  u  
(E x e  A)B(x)  e  u

u  -introduction
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a g u  b  € u  a g u  b,ce a

A  +  B g U  I(A,  6, c) G U

N 0 G U  N j G U  ••• N g U

[x G A]
A  G U  B (x) G U  
(Wx  G A )B (x) G U

□

In Nordstrom, Petersson & Smith 1986, the ‘type of small types (the first 

universe) ’28 is presented as:

U-formation 1:

U  type

U- introduction 1:

{ i i , • • *, G U

Type({t"i, •' * ,2*n}) —  { 1̂ ? * * * j 2*n}

U-introduction 2:

N G U

U-introduction 3:

28Sic.

T yp e(N ) =  N
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A E U  
L ist(A ) E U

A =  B  E U
List(A ) =  L ist(B ) E U

T yp e(L ist(A )) =  L ist(T ype(A ))

U -introduction 4:

A  E U  a E T yp e(A ) b E T ype(A ) 
I(A , a, 6) E U

A i =  A 2 € U  a\ =  fl2 €  T y p e (A i) 61 =  b2 E T y p e(A j)  
I (A i,a i ,  61) =  I(A 2, a2, b2) E U

T y p e (I (A ,a ,6)) =  I(T yp e(A ), a, 6)

(En passant, looking at the second rule of ‘U -introduction 4’, it seems as though it 

would be more sensibly formulated as:

A i =  A 2 6 U  a\ =  bi E T y p e (A i) a2 =  b2 E T y p e(A 2)
I (A i, Gi, 61) =  I(A 2 ,a 2, 62) € U

This is just because, according to the rules of I-formation, none of the types 

‘I (A i , 6i ) ’ and ■I(A2 ,a2,b2y would be correctly formed type-expressions had not

a\ and 61 been said to belong to the same type T y p e (A i) (a2 and 62, T y p e(A 2), 

respectively.).

A E U B e U  
A T B  E U

Aj — A 2 E U  B i — B 2 E U  
A j+ B j = A 2+ B 2 6 U

U  -introduction 5:
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T y p e(A + B ) =  T yp e(A ) +  T ype(B )

U -introduction 6:

[.r g Type(A )]
A  6 U  B(x) g U  

(Hx €  A )B (x) g U

[x €  T yp e(A ,)]
A i = A 2 6 U  B i (x) =  B 2(x) 6 U  

(IIx G A i)B i(x ) =  (IIx G A 2)B 2(x) G U

T yp e((IIx  G A )B (x)) =  (IIx G T y p e(A ))T yp e(B (x ))  

U -introduction 7:

[x 6  T ype(A )]
A g U  B (x) 6 U  

(S x  6 A )B (x) €  U

[x g T ype(A i)]
_ A i =  A 2 g U  B ^ x ) =  B 2(x) g  U  

(E x g A i)B i(x ) =  (E x g  A 2)B 2(x) g  U

T y p e((E x  g  A )B (x)) =  (E x g  T y p e(A ))T yp e(B (x ))

U-introduction 8:

[x g T ype(A )]
A g U  B(x) g U  

(W x g A )B (x) g  U

[x g  T yp e(A i)]
A] =  A 2 g  U  B i(x ) =  B 2(x) g U  

(W x g A 1)B ,(x ) =  (W x g A 2)B 2(x) g  U

T y p e((W x  g A )B (x)) =  (W x g X yp e(A ))T yp e(B (x))

U- elimination 1:
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A € U
T ype(A ) type

U - elimination 2:

A  =  B 6 U  
T ype(A ) =  T yp e(B )

□

One can draw a straight parallel between Prof. Martin-Lof’s presentation of Uni

verses and the presentation given by the Chalmers Group. Such a parallel is easily 

done by noticing that the above presentation is essentially a combination of both 

‘a la Tarski’ and ia la Russell’ given by Prof. Martin-Lof in the following way: the 

‘decodifier’ ‘T (ty p e)’ in Prof. Martin-Lof’s presentation a la Tarski would corre

spond to ‘T y p e (T Y P E )’, and the lower case types (‘zr’, ‘cr’, ‘i ’, etc.) correspond to 

the overlined types. The ‘finite’ types ‘no’, ‘n i ’, • • •, and ‘N o’, ‘NV, • • •, correspond 

to the ‘enumeration’ types ‘{zi, • • •, zn} ’, and ‘{z'i, • • •, zn} ’.

5 . 3 . 5 .  M e a n i n g  a n d  U t i l i t y

It would seem fair to say that Ludwig W ittgenstein’s idea concerning meaning as 

being inseparable from concepts like use, utility, consequences, etc., works as a 

much more intuitively appealing explanation of meaning than most of the meaning 

explanations offered by the usual verificationist theories of meaning.

Rather than a rejection of the ‘anti-realist’ criticisms put forward by those verifi

cationist theories of meaning, the point made here seems to be offering an improve

ment on the ‘anti-realist’ criticisms by attempting to enrich the notion of verifica

tion in the light of Wittgenstein’s teachings. What is essentially suggested here is 

that Wittgenstein appeared to have had a very different view on the matter, which 

strikes one as having a significantly stronger convincing force than the profoundly 

distinct teachings offered by most of the verificationistic theories of meaning includ

ing Intuitionistic Type Theory. Moreover, it does not appear to sound more or less
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intuitively appealing in the analysis of ordinary languages than in the observance of 

formalised languages. It is just a very simple and straightforward conceptual link 

which can significantly help forming a better understanding of such a key notion for 

any discussion on the nature of any rational discourse: the notion of meaning.

The idea of relating the notion of meaning with that of utility finds its roots 

in W ittgenstein’s very early writings. It helps one to look at the so-called ‘logical 

constants’ as linguistic devices like any other, instead of as a ‘constant’ in the usual 

sense of the word.

(...) Logic is still in the melting pot but one thing gets more and more obvious to me: The 

propositions of Logic contain only apparent variables and whatever may turn out to be the proper 

explanation of apparent variables, its consequences must be that there are no logical constants.

Logic must turn out to be a totally different kind than any other science.

(Letters to RK&M,  letter R.2, dated 22.6.12, p. 10.)

Logical connectives do exist insofar as they serve a certain purpose, insofar as 

are linguistic devices which have a meaning/use/utility, but for that very reason 

they can even ‘disappear’:

With the logical constants one need never ask whether they exist, for they can even vanish!

(Notebooks, dated 25.10.14, p. 19e.)

The view on ‘Words are Tools’, leading to ‘logical connectives are devices which 

can be characterised by their use/utility’, is in fact made clear both in the Investi

gations:

Think of the tools in a tool-box: there is a hammer, pliers, a saw, a screw-driver, a rule, a 

glue-pot, glue, nails and screws.—The functions of words are as diverse as the functions of these 

objects. (And in both cases there are similarities.)

(Investigations, Part I, §1 1 , p. 6e.)

and in the Blue Book:

Think of words as instruments characterized by their use, and then think of the use of a 

hammer, the use of a chisel, the use of a square, of a glue pot, and of the glue. (Also, all that we
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say here can be understood only if one understands that a great variety of games is played with 

the sentences of our language: Giving and obeying orders; asking questions and answering them; 

describing an event; telling a ficticious story; telling a joke; describing an immediate experience; 

making conjectures about events in the physical world; making scientific hypotheses and theories; 

greeting someone, etc., etc.)

[B lue B o o k , p. 68.)

It would seem fair to say that by looking at logical connectives as linguistic 

devices Wittgenstein has attempted to break with a long tradition whose primary 

concern was truth rather than meaning, the chief concept being that of correspon

dence rather than application. It is perhaps relevant to recall here a passage from 

the lectures on philosophical psychology which he gave in Cambridge in 1946-47, 

notes of which have been taken down and recently published (Geach (ed.) 1988). It 

says:

Linguistic devices are like the handles of a machine. They are all made to fit the hand, but 

what they do and what you have to do with them are different. One has to be pulled hard, one 

can be adjusted continuously, one will take only two positions.

The traditional logic is concerned only with the handles, not with what they do. E.g. the 

copula doesn’t matter. In German we say “es blaut”, “it’s blue”; there might be a language where 

all colour words were verbs.

(Geach (ed.) 1988, p. 25.)

In order to relate my own view of types and type presentations to other views 

in the literature I have pointed out in chapter 3 that my own notion of types  is 

closer to the notion of sy stem s as developed by Prof. P. Aczel in his paper on Frege 

struc tu res  (Aczel 1980) than Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s own notion of types. And this 

is because Prof. Aczel’s sy stem s  — namely lambda s y s te m , pairing  s y s te m , Peano  

sy ste m  — are presented/defined not just by what they contain, but by their u tility , 

by what can be done with them.

5.3.6. Neither (Strict) Atomism nor (Unmanageable) Holism
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From the standpoint that logical connectives can be explained through the use of 

the concept of types as identified with propositions, and given that the theories of 

abstract data types shows us how to uniquely characterise types by demonstrating 

their functionality, their utility, rather than simply by what they are formed of, it 

would seem reasonable to say that while such a conception of the logical connectives 

would not be fairly classified as atomistic in the strict sense, it could not be said 

to be incapable of systematisation. If types are not given meaning in terms of 

some primitive elements which would be meaningful in themselves, it would appear 

untenable to say that the account of propositions based on types (as characterised by 

their use/utility) is strictly atomistic or, if one prefers, molecular. As I understand 

Wittgenstein’s semantic theory based on the dictum ‘meaning is determined by 

use’ , (no exegetical claim being made here), I feel that a theory of meaning based on 

types and their use/utility such as my own ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, named 

after Wittgenstein’s semantical paradigm, would seem to deserve being called as it 

is. Obviously, the paradigm is not as unambiguous as it would first seem. And, 

indeed, much has already been said on the different interpretations one can give to 

Wittgenstein’s ‘definition’ of ‘the meaning of a word is its use in the language’. Use 

being such a vague concept as it is in ordinary language, enough room is left for 

distinct and perhaps uncongenial readings of Wittgenstein’s semantical paradigm. 

There are readings discussed in the literature which lend too vague a character to 

Wittgenstein’s use-based semantical paradigm, some attempting to discuss use in 

the sense of ‘usage’ , some in the sense of ‘practice’ , etc.. The general picture which 

remains is that of vagueness, usually in the least positive sense. Therefore, as a 

general rule, one’s first reaction to the adoption of a use-based semantics in the 

analysis of formalised languages is that of scepticism with respect to the feasibility 

of the enterprise. One is induced to think that the enterprise may turn out to require 

unfeasible tasks to be realised, because when describing the use of a word or sentence 

one has to refer to the whole context within which it is embedded, as well as to its 

intentionality aspect. And from this, one is almost inevitably led to conclude that, 

according to Wittgenstein, ‘language is really unanalysable’ (not Wittgenstein’s own
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words!). One might then justify the arrival at such a (not quite positive) conclusion 

by saying that if one has to deal with contexts and intentionality, without having the 

support of some ‘universe’ of values (cf. interpretations-based semantical theories), 

then one makes the semantical standpoint sound inadequate for linguistic analysis 

through formalised description and reasoning mechanisms, given the complexities 

one would be inevitably faced with.

In his attempt to answer the question of ‘what is a theory of meaning?’ Prof. 

Dummett clearly favours the principle that the meaning of an assertion is determined 

by the conditions under which one can correctly assert it because ‘in a theory of 

meaning in which truth plays the central role’ , as his verificationist theory of meaning 

in fact does, ‘the content of any assertion is fully determined by the condition that 

the sentence uttered be true’ (Dummett 1976, p. 112). And this would seem to find 

its intuitive justification in the view that one knows the meaning of any sentence 

when one simply knows what has to be the case for it to be true. With the possession 

of such knowledge, one knows ‘the content of any utterance of that sentence with 

assertoric force, and equally, with imperatival, interrogative, optative force, etc.’ 

(Id. Ibid.).

The possibility that a language may stand in need of adjustment, that, in particular, the prin

ciples of inference conventionally recognized may require reassessment, is implicit in the idea that 

a language ought to be capable of systematization by a theory of meaning which determines the 

use given to each sentence from the internal structure of that sentence, that is, by an atomistic 

or molecular theory of meaning; for there can be no guarantee that a complex of linguistic prac

tices which has grown up by piecemeal historical evolution in response to needs felt in practical 

communication will conform to any systematic theory.

(Dummett 1976, p. 104.)

Later in the same discussion the approach taken by Wittgenstein is recalled, and 

the argument in favour of what seems to be a rather strict atomistic (or molecular) 

theory of meaning based on canonical proofs (canonical values) is centered around a 

criticism to what appears prima facie as what I am calling here ‘an unmanageable 

holism’:
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(...) The idea that Wittgenstein had, that acceptance of any principle of inference contributes to 

determining the meanings of the words involved, and that therefore, since the speakers of a language 

may confer on their words whatever meanings they choose, forms of inference generally accepted 

are unassailable by philosophical criticism, has its home only within a holistic view of language. If 

a language ought to be capable of systematization by means of an atomistic or molecular theory 

of meaning, we are not free to choose any logic that we like, but only one for which it is possible 

to provide a semantics which also accords with the other uses to which our sentences are put; in 

accepting or rejecting any particular form of inference, we are responsible to the meanings of the 

logical constants, thought of as given in some uniform manner (e.g. by two- or many-valued truth 

tables).

(Dummett 1976, p. 105.)

Now, what I find remarkable about, for instance, Prof. Hintikka’s Game-Theoretical 

Semantics is that a (semi-)formal account of Wittgenstein’s ‘the use of the logical 

sign in the language-game’ for the case of the language of mathematics is given, and 

yet no prohibitively insurmountable difficulty is dealt with by bringing in informa

tion about the ‘context’ and the corresponding intentional ingredients. It actually 

makes the explanation of use of logical constants ‘context-free’ , so to speak, by laying 

down the ‘rules of the game’, by stating in each case what can be deduced from the 

propositions with those logical signs as the major connective, no matter what con

text they might be embedded in. The intentional ingredients are brought to logical 

form, so to speak. And this is done by means of explanations of what consequences 

one is allowed to draw from the corresponding propositions. It is then left implicit, 

(as in the context of a proper game where moves other than those stated are simply 

invalid, nonsensical), that any consequence beyond the one(s) indicated cannot be 

drawn from the propositions, whatever context they may be uttered in (wherever 

the game is played!). It does not seem to be the case that the adoption of the 

Wittgensteinian approach turned the corresponding theory of meaning incapable of 

systematising language analysis. What it does seem very reasonable to say is that a 

theory of meaning constructed on the basis of assertability conditions as the central 

aspect of the meaning of a sentence can hardly be said to incorporate any intentional 

ingredient. By knowing the conditions for asserting a particular sentence one can
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hardly know the commitments made by asserting it, and it is this very aspect of 

‘commitments’ which plays a central semantic role in what Prof. Dummett calls a 

‘falsificationist’ theory of meaning:

(...) a falsificationist theory [of meaning] does not relate the meaning of a sentence directly to the 

grounds of an assertion made by means of it at all. Instead, it links the content of an assertion 

with the commitment that a speaker undertakes in making that assertion; an assertion is a kind of 

gamble that the speaker will not be proved wrong. Such a theory therefore has obvious affinities, 

not only with Popper’s account of science, but also with the language-game type of semantics 

developed by Hintikka and others.

(Dummett 1976, p. 126.)

And ‘reflection should make us admit’ that a falsificationist theory of meaning 

would be better than a verificationist assertability  conditions-based theory of mean

ing, according to Prof. Dummett (Ibid., p. 137). Now, as I have pointed out earlier, 

it is reasonable to suppose that the commitments one makes by asserting a sentence 

are inseparable from the consequences he/she allows to be taken from it, and a (fal

sificationist) theory of meaning based on the connections between the meaning of a 

proposition and the consequences one can draw from it such as G am e-Theoretical 

S e m a n tic s  (to which Prof. Hintikka refers as verificationist in a recent paper: Hin

tikka 1987, p. 499), should be ranked better than a verificationist theory of meaning 

based on assertability  cond itions.

In my type-theoretic framework, the ‘atomic’ or ‘molecular’ units, namely propo

sitions, are explained by what can be done with them (in troduction  and reduction  

rules), rather than by an explanation of how its (canonical) proofs (or canonical 

elements as in the case of types) are to be recognised.

5.4- Type Theory and The Meaning of Logical Constants

What appears to be a simple and straightforward problem has still not met a univer

sally agreed solution on a satisfactory basis. The question of finding a suitable formal 

account of meaning for the (primitive) logical signs has troubled many philosophers
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and logicians since the early days of formal logic, whenever it is even recognised as 

a problem.

In this section I would like to point out how two operational (as opposed to 

d en o ta tio n a l, or tru th -based) accounts for such a problem can still be shown to be 

technically equivalent, despite having emerged from two different readings of a single 

philosophical account, and being essentially distinct with respect to the nature of 

the mathem atical activity (public vs. private): on the one hand, the ‘semantics of 

use’ of ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T heory , m y own reformulation of Prof. P. Martin- 

Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  semantics where the norm alisa tion  rules are taken 

to be semantical rules; and, on the other hand, Prof. J .  Hintikka’s G am e-Theoretica l 

S e m a n tic s , where the meaning of logical signs is given via ‘ sem an tica l gam es'. The  

philosophical account from which both emerge is precisely W ittgenstein’s later ac

count of the nature of propositions where the notion of ‘ language-games’ is a key 

semantical concept. In the course of the argument an attempt is made to motivate 

the use of norm a lisa tion  as a semantical notion by looking at the evolution of a 

rather early and persistent intuition of Wittgenstein concerning the role of the con

sequences that one can draw from a proposition in determining its meaning. B y  

making use of quotations from the early as well as from the later W ittgenstein’s 

writings I have shown in the previous chapter that this feature appears to have been 

a constant in W ittgenstein’s own intuition on the semantics of the mathematical 

language, despite the sharp distinction of the ‘early-later’ Wittgenstein.

Finally, observing that the norm a lisa tion  rules seem to be able to capture the 

very aspect of the meaning of a proposition concerning its consequences, I say that 

such a meta-m athem atical device could be a semantically useful notion which would 

lead to a reasonable solution of the problem of formulating the meaning of logical 

constants on a more satisfactory basis.

5.4.1. Wittgenstein’s Early A w a r e n e s s

L. W ittgenstein, since his early days, was aware of the fundamental nature of the 

issue, and in a letter to Russell he expresses his preoccupations on the question of
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the meaning of logical signs:

What troubles me most at present is not the apparent-variable-business, but rather the meaning 
of “V”, “O”, etc. This latter problem is —  I think —  still more fundamental and, if possible,
still less recognized as a problem.

[Letters to R K & M , Letter R .4 , dated Summer 19 12 , p. 13.)

In his Philosophical Investiga tions  Wittgenstein provides a more uniform account 

of what a proposition is, and, it seems to me, more faithful to his original intuition on 

the nature of semantics. A  proposition is not defined by its tru th  co n d itio n s , which 

characterised the realist semantics of the Tractatus. Neither is a proposition defined 

by its assertability  conditions  alone, as it is customarily taken to be in most of the 

alternatives to realist semantics, and which characterises, for example, Gentzen’s 

proof-theoretic semantics. Rather, a proposition is in fact defined by two distinct 

and fundamental aspects of its use: the gram m ar  aspect and the consequences 

aspect.

In the In ves tig a tio n s , which is the main representative of the later Wittgenstein 

and is considered to be his c h e f d ’ceuvre due to its thorough and indeed original 

studies on many topics of central concern to philosophers, such as meaning, under

standing, propositions, logic, states of consciousness, etc., he brings in a new notion 

which he calls lSprachspiel' (often translated as ‘ language-games’ ) in order to define 

his (later) account of what a proposition should be:

(...) Und was ein Satz ist, ist in einem Sinne bestimmt durch die Regeln des Satzbaus (der 
deutschen Sprache z.B.), in einem andern Sinne durch den Gebrauch des Zeichens im Sprachspiel.

which has been translated as

(...) And what a proposition is is in one sense determined by the rules of sentence formation (in 
English, for example) and in another sense by the use of the sign in the language-game.

(In ves tig a tio n s , Part I, §136, p. 5 3 e.)

(B n  p a ssa n t , notice that the translation does not show the emphasis on the first 

‘ one’ ( ‘ emem’) with regards to the aspects (or ‘senses’ , Ger. S in n , to use W ittgen

stein’s own words) of a proposition. The em phasis  seems to play the important role
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of stressing the conjunctive  character of W ittgenstein’s assertion on the nature of 

propositions: a proposition has a first aspect and  a second aspect. The absence 

of the emphasis in the translation appears to leave room for unwanted readings of 

his later account of semantics, given that the assertability  cond itions , represented 

by the first aspect (‘ the rules of sentence formation’), were put by Wittgenstein as 

one o f  both and not the one aspect which could be chosen fro m  e ith er  aspects of a 

proposition. Apparently overlooking the conjunctive nature of the assertion, most 

verificationist and ‘anti-realist’ alternatives to classical semantics seem to insist on 

a certain ‘priority’ of this first aspect over the second one, which makes them lose 

the force of a truly convincing alternative.)

However, Wittgenstein himself does not seem to provide clear-cut, fully worked 

out examples of logical counterparts to the informal notion of ‘use of the sign in the 

language-game’ which would make more precise what such a notion would corre

spond to. A  number of interpretations of such a notion of games of language have 

emerged, among them are certainly Prof. M. Dum m ett’s commitment-based theory 

of meaning and Prof. Praw itz’s attempt to develop such a theory of meaning for 

the language of mathematics in proof-theoretic terms. Nevertheless, what seems to 

have been the only reading of the Investiga tions  which has originated a significant 

and fairly well-established body of ideas regarding the application of the notion of 

‘ language-games’ as such, to the foundations of logic and mathematics appears to 

have been Prof. J .  Hintikka and his followers’ G am e-Theoretica l S e m a n tic s29. Al

though uncovering the semantical role of a demonstration of the consequences one 

can draw from a proposition, this approach brings in a particular conception of the 

mathematical activity where there must be a ‘ community’ (at least two ‘players’ , 

even if one is just N ature)  acting on the process. Despite its great merits in clarifying 

a number of issues regarding the application of the later W ittgenstein’s ‘meaning-

29None of the other ‘dialogue-based’ approaches to semantics, such as e.g., Prof. P. Lorenzen’s 
‘Dialogue-Games’ (Lorenzen 1969), C. Hamblin’s ‘Imperatives' (Hamblin 1987), and a few other 
relevant contributions to the approach, seem to have mentioned explicitly Wittgenstein’s ‘language- 
games’ as the direct source of inspiration.
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is-use’ to the semantics of the language of mathematics, this view does not seem to 

match with the truly individual nature of the m athematician’s activity. We shall 

then see how an alternative reading can still be made of ‘ language-games’ without 

having to resort to such ‘dialogical’ views of mathematics, which is what seems to 

characterise most variations of Prof. Hintikka’s reading and even early and simi

lar approaches by Prof. P. Lorenzen: dialogue-games, game-theoretical semantics, 

logics of dialogue, etc. (Lorenzen 1969).

5.4.2. Proof Theory, M e a n i n g  a n d  L a n g u a g e - G a m e s

The notion of ‘language-games’ has often been taken from a ‘ dialogical’ point of view  

to serve as the basis for game-theoretic semantics and logics of dialogue. Recalling 

Frege’s account of the mathematician’s activity (‘ Part o f the m a th e m a tic ia n s ’ ac

tiv ity  besides drawing inferences is to give d e fin itio n s’30), I want to have a more 

‘ individual-to-community’ account of the language-games for the particular case of 

the mathematical language. I believe that the central question is to identify elements 

of the language for the mathematician to be able to express ‘non-solipsistically’ 

his own thoughts in a way understandable to others. Therefore, making a less 

community-oriented reading of what a language-game should be, I would like to say 

that the metamathematical device of norm alisa tion  can in most cases without any 

loss be used to capture the very essence of what Wittgenstein seemed to have meant 

by ‘language-games’ : the aspect of the meaning of a proposition which concerns the 

consequences that can be drawn from it. The emphasis on the consequences  aspect, 

besides the gram m ar  aspect, is in fact what makes the sharp distinction between 

most ‘anti-realist’ alternatives to classical semantics for the language of mathematics 

and W ittgenstein’s celebrated m eaning-is-use  semantical paradigm. It is indeed a 

great departure from the generally known assertability  cond itions-based alternative 

to the ‘ realist’ ‘ tru th  co n d itio n s’-based account of meaning for the mathematical 

language.

30 p .  203 of Frege 1914.
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Prof. M. Dummett, in his theory of meaning and truth, attempts to provide a 

convincing argument to support his ‘anti-realist’ criticisms by offering an account 

of meaning based on the ‘commitments’ one makes when asserting a proposition. It 

would seem to have been a fruitful approach to an anti-realist theory of meaning 

had he given a logical counterpart to this informally presented aspect which appar

ently received such a denomination of ‘commitment’ from Prof. Dummett himself. 

Unfortunately, by putting forward his own reading of Wittgenstein as another philo

sophical support for the ‘ assertability  cond itions' alternative to realist semantics, he 

seems to leave a gap which concerns precisely the place such ‘commitments’ would 

take in an account of meaning based on the conditions for assertion alone. The 

emphasis on the ‘ commitments’ aspect is made clear when he says that his ‘falsifi- 

cationist’ (as opposed to ‘verificationist’) theory of meaning links the con ten t o f  an 

assertion  with the co m m itm en t tha t a speaker undertakes in m aking  tha t a ssertion 31, 

‘ content’ being used in the sense of ‘meaning’ .

For some reason, however, Prof. Dum m ett’s reading of Wittgenstein seems to 

stay essentially in line with the assertab ility  cond itions-based anti-realist alternative 

by saying that:

[The Meanings of the Logical Constants] The meaning of each constant is to be given by specifying, 
for any sentence in which that constant is the main operator, what is to count as a proof of 
that sentence, it being assumed that we already know what is to count as a proof of any of the 
constituents.

(Dummett 19 77, p. 12 .)

His ‘joint’ programme with Prof. D. Prawitz32 on a semantic theory as well

31p. 126 of Dummett 1976.
32‘I am in very great agreement with what Prawitz says. This is not surprising, since he is 

expounding ideas which, for some years, he and I have been developing, each influenced by the 
other in a way that makes it now impossible, even if there were any point of doing so, to disentangle 
who contributed what.’, opening lines of Dummett 1980, which is a comment/response to Prawitz 
1980.
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as a theory of meaning33 for the language of (intuitionistic) mathematics, ends up 

neglecting the very aspect of ‘commitment’ in favour of a certain priority for the 

‘conditions for assertion’ with respect to the meaning of a proposition.

Another account of Wittgenstein’s views on the nature of propositions which 

again makes reference to Prof. Dummett’s ‘commitment’ aspect is that of Prof.

S. Kripke. Although leaving somewhat undefined as to exactly what kind of ‘anti- 

realist’ alternative he is providing, and not concerned with the logical counterparts 

to Wittgenstein’s informal explanations, Prof. Kripke seems to make clear that there 

are indeed two  fundamental aspects in Wittgenstein’s later account of propositions, 

offering a very intuitively appealing explanation by introducing a rather distinctive 

mode of phrasing Wittgenstein’s account. Prof. Kripke’s reading of the account 

of propositions expressed in the Investiga tions  makes use of the notion of u tility , 

allowing the very late connections m ean ing-use-u tility  to be easily accommodated. 

For this reason I believe that it constitutes a particularly interesting and highly 

relevant reading of the later Wittgenstein’s account on the nature of a lS a tz )\

(...) [From the Traciatus to the Investigations] Wittgenstein replaces the question, “What must 

be the case for this sentence to be true?” by two others: first, “Under what conditions may this 

form of words be appropriately asserted (or denied)?”; second, given an answer to the first question, 

“What is the role, and the utility, in our lives of our practice of asserting (or denying) the form of 

words under these conditions?”

(Kripke 1982, pp. 72-3.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

It seems to be a useful rephrasing of Wittgenstein’s own remark (In vestiga tions , 

Part I, §136) although no account as to how this could possibly have a logical 

counterpart seems to have been suggested. Nevertheless, such a notion of utility  

seems to be a particularly useful notion indeed, given that, e.g., one can easily make 

a parallel between, on the one hand, the fact that by saying that (j>a follows from

ŝee Dummett 1982 for more details on such a distinction between a ‘semantic theory’ and a 

‘theory of meaning’, apparently made by Prof. Dummett himself.
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(x).(f)(x), the (generality) meaning of (x).</>(x) is made explicit, and, on the other 

hand, the role of the /?-rule of the X-Calculus  which shows the (generality) meaning 

and, in the end, the u tility  of ‘A’ , by reflecting the second aspect of a ‘proposition’ 

such as X x . f ( x ) .  As I have pointed out previously, my own interpretation of (the 

later) Wittgenstein’s semantical teachings seem to be somewhat germane to (my own 

understanding of) Prof. Kripke’s views: I say that the norm alisa tion  rules express 

in a somewhat ‘cryptic’ though useful way the aspect concerning the ‘ u til i ty ’ of the 

particular logical sign. We shall see how this is done in the following sections.

In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  would seem to be a reasonable framework where one 

could find a logical counterpart to the notion of u tility  had its semantics been given 

without the exclusive emphasis on (numerical, canonical) values, and had norm al

isa tion  been used to play its naturally semantical role. In such a framework, as it 

has been presented in different versions by Prof. Martin-Lof due to the identifica

tion of propositions with types, the rules of e lim in a tio n , which would prim a  facie  

represent the consequences  aspect of a particular proposition/type, are framed using 

the notion of ‘noncanonical’ proofs/elements which represent eliminatory operators 

over the canonical proofs/elements. For instance:

S -  e lim ina tion

c G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )  c G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )  

FST(c) G A  SND(c) G B (FST (c))

I I - e lim ina tion

c G (Fix G A ) B ( x )  a G A  

APPLY(c, a) G B (a )

[* €  A ] [ y e  B ]

c G  A  +  B  d  G C ( in l( x ) )  e G C (in r (y ))  

WHEN(c, d, e) G C (c )

-f~ e lim in a tio n
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Nevertheless, those rules only show which are the non-canonical operators with

out actually indicating how they work. The resort to verbal explanation is necessary, 

from which the equality  (or co m p u ta tio n ) rules are said to become evident. No ac

count is given, however, as to how primitive those elim ina tion  rules and noncanonical 

proofs/elements are; but the meaning of a proposition/type is claimed to be given 

by the corresponding in troduction  rules.

According to my own reading of Wittgenstein’s account of propositions, I sav that 

one must settle the consequences aspect of the explanation given above which, as 

given, includes only the ‘grammar’ aspect. In this way, the ‘noncanonical’ operators, 

which perform the eliminations on the ‘canonical’ ones, have to be made explicit as 

part of the definition of the particular proposition/type. The rules for this purpose 

are provided by Prof. Martin-Lof but in a rather secondary place with respect to the 

definition of each proposition. In other words, they are not considered as primitive 

rules with respect to the meaning of the proposition/type being defined, which 

amounts to the same thing as saying that they are not taken as ‘semantical rules’. 

They are called ‘ equality ’ rules, but in my own reformulated version, attempting to 

be faithful to their original purpose, I call them reduction  rules. The reduction  rules 

of my ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  are framed as, e.g.:

(‘A’ being the pairing (type) operator meant to ‘code up’ the logical connective of 

conjunction):

A -reduction

a e A  b e B  a e A  b e B

F S T (p air(a , b)) =  a 6  A  SND(pair(a, 6)) =  b G B

(V being the (type) forming operator meant to provide a schema for the universal 

quantifier):

V- reduction
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lx G A]
a G A  b(x) G B (x) 

APPLY((Aa;)6(a;), a) =  b(a/x) G B(a)

(and V, meant to do the same for the case of disjunction):

V-reduction

[a- e A] [y 6  B] [x 6 A] [y e  B]
a G A  d G C (in l(x )) e G C (inr(y)) b G B  d G C(inl(a:)) e G C (inr(y)) 

WHEN(inl(a), d, e) =  d(a) G C (in l(a)) WHEN(inr(6),d, e) =  e(6) G C(inr(6))

5.4-3. Game-Theoretical Semantics and Semantical Games

As an attempt to provide a logical counterpart to the later Wittgenstein’s ‘ the use 

of the sign in the language-game’ , Prof. J .  Hintikka and associates have developed 

what is known as Game-Theoretical Semantics, which would be roughly described 

as a body of formal as well as informal framework to explain the activity of the 

mathematician as a game against an abstract entity named ‘Nature’ , where the lat

ter would be trying to falsify the statements of the former. In this framework, the 

notion of truth would not be identified with that of Tarski, but would be redefined 

by reference to formal first-order quantificational languages, together with the no

tions of players, moves and strategic meaning. A language L  is assumed to be an 

interpreted language, and its being interpreted is explained by saying that one is 

given some domain of individuals D  on which all the nonlogical constants of L  plus 

the names of the members of D  would have a definite truth-value. The departure 

from Tarskian truth-based theory of meaning is made by explaining the meaning 

of each logical constant by means of what is called semantical games. The formal 

devices introduced as counterparts to informal notions were construed in such a way 

that they would allow the meaning of logical connectives to be explained in a purely 

rule-based manner. In the description of the Game-Theoretical Semantics (‘ G T S ’)
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sem antica l gam es  are defined by Prof. Hintikka (p. 3 of Hintikka 1983), where there 

is supposed to be two ‘players’ called M y se lf  and N a tu re , as:

(G . A )  If A  is atomic, then / have won G ( A )  and N ature  has lost if A  is true.

If A  is false, N ature  has won and I  have lost.

(G . &) G (S i Sz S 2 ) begins by N a tu re 's  choice of S i  or 5 2-

The rest of the game is G(S'i) or G ^ ) ,  respectively.

(G . V) G (S i  V 5 2 ) begins by M y s e lf ’s choice of S i  or ^ 2 -

The rest of the game is G( S i )  or G ^ ) ,  respectively.

(G.  U)  G((x)5[x]) begins by N ature 's  choice of a member of D .

Let the name of the member chosen be la'. The rest of the game 

is then G(i5'[a]).

(G . E )  G((^x)5[x]) is defined likewise except that ‘a ’ is chosen by M y s e lf .

The truth of a sentence S  of L  would then be defined as the existence of a winning 

strategy in G(S) for M y s e lf . Similarly, the falsity of S  would be given by the fact 

that the other ‘player’ , N a tu re , has a winning strategy. In every move of the game 

the major logical connective of the current ‘position’ in the game is being eliminated. 

The sem antica l gam es  are readily seen to be explanations of the consequences that 

the starting player M yse lf  would be allowing the other player N ature  to ask for.

5.^.^. Normalisation and Semantical Games

Looking at G T S 's  semantical rules as rules for showing how one can ‘eliminate’ each 

particular logical connective, and continue with the game until the ‘winner’ is known,
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it is not difficult to see the identical role that the reduction  rules of M A U S E  play by 

showing how noncanonical (eliminatory) operators act on canonical (introductory) 

elements. Furthermore, given the fact that in G T S  I  (M y se lf) am supposed to 

play with N ature  by laying down my own assertions, and N ature  as the opponent is 

always asking M yse lf  to comply with the commitments I  (M y se lf) make, it should 

be easy to see the parallel between ‘canonical element vs. M y s e l f  s move’ , and 

‘noncanonical element vs. N a tu re 's  move’ . For that comparison it suffices to look at 

the conclusion of M A  U SE 's reduction  rules (the ju d g em en t  at the bottom of each 

of those rules) and confront it with the corresponding ‘ sem antica l gam es'.

As a first example, let us look at how the consequences aspect of the logical 

constant of conjunction is coded via M A U S E 's  reduction  rules as in:

A- reduction

a 6  A  6 €  B  a €  A  6 E B

FST(pair(a,6)) =  a E A  SND(pair(a, 6)) =  b E B

In G T S  the rules for conjunction are given as:

(G . &) G (S \ h  S 2 ) begins by N ature 's  choice of S i  or 52-

The rest of the game is G (S i)  or G (S 2 ), respectively.

Following the above brief account of the connections between the duality canon

ical vs. noncanonical operations of M A U S E  and the duality M yse lf  vs. N ature  of 

G T S , we can easily relate the two semantical rules: N ature  chooses first in (G . &:) 

of G T S ,  and the ‘noncanonical’ operation (either ‘FST’ or ‘SND’) makes the choice 

first in A-reduction  of M A U S E .

For the case of the universal quantifier the connections are also rather clear:
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In m y own ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T heory  the rule of norm alisa tion  for the 

universal quantification (type) operator ‘V ’ , which is meant to be a general schema 

to define/present the logical connective of ‘universal quantifier’ , is given as:

V -reduction

[x e A ]

a G A  b(x)  G B (x )  

APPLY((Ax)6(x), a)  =  b( a / x )  G B (a )

and the rules of the game for the universal quantifier (‘ £7’) in G T S  are given as:

(G . U)  G ((x)S[x]) begins by N ature 's  choice of a member of D .

Let the name of the member chosen be ‘ a ’ . The rest of the game 

is then G (5[a]).

Observe how both notions of generality  (N ature  choosing an arbitrary ‘a ’ from 

the domain D  of individuals) and substitu tion  (where ‘x ’ is replaced by the individual 

‘ a ’ ) are clearly present in both semantical rules (G. U) of G T S  and \/-reduction  of 

M A U S E .  Furthermore, similarly to the corresponding G T S  sem an tica l g a m e , the 

‘choice’ of ‘a ’ is part of the ‘noncanonical’ element ‘APPLY’ move.

For the case of disjunction the connections seem to work as nicely as in the 

other cases, except that the interchange of positions (N a ture  playing second instead 

of first) may make it slightly less straightforward to see the similarities. Nonethe

less, this is certainly the most interesting evidence for the straight connections be

tween the two formal counterparts to W ittgenstein’s semantic theory, namely G am e- 

Theoretical S em a n tics  and ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory. We shall see that the 

‘ interchange’ of positions is indeed reflected in the interplay between ‘canonical’ vs. 

‘non-canonical’ operators.
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Here are the norm alisa tion  rules for the connective ‘V ’ of M A U S E , which is 

meant to be a schema for the presentation of logical disjunction:

V -reduction

[x £  A ] [ y e  B]

a e A  d e C (in l(a ;))  e e C (in r (y ))  

WHEN(inl(a), d, e) =  d(a)  e  C ( in l(a ))

[x 6 A ] [ y E  B]

b e  B  d e  C (in l(;r ))  e 6  C (in r (y ))  

WHEN(inr(6),d, e) =  e(b) e C (in r(6 ))

The game-theoretical semantic rules for disjunction (‘ V ’ ) are given as:

(G.  V) G (S i  V S 2) begins by M y s e lf ’s choice of S \  or S T

T h e rest of the game is G?(5'i) or G (S 2 ), respectively.

Again, the connections are clear: on the one hand I  ( Myse l f )  make the choice 

first in (G . V) of G T S , and on the other hand the ‘canonical’ operation of V- reduction  

of M A U S E  starts ‘marking’ the choice (either ‘ i n i ’ -  ‘into the left disjunct’ , or ‘ i n r ’ 

-  ‘ into the right disjunct’).

B y  drawing a parallel between norm alisa tion  rules of M A U S E  and semantical 

games of G T S , we seem to be able to provide means for a better understanding of 

how such a notion of ‘operational semantics’ via the explanation of the consequences 

embedded in W ittgenstein’s ‘ the use of the sign in the language-game’ is made 

possible via a particular ‘meta-mathematical’ device such as norm a lisa tion . The fact 

that both cases show that the explanation of the consequences  of an assertion have an 

important part to play regarding its meaning, comes as some sort of confirmation 

for the soundness of W ittgenstein’s (quite early!) intuition regarding his (later) 

interpretation-free account of meaning. If we look at some ‘modern’ mathematical 

languages such as, e.g., A . Church’s A-Calculus (Church 19 4 1), Prof. P. Aczel’s 

language of Frege Structures (Aczei 19S0), the language of Category Theory (e.g., 

Lambek &: Scott 1986), etc., where the device of norm alisa tion  is clearly present,
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even if not made explicit as a semantical tool, we can see that the wide use of 

such an ‘operational semantics’ device seems to be a precursor for some kind of 

‘ linguisticisation’ of well-established mathematical concepts, if I can put it this way.

5 - 4 - 5 .  A  R e f l e c t i o n  o n  P u b l i c  v s .  P r i v a t e  M a t h e m a t i c s

A t this point one can see how such an apparently minor problem of formulating 

precisely the meaning of (primitive) logical signs can raise much deeper enquiries 

into the nature of the mathematical activity. The question concerning the role of 

language in mathematics is inevitably brought into focus. W ithout going too far 

into an issue which is fundamental, complex, and still very much open to discussion, 

I would express my own views on the matter by saying that the meta-mathematical 

device of norm alisa tion  seems to play the ‘public’ part of an activity which appears 

to be of an essentially ‘private’ nature. T h at this can be taken as a plausible attempt 

to find a point of reconciliation between Brouwer’s rather solipsistic views and some 

more recent ‘dialogical’ views on the nature of ‘doing m athem atics’ , is still to be 

judged by a comparison with other views on the matter.

5 .5 .  I n c o h e r e n c e s  o f  I n t u i t i o n i s t i c  T y p e  T h e o r y  D u e  t o  C a n o n i c a l  

V a l u e - B a s e d  S e m a n t i c s

A  significant attempt to contribute to a more satisfactory account of meaning with

out any need to resort to the more usual world of interpretations, models, etc., would 

have been offered by Prof. M artin-Lof’s had his semantic theory taken into account 

the semantical role of the meta-mathematical device of norm a lisa tion . A  semantical 

viewpoint justified by an endeavour to formalise the notion of u til i ty , through the 

internalisation of the norm alisa tion  rules would seem to make the semantic the

ory of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  a much more convincing alternative to classical 

denotations-based semantics. The rules of equality  (as the reduction  rules are called 

in Prof. M artin-Lof’s formulation of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory)  are given as part 

of the formal system, but, nonetheless, they are not explained as fundamental rules
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as far as the meaning of types/propositions is concerned. On the contrary, after giv

ing the rules for the assertability  conditions  (the in troduction  rules), indicating the 

canonical proofs of the proposition, and a certain formulation of elim ina tion  rules 

for each logical constant, a verbal explanation of how the e lim ina tion  rules work is 

provided. Such verbal explanation is justified as being some kind of ‘meta-level’ ex

planation of the ‘computational’ semantics associated with the body of ideas which 

support the formal system. From this verbal explanation, the equality  rules are then 

said to become evident. As the result of a more careful look at the nature of those 

rules in relation to a certain interpretation of W ittgenstein’s teachings on the nature 

of meaning and language-games, I am led to say that the order of importance seems 

to have been inverted here. T h e rules of norm a lisa tion  are just considered to have 

a less secondary role to play in such an endeavour to formalise the rules of math

ematics. T h ey should naturally come first, as they constitute part of the meaning 

(use) of the particular connective by capturing its aspect of the consequences , util

ity , etc.. T h e verbal explanation would then come as the result of some individual’s 

understanding.

A s a m atter of fact, the semantical explanations given by Prof. M artin-Lof, when 

saying that the meaning of a type is given by the rules demonstrating what are the 

canonical elements of the type, the so-called in troduction  rules, appear to leave 

enough room for misconceptions. Essentially the same semantical misconception 

which led Prof. Prawitz to failure and circular arguments in his attem pts to derive 

natural deduction elim ina tion  rules from in troduction  rules:

Gentzen suggested that “it should be possible to display the elimination rules as unique functions 
of the corresponding introduction rules on the basis of certain requirements”. One has indeed a 
strong feeling that the elimination rules are obtained from the corresponding introduction rules in 
a uniform way.

(Prawitz 1978, p. 37.)

as I have already pointed out in chapter 3, appears to have been repeated within Prof. 

M artin-Lof’s extended account of natural deduction. A n  attempt has been recently 

made to devise ‘a general method to obtain all the remaining rules for a type just
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from the corresponding formation and introduction rules of a type defined/presented 

in Intuitionistic Type Theory’:

The main contribution that we make here is to describe a scheme for inferring the elimination 
rule and computation rules for a newly introduced type constructor. In other words, we show that 
it suffices to provide the type formation rule and the introduction rule for a new type constructor; 
together these provide sufficient information from which the remaining details can be deduced. The 
significance of this result comes from the twin benefits of reducing the burden of understanding and 
the burden of definition. It reduces the burden of understanding and the burden of definition. It 
reduces the burden of understanding, since we now need to understand only the formation and in
troduction rules and the general scheme for inferring the remaining rules. The burden of definition 
is reduced, since it suffices to state the formation and introduction rules, the others being inferred 
automatically.

(Backhouse et. al. 1989, p. 29.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

At least from a computer scientist’s point of view, the idea of deriving the com

putation rules of a type from the rules which indicate what canonical elements the 

type contains does not sound truly convincing.

In order to illustrate how counter-intuitive this looks to a computer scientist, let 

us take the example of the type of ‘queues of elements from an alphabet’, which is 

usually defined algebraically as an ‘abstract data type’ in a way similar to:

queue = bool + nat +
sorts: alphabet

queue

opns: K 1,..., K n  ► alphabet

error * alphabet 
new > queue

addq : queue alphabet —> queue 
REMOVE : queue —> queue 
FRONT : queue —► alphabet
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IS -  EMPTY : queue — > bool 
LENGTH : queue —» nat

IF — THEN — ELSE : bool queue queue —> queue 
eqns: a £ alphabet; q,ql, q2 £ queue

(el) REMOVE(new) =  new

(e2) REMOVE(addq(q, a)) =  IF IS -  EMPTY(q) THEN new

ELSE addq(REMOVE(q),u)

(e3) FRONT(new) =  error

(e4) FRONT(addq(q, a)) =  IF IS -  EMPTY(q) THEN a 
ELSE FRONT(q)

(e5) IS -  EMPTY (new) =  true

(e6) IS -  EMPTY(addq(q, a)) =  f a l s e

(e7) LENGTH(new) =  0

(e8) LENGTH(addq(q, a)) =  succ(LENGTH(q))

(e9) IF true  THEN ql ELSE q2 = ql 
(elO) IF f a l s e  THEN $1 ELSE q2 = q2

(Ehrig & Mahr 1985, p. 55.)

Now, the rules of introduction, which show what is needed to form the canon

ical elements of the type ‘queue of alphabet’, namely ‘new’ and ‘addq(q,a) [q £ 

queue, a £ alphabet]’ can be said to be given in the first three lines of the paragraph 

‘opus'. According to the semantics based on canonical values, the type would be 

understood just by those rules. Moreover, the remaining lines of the above defini

tion would not have any part to play in determining the meaning of the type in 

question, given that the meaning had been established by the rules of canonical 

elements formation, (mis)leading one to think that the computation rules, namely 

(e2) and (e4), could be automatically derived from those first lines of ‘opus'. Such 

a ‘(numerical) value-based’ semantical standpoint allows one to go even further 

and say that, if all one needs to know about a type is to know its canonical el
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ements’ then all the lines below the third line of the paragraph ‘ opns’ shall be a 

mere consequence of the meaning-giving rules which show how to form ‘new’ and 

‘addq(g,a) [q E queue, a E alphabet]’, the canonical elements of the type ‘queue of 

alphabet’34.

34Cf. J. Guttag’s account of abstract data type definitions which points out the insufficiency of 
the ‘syntactical’ information indicating how to build canonical elements of the type, and argues in 
favour of axiomatic definitions as adequate means of describing the distinguishing characteristic of 
data types. Axioms, he claims, would not only avoid the introduction of extraneous details in the 
definition of data types but would also keep the level of abstraction at an appropriate degree. In 
Guttag 1977, he says:
‘(...) An algebraic specification of an abstract type consists of two pairs: a syntactic specification 
and a set of relations. (...)
(...) Consider type Queue (of Items) with the operations listed in previous section. The syntactic 
specification is as above:

NEW:
ADD:
FRONT:
REMOVE:
IS-EMPTY?:

—* Queue
Queue x Item —*■ Queue 
Queue —► Item 
Queue —*• Queue 
Queue —*■ Boolean

The distinguishing characteristic of a queue is that it is a first in-first out storage device. A good 
axiomatic definition of the above operations must therefore assert that and only that characteristic. 
The relations (or axioms) below comprise just such a definition. (...)

(1) IS-EMPTY? (NEW) = true
(2) IS-EMPTY? (ADD (q,i)) = false
(3) FRONT (NEW) = error
(4) FRONT (ADD (q,i)) = if IS-EMPTY? (q)

then i
else FRONT(q)

(5) REMOVE (NEW) = error
(6) REMOVE (ADD (q,i)) = if IS-EMPTY? (q)

then N E W
else ADD (REMOVE (q),i)
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Observe that the distinguishing characteristic of the data type ‘queue of items’ 

is not clear from the ‘opus’ part of the definition, but is only made explicit by 

‘equations’ (e2) and (e4) of the ‘ eqns’ part. As Guttag says, the distinguishing 

characteristic of a type is made explicit in the axiomatisation, not in the ‘syntax’ 

part of a type definition. Following these principles, the semantics of use says that 

it is there in the axiomatics where the semantical information concerning the effect 

of the destructors ‘FRONT’ and ‘REMOVE’ over the constructor ‘addq’ is demonstrated 

by means of what one could call normalisation rules (cf. A-Calculus and its /?-rule 

of normalisation). It would not make sense to think of ‘obtaining’ the information 

given in the axiomatisation just from the ‘syntax’ part (the introduction rules in a 

type-theoretic framework).

5.5.1. Definition of Arithmetical Functions

After Brouwer’s rather solipsistic mathematics is a languageless activity, Heyting’s 

semi-formal description of intuitionistic logic, and Dummett-Prawitz investigations 

on the connections between proof theory and meaning, (to mention a few attempts 

to make more precise the ‘anti-realist’ criticisms), Prof. Martin-Lof’s philosophy 

and formal system appear to be a most significant step forward. It is an attempt 

to put into effective terms the claim that the meaning of logical signs can be given 

without the recourse to any interpretation.

This would presumably mean that using the language of Intuitionistic Type The

ory to define mathematical objects would be a straightforward and coherent thing 

to do. The concepts ‘rule’ and ‘meaning’ would be clearly related and completely 

clarified. Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the case for the presentations of 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, including the one given in Martin-Lof 1984. In fact, 

there seem to be serious incoherencies on how the relation meaning-rule is handled 

in Intuitionistic Type Theory. One reason for the confusions might be identified as

(Guttag 1977, p. 398.)
(The emphasis is mine.)
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being a certain incoherence in the notion of equality. Definitional equality seems 

to be the prevailing notion in the notion meaning theory. Such an equality notion, 

namely definitional or abbreviatory equality, can indeed be a useful equality relation. 

It can also be the source of serious misconceptions.

When defining the arithmetical functions of addition and multiplication, Prof. 

Martin-Lof uncovers an often conceptually mistaken employment of the notion of 

definitional equality. And indeed, if we look at the way arithmetical functions are 

defined, we realise that there is some incoherence as far as the relation rule-meaning 

is concerned. First, with predecessor and addition:

Example, (the predecessor function). We put

pd{a) =  R(a,0, (x,y)x)

(...)

Example, (addition). We define

a + b =  R(6, a, (x,y)y/)

The meaning of ‘a -p 6’ is to perform ‘6’ times the successor operation on ‘a\ Then one easily 
derives the rules:

a e N b e N 
a +  6 6 N

a G N  a G N  6 G N
a +  0 =  a € N  a + b' =  (a -f &)' G N

from which we can also derive the corresponding axioms of first order arithmetic, like in the 
preceding example.

(...)

Note that (more incisively in the example of addition) the rule of the ‘grammar’ 

(under what conditions an -{—expression can be formed) — the first rule —, and 

the rule of ‘use’/consequences (what is the role and the utility of * + ’) — the two 

remaining rules of equality —, are said to be derived from the definitional equality. 

Now, in the light of my own interpretation of Frege’s analytic definition (chapter
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2) and my attem pts at a mathematical/logical account of ‘implementation’ (more 

details in the next two chapters), it would make more sense to say that the two groups 

of rules, namely gram m ar plus use/consequences, would be the very meaning-giving 

rules of ‘ - f ’ , which would have to be satisfied by any ‘ implementation’ . One should 

be able to show that the rules do indeed verify for the particular implementation 

with the primitive recursive operator ‘R’ , rather than saying that the former are 

‘derived’ from the latter.

Then, with multiplication:

Example, (multiplication). We define

a-b =  R(b,0,(x,y)(y +  a))

Usual properties of the product ‘a • 6’ can then easily be derived.

(...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 73 &  p. 74.)

It seems that the very notion of equality as used in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  

is itself not without incoherences. For example, in another previous paper, Prof. 

M artin-Lof uses the notion of (abbreviatory) definitional equality to explain recur

sive definitions. When describing the properties of the type N  of natural numbers 

he uses ‘ =d ef ’ in the definition of primitive recursive functions over the type N :

1.9. Natural Numbers

N  is a type, namely, the type of natural numbers, 0 is an object of type N , and, if x is an 

object of type N , so is its successor s(x). These are the first two Peano axioms.

Let C  be a function which to an arbitrary natural number assigns a type. Then, given an 

object c of type C(0) and a binary function g which to a natural number x and an object of type 

C(x)  assigns an object of type C(s(x)), we may define a unary function /  which to a natural 

number x assigns an object of type C(x)  by the recursion schema

/(9) — def C,

/(s(x)) = def g{x, f (x)) .
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If C(x ) represents a proposition for every natural number x, then /  is the proof of the universal 

proposition (Vx £ N)C(x)  which we get by applying the principle of mathematical induction to 

the proof c of C(0) and the proof g of (Vx £ N)(C(x)  D C(s(x))).

(M artin-Lof 19 75a, p. 82.)

An attempt to relate Prof. M artin-Lof’s kinds of definition to those of Frege (as 

we have seen in chapter 2), reveals an uncomfortable incoherence. Recalling Frege’s 

account of abbreviatory (constructive, in Frege’s words) definitions, only signs which 

had been already defined (or taken for granted) should appear at the righthand side 

of the abbreviatory definitional symbol ‘ = ’ (or ‘ =def’ If one prefers). Now, in the 

definition of the function ‘/(a :)’ above, the sign ‘/ ’ is appearing in the righthand 

side of the definitional equality symbol.

Now, coming back to the employment of definitional equality in the definition 

of arithmetical functions given in M artin-Lof 1984, let us look more closely to the 

conceptual unease that seems to exist in Intuionistic Type Theory. A s I have stated 

above, when defining the arithmetical functions of addition and multiplication, Prof. 

M artin-Lof uncovers what is to my view a misleading employment of the notion of 

definitional equality.

So, as we can see mainly from the example of addition, the introduction rule:

a e  N b 6 N 
a + b £ N

which says under which conditions one can correctly use the symbol ‘ - f ’ (the first 

aspect of its use, according to my ‘ semantics of use’ ), therefore stating the ‘gramm ar'' 

aspect, and the reduction rules:

a e  N
EVALUATÊ  -f 0) = a £ N 

a G N b E N
EVALUATÊ  + succ(6)) = succ(EVALUATE(a + PRED(succ(b)))) £ N
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which state what kinds of conclusions one can draw from the ‘sentence’ ‘a +  6’ , or, in 

other words, what is the u tility  of the symbol ‘ -f ’ ( consequence  aspect, which is the 

second of the aspects of use) should complete the ‘definition by use’. Nevertheless, 

the definition of addition is given using a ‘definitional’ equality (which makes it look 

like the ‘abbreviatory’ or ‘constructive’ (case (1)) definition of Frege) and rules of 

reduction  written in the more conventional notation such as:

a G N  a G N  6 G N

a +  0 =  a G N  a + fr =  (a +  b)r G N

are said to be derived from the ‘abbreviatory’ definition of ‘ + \

Due to this confusion, the ‘ term’ ‘a -1- 6’ is sometimes taken as ‘ canonical’ (as in 

the in troduction  rule, which is meant to define ‘canonical’ elements), and sometimes 

as ‘non-canonical’ (as in the definitional equality a +  b =  R(6, a, {x,y)y'),  given that 

‘R’ is ‘non-canonical’ ). The introduction of ‘EVALUATE’ would seem to establish a 

reasonable discipline in the use of definitions in the sense that a proper definition 

via reduction  must have a ‘canonical’ expression (‘ s u c c ’ for the case of ‘+ ’ ) on 

the righthand side of the equality sign ‘= ’ , otherwise the sign for equality is to be 

understood as a ‘definitional equality’ (‘= ’ ), or just an ‘abbreviatory’ definition.

The notion of ‘canonical’ elements is a fundamental one in In tu itio n is tic  Type 

Theory. It seems to find coherent justification in most cases. However, when it 

comes to arithmetical expressions, the coherence seems to fade away.

(...) I shall call an expression, in whatever notation, canonical or normal if it is already fully 

evaluated, which is the same as saying that it has itself as value. Thus, in decimal arithmetic,

0,1..9,10,11,...

are canonical (normal) expressions, whereas

2 +  2,2 x 2 ,22, 3!, 101010, ...

are not. (...)
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(M artin-Lof 1982, p. 157 .)

where, in contrast to all the other cases, there is no notational difference between 

a canonical and a non-canonical element (cf. ‘ A’ vs. ‘APPLY’, ‘p a i r ’ vs. ‘FST’ 

and ‘SND’, where a clear notational distinction is made between canonical and non- 

canonical elements, etc.). It is not made clear why the latter expressions are not 

canonical. That one accepts the argument on an intuitive basis does not imply that 

justification is fully coherent. For example, one can start by asking what is the 

type of expressions like ‘2 4- 2 ’ , ‘2 x  2 ’ , etc.. To simply say that they are of type 

‘Natural Numbers’ is to bring in more confusion, given that the type N  of Natural 

Numbers as presented by Prof. M artin-Lof has ‘O’ and a ' as canonical elements and 

‘R(6, a, (x, y)y 'y  as non-canonical.

In fact, the operator ‘R’ seems to have been brought in to remedy this situation. 

It seems to be meant as a ‘definitional instrument’, to represent the definition of 

evaluation of arithmetical expressions, especially designed to avoid ‘bad’ definitions 

allowed by the more traditional notation where, as we have seen above, the equality 

sign does not appear to have the role of indicating a ‘reduction’ . This is why I think 

of the definition of ‘ 4-’ , assuming ‘R’ as primitive, would be more coherently given 

as something like:

EVALUATÊ  4- b) =  R(6, a, (x, y)y)

where now bpth sides of the definitional equality have ‘non-canonical’ terms.

Prof. Aczel introduces an operator similar to such an ‘R’ in order to provide 

means of defining ‘functions’ over the set of natural numbers:

Lemma 5 .1 1 .  There is an ^-functional R : To x To x T 2 —1" such that

R(0,b,f) = b

and
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R(s(a) ,b, f )  = f ( a >R(a,b, f ))

for all a, b in T q and /  in Fi-

(Aczel 19S0, p. 49.)

And again similarly to Prof. M artin-Lof he gives a definition of addition as a 

mere abbreviation, leaving what seem to be the rules which express the distinguish

ing characteristic of such an arithmetical function, namely the (recursive) rules of 

reduction , a secondary role to play in characterising addition ‘ + ’ :

Using R  we may define the usual arithmetical functions. For example we may define +  in T i  by

(a +  b) =  R(b, a, < s(y) | x, y  >)

for all objects a, b. Then (a +  0 =  a) and (a + s(6)) =  s(a + b) for all objects a, b.

(Ibid., p. 50.)

In an attempt to provide a more coherent semantical framework, I have developed 

a modified set of rules to formalise constructive mathematics, taking norm alisa tion  

as a primitive and fundamental semantic concept. The formal system is in fact a 

reformulation of Prof. M artin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory ( I T T )  complying 

with my alternative operational semantics which I call ‘ semantics of use’. The  

main difference is that a type/proposition is not defined just by the fo rm a tio n  and 

in troduction  rules, but the reduction  rules also play an important part in making 

explicit the meaning of the type/proposition being defined. This is justified by the 

basic principle of my semantics of use: a proposition is defined by the two aspects of 

its use, which are the ‘grammar’ aspect (captured by natural-deduction in troduction  

rules) and the consequences aspect (characterised by the ‘ internalised’ reduction  

rules of I T T ) .  Therefore, alternatively to Prof. M artin-Lof’s I T T , my formal system  

requires the rules of fo rm a tio n , in troduction  and reduction  to complete the definition 

of a particular type (proposition). For the case of inductive types the reduction  

rules equally represent one aspect of the meaning, and rules for induction/recursion 

operators such as Prof. M artin-Lof’s ‘R’ are derived from the definition of the type
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plus  the set of higher-order rules of the ‘ Fix’ operator, as has been done in de Queiroz 

Sz Maibaum 1987a for the case of natural numbers and lists, and shall be repeated 

in the next chapter. This set of higher-order rules were developed in de Queiroz &  

Maibaum 1987a and are presented again in the next chapter, with the purpose of 

showing how key programming notions such as infinite objects and general recursion 

can be handled in such a proof-theoretically presented formal system. They are 

meant to capture second-order objects which in Prof. M artin-Lof’s formulation 

of I T T  had to be dealt with either by the well-ordering rules (‘W ’ type-forming 

operator) or by the rules for Universes (‘U ’ type-forming operator).

5 . 5 . 2 .  F u n c t i o n s  a n d  O p e r a t i o n s

M any of the incoherences of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  appear to stem from the 

semantical point of view, and one striking evidence for this is the difficulty in ex

plaining the non-canonical operators. A ll the efforts made by the constructivists 

towards establishing the distinction between the concepts of function and operation 

seem to be overlooked, and despite being an approach to the formalisation of con

structive mathematics the framework of In tu itio n is tic  Type T heory  does not seem to 

allow the distinction to be made. The first example of the definition of arithmetical 

symbols above shows ‘predecessor’ (‘pd’) as a ‘ function’ on the natural numbers, 

where according to my ‘semantics of use’ it should in fact be inseparable from the 

very definition of the type of natural numbers, representing the second aspect of its 

use (therefore m eaning ), which is the consequences aspect: the norm alisa tion  effect 

of showing how the elim ina to ry  operator ‘PRED’ acts on the in troductory  constructor 

‘ s u c c ’ is taken in my ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  as the formal counterpart to 

(the later) W ittgenstein’s informal definition of one of the two aspects of a proposi

tion, which is ‘ the use of the sign in the language-game’ . The ‘ definition by use’ or 

‘definition-as-presentation’ of the type J /  would look like (as in de Queiroz 1988):

A f -fo rm a tio n
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A f type A f  — A f

A f-in tro d u c tio n

o e  A f  0 =  0 e A f

a £  A f  a =  b E A f
succ(a) E A f  succ(a) =  succ(6) E A f

A f -reduction

_________ a € A f _________

PRED(succ(a)) =  a E AT

(A f-in d u c tio n  has been deliberately omitted.)

□

In the development of his Frege structures  (Aczel 1980), Prof. P. Aczel defines a 

Peano sy ste m  in a way similar to our M A U S E  presentation of type lA f \  except that 

a distinguishing function for the elements of the s y s te m , either ‘O’ or iP R E D ( a ) \  

is given explicitly.

Definition 5.9. A Peano system consists of an object 0 and ^-functions s, PRED and DEC : 

To —>• T q such that for all objects a 

PRED(s(a)) =  a,

DEC(s(a)) =  A 2

and

DEC(O) =  A j.

(Aczel 1980, p. 49.)

In fact, the use of ‘predecessor’ in the presentation of A f-ty p e s , Peano sy s te m s , 

N um bers  (Beeson 19 8 1, p. 168), follows the general pattern of having ‘predecessor’ 

as the ‘DESTRUCTOR’ of the ‘con structor’ ‘ successor’. In the development of his
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own formal system S of constructive mathematics Prof. M. Beeson defines/presents 

numbers via a series of axioms (N 1-N 5 )  which include the following:

(N2) 0 € N k  Vx E N(sn(x) g N & pn(sn(x)) =  x) & Vx G N(x^ n0 —>• Pn(x) GN & sN(pN(x)) =  x) 

& Vx 6 N(sn(x)^ nO).

(Beeson 19 8 1, p. 169.)

Breaking the whole ‘axiom’ (N2) into its conjunctive parts we have:

(i) 0 <E N

(ii) Vx G N (sn (x ) e  N k  p n (sn (x )) =  x)

(iii) Vx G N (x ^ n0 —► Pn (x ) G N  &  sn (p n (x )) =  x)

(iv) Vx 6 N (sn (x ) ^ n 0).

A  careful look at the form of these axioms reveals the close parallels with a 

definition of the type A f  in our type theory:

a) (i) and the first half of (ii) find their counterparts in A f -introduction-,

b) the second half of (ii) has the form of A f -reduc tion ’,

c) the second conjunct of (iii), namely ‘sn (p n (x )) =  x ’ , finds a parallel in the 

induction  rules for non-inductive types such as II- and £ - in d u c tio n . Putting it into 

an inference rule form:

A f -in d u c tio n

_________ a E A f_________

succ(PRED(a)) =  a £  A f

and we immediately find that the problematic case of having ‘a ’ as ‘O’ in the rule 

above makes it impossible to accept it as a sound rule. Observe that in the first 

conjunct of (iii) Prof. Beeson includes a conditional on ‘x ’ being different from ‘O’. 

In the type-theoretic framework developed in this report the role of the ‘conditional’ 

is played by the type ‘ - f ’ of disjunction of two types, with constructors ‘ i n i ’ , ‘ i n r ’ , 

and destructor ‘WHEN’, no ‘discriminator function’ (such as Prof. Aczel’s ‘ D E C ’ in his 

Peano sy s te m ) to distinguish between ‘0’ and ‘ succ(a)’. This is one of the reasons
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why the induction rules for inductive types are not given directly in my own type 

theory, but resort to the higher-order type forming operator ‘ Fix’ .

Now, in the framework of the semantics of use underlying the type theory I 

am attem pting to offer as an alternative to Prof. M artin-Lof’s, ‘predecessor’ is 

not seen as a ‘ function’, but rather as an operation characterising the DESTRUCTOR, 

e lim in a to ry  operator for the natural numbers, which can only operate on the result 

of an in troduction  of the ‘constructor’ ‘successor’ . Similarly to ‘APPLY’ for ‘ A’ , ‘FST’ 

and ‘SND’ for ‘p a i r ’ , ‘HEAD’ and ‘TAIL’ for ‘ co n s’, etc., ‘PRED’ should be better 

regarded as an ( e lim ina to ry ) ‘operation’ (over the in troductory  operation ‘ s u c c ’ ) 

rather than as a ‘ function’ . This should perhaps ratify the claim that there must 

be a distinction between the concepts of ‘ function’ and ‘operation’ , emerging out of 

m etamathematical studies on how to formalise constructive mathematics.35

35See, e.g., Prof. M. Beeson’s metamathematical studies on how to formalise constructive math

ematics, Beeson 1981, 1985. In the former he says:

‘We find that functions are not conceptually fundamental, since they can be defined in terms of 

sets and operations. A fundamental point of our analysis is that in the past, insufficient care has 

been taken to distinguish operations and functions, and this has led to certain confusions.’

(Beeson 1981, p. 149.)

In the latter he points out:

‘Some people feel that each operation should “come equipped” with a set called the “intended 

domain” ; (...) Others do not insist on this feature of operations. It is our own view that this is 

a natural feature not of operations, but of functions — two notions which have not always been 

carefully distinguished. (...) We point out that there is a natural example of an operation without 

any fixed “intended domain” : the pairing operation, which produces from any two objects x  and 

y, a new object <  x ,y  >, from which x  and y can be immediately recovered (“read off” ). There 

are two operations p© and p^ such that Po(< x , y  > )  =  x and p j ( <  x , y  > )  =  y . ’

(Beeson 1985, p. 34.)

It is also pointed out in Beeson 1981, p. 184, that a list of the primitive concepts of Prof. Martin- 

Lof’s theories would not include ‘function’. According to Prof. Beeson, those primitive concepts 

would be set, proof and operation. In any case, given that Intuitionistic Type Theory is to be seen 

as a foundational framework for constructive mathematics — where the concept of ‘operation’ 

would seem to be more sensibly considered more primitive than that of ‘function’ — it really looks
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There are at least two important reasons for that: first of all, the concept ‘ func

tion’ is not supposed to be taken as a primitive concept in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory. 

The actual purpose of a formalisation of constructive mathematics such as the work 

developed by Prof. M artin-Lof, as I understand it, is to revise and make precise the 

whole of the basic principles of (constructive) mathematics, taking proo fs , proposi

tio n s  (types)  and ju d g em en ts  as primitive concepts, from which other mathematical 

concepts, including ‘function’, would be derived. Nevertheless, in Prof. M artin-Lof’s 

‘school’ there seem to be different views on this particular matter, where the elim i

na tion  rules are sometimes, said to show how to define ‘functions’ as in the general 

explanation of the role of e lim ina tion  rules:

(...) The elimination rule shows how we may define functions on the set defined by the introduction 

rules. (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, p. 24.)

or in more specific cases as the explanation of non-canonical operator ‘Ap’ for II- 

typ es:

II -equality

[x £  A]
a £ A  b(x) £  B(z) c £ (IIxGA)B(x)

Ap((Ax)6(z), a) = b(a/x) £ B(a) c =  (Aar)Ap(c,x) £ (nxGA)B(x)

The first equality rule shows how the new function Ap operates on the canonical elements of 

(n r  £ A)B(x). (...)

(Ibid., p. 29.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Instead of being explained as ‘the rules showing how we may define functions on 

the set (type) defined by the introduction rules’ as above, the elim ina tion  rules are

rather self-contradicting to present an explanation of some basic rules of type definition, such as 

the elimination rules, using the concept of ‘function’.

Perhaps one should also recall L. Wittgenstein’s ‘(Operations and functions must not be confused 

with each other.)’, §5.25, p. 42 of the Traciatus.
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sometimes explained as being the rules expressing an ‘induction principle’, as in B. 

Nordstrom’s account of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  as a programming logic. It is 

said explicitly:

(...) The elimination rules for F expresses an induction principle for F(Ai ,..., An). If C(x) is 
a family of sets indexed by elements in F(Ai,...,4n) the elimination rule gives conditions for 
the judgement e G C(p), where e is (in general) a noncanonical expression involving the selector 
associated with F. If we read C(x) as property of elements in F(4i,...,4n) we can see the 
elimination rule as giving conditions for proving that C(p) is true for p 6 F(Ai , ...,/!„). (...)

(Nordstrom 19S6, p. 8.)

The fact that one needs induction rules to ensure m in im a lity  of the t}'pes seems 

to be absolutely clear as long as one understands a framework such as Type The

ory  as a system of definitional mechanisms to define/present types. In that sense 

it is not surprising that some of the elim ina tion  and equality  rules of In tu itio n is 

tic Type Theory  have the form of formal counterparts to inductive (as minimality) 

clauses. (When I say that som e  of the e lim ina tion  and equality  rules do bear re

semblance with inductive schema whereas some others do not, I have in mind the 

counterexample of the usual TL-elim ination  and -equality  with ‘APPLY’ , despite its 

‘more general’ presentation with ‘F ’ bearing such resemblance with an inductive 

schema.) Nonetheless, it seems difficult not to accept that one also needs to make 

explicit how DESTRUCTORS operate on constructors, which is the role of the re

duction  rules. In my own ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  those two aspects of a 

type, namely the use as u tility  aspect, and the m in im a lity  aspect, have each their 

role to play in the framework, as well as their corresponding formal counterparts as 

reduction  and in d u c tio n , respectively.

On other occasions, the ‘operations’ concerning the elim ina tion  rules are con

sidered as new ‘constants’ introduced to define functions. Prof. M artin-Lof himself 

sometimes refers to those e lim ina to ry  operators as co n sta n ts :

Tl-elimination
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c G (IIx G A)B(x) a G A c = d G (IIx 6 A)B(x) a =  b G A 
Ap(c,a) G B(a) Ap(c,a) = Ap(d,6) G B(a)

(...) We have to explain the meaning of the new constant. Ap (Ap for application). (...)

(M artin-Lof 1984, pp. 28-9 .)

(The emphasis is mine.)

In an attempt to show the usefulness of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  in solving 

programming problems, J .  Smith refers to these e lim ina tory  operators as constants.

E.g., in:

(...) We want to define functions on the natural numbers by primitive recursion and we therefore 
introduce the constant rec, which is computed according to the rules

rec(0,c, e) = c

rec(s(a),c,e) = e(a, rec(a, c, e))

So, defining /  by /(n) = rec(n,c, e) corresponds to the introduction of /  by the primitive

I m  = e

\  f ( s (a)) = e(a,/(a))

Let C(x) be a type for x G N . We then have the following rule, which should be obvious from 
the computation rule for ‘rec’,

n G N c G C(0) e(x, y) G C(s(z)) [z G N, y G C(j )] 
rec(n, c, e) G C(n)

For instance, defining plus by plus(m,n) = rec(n, m, (z, y)s(y)) we can use N — elimination, 
by putting C(x) = N and e(x,y) = s(y), to get plus(m,n) G N[m G N,n G Arj. (...)

(Sm ith 1983, p. 448.)

(The emphasis is mine.)
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Even more recent attem pts to provide a uniform explanation of the role of elim 

ina tion  rules in In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  remain unclear as to what those elim i- 

n a to ry  operators are to be understood as. E .g., in an introductory book on their 

own account of Type T h eo ry , the Goteborg Group present an explanation of the 

elim ina tion  rules as:

First, we introduce some general rules about equality and substitution and then, for each type 
forming operation, we give four kinds of rules.

1. The formation rules for A describe under which conditions we may infer that A is a type 
and when two types A and B are equal.

2. The introduction rules define the type A in that they prescribe how the canonical elements 
are formed and when two canonical elements are equal.

3. The elimination rules show how to prove a proposition about an arbitrary object of the ty

pe-

4. The equality rules describe the equality relation on elements of the type. Besides the equal
ities between canonical elements which are given when the type is defined, the computation 
rules for the noncanonical primitive constants give rise to equality rules.

(Nordstrom, Sm ith Sz Petersson 1986, p. 33.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

Secondly, by looking at e lim ina tion  rules as rules to provide means of defining 

‘functions’, one has to go back to the same problematic point regarding definitions 

of data types which would presumably be overcome by an operational semantics 

such as that of I T T , and get involved in the same old problem (typical of algebraic 

theories of abstract data type specification), which is to have to explain what is 

the result of applying ‘functions’ like ‘PRED’ to an argument such as ‘O’, ‘TAIL’ 

and ‘HEAD’ to ‘n i l l i s t ’, ‘POP’ and ‘TOP’ to ‘emptystack’, and so on. Looking 

at all these ‘operations’ as ‘names’ for the e lim in a to ry  operations, non-canonical 

operators, therefore seeing them as inseparable from the meaning of the type being 

defined together with the in troduction  rules, indicating the second aspect of the use 

(meaning) of the type, and operating only on the result of an in tro d u c tio n , it becomes 

natural to see that those standard problems are just artificially created. Judgem en ts
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like ‘PRED(O) £ A/*’, ‘T A IL (n illist) £ L ist(A )’ and ‘POP(emptystack) £ Stack(A )’ 

could never be reached because the rules of definition (by use) would not include 

the possibility of arriving at such ju d g em en ts . In a type-theoretic framework based 

on the semantics of use, such as my ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T h e o ry , judgements 

of the form ‘PRED(O) £ Af \  ‘T A IL (n illist) £ L ist(A )’ and ‘HEAD(nillist) £ 

A ’, ‘POP(emptystack) £ Stack(A )’ and ‘TOP(emptystack) £ A ’, would not be 

‘reachable’ through the rules of manipulation of the respective types.

In a denotations-ba.sed  semantical framework, due to the unnecessary detour 

through concepts such as functions, sets, embeddings, etc., ‘spurious’ constant val

ues like ‘ e r r o r ’ , ‘ _L’ , etc., have to be introduced. Complex structures are then 

constructed to deal with what is called ‘error-recovery’ , ‘error-propagation’ , and the 

study of parameterisation and structuring is made significantly more difficult than 

one would normally expect it to be. And this is exactly because in this setting, 

where in terpreta tions  are supposed to give meaning, one is forced to ask such ques

tions about what one could call ‘ false’ problems. Instead of asking what can be 

produced by the rules of construction and destruction, one is tempted to ask about 

the values  of expressions. Similarly, the need to use partial algebras and, to some 

extent, the abandonment of initial algebraic semantics in favour of certain ‘ loose’ 

semantics, are both examples of complex approaches to solving these, as it were, 

‘ false’ problems (a similar view on th (non-)handling of ‘errors’ was developed by 

Veloso &  Maibaum, and is reported in, e.g., Veloso 1985).

5 . 6 .  F i n a l  R e m a r k s

It has been a most illuminating experience to use the lessons learnt from many years 

of continuous studies attem pting to make precise the notion of data type, namely the 

investigation of the theory of abstract data types, to reformulate what is certainly 

a seminal work on the foundations of logic based on the concepts of types  and 

ju d g e m e n ts : In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory. The classical mathematical notion of set, 

which was felt sufficiently satisfactory for most developments in mathematics, proved 

inadequate to support the notion of data type as understood by computer scientists.
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Instead of defining a type by what it contained, it was felt that a data type definition 

had to convey the information demonstrating how the elements of the type were to 

be used, computed, etc.. A  reasonably self-contained body of concepts developed 

m ainly in the seventies aiming at gaining a better understanding of the concept of 

data types in mathematical terms began to show that data type definitions were 

worth studying as a theory in itself. W ith the help of algebraic techniques, the 

notion of data type as defined by what could be done with its elements proved a 

convenient alternative to the mathematical notion of set as defined by what the set 

contains. The semantical concern, however, was still directed towards ‘meaning as 

(numerical) value’ , and many difficulties were encountered to explain the meaning 

of oddly formed ‘ terms’ such as the top of an em pty stack, the predecessor of ‘O’, 

the node of an empty tree, etc..

Now, In tu itio n is tic  Type T h eo ry , the result of an attempt to clarify the syntax 

and semantics of intuitionistic mathematics via types  and ju d g e m e n ts , developed 

almost simultaneously with the algebraic approaches to data types, came with a 

most interesting and highly relevant semantical innovation, which was the shift on 

the focus of attention from (numerical) values to ju d g em en ts .  Prior to the question 

of what the value of an expression was, which nevertheless still remained but at a 

different level, there was a question of what kinds of judgem en ts  could be made from 

a type definition (p resen ta tio n ). Such an interesting innovation was to open new 

horizons for a better understanding of what is to be taken as relevant from a type 

presentation. M any of the difficulties in giving a ‘meaning’ (as numerical value) 

to certain oddly formed terms would then be overcome. However, at the level of 

type definitions/presentations, the approach advocated by Prof. M artin-Lof in his 

In tu tio n is tic  Type Theory  proved a step back to the mathematical principle that a 

set is to be defined by what the set contains, as we have seen from various passages 

mentioned above.

In the next two chapters it is my main objective to present the features of a 

reformulated Type Theory  where the good lessons from both sides come together in 

a more coherent framework to express constructions. For instance, instead of Prof.
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M artin-Lof’s pattern for his In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory, 

fo rm a tio n  

in troduction  

elim ina tion  

equality

what I call ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  prescribes the following rules, with cor

responding purpose:

fo rm a tio n  rules: which describe the typ e’s g ra m m a r , showing how to form the 

type expression.

in troduction  rules: as a description of the (canonical) elements’ g ra m m a r , show

ing how to form the value-expression -  c o n s tr u c to r .

reduction  rules: which demonstrate the elements’ use by describing the effect of 

DESTRUCTORS on the constructo rs.

induction  rules: ‘m eta’-reasoning statement saying ‘ the type contains the ele

ments given by the rules of in troduction  and only those, therefore the meaning (use, 

u tility )  of the type is only the one given by the reduction  rules’ .

B y  describing in more detail the role of each of these rules in the type-theoretic 

framework and the corresponding implications for a view on the logical foundations 

of computation, I shall attempt to convince the reader that with the help of the 

identification of propositions  with types  one can even provide a reasonable frame

work to present logics as theories, not via axioms but via natural deduction-like 

proof rules. Bearing in mind that by presenting a proposition  one is presenting the 

rules for its major logical connective, and that theories can be presented as types, 

it is reasonable to think of a logic presentation as being the presentation of as many 

theories/types as the number of different connectives the logic might have. Further

more, by having a reasonable discipline on how to define/present types which would 

seem to avoid the recourse to denotations in order to find the distinguishing charac

teristic and fix the meaning of the type defined, it shall become clear to what extent 

the type-theoretic framework here developed is helpful in understanding some of the 

key issues dealt with by theories of abstract data type specification.
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gramming

6 .1 . I n tr o d u c t io n

Looking for connections between proofs and computations, and taking proof theory 

as a ‘ coding mechanism’ potentially much richer than the A-Calculus, one can find 

in Prof. P. M artin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory ( IT T ) ,  a proof-theoretic pre

sentation of constructive mathematics, where m eaning  and proo f  are fundamental 

concepts based on operations  rather than on d en o ta tio n s , a potential candidate to 

fulfil a philosophical as well as a logical claim1 . Prof. P. M artin-Lof’s seminal work 

on the connections between constructive mathematics and computer programming 

(M artin-Lof 1982), which has since the middle senventies been the object of careful 

study for many contemporary philosophers, logicians as well as computer scientists, 

has served as an enormous source of inspiration for what I report here. It appears to

any interpretation still hangs in the air along with what it interprets, and cannot give it 
any support. Interpretations by themselves do not determine meaning. (...)’, §198, Part I, p. 80e 
of Wittgenstein’s Investigations,
and
‘a proof is a computation’, p. 354 of Bishop’s A Constructivist Manifesto, Bishop 1967.

255
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constitute a pioneering attempt at constructing a ‘verificationist’ theory of meaning 

for the mathematical language, which may offer an extra benefit in providing proper 

means of talking about operational semantics of programming languages. However, 

despite being ‘verificationist1, Prof. M artin-Lof’s I T T  does not seem to be fully co

herent and congenial with W ittgenstein’s verificationist use-based semantical prin

ciple, given that the semantic role of proof rules is kept within Gentzen’s tradition, 

which says that in troduction  rules constitute definitions (de Queiroz 1988f).

In an attempt to provide a more coherent and (hopefully) more convincing ac

count of the basic principles of constructive mathematics, I say that proof theory, 

insofar as being an instrument of operational semantics, should be regarded as some

thing which comes before constructive mathematics in the sense that the latter, 

which is in itself just a body of informal concepts concerning the mathematical ac

tivity, can be made precise by means of the former. For this reason I also say that 

proof theory can be looked at as a suitable starting point for the development of rea

sonable foundations for operational semantics of computer programming languages 

where the operational intuition seems to prevail regardless of the language used.

One of my main underlying objectives, as has been repeatedly stated previously, 

is to offer a ‘non-dialogical1 reading of Ludwig W ittgenstein’s writings on the notion 

of m eaning  for the language of mathematics (Cf. Dialogue and Game-like inter

pretations), resulting in a reformulation of In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  into a formal 

system called ‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type T heory , which seems to be relevant for a 

better understanding of interesting notions such as com puta tion  and constructive  

reasoning  only by means of logical rules. Such a reformulation of Prof. P. Martin- 

L o f’s formalisation of constructive  mathematics, would seem to offer itself as an 

alternative account of the traditional proof-theoretic account of meaning, suggest

ing ‘ Proof Theory and Computer Programming’ as an alternative paradigm to Prof. 

M artin-Lof’s own ‘ Constructive Mathematics and Computer Programming’ .

In previous chapters, as well as on other occasions (de Queiroz 1988, 1987c, 

1988abf), I have attempted to discuss the formalisation of fundamental aspects of 

use (meaning) of logical constants via proof-theoretic inference rules, insisting on
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the insufficiency of the assertability  conditions  (which find their formal counter

part in the natural deduction in troduction  rules) with respect to the two aspects of 

W ittgenstein’s later account of propositions.

Based on a single fundamental argument ( reduction  rules as semantical instru

ments) the aim of this chapter is twofold:

Firstly I shall prove the derivability of natural deduction-like e lim ina tion  rules 

of a type-theoretic framework such as In tu itio n is tic  Type T h eo ry , from the corre

sponding in troduction  and reduction  rules. This should be regarded as an attempt 

to offer an answer to an unsettled question due to Gentzen-Prawitz:

Gentzen suggested that it should be possible to formulate in what respect the elimination rule is 
uniquely determined by the corresponding introduction rule. Indeed, it strikes one as very likely 
that the elimination rules are in some sense the strongest rules for drawing consequences from an 
assertion; one sense in which this may be true was suggested in a conjecture by Prawitz. However, 
the question of the way (if any) in which the elimination rules occupy such a unique position is 
still unsettled.

(Prawitz 19 77, p. 33.)

Secondly, I propose a general fixpoint operator for In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory  

which is meant to handle infinite objects in that particular proof-theoretic presen

tation of constructive mathematics. So, instead of having a principle of (finite) 

induction for each infinite type (‘R’ for Natural Numbers, ‘LISTREC’ for Lists, etc.) 

and operators to deal with higher-order principles such as well-orderings (‘W ’ oper

ator) and universes (‘U ’ operator), one can have a general fixpoint operator which 

can be used to construct well-orderings and universes (types of types), and from 

which operators for proofs by finite induction over inductively defined types can be 

derived. I prove the derivability of such operators for the case of Natural Numbers, 

Lists and Stacks.

6 .1 .1 .  E q u a l i ty  ru les  o f  I T T

As to the particular presentation of constructive mathematics constituted by In tu 

itio n is tic  Type T heory , one is led to draw a natural conclusion which is that the
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question of which one is primitive, and which one is a derived rule, or, in other 

words, which rules determine the meaning of the connective/type/proposition, does 

not seem to be easily answered for the case of Prof. M artin-Lof’s formulation of 

I T T .  B y  taking the norm alisa tion  rules to be the main semantical rules I am in ef

fect proposing to offer a, what appears to me, plausible answer to the that question, 

which seems to help in making the desired connections between proof theory and 

computer pi ^mming (I shall be referring to proof theory as the natural deduction 

style of presenting logics a la Prof. Prawitz, where for each connective separately 

there are rules of in troduction  and e lim in a tio n , and rules operate on sequents with 

antecedent empty): I say with the traditional view of proof theory that the elim i

na tion  rules are indeed a mere consequence of the definition of the connective, but 

alternatively to this same tradition, I also say that the definition of the connec

tive is not complete until the reduction  (n o rm a lisa tio n ) rules (or equality  rules, as 

they are called in I T T ) ,  which show how particular elim ina tion  rules operate on 

the result of an in troduction  inference (capturing one of the fundamental aspects 

of the use of the connective), are provided. I shall be doing this by showing how 

to derive elim ina tion  rules from the corresponding in troduction  and reduction  rules 

(equality  rules of I T T )  within Prof. M artin-Lof’s In tu itio n is tic  Type Theory. For 

this enterprise, I need to add new rules to I T T  keeping the basic philosophy of the 

whole system and, equally important, maintaining its consistency (a consistency 

proof for my type-theoretic framework without the higher-order ‘ type of types’ can 

be done similarly to the one given in M artin-Lof 19 75a). For example, to be able 

to prove that the e lim ina tion  rules for a certain logical connective defined within 

I T T  (type/proposition) are derivable from its in troduction  and reduction  ( equality) 

rules, I need to add at least two rules which are perfectly in accordance with the 

meaning of judgements of the form la =  b E A ’ ( ‘ a and b are equal elements of the 

type A ’ , at p. 5 of M artin-Lof 1984.), their common premiss:

a = b G A a = b 6  A
= - C

a E A
= - n

b E A
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Assuming we have these rules available in the formal system, which Prof. Martin- 

Lof takes as implicitly given from the meaning of judgements of the form ‘a =  b 6 

A ’2, we can put into more formal terms the conceptual argument regarding the 

insufficiency of the introduction rules and the fundamental role of the reduction 

(normalisation) rules3. In fact, many have already pointed out the insufficiency 

of the so-called introduction rules, and by insisting on this very weakness of Prof. 

Martin-Lof’s verificationist semantics, I have attempted to offer more convincing 

arguments for my criticisms of the (Gentzen’s style) semantics of Intuitionistic Type 

Theory. This is because I look at the meaning of a proposition as something that 

would come from two aspects of use: the conditions for assertion, which are usu

ally formalised by natural deduction introduction rules, and the conclusions that 

can be drawn from the proposition, which would seem to be captured by rules of 

normalisation (the effect of particular elimination rules on the result of introduction 

inferences). And this appears to amount to the same thing as saying that a definition 

of the circumstances under which a logical sentence having the connective as the 

major connective can be asserted does not suffice as far as the understanding of its 

(the sentence’s) meaning is concerned4. What I do here is fundamentally different

2‘(...) and from c £ A, which is implicit in a = c 6 A (...)’ (the emphasis is mine), Martin-Lof 
1984, p. 17.
3Cf. Wittgenstein’s ‘And the meaning of ‘(x).fx’ is made clear by our insisting on ‘/a’ ’s 

following from it.’, R F M , Part I, §11, p. 42, which remarks on the effect of an elimination inference 
on the result of an introduction inference making the meaning of the corresponding proposition 
clear. That seems to be exactly the role of the reduction rules.
4Cf. Prof. Prawitz’s comment on Prof. Dummett’s argument about the aspects relating 

meaning and use within the language of mathematics: ‘Dummett points out that quite generally, 
there are two aspects of the use of an (assertive) sentence: (1) the conditions under which it can 
be correctly asserted, and (2) the commitments made by asserting it. In the case of mathematics, 
aspect (1) is expressed in the rules for inferring the sentence, and aspect (2) in the rules for drawing 
consequences from the sentence. When we learn to use sentences, what we learn are these two kinds 
of rules.’, (the emphasis is mine), p. 7 of Prawitz 1977,
Cf. also:

‘(...) For if we are asked what is the meaning of the word ‘and’, at least in the purely conjunctive 
sense (as opposed to, e.g., its colloquial use to mean ‘and then’), the answer is said to be completely
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from Prof. R. Backhouse’s ‘method to construct the elimination and computation 

rules from the formation and introduction rules for a type in Martin-Lof’s theory of 

types’ (Abstract of Backhouse 1985). The semantical standpoint for my investiga

tions, as it should be clear by now, is rather different and does not rely on Gentzen’s 

semantics.

6.1.2. Elimination on the constructors

The modifications performed on the rules for Natural Numbers reflect how funda

mentally different from Prof. Martin-Lof’s is my own view on the role of proof rules: 

besides the differences on the semantic role, I regard the proof rules as operating 

on the ‘constructors’ (canonical elements/proofs) of the type/proposition, rather 

than on the types themselves. As in, for example, the elimination rule for inductive 

types (which are the ones where the difference is clear) operates on the ‘constructor’ 

(‘ succ’ for Natural Numbers, ‘cons’ for Lists, etc.) and not on the whole type as is 

the case for Prof. Martin-Lof’s formulation: for non-inductive types in ITT  such as 

LI and X types, the elimination rules happen to eliminate not only the ‘constructor’ 

(‘ A’ and ‘p a ir ’ respectively), but also the types themselves. (Observe that the type 

‘N ’ does not appear in the conclusion of N-elimination, whereas the type ‘A/*’ does

given by saying that (i) from any pair of statements P and Q we can infer the statement formed 
by joining P to Q by ‘and’ (which statement we hereafter describe as ‘the statement P-and-Q’), 
that (ii) from any conjunctive statement P-and-Q we can infer P, and (iii) from P-and-Q we can 
always infer Q. Anyone who has learnt to perform those inferences knows the meaning of ‘and’, for 
there is simply nothing more to knowing the meaning of ‘and’ than being able to perform these 
inferences. (...)’, p. 38 of Prior 1960.

Note that in both accounts a proposition or a logical connective is characterised by two in
dependent aspects, namely the assertability conditions and the consequences. Even if those two 
aspects are not recognised as being the sufficient information one needs to uniquely characterise a 
particular logical connective, it is quite clear that they constitute at least the necessary amount of 
information needed for the characterisation. What does not sound intuitive, however, is to suggest 
that ‘it should be possible to formulate in what respect the elimination rule is uniquely determined 
by the corresponding introduction rule’.
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appear in the premiss as well as in the conclusion of Af-elimination). By adopting 

the view where the elimination rules operate on the ‘constructors’ rather than the 

type itself one does not affect the coherence of the conceptual framework. On the 

other hand, an immediate benefit of this view is to obtain a more coherent system 

of rules, at least in the sense that the equality rules indeed represent the ‘internal

isation’ of the proof-theoretic (meta-level) notion of reduction rules developed by 

Prof. D. Prawitz which are meant to reflect the logical principle of inversion of 

‘elimination over introduction’ (Prawitz 1965, 1971). This does not seem to be the 

case for Prof. Martin-Lof’s N -equality rules:

N  -equality

[x £  N ,y  £  C(x)] 
d £  C(0) e(x,y) £  C (x ;) 
R(0,d,(x,y)e(x,y)) =  d e  C(0)

[x £  N ,y  £  C(x)]
_____ a € N  d £  C(0)______e(x,y) £  C(x')_______
R(a',d,(x,y)e(x,y)) =  e(a,R(a,c?,(x,y)e(x,y))) £  C(a')

despite having stated the correspondence between the equality rules of ITT  and 

Prof. Prawitz’s reduction rules5.

The N -elimination rule is presented in such a way that it is the ‘type’ N  which 

is being eliminated:

N -elimination

[x e N,</ e C(x)]
c G N d £ C(0)______ e(x,y) £ C (xr)

R(c,d, (x,y)e(x,?/)) £  C(c)

5‘In the interpretation of sets as propositions, the formation rules are used to form propositions, 
introduction and elimination rules are like those of Gentzen, and the equality rules correspond to 
the reduction rules of Prawitz.’, p. 24 of Martin-Lof 1984.
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whereas in my Af-elimination rules: 

Af- elimination

a e A f  a =  b e A f

PRED(succ(a)) £ Af PRED(succ(a)) =  PRED(succ(6)) £ Af

the ‘destructor’ ‘PRED’ is eliminating the ‘constructor’ succ’.

A straightforward advantage that can be obtained by adopting such a different 

point of view is the fact that the membership relation ‘ £ ’ is clearly seen to be 

decidable, as opposed to the undecidable ‘ £ ’ of Intuitionistic Type Theory. It is well 

known that by allowing (non-canonical) elements of inductive types to ‘code’ finite 

as well as transfinite induction over the corresponding type (‘R(c, d, (x,y)e(x,y)) £ 

C(c)’ for the type of Natural Numbers, and ‘T(c,(x,y,z)d(x,y,z)) £  C(c)’ for the 

type of Well-Orderings6), respectively), Prof. Martin-Lof’s Type Theory has an 

undecidable type membership relation. For the case of my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type 

Theory higher-order concepts such as induction and recursion are treated separately 

by a proper higher-order set of rules (rules for ‘ Fix’ , as we shall see below). Therefore, 

the membership relation ‘ £ ’ is decidable for ‘ordinary’ types (non-‘ Fix’ types) of my 

‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory (a decidability proof can be given along the same 

lines as the one given in Martin-Lof 1975a. The undecidability is not ‘removed’ with 

a stroke of magic, so to speak, but it is simply ‘shifted up’ to the higher-order ‘type 

of types’ , where one would expect higher-order notions to be properly treated7.

There is also clearly a great benefit in terms of the semantics: my ‘semantics of 

use’ , where the effect of ‘destructors’ on ‘constructors’ (reduction rules) is taken as 

part of the semantics, presents itself as a suitable operational semantics for abstract 

data type specifications.

6p. 81 of Martin-Lof 1984.
7This relevant feature of my Type Theory was uncovered in an informal discussion with Dr Leen 

Helmink and Dr Rene Ahn, both from Phillips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 
to whom I feel grateful for the intellectual stimulus.
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It is worth recalling that by introducing ‘PRED’ I am not bringing in an extra 

problem of how to deal with ‘PRED(O)’ because this term can never be derived as a 

member of Af. This is because I do not take ‘PRED’ as a ‘function’ as is customary 

in algebraic specification of natural numbers as an abstract data type, in functional 

programming, and even in the usual (Gentzen’s style) semantics of Intuitionistic 

Type Theor^. So, I do not have to say what value should such a ‘ function’ take 

with ‘0’ as argument. Instead, I say that ‘PRED’ is an operation of elimination 

over the introductory ‘ succ’. And judgement on terms can only be made by the 

rules of manipulation. Furthermore, there is no way of reaching the judgement 

‘PRED(O) 6 Af\ just because there is no possible sequence of rule applications for 

arriving at it.

Coming back to the differences between my own view and Prof. Martin-Lof’s 

on the effect of elimination rules, I see the ‘constructor’ as the object of the elim

inationi, rather than the type itself. One of the benefits of this particular view is 

that the reduction rules for inductive types can be seen as ‘evaluation’ rules, such as 

‘PRED(succ(a)) =  a’ is the evaluation rule for natural numbers, ‘HEAD(cons(a, b)) =  

a’ and ‘TAIL(cons(a, 6)) =  6’ are evaluation rules for L ist, and similarly ‘T0P(push(a, b)) 

a ’ and ‘P0P(push(a, 6)) =  6’ are evaluation rules for Stack. The ‘computation’ rules 

‘R’ (or ‘NATREC’ as I prefer to call it) for Natural Numbers, ‘LISTREC’ for Lists, 

‘STACKREC’ for Stacks, etc., will turn out to be derived rules from a general fixpoint 

operator (like ‘ Fix’ as we shall see further on) plus those reduction rules specific to 

a type.

As we have seen from the previous chapter and shall see more in the next one, 

this view proves helpful in relating proof theory, in particular Intuitionistic Type 

Theory, with specification of abstract data types (which, one can say, essentially 

constitutes a modern view of computer programming), where the notions of ‘con

structor’ , ‘destructor’ and reduction rule (equation) are fundamental notions. Look

ing at reduction rules as instruments of the semantics, one can offer an explanation 8

8‘The elimination rule shows how we may define functions on the set defined by the introduction 
rules.’, Id. Ibid., (the emphasis is mine).
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of why such a general form of equations is used in specification of abstract data types 

(like the ones seen above), by saying that these rules are the extra information one 

needs to be able to completely specify the operational semantics of the particular 

type being defined. They complete the information given by the ‘syntax’ part of 

an abstract data type specification (which can be seen as introduction  rules), by 

saying how the elements of the type are used (Stacks are used in such a way that 

when POP’ing a stack on which an element was just push’ed, one gets the stack one 

had before the push operation). One can also provide a simpler semantics for the 

specification of abstract data types, by avoiding standard problems such as giving 

meaning to ‘odd’-terms like ‘PRED(O)’ , ‘POP(emptystack)’ , ‘T A I L ( n i l l i s t ) ’, etc..

6.2. Derivability of elimination rules in Type Theory

Notational Remarks, (i) The sign ‘ d ’ denotes the end of a definition, and * ■ ’ 

indicates the end of a proof, (ii) Judgements included in ‘ [ ]’ are assumptions that 

are discharged by the particular rule.

DEFINITION 6.2.1. A  rule of I T T  consists of a relation between a set of (possibly 

em pty) hypothetical judgements called assu m p tio n s , together with a set of judge

ments called prem isses , and a judgement taken as the result of the application of 

the rule (conclusion). □

DEFINITION 6.2.2. A  rule ‘ R ’ is derivable from a set of rules R \ , . . . ,  R n if its 

conclusion can be related to its premisses (and possible assumptions) by applying 

only rules from i ? i , . . . ,  Rn.  □

L e m m a  6.2.3. The A f-e l im ina tion  rules:

a £  A f  a — b £  A f
PRED(succ(a)) £  A f  PRED(succ(a)) =  PRED(succ(6)) £  A f

are derivable from the presentation of Af.
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P r o o f .

(i) For the first A f-e l im ina tion

a £  A f
PRED(succ(a)) £ A f

we can derive it as

_________ a £ A f _________

PRED(succ(a)) =  a £  Af^ ) 
PRED(succ(a)) £ A f  ( )

where

(1) Af-equality

(2) =  —C

(ii) For the second A f - elim ination

a =  6 6  A f
PRED(succ(a)) =  PRED(s\icc(6)) £ A f

we derive it as

a =  b G A f  

a €  A f
■(i)

PRED(succ(a)) = a G A f
(3)

a =  b £  A f  
b e A f

-(2)

a =  b £  A f
PRED(succ(a)) = b £  A f

(M
PRED(succ(6)) = b £ A f  

b = PRED(succ(6)) G A/*

(4)
-(6)

•(7)PRED(succ(a)) =  PRED(succ(6)) G A/*

where

(1) =  -c
(2) =  - n
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(3) Af-equality

(4) Af-equality

(5) Transitivity

(6) S y m m e try

(7) Transitivity

Similarly to the above case, where we proved the derivability of the elim ination  

rules from introduction  plus reduction  rules for the case of the type of Natural Num 

bers presented according to my ‘semantics of use’ , now I want to demonstrate that 

the same argument applies to TL-elimination  rules. For the case of a non-inductive 

type such as (IIx  G A ) B ( x ) ,  I need to make use of what I call ‘rules of in d u c t io n ’ for 

non-inductive types, which are needed to capture the ‘meta-reasoning’ which says 

‘ the meaning of the type defined is just the one defined by the corresponding rules of 

introduction  and reduction '9. This ‘meta-level’ reasoning is captured by the general 

fixpoint operator ‘ Fix’ for the case of inductive types, and for these induction  rules 

for the case of non-inductive types.

The rule of induction  for the II  type, for example, is the well-known 77-rule of 

the A-Calculus:

I I  - induction

c G (lire G A )B (:r )

(A:r)APPLY(c, .t ) =  c G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )

For the case of S ,  a rule such as

9This particularly crucial point concerning my ‘semantics of use’ for the ‘Meaning-As-USE' Type 

Theory, grew out of many illuminating conversations with Dr M. Smyth, to whom I feel greatly 

indebted. Two joint papers entitled ‘Induction Rules for Non-Inductive Types in Type Theory’ (de 

Queiroz h  Smyth 1988) and ‘The Inductive Role of A-Calculus’ 77-rule’ (in preparation) as well as 

the section on ‘Non-Inductive Types’ below describe the enlightening results of those discussions.
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c G ( S x  G A ) B ( x )

<  p(c),q(c) > =  c G (Sec G A ) B ( x )

which is essentially the same rule as my ' l l- induction,  is said to be a derived rule10.

DEFINITION 6.2.3. Let A  be a type and B (x )[x  G A ] be a family of types over A .  

The type (IIx  G A ) B ( x )  representing the product of the type A  and the family of 

t}'pes B (x )  is defined as:

Tl-form ation

[x G A ]

A  type  B (x )  type  
(I Ix  G A ) B ( x )  type

[x G A ]

A  =  C  B (x )  =  D (x )

(IIx  G A ) B ( x )  =  (ILr G C ) D ( x )

Ti-in troduction

[x G A ] [x G A ]

b(x)  G B (x )  b(x) =  d(x) G B (x )

(Ax)6(x) G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )  (Ax)6(x) =  (Ax)d(x) G (IIx  G A ) B ( x )

II  -reduction

[x G A ]

a G A  b(x)  G B (x )  

APPLY((Ax)6(x), a) =  b ( a / x )  G B (a )

I I  - induc tion

10‘(...) We can now prove that the inference rule ... is derivable. It is an analogue of the second 

IT -reduction rule, which could also be derived, provided the El-rules were formulated following 

the same pattern as the other rules. (...)’, Martin-Lof 1984, pp. 62-3. (note the remark on the 

similarity of this rule with B-induction rule, which is confirmed by my formulation of both as 

induction rules)
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c E (Ila: E A )B (.t ) 

(A:r)APPLY(c, .t ) =  c E (ILr G A )B (a:)

□

I shall demonstrate how the rules of U -e lim in a tio n  can be derived from the above 

definition of the type (Ila: E A )B (:r). B y  doing this I shall fulfil J .  Sm ith’s claim:

The functions are formed by means of lambda-abstraction.

II — introduction :
6(j ) G B(x) [x G A] 

(Ax)6(x) G (nx G A)B(x)

Function application is expressed by the constant ap, which is computed in the usual way:

ap((Ax)6(x), a) =  b(a/x)

From this computation rule, we get the elimination rule for II:

II — elimination a G A  c G (nx G A)B(x)
ap(c, a) G B(a)

(Sm ith 1983, p. 449.)

LEMMA 6.2.4. U -e lim in a t io n  rules

I I -elim ina tion

a G A  c G (Ila: E A )B (:r)  

APPLY(c, a) G B (a )

a =  6 E A  c =  (fG (IT.t  G A ) B ( x )  

APPLY(c, a) =  APPLY(d,b) G B (a)

are derivable from IT-introduction  plus TL-reduction  rules, and the U -induction  rule.

a G A  c G ( U x  G A )B (.t ) 

APPLY(c, a) G B (a )

PROOF, (i) The first rule
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is derived as

c E (IIx  E A )B (x)

a E A
Ax.APPLY(c,x) = cE  (IIx E A )B (x) 

Ax.APPLY(c, x) E (IIx E A )B (x)

(i)
(2)

APPLY(Ax.APPLY(c,x), a )  =  APPLY(c,a) E B(a) 
APPLY(c, a) E B(a)

(3)
- ( 4 )

where

(1) n  -induction

(2) =  - C

(3) I I -reduction

(4) =  — 1Z

(ii) To prove that the second rule

c =  d E (IIx  E A )B (x) a = b E A  
APPLY(c, a) =  APPLY (d, 6) E B(a)

is also a derivable rule should be easy and is left to the reader. ■

Now, as I shall need the type (S x  E A )B (x) for the remainder of my discussion 

on the connections between proof theory and computer programming, I define it as:

DEFINITION 6.2.5. Let A  be a type and B (x) [x E A] be a family of types over 

A . The type (S x  E A )B (x) representing the disjoint union of a family of types is 

defined as:

S -formation

[x E A]
A  type B(x) type 
(S x  E A )B (x) type

[x E A]
A  =  C  B (x) =  D(x)

(S x  E A )B (x) =  (S x  E C)D (x)

S- introduction
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a G A  b G B (a )  

p a ir(a ,6 )  G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )

a =  c G A  6 =  d G B (a )  

p a ir( a ,6 )  =  p a ir(c ,  d) G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )

S  -reduction

a G A  b G B (a )  a G A  b G B (a )

F ST (p air(a, 6)) =  a G A  SND(pair(a, 6)) =  6 G B (a )

S -induction

c G ( S x  G A ) B ( x )

p air(FST (c), SND(c)) =  c G ( S x  G A ) B ( x )

□

It is routine to prove 

LEMMA 6.2.6. S -elimination rules 

E- elimination

c G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )  

FST(c) G A

c =  d G ( E x  G A ) B ( x )  

FST(c) =  FST(d) G A

c G ( S x  G A ) B ( x )  c =  d G ( S x  G A ) B ( x )

SND(c) G B(FST(c)) SND(c) =  SND(d) G B(FST(c))

are derivable from E - introduction plus S -equality rules, and the S - induction rule.

6.3. Non-Inductive Types

Throughout the whole of the previous chapter it has been argued that the meaning of 

a type in a type-theoretic framework is made explicit by the corresponding reduction
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rules. This leaves open the question of how to explain the role of certain equality 

rules which are essentially different from normalisation (reduction) equality. The 

77-rule of the A-calculus, for example, is an equality rule where the nature of equality 

appears to be of a very different character from /2-rule equality. Let us call these, for 

the moment, ‘special’ equality rules for non-inductive types such as IT and £ .  And, 

indeed, when attempting to say that the meaning of II-types, whose elements are A- 

terms, can be explained by the /2 -normalisation rule alone, one is almost inevitably 

confronted with the question of what role the analogue of the A-Calculus 77-rule is 

meant to play in a type-theoretic framework. In this section I suggest that the 

right way to view the ‘special’ equality rules is as formalised induction rules for non- 

inductive types. I shall attempt to demonstrate that their role is, in effect, to ensure 

minimality of the type. Recalling Dedekind’s quest for minimality, when in a letter 

responding to Keferstein who criticised his use of the notion of chain, claiming it 

would be ‘unnecessary’ , proposing an amendment in Dedekind’s definition of simply 

infinite sets which, in the words of van Heijenoort (Dedekind 1890, p. 9S), would 

amount to the abandonment of mathematical induction, we can see that Dedekind 

rightly pointed out the need to have a minimality clause when defining a set:

(6 ) I have shown in my reply (III), however, that these facts are still far from being adequate 
for completely characterizing the nature of the number sequence N . All these facts would hold 
also for every system S that, besides the number sequence N, contained a system T, of arbitrary 
additional elements t, to which the mapping (p could always be extended while remaining similar 
and satisfying <p{T) = T. But such a system S is obviously something quite different from our 
number sequence N, and I could so choose it that scarcely a single theorem of arithmetic would 
be preserved in it. What, then, must we add to the facts above in order to cleanse our system S 
again of such alien intruders t as disturb every vestige of order and to restrict it to N ? (...)

(Dedekind 1890, p. 100.)

The analogue of 77-rule for II-types seems to be useful in formalising the usually 

informal inductive clause of the definition of types by saying that ‘ever}'' element 

of the Tl-type is a A-abstraction term’, and therefore, no meaning beyond what is 

indicated by the /2 -rule is to be taken as the meaning of Il-types.
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6.3.1. Induction on the II -type of A -terms and on the 'E-type of 
p a ir -terms

When the introduction rule(s) for a certain type/proposition contain(s) the type 

both in the premiss and in the conclusion, as, e.g., is the case for Natural Numbers, 

the rules of introduction and reduction define inductively the corresponding type. 

For the case of inductive types the rules for construction of canonical elements of 

the types embody an inductive step. This is not the case for non-inductive types 

such as II and £  types.

DEFINITION 6.3.1. Let a II  type be a type defined as:

I I-formation

[x g A]
A  type B (x) type 
(Tlx G A )B (x) type

[x G A]
A  =  C  B(x) =  D(x)

(Tlx G A)B(x) =  (Tlx G C)D (x)

n  -introduction

[a: G A] 
b(x) G B(x)

[x G A]
b(x) =  d(x) G B(x)

(Ax)6(x) G (IIx G A )B (x) (\x)b(x) =  (Ax)d(x) G (IIx  G A )B (x)

n -  reduction

[x G A]
a G A  6(x) G B(x) 

APPLY((Ax)6(x), a) =  b(a/x) G B(a)

n  -induction

c G (IIx  G A )B (x)
(Ax)APPLY(c, x) =  c G (IIx G A )B (x)
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□

Observe that in the rules of I I - introduction there is no ‘ inductive step’ , where 

the type being defined would be both in the premiss and in the conclusion of the 

rules of introduction.

The I I  type just defined is an example of a non-inductive type as understood in 

this section.

Now, if one accepts that the meaning of the II-type of A-terms can be given via 

rules (operations), the rule of (3-reduction seems to be its ‘main’ semantical rule, 

simply because it shows the use (operational meaning) of ‘A’. And, indeed, according 

to my own type-theoretic characterisation of the semantics of logical constants based 

on Wittgenstein’s semantical dictum meaning-is-use, where the normalisation rules 

are taken to be semantical rules in a similar way to Prof. Hintikka’s semantical games 

because in both cases the meaning of logical signs is taken to be inseparable from 

logical consequence, the /?-rule of the A-calculus gives the (operational) meaning 

of II-types of A-terms because it demonstrates what can be obtained from a A- 

term, or what is the utility of forming such a term. Both semantical accounts, the 

semantical games and the semantics of use, emerge from (the later) Wittgenstein’s 

notion of ‘language-games’, which seems to be a great source of inspiration for an 

‘anti-interpretation’ account of meaning for the mathematical language. However, 

the role of the 77-rule ‘Ax.APPLY(c, x) =  c’, which is certainly one of the fundamental 

rules of the A-calculus, is not easily justified as part of the definition of ‘A’ from the 

point of view of operational semantics, unless one accepts its inductive role of saying 

‘every element of a II-type is a A-term’1 1 . This makes it easier to see why such an

1 1 The question of whether or not the T7-rule of the A-calculus is indeed a rule to express the 
extensionality principle seems to be very much open to debate. In my type-theoretic framework, 
however, it seems to be working as an ‘induction’ rule, similarly to Profs. Hindlev k Seldin’s 
analogue rule of Combinatory Logic:
‘REMARK 8 . 6 (The role of (n)). In A-calculus, (77) ranked as an extensionality-principle equivalent 
to (ext) and (C). But in combinatory logic it is not an extensionality-principle at all. All it says is 
that every term is equal to an abstraction, and by itself this has nothing to do with extensionality.
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inductive rule is of the same nature as another induction-based rule, this time for 

the S-type of pairing-terms: the rule ‘pair(FST(c), SND(c)) = c’, which seems to be 

saying that ‘every element of a S-type is a pair-term ’.* 12

I present the corresponding rules of induction for non-inductive types, which are 
needed to capture the ‘meta-reasoning’ of saying ‘the meaning of the type defined is 
just the one defined by the corresponding rules of introduction and reduction\ This 
‘meta’-reasoning is captured by the general fixpoint ‘Fix’ for the inductive types, 
and by these induction rules for the case of non-inductive types.

The rule of induction for the II type, for example, is an analogue of the well- 
known //-rule from the A-calculus:

p. 79 of Hindley & Seldin 1986. (The emphasis is mine.)
12They seem to be rules of the same character, e.g., cf. Prof. Martin-Lof’s placement of both as 

distinct rules of equality from other kinds of equality such as conversion-equality: *(.••)
2 . D e f in it io n a l e q u a lity

(...) The outcome of the foregoing analysis is that the rule (£) is unacceptable as a rule of con
version. Of course, we are free to define many different relations between terms and call them 
convertibility relations, but my claim is that only one of these correctly formalizes the informal 
notion of definitional equality. (...)
2.2. Further rules of conversion which do not correctly formalize the notion of definitional equality
as understood in this paper

2 .2 .1 . Curry’s rule of 77-conversion,

(Ax)(6(x)) conv 6

provided the variable x does not occur free in the term 6, and the combinatory axioms which 
correspond to it. Equally unacceptable is the corresponding rule for cartesian products,

{p(c),q(c)) conv c,
although, as shown below, the abstract objects denoted by (p(c), q(c)) and c can be proved to be 
identical. (...)’

(Martin-Lof 1975b, p. 100.)
In the semantical explanations of his Iniuitionisiic Type Theory, however, Prof. Martin-Lof 

places both the analogue of /?-rule and the analogue of 77-rule (first rule above), under Tl-equality 
rules (Martin-Lof 1984, p. 29.).
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II- induction

c £ (IT# £ A)B(x)
(Aa:)APPLY(c,a:) =  c £ (IIx £ A)B(ar)

A rule of essentially the same nature is part of the definition of the E  type 
forming operator:

£  -induction

c £ (Ea; £ A)B(x)
pair(FST(c),SND(c)) =  c £ (Ex £ A)B(z)

These rules of induction are not strictly new within type-theoretic frameworks, 
given that for the case of ‘II’ the rule of II-induction, which is clearly an analogue 
of the 77-rule of the A-Calculus, is already available in Intuitionistic Type Theory 
as presented in Martin-Lof 1984, but playing a rather different role13. The rules 
of equality for the type forming operator II include a rule with such an ‘inductive’ 
structure:

II -equality

c £ (ILr £ A)B(a:) 
(Ax)Ap(c, x) =  c £ (Tlx £ A)B(x)

For the case of E, a rule such as

c £ (Ea: £ A)B(.t)
< p(c), q(c) > =  c £ (Ea: £ A)B(a:)

13see the second II-equality rule in Martin-Lof 1984, p. 29, where it is said that ‘(...) Similarly, 
the second rule is needed to obtain a notation, Ap(c, x) for a program of which we know only the 
name ‘c’
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where ‘< , > ’ is the pairing constructor, and ‘p’ and ‘q’ are the ‘eliminatory’ oper
ations (‘projections’) corresponding respectively to the first and the second compo
nents of the ordered pair, which is essentially the same rule as our D- induction, is 
said to be a derived rule14.

6 . 3 . 2 .  U - t y p e s  a n d  X - t h e o r i e s

I have attempted in this section to motivate the use of formalised induction rules 
for non-inductive types such as II and X  types, as formal counterparts to the usual 
informal inductive clause of definition of a type, suggesting, e.g., that the analogue 
of the A-Calculus 77-rule seems to play such an inductive role in a type-theoretic 
framework. In a more detailed account of my type-theoretic treatment of typical 
A-Calculus notions given in the next chapter I discuss how one can justify not just 
the inductive role of the 77-rule but the role of other fundamental notions and rules 
of the calculus (it shall also be discussed in a paper still in preparation: de Queiroz 
&  Smyth 198?a). For example, I endeavour to explain the £-rule as the rule which 
says when two canonical elements of a II-type are equal, (see second rule of II- 
introduction, DEFINITION 6.3.1 above), rather than a rule of weak extensionality, as 
is often done in mathematical studies of A-Calculus (see, e.g., Barendregt 1981, p. 
32).

6 .4 . I n d u c t i v e l y  D e f i n e d  T y p e s

When the introduction rule(s) for a certain logical connective1 5 contain(s) the type 
both in the premiss and in the conclusion, as, e.g., is the case for Natural Numbers,
14‘(...) Example (proof of the converse of the projection laws) We can now prove that the 

inference rule ... is derivable. It is an analogue of the second Yl-equality rule, which could also be 
derived, provided the II-rules were formulated following the same pattern as the other rules. (...)’, 
pp. 62-3 of Martin-Lof 1984. Note the remark on the analogy made of this rule with the Yl-equality 
rule, which is confirmed by my formulation of both as induction rules for the non-inductive types
II and S.
15Perhaps Prof. Aczel’s term ‘system’ (lambda system, pairing system, Peano system, etc.)
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the rules of introduction and reduction (equality) define inductively the correspond
ing type (set). As it happens, for each inductively defined type there is a principle 
of primitive recursion, or, in the more general case, structural recursion. What I 
shall be doing in this section is to show how we can derive operators for this kind of 
recursion (primitive recursion) over types defined by their introduction plus reduc
tion rules using a general fixpoint operator ‘Fix’ which handles higher-order objects 
in my reformulated version of Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory. M y  
procedure will be similar to Prof. P. Aczel’s in his development of Frege structures. 
Hence, no explicit induction rules will be required for these types, unlike the cases 
of n, S, and + above.

It turns out that primitive recursive operators for inductively defined types such 
as the type of Natural Numbers, Lists, Stacks, etc., all follow a certain general 
pattern, and this indicates that one can devise algorithms for deriving recursion 
operators for inductively defined types in iTT, as P. Dybjer has tried to show 
(Dybjer 1987).

An important point about inductively defined types, especially in connection 
with computer programming, is that they are meant to represent infinite objects. 
As it happens, the problem of representing infinite objects in Type Theory has been 
looked at from similar perspectives by P. Dybjer as well as by the PRL group (Con
stable h  Mendler 1985 and Mendler, Panangaden &  Constable 1986, respectively). 
To be able to develop my unified framework, I shall follow a similar trend, by in
troducing a general fixpoint operator on the level of types and a general fixpoint 
operator on the level of elements of types. In other words, I shall be defining a 
typed version of a higher order type forming operator which I suggestively call ‘Fix’ 
(in reference to the notion of fixpoints). As we shall see later on, this recursive 
operator can be seen as a particular case of the well-ordering type forming opera
tors, which can be looked at as operators for ‘internalising’ second-order principles,
would be more appropriate, given that, like Prof. Aczel, I am chiefly concerned with the ‘construc
tors’ and ‘destructors’ of elements of each type rather than with the type itself, and each ‘system'’ 
is defined by its corresponding 'reduction' rule(s), as it were (Aczel 1980).
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in the same way as the modal operator for necessity (‘D ’) when interpreted as a 
provability operator. By introducing the well-ordering type forming operator ‘W ’ 
and the higher-order type forming for the notion of ‘universes’ (operator ‘U ’) in 
/XT, perhaps following one of Bishop’s principles of how to formalise constructive 
mathematics:

(...) Another important foundational problem is to find a formal system that will efficiently ex
press existing predictive16 mathematics. I think we should keep the formalism as primitive as 
possible, starting with a minimal system and enlarging it only if the enlargement serves a genuine 
mathematical need.
(...)
Thus we can develop Brouwer’s ideas as a metatheory. In particular, Brouwer’s result that / : 
R —► R is continuous emerges as a metatheorem, which states that if we construct a continuous 
function / : R —*■ R having a certain property, then we can construct within E a continuous / 
having the same property. In fact more is true, the canonical function which is constructed by 
unwinding the formalised proof of the existence of / is continuous. After these results have been 
proved as metatheorems, it becomes constructively meaningful to build a new formal system to 
incorporate the metatheory. (...)

(p. 60 &  p. 68 of Bishop 1970.)

Prof. Martin-Lof has made an attempt to provide a unified framework to describe 
infinite objects in Type Theory without having to introduce the notion of partial 
objects (Martin-Lof 1982 and 1984), and so keeping the identification ‘propositions- 
are-types’ intact.

However, these operators, as they are presented in Martin-Lof 1984, do not seem 
to offer a clear account of how useful this internalisation can be. By unifying the 
definition of the proof rules for the well-ordering and the higher-order (universes) 
type forming operators into a single higher-order operator (or Fixpoint operator, 
as we prefer to call it) I shall try to motivate the use of these higher-order notions

16‘(...) Thus by ‘constructive’ I shall mean a mathematics that describes or predicts the results 
of certain finitely performable, albeit hypothetical, computations within the set of integers. If a 
word is needed to delimit this special variety of constructivism, I propose the term ‘predictive’. 
(...)’, p. 53 of Bishop 1970.
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more effectively. It is my hope that this reformulation will help in understanding the 

important role of such higher-order notions, especially in relating a particular proof 

theory with inductive definitions like I T T , with computer programming notions 

such as general recursion, lazy evaluation, infinite objects, etc..

A s I have just said, I shall define a higher-order type forming operator ‘ Fix’, which 

will capture both the notions of well-orderings like ‘W ’ and higher-order objects like 

‘I P , so it can be demonstrated how the notions of infinite objects and partiality are 

dealt with in my own ‘M e a n in g -A s -U S E ’ Type Theory.  The basic idea is that the 

notion of partiality exists in terms of iteration: at every stage of the ‘computation’ 

the objects are total in themselves, but each stage is part of the whole process, and
m

so, each stage contains partial information about the whole computation. This is 

in fact another way of looking at infinite objects as l im its  of successive iterations 

similar to the idea of ‘ lazy evaluation’. Moreover, such a higher-order operator seems 

to be exactly what would allow definitions in a Type Theory-like framework to go 

beyond primitive recursion. A  proper formulation of such an operator would perhaps 

get around the criticisms regarding the restrictions imposed by Prof. M artin-Lof’s 

In tu i t io n is t ic  Type Theory  which, as it is well known, does not provide means for 

definitions beyond primitive recursion, despite the attempt to motivate the use of 

higher-order objects by the introduction of operators such as ‘W ’ and ‘U ’ .

This view will allow us to have a more general account of the kind of objects 

that can be described in In tu i t ion is t ic  Type T heory , given that the finite objects 

will turn out to be particular cases of infinite objects, in the same way as the 

finitary induction/recursion operators appear as particular cases of the infinitary 

induction/recursion operator. So, ‘ finite’ types like Prof. M artin-Lof’s N m(m =  

0 ,1 ,2 , . . . )  as defined in the chapter on Finite sets, pp. 6 5 -8  of M artin-Lof 1984 will 

turn out to be particular cases of the potentia lly  infinite  lA f \  which in its turn, can 

be im p lem en ted  in terms of the general fixpoint type forming operator ‘ Fix’ plus its 

‘basis’ { 0 } .

6 .5 .  A d d i n g  a  F i x p o i n t  O p e r a t o r  t o  M A U S E
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The operator on the level of types will be defined as:

DEFINITION 6 .5.1. Let V  be a type and B ( X )  be a type expression depending on 

the type variable X .  The higher-order type forming operator ‘ Fix’ is defined as:

Fix-formation

[X  type] [X  type]
V  type  B ( X )  type  V t =  V 2 B ^ X )  =  B 2 (X )

Fix X . V  +  B ( X )  type o f  types  Fix X . V i  +  B i ( X )  =  Fix X . V 2 +  B 2 (X )

where

(i) ‘V ’, ‘ V i ’ and ‘V 2’ are constant type expressions (no type variables allowed to 

occur in them) which must be inhabited. This is to ensure the predicativity  of the 

operator Fix, in the sense that ‘V * 1 will serve as the basis from which the big type 

will be built; furthermore, because V ,  V i  and V 2 must be constant type expressions 

(no type variables), the (undesirable) type Fix X . X  cannot be formed. The only 

restriction imposed on V  is that it cannot be (Prof. M artin-Lof’s) N 0, 0  or any 

non-inhabited type, allowing the type ‘ Fix X . N 0 +  B ( X ) ’ to be formed, even though 

No, 0 , . . ., etc., have no element from which the elements of each of the iterative 

stages would then be formed.

(ii) ‘X ’ is a type variable,

(iii) ‘B ( x r  is a type expression formed with II, S ,  x  (particular case of £ ) ,  —» 

(particular case of II) , and + .

The ‘canonical’ elements of the ‘type of types’ ‘ Fix X . V  +  B ( X ) ’ will be types 

whose elements are gen ’erated by the operator ‘gen ’ on the level of the elements:

Fix- introduction

0  G Fix X . V  +  B ( X ) 0  =  0 €  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )
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N X ]
g ( z )  6  V +  B ( X )

S e n ( z .g ( z ) )  €  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

N X ]
________ ffi(-z) =  ff2(N 6  V +  B ( X ) ___________
gen ( z .g i ( z ) )  =  gen ( z .g 2(z ) )  g  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

A  6  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

V  +  B ( A / X )  6  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

A !  =  A 2 6  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

V  +  B ( A , / X )  =  V  +  B ( A 2/ X )  e  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

where ‘0 ’ is the ‘base’ for the type of iterative types represented by ‘ Fix X .  V - f B ( X ) ’ 

in the same way as Church’s base ordinal ‘Oo’ is the base for the constructive second 

number class (Church 19 38 ), and ‘V ’ is the sm a ll  type from which the big type 

(type of types) ‘ Fix X . V  -f B ( X ) ’ is iteratively built.

For example: (i) for Natural Numbers, V  =  {0 }  and B ( X )  =  X ;

(ii) for Lists of A ,  V  =  { n i l l i s t }  and B ( X )  =  A  x  X ;

(iii) for Stacks of A ,  V  =  {e m p ty sta c k } and B ( X )  =  A  x X ;

(iv) for Binary Trees of A ,  V  =  { n i l t r e e }  and B ( X )  =  A  x  X  x  X .

This restriction on the existence of an inhabited V  in the definition of an induc

tive type via the ‘ Fix’ operator seems to provide a more reasonable alternative to 

the ‘positiveness’ restriction used by D ybjer as well as by the P R L  group (D ybjer 

1987, and Mendler, Panangaden h  Constable 1986). This can be justified as follows: 

the syntactic restriction on the definition of inductive types via Fix-like operators 

requiring that X  occurs only positively in the expression taken by Fix, says that X  

must not occur negatively  in any case, which is to say that X  must not occur as 

a type quantified over by a ‘ I I ’ type forming operator. A s the function space type 

forming operator ‘ —>’ can be seen as a particular case of ‘ I I ’ within type theory, 

the restriction says that X  must not occur as the antecedent of an ‘arrow’ as in e.g.
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X  —► X ,  X  —> A ,  and A  - *  ( X  —> B ) . This is where the term positive  comes from: 

the antecedent part of an ‘arrow’ type-expression is called its negative  part, whereas 

the consequent part is called the positive  part.

However, such a positiveness  restriction on the occurrence of ‘X ’ in the expression 

B ( X )  of e.g. ‘ Fix X . B ( X ) ’ (where there is no ‘ V ’ ) does not seem to be sufficient to 

avoid undesirable definitions such as ‘ Fix X . X ’ . In this case X  is occurring str ic tly  

positively  in B ( X )  (i.e., it is not the antecedent of any arrow) and yet there seems to 

remain some im predica tiv ity . No such impredicativity  can occur in my reformulated 

definition17.

17 An anonymous referee of one of my joint papers with Dr Maibaum has remarked on the claim 
that the existence of an inhabited V in the definition of an inductive type via the Fix operator would 
seem to be providing a reasonable alternative to the ‘positiveness’ restriction. He/she then argues 
that ‘this is a misunderstanding of the reason for positiveness’ and finishes by saying ‘Anyway 
why would you want to forbid Fix X.X?’. The simplest answer I could think of giving for that 
particular question needs reference to Prof. Martin-Lof’s own concern on the wellfoundedness and 
predicativeness of the theory of types. When referring to the impredicativeness of an early version 
of the intuitionistic theory of types he says:

‘In its first version, the present theory was based on the strongly impredicative axiom that there is 
a type of all types whatsoever, in symbols, V G V, which is at the same time a type and an object 
of that type. This axiom had to be abandoned, however, after it had been shown to lead to a 
contradiction (...). The incoherence of the idea of a type all types whatsoever made it necessary to 
distinguish, like in category theory, between small and large types. Thus the universe V appears, 
not as the type of all types, but as the type of small types, whereas V itself and all types which 
are built up from it are large. This makes the types wellfounded and the theory predicative.’

(Martin-Lof 1975a, pp. 73-74.)
(The emphasis is mine.)

I do not want a type such as Fix X.X in my type theory because I want to have only wellfounded 
types and a predicative type theory. For the empty type, which would correspond to ‘No’ of 
Intuiiionisiic Type Theory, one has ‘0 ’ in the base case of the definition of‘Fix’. This is a different 
approach to accommodating the notion of (potential) infinity into a type-theoretic framework than 
Prof. Martin-Lof’s recent ‘nonstandard type theory’ presented at the Logic Colloquium ’89 in 
Padova, whose written account has just come to my hands: Martin-Lof 1989. It is perhaps too 
early to state how big is the difference, but with ‘Fix’ as defined here we have no circular definitions.
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Now, to complete the definition of Fix, I give its reduction  rules as:

Fix- reduction

At the level of elements

[ z e x ]
a g  A  A  6  Fix X . V  +  B ( X )  g ( z )  €  V  +  B ( X )
UNWIND(gen(2r.̂ (z)), a ) =  g ( a / z )  G V  +  B ( A / X )

A t the level of types

A  G Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

PREDTYPE(V +  B ( A / X ) )  =  A  G Fix X . V  +  B ( X )

which means that to obtain the elements of the ‘n ext’ type in the increasing chain 

of types generated iteratively as members of Fix X . V  +  B ( X ) ,  one has to ‘ run’ 

through all the elements of the last type already ‘acquired’ ( A  for the case of the 

first Fix-reduction  rule above) applying the ‘generator’ ‘gen’ to each of its elements. 

And, to obtain the next type in the increasing chain of types, one applies a kind of 

higher-order successor operation ‘V  +  B ( A / X ) ’ , where the previous one is obtained 

by ‘PREDTYPE’ in a way which is analogous to successor and predecessor of Natural 

Numbers.

□

The same referee who asked the question aforementioned certainly held another view on the role 
of predicativeness and wellfoundedness in a type-theoretic framework, which is revealed in his/her 
following remarks: ‘(...) the authors seem to confuse two notions of infinite objects: well-founded 
ones (which can be represented in Martin-Lof’s type theory) and non-well-founded ones (which is 
the topic of the paper by Mendler, Panangaden and Constable) and which cannot be represented 
in Martin-Lof’s type theory’. From what I understand of the remark, I would say that he/she 
would want to see a type-theoretic framework where wellfoundedness and predicativeness could be 
relaxed (perhaps this was indeed the objective of the paper referred to), which is a quite different 
view from both Prof. Martin-Lof (at least in the standard type theory, anyway) and myself.
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From the rules just given for the ‘Fix’ type forming operator, we can see that 

this operator works as a kind of ‘inductive typed higher-order A operator’ :

a) Inductive component:

(i) it contains a ‘base’ case: 0.

(ii) a kind of ‘successor’ operator:

A  6 Fix X .V  +  B (X )
V  +  B (A /X ) e  Fix X .V  +  B (X )

(iii) and a ‘predecessor’ reduction:

A  <E Fix X .V  +  B (X )
PREDTYPE(V +  B (A /X )) =  A  G Fix X .V  +  B (X )

b) Lambda component:

(i) it contains a kind of abstraction rule:

N X ]
g(z)e V  +  B (X ) 

gen(2 .g(z)) £ Fix X .V  *f B (X )

(ii) and an application rule:

N X ]
q g A  A  g Fix X .V  +  B (X ) g{z) g V  +  B (X ) 
UNWIND(gen( .̂5 (z)), a) =  g(a/z) € V  +  B (A /X )

c) Higher-order component:

(i) it contains rules to deal with objects at the level of types:

A  g Fix X .V  +  B (X )
V  +  B (A /X ) g Fix X .V  +  B (X )

A  g Fix X .V  +  B (X )
PREDTYPE(V +  B (A /X )) =  A  g Fix X .V  +  B (X )
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It should not be too difficult to see that the rules for ‘ Fix’ constitute kinds of 

higher-order I I  rules, and in fact this does not come as a big surprise if we think of 

‘Fix’ as a typed version of a lambda structure. Untyped lambda structures have been 

used by Prof. P. Aczel to offer a foundational basis for ITT's interpretations of A- 

Calculus (Aczel 1980). Another untyped formulation of a general fixpoint operator 

within Intuitionistic Type Theory similar to ‘ Fix’ has been used by the PR L group to 

provide means of defining types recursively in Nuprl (Constable Sz Mendler 1985).

Now, the fact that operators like ‘R’ for Natural Numbers (I shall be using the 

name ‘NATREC’ for the primitive recursive operator for Natural Numbers) are shown 

to be derived operators (similarly for ‘LISTREC’ for lists, ‘STACKREC’ for stacks, 

‘TREEREC’ for trees, etc.), and not primitive operators as is the case for 7TT, would 

seem to support my point of view. Furthermore, in order to make the operators 

work properly when defining computations over the type inductively defined, the 

notion of ‘reduction’ appears fundamental, as can be seen easily from the example 

of Fix-reduction rules which show how the ‘generator’ ‘gen’ works on the level of the 

elements, and how the ‘successor’ ‘V  +  B ( A / X ) ’ operates on the level of types.

When proving the derivability of such recursive operators, the point is not just to 

show a well-known result that primitive recursion can be defined in terms of general 

recursion plus conditionals, but to show how those primitive recursive operators 

like ‘NATREC’ can be obtained in I T T  from the definition of the type given by its 

formation, introduction and reduction rules, plus the general fixpoint operator ‘Fix’ , 

in a way similar to that of Prof. Aczel’s derivability of an ‘R’ operator from a Peano 

system plus a lambda system (Lem m a 5 . 1 1 ,  p. 49 of Aczel 1980). For each case 

(Natural Numbers, Lists, etc.) I first prove the existence of the inductive type by 

showing how it can be obtained as a type formed from the already existing types 

with the same ‘semantics of use’ . I then prove the existence of the corresponding 

inductive/recursive operator.
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6 .6. Natural Numbers

As the most common example of an inductive type, the type of natural numbers is 

given its meaning in Intuitionistic Type Theory by the corresponding introduction 

rules which show the canonical elements of the type N. This reflects how much 

difference it makes when the semantical notion is fundamentally distinct. Prof. 

Martin-Lof’s idea of a set (or type) does not seem to offer itself as a true departure 

from the classical idea that a set is to be defined by what it contains, instead of 

by what can be done with it. The semantics of Intuitionistic Type Theory says 

that a type is given meaning by the rules of how to build a canonical element of 

it, which seems to represent their meaning because they are exactly what the types 

contain. From my own understanding of Wittgenstein’s ‘meaning-is-use’ paradigm, 

I present my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory as a candidate for the realisation of a 

framework where types (propositions) are defined by what can be done with their 

elements (proofs) and not merely by what they contain.

As we have seen from the introductory chapters and sections, my ‘semantics of 

use’ prescribes the definition of a type/proposition to be given by at least gram

matical rules (rules of introduction), and consequence rules (reduction rules, which 

indicate how to use the element of the type). Therefore, an inductive type such as 

the type of Natural Numbers would not have to be taken as an exception from such 

a general pattern, given that we have a general schema for the inductively defined 

types such as the type-of-types forming operator ‘ Fix’ . This way we do not have 

to introduce the type of Natural Numbers as a primitive type, as is done in Prof. 

Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory. Instead, we have this general higher-order 

inductive type forming operator whose particular instantiations can ‘ implement’ in

ductive types such as the type of Natural Numbers, Lists, Stacks, Binary Trees, etc., 

each in their turn being defined by the rules of my ‘semantics of use’ .

DEFINITION 6.6.1. Let N  be the type inductively defined as:

N-formation
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Af type Af =  Af

j\f-introduction

o eAf 0 = 0 eAf

a G Af a =  b £ Af
succ(a) e Af succ(a) =  succ(6) e Af

Af-reduction

________a 6 Af___________

PRED(succ(a)) =  a e Af
□

Lemma 6.6.2. There is a type Af. 

P roof. Put

iV =  {0}

0 =  in l(0 ) 

succ(a) =  inr(a) 

e(PRED(a)) =  WHEN (a,d,e)

and take Fix X./V -f X  as the generator of Af.

It is easy to check that

e(PRED(succ(a))) =  e(a)

does verify, given that
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e(PRED(succ(a))) =  WHEN(inr(a), d , e) 

and, according to one of the rules of -f-reduction,

WHEN(inr(a), d, e) =  e(a)

Now, regarding the inductive structure of Af as well as our (alleged) realisation 

of the (potentially) infinite nature of Af via Fix X.iV +  X , we have to prove that 

such a realisation is faithful to our ‘definition by use’ of Af.

According to the first rule of the second pair of Fix-introduction rules, the gen

eration of Fix X . N  -F X  would give us the following iteration:

0  G Fix X.iV -f X

iV +  0  G Fix X.Af +  X

N  +  (iV +  0) G Fix X.iV -f X

N  +  (N  +  (N  +  0)) G Fix X . N  +  X

N  +  {N  +  {N  +  {N  +  0))) G Fix X . N  +  X

N  +  (N  +  (N  +  (N  +  (N  +  0)))) G Fix X . N  +  X

(recall that ‘0 ’ is always a member of ‘ Fix X .V  +  B (X ) ’ whatever ‘V ’ and 'B ( X ) ’ 

may be.)

Concerning the elements of the types being generated, if, just for notational 

convenience, we use ‘ J_’ as ‘undefined’ or the object representing the absence of 

elements in 0 , we see the following pattern:

We know from the ‘base’ case rule (first rule of Fix-introduction) that 0  G 

Fix X . N  +  X.

Now, starting from ‘0 ’ , we have:

At the level of the types:
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0  6 Fix X . N  -f X  
iV +  X (0 /X )  £ Fix X.iV +  X

which means that N  +  0  £ Fix X . N  -f- X .

At the level of the elements:

[z £  X]
± 6 0  0  6 Fix X . N  +  X  inr(z) 6 N  -F X

UNWIND(gen(2 .inr(z)), ± ) =  in r(z )(± /z) £ N  -f X (0 /X )

so, in r(± )  6 N  +  0.

[ z e x ]
± 6 0  0 6  Fix X . N  4" X  in l(0 ) 6 N  ~F X

UNWIND(gen(z.inl(0)),±) =  in l(0 )(± /z ) 6 N  +  X (0 /X )

so, in l(0 ) 6 iV +  0 .

and we have generated ‘N  -f  0 ’ as

{ in l( 0 ) ,in r ( ± ) }

One more iteration, starting from the previously generated type, and we obtain

At the level of the types:

iV +  0  6 Fix X ./ V - fX  
N  +  X ( N  +  0 /X ) 6 Fix X . N  +  X

which means that N  +  (N  4- 0) 6 Fix X . N  +  X .

At the level of the elements:
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M X ]
inr(_L) £ N -F 0  N +  0  £  Fix X..N -f X  inr(z) £ N -f X  

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(z)), inr(_L)) =  inr(z)(inr(_l_)/.z) £ N  +  (N  +  0 /X )

so, inr(inr(J_)) £ N  +  (N  +  0).

[z £  X]
in r(J_ )£ /V  +  0  7V +  0 £  FixX.TV +  X  i n l ( f l ) £ i V  +  X  

UNWIND(gen(z.inl(0)), inr(_L)) =  in l(0)(inr(-L)/z) £ N  (N  +  0 /X)

so, in l(0 )  £ N  +  (N  -f 0).

\z £ X]
in l(0 ) £ Â  +  0  N +  0  £ Fix X.AT +  X  inr(.z) £ N  +  X  

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(z)), i n i(0)) =  inr(z)(iiil(0) / z) £ N  +  (N  +  0 /X )

so, in r(in l(0 ))  £ N  +  (N  +  0).

N X )
in l ( f l )£AT +  0  Â  + 0  £ Fix X.A^ +  X  i n i ( 0 ) e N +  X 

UNWIND(gen(2:.inl(0)), in l(0 )) =  in l(0 )(in l(0 )/z )  £ N  +  (N  +  0 /X )

so, in l(0 )  £ N  +  (N  +  0)-

and we have generated lN  +  (N  +  0 ) ’ as

{ in l(0 ) , in r( in l(0 )) , in r( in r(± ))}

One more iteration, this time starting from lN  +  (N +  0)\ and we would generate 

‘N  +  {N +  (N  +  0 )) ’ .



The iterative process goes on generating a new type at every stage.

The ‘potentially’ infinite content of Fix X . N  +  X  can always be ‘expanded’ a 

step further. So, the above iteration is generating the following schema of types:
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{ 0 }
{in l(0 ),| inr(-L) 1}

{ in l(0 ) , in r(in l(0 )) , inr(inr(_L)) }

{ in l(0 ) , in r(in l(0 )) , in r(in r( in l(0 ))) , inr(inr(inr(_L))) }

where the elements framed in a box, like e.g. ‘ inr(inr(_L)) ’ , were introduced for 

mere convenience of notation, and would be crossed out. The application of the rules 

turn out to generate an increasing sequence of finite types containing: no  element; 

one  element; two  elements; etc..

The im p lem en ta t ion  of the inductive type lA f ’ would then be given via a certain 

‘loose’ notion of suprem um  type. The type we are looking for would turn out to be 

the su p rem u m  of such an increasing chain of finite types contained in Fix X.iV +  X .

So, A f  =  SU P(Fix X . N  +  X ) ■

(Note that ‘S U P ’ represents an ‘open’ (‘loose’) concept, similar to a notion such as 

‘ lazy evaluation’ , which reflects the ‘potential’ nature of the infinity.)

Having proved the existence of the inductive type A f,  we now want to prove the 

existence of an operator for proofs by induction/recursion on the type. The operator 

will then serve as a definitional instrument to define computations over the inductive 

type A f.

LEMMA 6.6.3. There is an A/*-recursive operator ‘NATREC’ such that we have

A/"-Fix- equality
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[x G Af,y G C(x)] 
d G C(0) e(x,y) G C(succ(x)) 

NATREC(0, d, (x, y)e(x, y)) = d G C(0)

[a: G A/\y G C(x)]
a G A/ d G C(0) e(a:, y) G C(succ(a:))

NATREC(succ(a), d, (x,y)e(x,y)) = e(a, NATREC(a, d, (x, y)e(x, y))) G C(succ(a))

and the rule of Af-induction/recursion 

Af-induction/recursion

[x G Af,y G C(x)]
c G Af d G C(0) e(x, y) G C(sncc(x)) 

NATREC(c, d, (x, y)e(x, y)) G C(c)

will be a derived rule.

PROOF. First identify

Base Case: 0. 

Constructor: succ. 

Destructor: PRED.

Then let

H{d, e, 0) = WHEN(inl(0), d, e)

H ( d , e, succ(a)) = WHEN(inr(succ(a)), d, e(PRED(succ(a)), WHEN(PRED(succ(a)), d, e)))

Put

NATREC(c, d, e) =  id(d, e, c)

Putting
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0 =  in l(0 ) 

succ(a) =  inr(a) 

e(PRED(<z)) =  WHEN(a, d, e)

one can find an iterative formulation of ‘NATREC’ via the ‘ Fix’ operator. ■

6.7. Parameterised Types

In a type expression ‘B (A ) ’ , ‘B ’ is said to be parameterised by A . Now, to have 

‘parameters’ in the specification of a certain type in the framework of our ‘M eaning- 

A s - U S E ’ Type Theory  would not seem to bring in extra problems such as those 

treated by the more denotations-oriented approaches, such as, for instance, error- 

propagation. Instantiating a type parameter such as ‘A ’ with another type presented 

within the type-theoretic framework described here, would not seem to inherit the 

eventual problems in dealing with odd terms of A  in the semantical explanations 

of the definition/presentation of B (A ). As we can see from a typical example of a 

parameterised specification such as that of binary trees of elements of type A , the 

rules of fo rm a tio n :

B in T r e e - fo rm a tio n

A  type  A  =  B
B in T ree(A ) type  B in T ree(A ) =  B in T ree(B )

certify that the parameter A  is indeed a type. Furthermore, to bring in the semantics 

of the ‘target type’ to match the ‘formal parameter type’ A  would be as simple as 

bringing in its rules of use for the target type, no interference in the semantics 

(no rm a lisa t io n ) of the uninstantiated parameterised type taking place. (Recall that 

we do not have ‘error equations’ such as, e.g., ‘TOP(emptystack) =  0 £  N ’, where the
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instantiation the ‘formal parameter’ ‘A ’ of a parameterised definition of ‘ S tack (A )’ 

would have to take into account whether the target type would have ‘O’ in it.)

And, again, similarly to Natural Numbers, Lists, Stacks, etc., given the rules of 

introduction and reduction as:

B in T ree( A )-introduction

n ilt r e e  E B in T ree(A ) n i l t r e e  =  n i l t r e e  E B in T ree(A )

a E B in T ree(A ) b E A  cE  B in T ree(A ) 
node(a, 6, c) E B in T ree(A )

ai = a2 E B in T ree(A ) bx = b2 E A  cx = c2 E B in T ree(A ) 
node(al5 6i, cx) =  node(a2, b2, c2) E B in T ree(A )

B in T ree( A )-reduction

a E B in T ree(A ) 6 E A  cE B in T ree(A ) 
LABEL(node(a, 6, c)) =  b E A

a E B in T ree(A ) b E A  c E B in T ree(A ) 
LEFT(node(a, 6, c ) ) = a E  B in T ree(A )

a E B in T ree(A ) b E A  c E B in T ree(A )
RIGHT(node(a, 6, c)) =  c E B in T ree(A )

there would be no way of reaching judgements like ‘LABEL(niltree) E A ’, or 

‘LEFT(niltree) E B in T re e (A )’, or even ‘RIGHT(niltree) E B in T re e (A )’ to be 

made, and the ‘errors’ would not be propagated, even if the type parameter ‘A ’ 

is to be an instance of B in T ree(A ) itself. (I shall come back to a discussion on 

parameterisation of data types in the next chapter.)

Now, I shall demonstrate how parameterised inductively defined types such as 

the usual (LISP-like) L ists of elements of A , and Stacks of elements of A , can be
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defined and proved to exist in terms of the primitive type forming operators of my 

‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory.

DEFINITION 6.7.1. Let L ist(A ) be the type of lists of elements from the type A , 

defined inductively as:

L ist(A  )-formation

A  type A  =  B
List(A ) type L ist(A ) =  L ist(B )

A)-introduction

n i l l i s t  £ L ist(A )

a £  A  b £  L ist(A ) 
cons(a,&) £ L ist(A )

List (A )-reduction

n i l l i s t  =  n i l l i s t  £  L ist(A )

a =  c £  A  b =  d £  L ist(A ) 
cons(a,6) =  cons(c, d) £  L ist(A )

a £  A  b £ L ist(A ) 
HEAD(cons(a, 6)) =  a £  A

a £ A  b £ L ist(A ) 
TAIL(cons(a, 6)) =  b £ L ist(A )

□

LEMMA 6.7.2. There is a type L ist(A ).

Listi = {nil} 

n i l l i s t  = in l(n i l )  

cons(a, b) =  in r(p a ir(a , 6)) 

HEAD(c) =  WHEN(c, d, FST) 

TAIL(c) =  WHEN(c, d, SND)

P roof. Put
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and take Fix X .L is t j -f A  x X  as the generator of L ist(A ).

Regarding the correctness of the implementation it is easy to check that:

HEAD(cons(a, 6)) = a

given that

HEAD(cons(a, 6))= WHEN(inr(pair(a, &)), d, FST) 

=  FST(pair(a, 6))

=  a

Similarly, it is straightforward to check that:

TAIL(cons(a, b)) =  b

given that

TAIL(cons(a, 6)) =  WHEN(inr(pair(a, 6)), d, SND) 

=  SND(pair(a, 6))

=  b

Now, I should then provide the proof of implementation of the potentially infinite 

structure of our inductively defined data type L ist(A ), which shall be done via the 

general fixpoint operator ‘ Fix’ .

According to the first rule of the second pair of Fix-introduction rules, the gen

eration of Fix X .Listx  -fi A  x X  would give us the following iteration:
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0  G Fix X .L isti 4- A  x  X.

List^ +  A  x 0  € Fix X .L is t i 4- A  x  X

Listx 4" A  x (L isti -f A  x  0) G Fix X .L is t i -F A  x X

L ist! +  A  x (L isti 4* A  x (L isti 4- A  x 0)) G Fix X .L is t ! 4- A  x  X

(recall that ‘0 ’ is always a member of ‘ Fix X .V  4- B ( X ) ’ whatever ‘V ’ and ‘B ( X ) ’ 

may be.)

Concerning the elements of the types being generated, if, again just for notational 

convenience, we use ‘ J_’ as the ‘undefined’ or the object representing the absence of 

elements in 0 , we see the following pattern:

We know from the ‘base’ case rule (first rule of Fix-introduction) that 0  G 

Fix X .L is t i 4- A  x X .

Now, starting from ‘0 ’ , we have:

At the level of the types:

0  G Fix X .L is t ! 4- A  x  X  
Listx -}- A  x  X (0 /X ) G Fix X .L is t i 4- A  x  X

which means that L is tt +  A  x 0  G Fix X .L is t i 4- A  x X .

At the level of the elements:

[ct G A , z G X]
1  G 0  0  G Fix X .L is t i 4- A  x X  in r(p a ir(a , z)) G L isti 4- A  x  X

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(pair(a, z)), J_) =  in r(p a ir(a , z))(_L/z) G L isti 4- A  x X (0 /X )

so, in r(p a ir(a , _L)) G L isti 4- A  x  0.
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N X ]
1 6 0  0  G Fix X .L is t i T A  x  X  in l( n i l)  G L isti -f* A  x X

UNWIND(gen(z.inl(nil)), X) =  in l(n il)(_L/z) G L isti -f A  x  X (0 /X )

so, in l( n i l)  G L isti +  A  x 0.

and we have generated ‘L ist! +  A  x  0 ’ as

{ in l( n il) ,  in r(p a ir(a , X))}

One more iteration, starting from the previously generated type, and we obtain:

At the level of the types:

L ist! T A  x 0  G Fix X .L is t i -f- A  x X  
L isti +  A  x X (L is t i -f A  x  0 /X ) G Fix X .L is t i T  A  x  X

which means that L isti +  A  x (L isti +  A  x  0) G Fix X .L is t i +  A  x  X .

At the level of the elements:

[aeA .zeX ]
____ inr(pair(a,±))eListi +Ax0 Listi+Ax06Fix X.Listi+AxX inr(pair(a,z))gListi+AxX____
UNWIND(gen(z.inr(pair(a,z)))1inr(pair(a,±)))=iiur(pair(a)z))(inr(pair(a,±))/z)eListi+Ax(Listi+Ax0/X)

so, in r(p a ir(a , in r(p a ir(a , X)))) G L isti -f A x  (L isti X A  x 0).

[zeX ]
inr(pair(q,±))€Listi+Ax0 Listi+Ax0gFix X.Listi-fAxX inl(nil)6Listi +AxX 

UNWIND(gen(z.inl(nil)),inr(pair(a,i.))) = inl(nil)(inr(pair(a,±))/z)6Listi+Ax(Listi +Ax0/X)

so, in l(n i l)  G L isti +  A x  (L isti +  A  x 0).

[a€A, zeX]
inl(nil)gListi+Ax0 Listi+Ax0gFix X.Listi+AxX inr(pair(a,z))£Listi+AxX 

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(pair(a,z))),inl(nil))=inr(paix(a,z))(inl(nil)/z)G£«isti +Ax (Listi +Ax0/X)
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so, in r (p a ir (a , in l( n i l) ) )  E L is t i  +  A  x  (L is ti  -f A x  0 ).

[*€X]
i n I ( n i l ) g L i s t i+ A x 0  L is t i+ A x 0 g F ix  X .L is t j + A x X  i n l ( n i l ) g L i s t i + A x X  
UNWIND(gen(2. i n l ( n i l ) ) , in l ( n i l ) ) = in l ( n i l ) ( i n l ( n i l ) /2) € L is t i+ A x ( L i s t i+ A x 0/X )

so, i n l ( n i l )  E L is ti  +  A x  (L is ti 4- A  x  0 ).

and we have generated ‘ L is t i  -f A x  (L is ti +  A  x  0 ) ’ as

{ i n l ( n i l ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , in l( n i l) ) ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , in r (p a ir (a , X ) )) ) }

One more iteration, this time starting from ‘ L is t i  | A x  (L is ti  +  A  x  0 ) ’ , and 

we would generate ‘L is t i  4* A  x  (L is ti +  A  x  (L is t i  -f A  x  0 ) ) ’ .

The iterative process goes on generating a new type at every stage.

The ‘potentially’ infinite content of Fix X . L i s t i + A x X  can always be ‘expanded’ 

a step further. So, the above iteration is generating the following chain of types:

{ 0 }

{ i n l ( n i l ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , X ))  }

( i n l ( n i l ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , i n l( n i l) ) ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , in r (X )))  }

{ i n l ( n i l ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , i n l( n i l) ) ) ,  in r (p a ir (a , in r (p a ir (a , i n l( n i l) ) ) ) ) ,

in r (p a ir (a , in r (p a ir (a , in r(p a ir (a , X )))))) }
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where the elements framed in a box, like e.g. ‘ in r (p a ir (a , _!_)) ’ , were introduced 

for mere convenience of notation, and would be crossed out. B y  applying the rules 

we obtained an increasing sequence of finite types containing the following lists: a 

list with no element; a list with no  element, and a list with one  arbitrary element; a 

list with no  element, a list with one arbitrary element, and a list with two arbitrary 

elements; etc..

The im plem enta tion  of the inductive type ‘L i s t ( A ) ’ would be the suprem um  of 

the increasing sequence of types contained in Fix X .L is t^  -F A  x  X .

So, L is t ( A )  =  S U P (F ix  X .L is tx  +  A  x  X )  ■

Having proved the existence of the inductive parameterised type ‘L i s t ( A ) ’ , I 

now want to prove the existence of an operator for proofs by induction/recursion 

on the type. The operator will then serve as a definitional instrument to define 

computations over the inductive type ‘L i s t ( A ) \

L e m m a  6.7.3. There is a List-recursive operator ‘LISTREC’ such that we have

L is t-  Fix- equality

[x E A , y  E L is t ( A ) ,  2  6  C (y)]  

d E C ( n i l l i s t )  e ( x , y , z ) E C (co n s(x , y))
L I S T R E C ( n il l is t ,  d, ( x , y ,  z ) e ( x , y, z ) )  =  d  E C ( n i l l i s t )

f
[x E A , y  E L i s t ( A ) ,z  E C (y)]

q E A  b E L is t ( A ) _____ d  E C ( n i l l i s t ) ________ e ( x , y , z )  E C (co n s(a ;,;/))
L I S T R E C ( c o n s ( a , 6 ) Ic / , ( r , y , z ) e ( r , y , i ) ) = e ( a , 6 , L I S T R E C ( a , 6 , £ i I( x , y , z ) e ( r , t / , z ) ) ) 6 C ( c o n s ( a , 6 ) )

and the rule of lA s t{A .) - in d u c tio n /recu rs io n  

List(^A )- induc tion /recurs ion

[x E A , j/ E  L is t ( A ) ,  z  E C (y)]

c E L is t ( A )  d  E C ( n i l l i s t ) ________ e ( x , y , z )  E C (con s(3;, y))
LISTREC(c, d, (x,  y , z ) e ( x ,  y, z))  E C (c)
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will be a derived rule.

PROOF. First identify

Base Case: n i l l i s t .  

Constructor: cons. 

Destructors: HEAD, TAIL.

Then let

H ( d , e , n i l l i s t )  =  W H E N (in l(n illis t), d, e)

H ( d , e l c o n s ( a , 6 ) ) = V H E N ( i n r ( c o n s ( a , 6 ) ) 1d , e ( H E A D ( c o n s ( a , 6 ) ) J A I L ( c o n s ( a , & ) ) IV H E N ( T A I L ( c o n s ( a , 6 ) ) , < i , e ) ) )

Put

LISTREC(c, d, e) =  H ( d ,  e, c)

Putting

n i l l i s t  =  i n l ( n i l )  

cons(a, b) =  in r (p a ir (a , b))

HEAD(c) =  WHEN(c, d,  FST)

TAIL(c) =  WHEN(c, d, SND)

similarly to the ‘NATREC’ case, one can find an iterative formulation of ‘LISTREC’ via 

‘ Fix’ . ■

DEFINITION 6.7.4. Let S t a c k ( A )  be the type of stacks of elements from A , induc

tively defined as:

Stack-/o7'm ah’o?i
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A  type
S t a c k ( A )  t ype

S ta c k - in tr o d u c t io n

em ptystack E S t a c k ( A )

a E A  6 E S t a c k ( A )  

push(a,6) E S t a c k ( A )

S ta c k - r e d u c t io n

a E A  b E S t a c k ( A )  

T0P(push(a, 6)) =  a E A

A  =  B ________

S t a c k ( A )  =  S t a c k (B )

e m p ty sta c k =  em p tystack  E S t a c k ( A )

a =  c E  A  6 =  d E S t a c k ( A )  

push(a, 6) =  push(c, d) E S ta c k (  A )

a £  A  b E S t a c k ( A )  

P0P(push(a, 6)) =  6 E S t a c k ( A )

LEMMA 6.7.5. There is a type S ta c k (A ) .  

P r o o f . Put

Sta ck x  =  {em pty} 

em p tystack  =  in l(em p ty) 

push(a, b) =  in r (p a ir (a , b))

TOP(c) =  WHEN(c, FST)

POP(c) =  WHEN(c, d, SND)

and take Fix X .S ta c k x  -f A  x  X  as the generator of S t a c k (A ) .

Regarding the correctness  of the im p lem en ta tion  it is easy to see that:

T0P(push(a, 6)) =  a

given that



T0P(push(a, &))= WHEN(inr(pair(a, b)), d , FST)

=  F S T (p a ir(a , 6))

=  a
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Similarly, to check that:

we verify

P0P(push(a, b)) =  b

P0P(push(a, &))= W HEN(inr(pair(a, b)), d, SND) 

=  SN D (pair(a, 6))

= b

Now,  I should then provide the proof of im p lem en ta tion  of the potentia lly  infinite 

structure of our inductively defined data type S t a c k (A ) , which shall be done via  

the general fixpoint operator ‘ Fix’ .

According to the first rule of the second pair of Fix-in troduction  rules, the gen

eration of Fix X .S t a c k i  +  A x X  would give us the following iteration:

0  G Fix X .S t a c k i  -f A  x  X

S ta c k i +  A  x  0  G Fix X .S t a c k i  +  A  x  X

S ta c k i -f A x  (S ta c k i +  A  x  0 ) G Fix X .S t a c k x +  A  x  X

S ta c k i +  A  x  (S t a c k i +  A  x  (S ta c k ! +  A x  0 ))  G Fix X .S t a c k !  +  A x X

(recall that ‘0 ’ is always a member of ‘ Fix X . V  -f B ( X ) ’ whatever ‘ V ’ and ‘ B ( X ) ’ 

may be.)
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Concerning the elements of the types being generated, if, just for notational 

convenience, we use ‘JL’ as the ‘undefined’ or the object representing the absence of 

elements in 0 , we see the following pattern:

We know from the ‘base’ case rule (first rule of Fix-introduction') that 0  E 

Fix X .S tack i -f A  x X .

Now, starting from ‘0 ’ , we have:

At the level of the types:

0  E Fix X .S tack i +  A x X  
Stacki +  A  x X (0 /X ) E Fix X .S tack i -f A  x X

which means that Stacki -f A  x  0  6 Fix X .S tack i +  A  x X .

At the level of the elements:

\cl E A , z  E X]
1  E 0  0  E Fix X .S tack i -f A  x X  in r(p a ir(a , z)) E S tack ! -f A  x X

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(pair(a, z)), JL) =  in r(p a ir(a , z))(L/z) E S tack i -f A x  X (0 /X )

so, in r(p a ir(a , _L)) E Stacki +  A x 0 .

N X ]
J_ E 0  0  E Fix X .S tack i -F A  x X  inl(empty) E Stack i +  A x X

UNWIND(gen(2r.inl(empty)), ± ) =  inl(empty)(±/-2r) E Stackx +  A  x X (0 /X )

so, inl(empty) E Stack i +  A  x 0.

and we have generated ‘Stacki -f A  x 0 ’ as

{inl(em pty), in r(p air(a , _L))}
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One more iteration, starting from the previously generated type, and we obtain:

At the level of the types:

Stacki -f A  x  0  £  Fix X .S tack i +  A x X  
Stackx +  A  x X(Stackx -f A  x 0 /X ) £  Fix X .S tack ! +  A  x  X

which means that Stacki -f A  x  (Stacki -f A  x 0) £ Fix X .S tack i +  A  x X .

At the level of the elements:

[aeA^eX]
inr(pair(a,-L))6Stacki-fAx0 Stacki-f Ax 06 Fix X.Stacki+AxX inr(pair(a,z))6Stacki-f AxX

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(pair(a,z)))Iinr(pair(a,J-)))=inr(paix(a,z))(inr(pair(a,±))/2)€Stacki+Ax(Stacki+Ax0/X)

so, in r(p a ir(a , in r(p air(a , i.)))) £ Stack i +  A  x  (S ta c ^  +  A x  0).

[*eX]
inr(pair(q,±))cStacki+Ax0 Stacki+Axogrix X.Stacki-f AxX inl(empty)6Stacki-f AxX 

UNWIND(gen(z.inl(empty))tinr(pair(a,±)))=inl(empty)(inr(pair(a,±))/z)cStack1+Ax(Stack1+Ax0/X)

so, inl(empty) £  Stack i -f A x  (Stacki +  A  x 0).

[aeA.zeX]
inl(empty)6Stacki+Ax0 Stacki+Ax06Fix X.Stacki-fAxX inr(pair(g,z))eStacki+AxX 

UNWIND(gen(z.inr(paix(a,z))),inl(empty))=iirr(pair(a,z))(inl(einpty)/z)6Stacki +Ax(Stacki+Ax0/X)

so, in r(p a ir(a , inl(empty))) £  S tack i +  A x  (Stacki -f A  x 0).

[*€X]
inl(empty)gStacki +Ax0 Stacki+Ax0gFix X.Stacki+AxX inl(empty)gStacki+AxX
UNWIND(gen(z. ini (empty )),inl(empty))=inl(empty)(inl(empty)/z)6Stacki4-Ax (Stacki + Ax 0/X)

so, inl(empty) £  Stack i +  A  x (Stacki -f A  x 0).

and we have generated ‘Stacki +  A x (Stacki -f A x 0 ) ’ as
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{inl(empty), in r(pair(a , inl(empty))), in r(p a ir(a , in r(p a ir(a , -L))))}

One more iteration, this time starting from ‘S tack i -f A x  (Stack i +  A  x 0 ) ’ , 

and we would generate ‘Stacki d- A  x (Stacki d- A  x  (Stack i d- A  x 0))'.

The iterative process goes on generating a new type at every stage.

The ‘potentially’ infinite content of Fix X .S tack i d- A  x X  can always be ‘ex

panded’ a step further. So, the above iteration is generating the following chain of 

types:

{ 0 }

{inl(empty), in r(p a ir(a , ±)) }

{inl(empty), inr(pair(<2, inl(empty))), in r(p a ir(a , inr(_L))) }

(inl(empty), in r(p a ir(a , in i  (empty))), in r(pair(a , in r(p a ir(a , inl(empty))))),

in r(p a ir(a , in r(p a ir(a , in r(pa ir(a , _L)))))) }

where the elements framed in a box, like e.g. ‘ in r(p a ir(a , _L)) ’ , were introduced 

for mere convenience of notation, and would be crossed out. The application of the 

rules generate an increasing sequence of finite types containing: no element, then a 

stack with one (arbitrary) element, then a stack with one (arbitrary) element and 

another stack with two (arbitrary) elements, ..., and so on and so forth.
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The implementation of the inductive type ‘S ta c k (A )’ would be given by a certain 

‘ loose’ notion of supremum. The implementation required is then the supremum  of 

the increasing sequence of types contained in Fix X .S tack i | A x X .

So, Stack(A ) =  SU P(Fix X .Stackx -f A  x  X ) ■

Having proved the existence of the inductive parameterised type £S tac k (A )’, we 

now want to prove the existence of an operator for proofs by induction/recursion 

on the type. The operator will then serve as a definitional instrument to define 

computations over the inductive type ‘S tack (A )’.

LEMMA 6.7.6. There is a Stack-recursive operator ‘ STACKREC’ such that we have 

Stack-Fix- equality

[x E A ,y  E S tack (A ),z  E C(y)] 
d E C(emptystack) e(x,y,z) E C(push(x, y)) 

STACKREC(emptystack, d, (x,y,z)e(x,y,z)) =  d E C( empty stack)

[x E A , y E Stack(A ), z E C(?/)]
a E A  b E Stack(A ) d E C(emptystack)________e(x,y,z) E C(push(x, y))

STACKREC(push(a,6),cf,(a:,y,2)e(a:,j/,z))=e(a,6,STACKREC(a,6,d,(r,y,2)e(x,t/,r)))6C(push(a,6))

and the rule of Stack(A )-induction/recursion 

Stack( A)-induction/recursion

[x E A,y  E Stack(A ), z E C(y)]
c E Stack(A ) d E C(emptystack) e(x, y, z) E C(push(x, y))

STACKREC(c, d, (x, y, 2r)e(x, y, z)) E C(c)

will be a derived rule.

PROOF. First identify
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Base Case: emptystack. 

Constructor: push. 

Destructors: TOP, POP.

Then let

H ( d , e, emptystack) =  WHEN(inl(emptystack), d , e)

//(ci,e,push(a,6))=WHEN(inr(push(a,6)),ii,e(TOP(push(a,6)),POP(push(a,6)),WHEN(PQP(push(a,6)),(i,e)))

Put

STACKREC(c, d, e) =  H(d, e, c)

Putting

emptystack =  inl(empty) 

push(a, b) =  in r(p a ir(a , b))

TOP(c) =  WHEN(c,d,FST)

POP(c) =  WHEN(c, d, SND)

similarly to the ‘NATREC’ case, one can find an iterative formulation of ‘STACKREC1 

via ‘Fix’. ■

We have just seen examples of ‘definitions by use’ which represent my under

standing of Frege’s analytic definitions, where my proof of existence corresponds 

to his logical analysis (see chapter 2 for a closer insight into my understanding of 

Frege’s notions of definition and the role of rules in relation to meaning). This pat

tern of ‘definitions by use’/proof of existence is used in my formal explanation of the 

notion of implementation of abstract data types, where a new type ‘defined by use’ 

is proved to exist by a proof of the existence of a particular combination of already



existing types in a type with the same ‘semantics of use’ — the effect of the repre

sentative^) of the DESTRUGTOR(S) on the representative(s) of the c o n s tru c to r(s )  

is shown to be the same as in the original definition/presentation—.

As an example of such a process of implementation I show how it is done in the 

case of implementing a (potentially) infinite type ‘Stack(A )’ in terms of the primi

tive operations available in the formal system: pairing (‘S ’ type forming operator) 

and fixpoint (‘Fix’ type-of-type forming operator) to handle inductive types.

An interesting point which arose from my proof of existence for the types ‘L ist(A )’ 

and ‘S tack(A )’ above is the fact that both can be implemented in the same way via 

‘S ’ (pairing/ splitting) and ‘Fix’ (induction/ potential infinity). This suggests that, 

according to m y ‘semantics of use’, stacks with ‘push’, ‘POP’ and ‘TOP’, and lists 

with ‘cons’, ‘HEAD’ and ‘TAIL’ are essentially the same data type, just because they 

present the same ‘semantics of use’. I shall be dealing with this particular issue in 

more detail in the next chapter.

6.8. Final Remarks

By introducing a higher-order concept of ‘type of types’ which would seem to unify 

both the notions of well-ordering and cumulative universes of Intuitionistic Type 

Theory into a single higher order type forming operator which I call ‘Fix’, I hope 

to have made a (very small) step towards demonstrating how Type Theory can be 

made adequate in formalising certain constructions in category theory such as the 

construction of the category of all categories.

(...) [in the intuitionistic theory of types] there are axioms for universes (in the sense of category 
theory) which link the generation of objects and types and play somewhat the same role for the 
present theory as does the replacement axiom for Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. They also make 
the theory adequate for the formalization of certain constructions in category theory, like the 
construction of the category of all small categories.
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(Martin-Lof 1975a, p. 73.)
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And indeed, type theory, whose first seminal ideas were laid down by B. Russell 

in his famous paper ‘Mathematical logic as based on the theory of types’ (Russell 

1908) should prove a useful framework for a broader and more coherent conceptual 

basis for the foundations of mathematics than classical set theory. Some enthusiasts 

go further to claim that ‘type theory is the proper foundations for mathematics’ 

(Lambek & Scott 1986, Preface, p. viii). And indeed, the interplay between the 

new algebraic ideas and concepts brought in by category theory on the one hand, 

and the fresh ideas and revised logical notions given by Prof. Martin-Lof’s seminal 

investigations on types, propositions, proofs and judgements, on the other hand, 

should have a significant role to play in the construction of a new foundational basis 

for mathematics, logics and computing science alike.

Concerning type theory and the logical foundations of computing science, it 

would seem reasonable to say that having obtained a formal, mathematical, coun

terpart to a philosophical argument -on the role of the proof-theoretic notion of 

reduction rule, by providing a way of unifying the notion of well-ordering and cu

mulative hierarchies of well-founded types, I have provided a useful perspective on 

the connections between proof theory and computer programming. The idea that 

a reduction (normalisation) rule can be looked at as a semantic instrument should 

prove a useful conceptual view that could allow the unification of techniques from 

theories of abstract data type specification with techniques from proof theory, con

structive mathematics and A-Calculus. For that reason I also believe that these 

connections stand as an important hint of a new foundational view on the form of 

frameworks for formal software development, which could prove fruitful for a more 

methodological view of computer programming.

In the next chapter I shall be making an attempt to deal with typical problems of 

a certain mainstream of modern theoretical computer science, namely the theory of
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abstract data types, using the framework of my own reformulation of Intuitionistic 

Type Theory.



7 ‘M e a n in g - A s - U S E ’ T y p e  T h e o r y  a n d  A b s t r a c t  D a ta
T y p e s

7.1. Preamble

If one is to identify particularly general notions which have supported most of what 

has been done in clarifying the mathematics of computing as well as the computing 

of mathematical objects, one can hardly neglect either one of the key concepts in 

the modern theory of computing: types and theories. Two mainstreams of mod

ern theoretical computer science bear witness to the convenience and usefulness of 

such concepts as types and theories in providing an intuitive formal account of the 

phenomenon of computation, even if they do not share a single uniform view on the 

matter. Despite the serious drawbacks both sides appear to have, and their diver

gences on the way a type is to be defined, there are good lessons to be learnt from 

both of them. If on the one hand, the theories of abstract data type specifications 

have provided us with useful insights into the nature of theory presentations, on the 

other hand, from Type Theory the lessons come from how types should be presented 

as well as where the focus of attention is to be more appropriately placed, namely 

the judgements one can make from a type presentation. Attempting to take the good

313
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lessons from both sides, I have been engaged in the development of what seems to 

be a more coherent Type Theory, than, e.g., Intuitionistic Type Theory. The re

sult is a logic-free theory of constructions named ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 

as an explicit reference to its semantical standpoint, which provides one with such 

a uniform presentation recipe: theories are presented as types of their ‘terms’.

7.2. Introduction

An operations-based approach to the semantics of abstract data types specifica

tion should significantly simplify typical problems associated with implementation 

issues, error handling, parameterisation, structuring, etc.. This is exactly because 

the notion of semantics would be based on operations rather than the usual detour 

via denotations, and a number of these problematic issues could then be dealt with 

‘syntactically’ (i.e., proof-theoretically). I shall describe how a particular reformu

lation of Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory via an enrichment of its 

operational semantics, called ‘semantics of use’, where normalisation rules (rules 

of use) are taken as part of the meaning of the logical signs, resulting in a formal 

system named ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, can be used to fulfil the above ob

jectives by presenting a more adequate ‘ operations-based' semantics. Describing the 

features of such ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory I present a much simpler approach 

to theories of specification and implementation of abstract data types by avoiding 

usual problems of explaining concepts such as ‘implementation’, ‘parameterisation’ 

and ‘structuring’ with a detour through denotational semantics via ‘embedding of 

models’, ‘mappings of algebras’, or an even more syntactical and simpler but yet 

unsatisfactory semantical explanation via ‘interpretations between theories’.

Moreover, as an example of the identification of type presentations with theory 

presentations aforementioned, I demonstrate how a presentation of a El-type of 

A-terms compares to Prof. H. Barendregt’s axiomatic presentation of a A-theorv. 

In addition to that, I present a discussion on how one deals with the notion of 

implementation within this setting, where theory presentations are identified with 

type presentations.
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A number of issues commonly discussed in theories of abstract data type specifi

cations, such as error-handling (error-recovery, error-propagation, etc.), implemen

tation, completeness of axioms, the role of hidden fu n c tio n s  and if-then -else , etc., 

is dealt with in a much simpler way than most of the approaches available in the 

literature. This is made possible for at least two fundamental reasons: first of all, 

the notion of semantics is taken as based essentially on operations  rather than on 

d en o ta tio n s, which means that one does not have to introduce abstract concepts 

such as algebras and mappings to explain the semantics of the data types being 

specified. The semantics is explained via norm alisa tion  operations  which I call here 

the rules of ‘use’ . Secondly, due to the fact that one stays within a single linguistic 

framework which may include the most primitive logical operations such as pair

ing  and sp littin g , lambda abstraction  and applica tion , sum  and choice, as well as 

Jixpoint and po ten tia l in fin ity , one does not have to use extra notions to explain 

im p lem en ta tions ' and proo f o f  correctness  other than ‘definitional extensions’ .

7.2.1. Frege’s notions of definition: constructive (abbreviatory) and 

analytic (presentatory)

In attempting to say something about specification of abstract data types one cannot 

avoid being involved in a discussion which concerns one of the most problematic 

issues in mathematics: defin itions. In computing science the kind of definition 

one is mostly interested in seems to be definitions as presen ta tions, instead of the 

perhaps more traditional definitions as abbreviations. One usually defines a logic, a 

data type, a recursive function, etc., via certain rules of presen ta tion . Without going 

too far into a philosophical discussion which would certainly go beyond the aims of 

this chapter, I would like to take Frege’s notions of definition as the starting point 

for my discussion. And the objective is clear: associate what I call presen ta tory  

definitions with Frege’s analytic  definition. I strongly feel that Frege has rightly 

pointed out the view that definitions are not always abbreviations, and both proof 

theory and the theory of abstract data types deal exactly with non-abbreviatory
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definitions which are sometimes called ‘presentations’. An assumption is made here 

that whenever I say something about defin itions  I will be referring to one of Frege’s 

two distinct notions, where the distinction should be made clear either from the 

context or explicitly. This assumption shall be of fundamental importance for the 

understanding of my development of most of the issues covered here, including my 

attempt at giving a mathematical account of the notion of ‘ implementation as proof 

of existence’, error handling and a number of other related topics which concern 

directly theories of specification of data types. I shall refer to non-abbreviatory (or 

analytic  according to Frege) definitions by presen ta tory  definitions or ‘definition by 

use’ .

In an essay on the fundamental role of logic in the mathematical activity G. 

Frege attempts to analyse somewhat more closely two essential concepts of primary 

use to mathematicians: in ferences  and defin itions. Considering the latter as the 

most characteristic as well as most problematic concept of mathematics,

(...) Part of the mathematician’s activity besides drawing inferences, is to give definitions. Most 
disciplines are not concerned with the latter at all; (...)

(Frege 1914, p. 203.)

he devotes most of the essay to a discussion centered around the concept of defin ition . 

The starting point is to say that in mathematics these two concepts, inferences  and 

d e fin itio n s , are subject to the laws of logic:

Inferring and defining are subject to logical laws.

(Id. Ibid.)
In the course of the discussion on the role of definitions in mathematics, he comes 

to a rather delicate point where he has to explain how a definition of a sign which 

had long established use can be given when ‘constructing a new system of signs’ . 

The point stressed is that a defin ition , strictly speaking, is supposed to attribute 

meaning to a sign which had no meaning before. In the case where one wants to 

build a new system of logical signs and there is the need to have a sign to represent
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the logical symbol with long established use, the act of defining cannot be taken 

as just an abbreviation, given that the symbol had a meaning before, and the new 

sign has to reflect this ‘pre-conceived’ meaning in some way. That is perhaps where 

defin itions-a s-p resen ta tions  replaces defin itions-as-abbrevia tions.

In an attempt to clarify his own account of the distinction between these two 

notions of d e fin itio n , Frege talks about two different cases: (1) One constructs a 

sense out of its constituents and introduce an entirely new sign to express this 

sense. Frege refers to this kind of definition as a ‘constructive definition’, but he 

prefers to call it a ‘definition’, tou t court’ (2) One has a simple sign with a long 

established use, which he believe he can give a logical analysis of its sense, obtaining 

a complex expression which in his opinion has the same sense. Only something with a 

recognizable sense is allowed as a constituent of a complex expression which is being 

abbreviated by the new sign being defined. The sense of the complex expression 

must be yielded by the way in which it is put together. That it agrees with the 

sense of the long established simple sign is not a matter for arbitrary stipulation, 

Frege argues, but can only be recognised by an immediate insight. One speaks 

of a definition in this case too. As Frege suggests, it might be called an analytic  

definition to distinguish it from the first case.

As is rightly pointed out by Frege, in the second case there remains no room for 

an arbitrary stipulation, because the simple sign already has a sense. Only a sign 

which as yet has no sense can have a sense arbitrarily assigned to it. As with the 

case of most definitions used in computing science, a science which deals thoroughly 

and mostly with codings, one usually wants to define something (a type, a logic, 

etc.) which already has a sense for the definer, and for which a suitable presen ta tion  

is required.

From my own understanding of Frege’s point of view, I say that the analytic  def

inition is to have the form of ‘definitions by use’ , where two aspects of the meaning 

are captured by (natural deduction-like in troduction  and reduction  rules, plus In tu -  

itio n is tic  Type Theory  notion of propositions-are-types), according to my ‘semantics 

of use’. One can see the need for a different notion of equality  (rather than the just
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‘abbreviatory’ one, which is used in the first case) in order to clarify the nature and 

the role of such logical analysis  suggested in the second case. From my own under

standing of Frege’s studies on d e fin itio n s , I shall consider such logical analysis  as the 

process of finding im p lem en ta tions  for my definition as p re se n ta tio n , or ‘definition 

by use’, which occurs when abstract data types are specified (or presen ted). Such 

analysis will be similar to proving the existence lemma for the sy s te m s  ‘defined by 

use’, as in Prof. Aczel’s development of Frege s truc tu res  (Aczel 1980). And looking 

at the problem of finding im p lem en ta tio n s  as a procedure of proving an existence  

theorem, we can only think of ‘meta-level’ arguments as explanations of the con

structions performed to arrive at object(s) which support(s) the proof of existence. 

I am not concerned here with the ‘internalisation’ of such a meta-linguistic step. 

For my present purposes, the explanation of such ‘meta-linguistic’ steps via notions 

such as ‘mappings between algebras’ , ‘ interpretations between theories’, etc., is not 

particularly suitable. Correctness of im p lem en ta tio n s  shall again be proved similarly 

to Prof. Aczel’s case, by showing that the ‘objects’ sought for do have the property 

required by the initial definition as p re se n ta tio n , or ‘definition by use’.

7.3. Algebraic Specifications

Using the lesson learnt from theories of abstract data types, I want to argue that type 

presentations must show what can be done with the elements of the type. In other 

words, a type presentation has to show the use  of the elements. Now, assuming that 

use  can be characterised logically via rules of n o rm a lisa tio n , which corresponds to 

a fundamental aspect of the meaning of a proposition, according to my own reading 

of Wittgenstein’s later account of propositions, I attempt to provide a ‘ linguistic’ 

account of meaning for the language of mathematics based on operations  rather than 

on d eno ta tions , where no interpretation is involved.

Departing from the usual axiomatic presentation of theories, my Type Theory  

provides proper grounds for presenting theories via natural deduction-like proof 

rules. A number of equality rules given for each presentation of a type allows for the 

presentation of what is usually given as axioms of the theory. General substitution
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and equality rules take part in the type-theoretic framework independently of a 

particular type presentation. I shall demonstrate below how to relate an axiomatic 

presentation of a A-theory with a proof-theoretic presentation of a FI-type.

7.3.1. Type Definitions/Presentations

In algebraic specifications of data types the ‘semantics of use’ appears in the form of 

‘equations’: complementing the syntactic information corresponding to the ‘signa

ture’ of the type, one essentially states the rules of reduction  for the elements of the 

particular type by showing how the destructors operate on the constructors. Once 

an element is built via the constructor(s), the semantics of use explains what its 

utility is, or, in other words, how it can be ‘destroyed’, what can be obtained from 

it.

One may remark that the meaning explanations given in framework such as 

‘M ea n in g -A s-U S E ’ Type Theory  appear to suggest a certain shift between use of a 

type and use of an element of a type. One could presumably justify such ‘shift’ by 

saying that in a type-theoretic framework there is hardly as much interest in the 

type-expressions as there is in the value-expressions (elements of the type). (Cf. the 

type-expression Stack(A ) and the value-expressions emptystack and push(a,6)). 

The identification of propositions  with typ es , which plays a crucial part in allowing 

the distinction ‘propositions  and ju d g e m e n ts ' to be made, seems to bring into our 

type-theoretic explanation of meaning such inevitable and hardly undesirable shift 

in the focus of attention.

Now, given by the very nature of the ‘semantics of use’ where the meta-mathematical 

device of norm alisa tion  is taken as a formal counterpart to Wittgenstein’s ‘expla

nation of meaning’ and ‘the use of the sign in the language-games’, reduction  rules 

correspond to the u tility  aspect of the type. One gives the ‘grammar’ ( in troduction  

rules) aspect, which tells us how to build  elements of the type, and the ‘conse

quences’ aspect, which shows how to destroy  elements of the type, thus indicating 

what can be obtained from them, what their u tility  is. Therefore, instead of writing
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down an arbitrary number of axioms for each type, we have a calculable principle 

for determining when we have enough.

Following the long mathematical tradition, a theory presentation in formal treat

ments of abstract data types is usually given by a definition of the s y n ta x  of the 

terms with which the theory will be concerned, and a list of axioms demonstrating 

the s e m a n t i c s  of the terms. (Or ‘pre-semantics’, if one is not satisfied with the degree 

of precision given by the meaning definition of terms until a certain correspondence 

with ‘mathematical objects’ is established.)

Here is an example of a theory presentation (algebraic specification of the type 

of s t a c k s ), as given by H. Ehrig and B. Mahr in their compendium of techniques for 

algebraic specification of abstract data types:

stack

s o r t s : a l p h a b e t  

s ta c k

K l , . . . , K n  ► a lp h a b e t

error ► a lp h a b e t

empty > s ta c k

push : a lp h a b e t  s ta c k  —>

POP : s ta c k  —► s ta c k

TOP : s t a c k  —> a l p h a b e t

eqns: x  £ a l p h a b e t , s  £ s ta c k  

P0P(push(r, s)) =  s 

T0P(push(r, s)) = x  

POP(empty) =  empty 

TOP(empty) =  error

s ta c k

(Ehrig & Mahr 1985, p. 52.)
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Attempting to relate the above presentation of a theory of s ta c k s  to what pre

scribes the mathematical tradition of theory presentations, one could look at the 

lines under the heading o p n s  as the syntactic definition of terms. They tell us what 

are the terms by demonstrating how to f o r m  the terms of the theory, e.g., ‘empty’, 

‘push(:r,.s)’, etc.. The axioms listed under eqns  could be associated with what we 

referred to above as s e m a n t i c s  (or ‘pre-semantics’ , if one prefers).

Looking at such a specification of stacks in the light of our semantics of use, 

we can say that the ‘equations’ (e q n s)  give the semantics to the type stack because 

they demonstrate the two ways of ‘destroying’ an element of the type built by the 

constructor ‘push’: via ‘POP’ and ‘TOP’, the two e l im in a to r y  operations. Regard

ing the special constant ‘ e rro r ’ , introduced to represent the effect of ‘TOP’ on the 

‘empty stack’ , it is worth pointing out a particularly crucial difference between the 

o p e r a t io n s -based and the d e n o ta t io n s - b a s e d  approaches to semantics. In M A U S E , a 

framework where the semantics is based on o p e r a t io n s  (via proof-rules), ‘equations’ 

such as the ones referring to the effect of ‘POP’ and ‘TOP’ operations on the ‘empty 

stack’ simply do not exist just because the rules of manipulation of the type would 

never allow the j u d g e m e n t s  involving the membership of such terms to be made: 

j u d g e m e n t s  of the kind ‘POP(empty) (E S tack (A )’ and ‘TOP(empty) 6  S tack (A )’ 

would never be reachable. The issue is ‘shifted up’ to the meta-level, so to speak. 

Compare, for instance, the simple case of the A-calculus, where the destructor 

‘APPLY’ is to operate on X -a b s tr a c t io n  terms only: in the axiomatic presentation 

of a A-theory Prof. Barendregt includes an axiom corresponding to /^-reduction, but 

none corresponding to the effect of ‘applying’ a term which is not a A-abstraction 

— an arbitrary variable, for example — to an argument, (Barendregt 1981, p. 23). 

One could say that while the type I I  of A-terms is not inductive (does not have a 

base case), the types of natural numbers, lists, stacks, etc., are inductively generated 

from the ‘base’ (0, n i l l i s t ,  emptystack, etc.) and therefore one has to consider 

the result of the destructors over these boundary cases somehow. Now, it is true 

that in our type-theoretic framework the II-type is not inductively generated and 

contains only ‘A-a b s tr a c t io n '  terms, but this is not the case for the set ‘A’ of A-
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terms considered in Prof. Barendregt’s axiomatisation because ‘A1 is an inductive 

set generated from a set of variables and does not contain only X -a b s tr a c t io n  terms 

(see clause ‘ (1) x  £ A, where x  is an arbitrary variable’, in Barendregt 1981, p. 

22). Similarly to the usual definitions/presentations of inductive data types (natu

ral numbers, lists, stacks, etc.) in Prof. Barendregt’s definition/presentation of the 

set ‘A’ the destructor operates on specific constructors only (application on A) and 

efforts to explain odd terms showing the effect of destructors on other than those 

(such as, e.g., ‘APPLY(r,a)’) might as well be spared.

What I do not think is a good lesson to be learnt from such an algebraic approach 

to th e o r y  presentations is the emphasis on the va lu es  of expressions, where construc

tors as well as destructors are taken to b e  f u n c t i o n s ,  and the va lu e  of the expression 

formed by applying, e.g., a function like TOP to the empty stack is artificially intro

duced as an ‘odd’ constant value such as error, _L, etc.. By shifting the focus of 

attention to the kinds of ju d g e m e n t s  one can make from a theory presentation, one 

realises that ju d g e m e n t s  of the form ‘POP(empty) is a stack’ and ‘TOP(empty) is a 

data value from the a l p h a b e t ’ are simply not ‘reachable’ . The destructors TOP and 

POP are to be seen as e l im in a to r y  operators acting on the constructor push.

As we have already seen and shall see again later on, T yp e  T h e o r y  teaches us 

where to place the emphasis, namely the j u d g e m e n t s  one can make from a typ e  

presentation.

In a d e n o ta t io n s -based semantical framework, due to the unnecessary detour 

through concepts like functions, sets, embeddings, etc., ‘spurious’ constant values 

like ‘ e r ro r ’ , ‘_L’, etc., have to be introduced. And this is exactly because in this 

setting, where i n te r p r e ta t io n s  are supposed to give meaning, one is forced to ask 

such questions about what one could call ‘ false’ problems. Instead of asking what 

can be produced by the rules of construction and destruction, one is tempted to 

ask about the va lu es  of expressions. Similarly, the need to use partial algebras and, 

to some extent, the abandonment of initial algebraic semantics in favour of certain 

‘ loose’ semantics, are both examples of complex approaches to solving these, as it 

were, ‘false’ problems.
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7.3.2. Hidden Functions

We have no difficulty explaining the role of the so-called h id d e n  f u n c t i o n s ,  which 

are introduced in the specifications of certain data types but should remain ‘hidden’ 

from the ‘user’ of the data type.

For example, looking at the specification of an ‘inductive’ data type such as the 

type of queues of elements:

queue = bool + nat -f
s o r t s :  a l p h a b e t

q u e u e

o p n s:  K l , ... ,  K n  a l p h a b e t

error ► a lp h a b e t  

new > q u e u e

addq : q u e u e  a l p h a b e t  —> q u e u e  

REMOVE : q u e u e  —> q u e u e  

FRONT : q u e u e  —* a l p h a b e t  

IS -  EMPTY : q u e u e  -> b o o l  

LENGTH : q u e u e  —> n a t

IF — THEN — ELSE : b o o l  q u e u e  q u e u e  —* q u e u e  

eqns: a  £ a l p h a b e t ; q , q l , q 2  £ q u e u e

(e l) REMOVE(new) =  new

(e2) REM0VE(addq(<7, a)) =  IF IS -  EMPTY(g) THEN new 

ELSE addq(REMOVE(<?),a)

(e3) FRONT(new) =  error

(e4) FR0NT(addq(<7, a)) =  IF IS -  EMPTY(<7) THEN a 

ELSE FRONT(̂ )

(e5) IS -  EMPTY(new) =  tru e

(e6) IS -  EMPTY(addq(g, a)) =  f a l s e

(e7) LENGTH(new) =  0
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(eS) LENGTH(addq (q ,a ))  =  succ(LENGTH(?))

(e9) IF tru e THEN ql  ELSE q2 =  ql  

(elO) IF f a l s e  THEN q l  ELSE q2 =  q2

(Ehrig &; Mahr 1985, p. 55.)

it would seem fair to say that according to the semantics of our ‘M e a n in g -A s -U S E ’ 

Type Theory  the role of ‘IF-THEN-ELSE’, ‘IS-EMPTY’ and ‘LENGTH’ in the above 

specification could be explained as follows:

IS — EMPTY(g) (defined in (e5) and (e6)) is an example of what is usually called a 

hidden fu n c t io n , given that it is not concerned directly with the semantics of the 

type being specified. Such a ‘function’ is just acting as an ‘auxiliary’ function in the 

specification of the rules of use  for the type queue.

IF — THEN — ELSE is used to establish conditions for the ‘destruction’ operations on 

elements built by the constructors. In M A  U SE  we have the conditional (eliminatory) 

operator ‘WHEN’ to realise the ‘choice’ made by such IF-THEN-ELSE without having 

to use ‘extra’ data such as b oo l.

LENGTH )̂, in (e7) and (e8), is effectively unnecessary as far as the (use)  semantics 

of the type queue is concerned. It only describes a particular extra property of the 

elements of the type queue, which could perhaps be defined after the semantics of 

the type is given completely. Observe that by saying that types are many-sorted 

algebras is to leave completely arbitrary the criterion regarding the completeness 

of axioms w.r.t. the intended type, and the non-existence of a definite criterion 

to decide what are the ‘functions’ to express the distinguishing characteristic of 

the data type justifies the introduction of irrelevant (to the characterisation of the 

type!) functions such as ‘LENGTH’ in this case. A (rough) recipe such as ‘a type is 

to be characterised by its constructors and by the effect of its destructors on the
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terms built up by the constructors, would perhaps be a remedy. It is in fact our 

prescription with M A U S E .

Therefore, according to my ‘semantics of use’ , the type qu eu e is given its ‘mean

ing’ by the (n o rm a lisa tio n )  rules of use (e2 and e4), where the effect of ‘destroying’ 

an element built by the ‘constructor’ addq is demonstrated. Furthermore, con

sidering the operations ‘FRONT’ and ‘REMOVE’ as e lim ina to ry  operations acting on 

canonical terms built by in troduction  inferences, there would be no need to say any

thing about ‘unreachable’ terms such as ‘FRONT(new)’ and ‘REMOVE(new)’. The rules 

of use for the type q u eu e would not include the possibility of making a ju d g em en t  

of the form ‘FRONT(new) £  A ’ or ‘REMOVE(new) £  q u e u e ( A ) ’ .

7 .3 .3 . C o m p le te n e s s  o f  A x io m s

Given by the very nature of the ‘semantics of use’, reductions  corresponding to the 

u tility  aspect of the use of the type. One gives the ‘gram m ar’ ( in troduction  rules) 

aspect, which tells us how to build  elements of the type, and the ‘consequences’ 

aspect, which shows how to destroy  elements of the type, thus indicating what can 

be obtained from them, what their u tility  is. Therefore, instead of writing down 

an arbitrary number of axioms for each type, we have a calculable principle for 

determining when we have enough. Let us take as an example of the specification 

of a data type the following specification of binary trees:

b in tre e -b a se  =

sorts: a lphabet

b in tree

opns: K 1 ,... ,  K n  * a lp h a b et

l e a f  : a lphabet —► bin tree  

l e f t  : bintree a lp habet  —► bin tree  

r ig h t  : a lphabet b in tree  —> bin tree  

both : bin tree a lp h a b et b in tree  —* b in tree
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(Ehrig &  M ahr 19 8 5, pp. 16 -7 .)

b in tre e  =  b in tre e -b a se  -f n at -f bool

opns: BREADTH : bintree —* nat

EDGE : bintree —* nat 

NODE : bintree —» nat 

DEG : bintree —*■ bool 

eqns: a £ alphabet; 6,61, 62 £ bintree

BREADTH(leaf (a)) = succ(O)

BREADTH(left(6,a)) = BREADTH(6)

BREADTH(right(a, 6)) = BREADTH(6)

BREADTH(both(61, a, 62)) = add( BREADTH (61), BREADTH (62))

EDGE(leaf (a)) = 0

EDGE(left(6, a)) = succ(EDGE(6))

EDGE(right(a, 6)) = succ(EDGE(6))

EDGE(both(6l, a, 62)) =  succ(succ(add(EDGE(6l), EDGE(62)))) 

N0DE(6) =  succ(EDGE(6))

DEG(leaf (a)) = tru e  

DEG(left(6,a)) =  DEG(6)

DEG(right(a, 6)) = DEG(6)

DEG(both(6l, a, 62)) = fa ls e

(Ehrig &  Mahr 1985, pp. 56 -7 .)

On the basis of G uttag’s principle that a good axiomatisation must assert the 

distinguishing characteristic of the type and only that (G uttag 19 7 7 ), it seems fair 

to say that the above specification of b in tre e  is not a good one. Observe that 

none of the operations defined produce an element of the sort alphabet, which are
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presumably the elements inserted into the data structure to be accessed later in some 

particular order. It is not indicated how to access the contents of each node in the 

binary tree. The purpose of building the data structure corresponding to a binary 

tree is not being made clear. Only general properties of the elements of the type are 

being given (breadth, number of edges, number of nodes, etc.). (In passing, this is, 

I believe, a clear sign of the extensional view inherited from classical mathematics.) 

Therefore, it cannot in any reasonable sense be said to be complete. In fact, the 

above seems to be essentially an extension by definition of some underlying undefined 

type.

An ‘enriched’ specification of bintree, including a new operation called HEIGHT 

is given as:

bintree& height = bintree +

opns : HEIGHT : bin tree  —► n a t

MAX : na t n a t —► n a t

eqns: a E alphabet; b, 6 1,6 2  E bintree; m , n  E n a t

HEIGHT(leaf (a)) =  (0)

H EIG H T(left(6,a)) =  succ(HEIGHT(6)) 

HEIGHT(right(a, b)) =  succ(HEIGHT(6)) 

HEIGHT(both(6l,a,62)) =

succ(MAX(HEIGHT(61),HEIGHT(62)))

MAX(0, n ) = n  

MAX(m, 0) =  m

MAX(succ(m), su cc(n )) =  succ(MAX(m,n.))

(Ehrig h  Mahr 19 S 5, pp. 1 6 1 -2 .)

Again, none of the ‘equations’ of the above enrichment show the real u tility  of the 

data structure, or, to use G u ttag ’s terms, the actual ‘distinguishing characteristic’ 

of the data type. Or, put it another way, they show how to further ex tend  its use
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once it has been defined. None of them concern the aspect of how to obtain an 

element (of type a lphabet)  from the tree. As in the previous case, it is not properly 

shown how an element of the type b in tre e  can be ‘destroyed’ , therefore leaving a 

gap in the ‘semantics of use’ for the particular type. Obviously, if the semantics is to 

be given by an interpretation into an initial algebra, continuous algebra, etc., there 

is little concern in making the ‘distinguishing characteristic’ of the data structure 

simply by its axiomatisation.

In contrast, in my type-theoretic framework one would write down semantical 

reduction  rules corresponding to what can be ‘obtained’ from each element of the 

type, like ‘TOP’ and ‘POP’ for the case of S ta c k . For the case of binary trees one 

writes:

DEFINITION 7.3.1. Let T r e e (A )  be the type of binary trees of elements of type A ,  

defined inductively as:

B in T r e e - fo r m a tio n

A  type  A  =  B

B in T r e e (A )  type  B in T r e e (A )  =  B in T r e e (B )

B in T r  ee-in troduction

n i l t r e e  (E B in T r e e (A )  n i l t r e e  =  n i l t r e e  £  B in T r e e (A )

a G B in T r e e (A )  6 €  A  c £  B in T r e e (A )  

node(a, 6, c) £  B in T r e e (A )

fli =  «2  G B in T r e e (A )  bi = b2 £  A  c\ =  c2 £  B in T r e e (A )  

n o d e (ai,6 i,ci) =  node(fl2 , b2,c 2) £  B in T r e e (A )

H in T re e -i'ed u c tio n

a (E B in T r e e (A )  6 £  A  c (E B in T r e e (A )  

LABEL(node(a, 6, c)) =  b £  A
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a  £  BinTree(A) b £  A c £  BinTree(A) 
LEFT(node(a,6, c)) =  a £  BinTree(A)

a £  BinTree(A) 6 £  A c  £  BinTree(A) 
RIGHT(node(a, 6, c)) =  c £  BinTree(A)

BinTree- induction

(instantiated from the general fixpoint rules for the ‘ Fix’ operator.) □

The example should make clear my own point of view regarding what is needed 

in order to specify a data type: rules saying how to ‘construct’ elements of the 

type, and rules demonstrating how to ‘destroy’ an element of the type. This should 

hopefully give us reasonable criteria for judging whether a certain specification is 

good or bad, complete or incomplete, semantically ‘ clean’ , and so on.

Taking the example of specifying the type of natural numbers, I say that instead 

of specifying such a type as:

s u c c (r )  =  su c c (y )  —► x — y  

-> (succ(x) =  0)

(M aibaum , Sadler h  Veloso 19 8 1, p. 17 .)

or

{ h - i( s u c c (m )= na( zero)

h s u c c (m )= natsu c c (n )  —*• m —natn

(Turski &  M aibaum  1987, p. 74, eqs. 2 .1 3  and 2 .14 .)

which are usually written down to represent the first two of Peano’s axioms, my 

‘semantics of use’ of M A U S E  prescribes a specification in the form of the j \ f  spec

ification given in previous sections, where the role of each step on the definition 

is made semantically clear. It is perhaps worth recalling that instead of having 

an a x io m s -based presentation of the logical signs, we have a ju d g em e n t  rules-based
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presentation system. As we have seen from a previous explanation of the kind of 

presentation system we have in my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, we have the 

usual natural deduction style of presenting logics, combined with the conceptu

ally crucial distinction between propositions and judgements, and the identification 

propositions-as-types as the basis for the semantical explanations needed to justif}' 

the whole body of new concepts introduced by such Type Theory-like frameworks. 

In addition to the usual semantical explanations via introduction rules, such as in 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, we take the reduction (normalisation) rules as part of 

the formalisation of the semantics of the logical (as well as extra-logical) constants.

The whole idea of my semantical explanation could perhaps be summarised for 

the present example as follows: the rules of introduction show how to build the 

elements 0 and succ(a) of A/*, and the rules of reduction show the effect of the 

destructor ‘PRED’ on the constructor ‘ succ’ , covering the respective fundamental 

aspects of the use of the type Af. And similarly to the other cases mentioned above 

(for instance ‘APPLY’ for the II-type), the destructor ‘PRED’ would not be taken as a 

function but as an operation, following the important distinction between functions 

and operations that is necessary to make in constructive mathematics (Beeson 1985, 

p. 34).

As a matter of fact, one of the two axioms of the examples given above can be 

derived in the form of an inference of the kind:

succ(a) = succ(6) E Af 
PRED(succ(a)) = PRED(succ(6)) E Af

from a definition of Af in our type-theoretic framework. The other axiom, where the 

logical notion of negation is used to say that 0 is not the successor of any natural 

number, would be shown in Af-introduction (cf. the presentation of B intree(A ) and 

its two canonical elements given in its introduction rule. Such negative information 

provided by the equation shown carries information that is ‘shifted up’ to the meta

level, so to speak. More importantly, note that the specification of types in M A U S E  

expresses only positive information about their elements.
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In some cases of usual algebraic specification of data types, no use of negative 

information is made, and only positive information is given in the specification, but 

another usual misconception, as far as my semantical point of view is concerned, is 

the inclusion of recursive functions over the elements of the type. For instance, in 

Ehrig &; Mahr 1985, a specification for the type of natural numbers is given as:

n a t =

sorts: —> nat 

opns: 0 ► nat

succ : nat —► nat 

ADD : nat nat —* nat 

eqns: n , m  E nat

ADD(n, 0) =  n

ADD(n, succ(m)) =  succ(ADD(n, ra))

(Ehrig & Mahr 1985, p. 14.)

Note that the distinguishing characteristic of the type of natural numbers is 

hardly acknowledged to be the fact that we can perform addition with the elements. 

We can also perform multiplication, exponentiation, etc.. What seems to charac

terise the type of natural numbers is its canonical elements and their use, together 

with its inductive structure.

7.3. .̂ Parameterisation and Error-propagation

In the framework of my type-theoretic normalisation-based semantics, which is char

acterised, I insistedly repeat, by taking the rules of introduction and reduction as 

corresponding to the ‘definition by use’ of the type in M A U S E , one has a much 

simpler way of dealing with parameterised types, given that, for instance, ‘error’ 

judgements are neither part of nor derivable from the type presentation. One sim

ply takes the problem of parameterised specification simply as that of bringing in
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the rules of use corresponding to the parameters. Problems typical of denotations- 

based approaches such as dealing with error-propagation, finding proper semantical 

explanations for the act of instantiating a parameterised specification making sure 

that the target type matches the properties of the formal parameter type, and so on, 

are not of concern when the semantics is given via normalisation rules, and there is 

no need to make a detour via interpretations.

The algebraic approach is not free of big difficulties, an two entire chapters of 

Ehrig h  Mahr 1985 are dedicated to the topics of Parameterised Specification and 

Parameter Passing. A formal definition of Parameterised Specification is given as:

7.1 DEFINITION (Parameterized Specification)
A parameterized specification PSPEC = (SPEC,SPEC1) consists of a pair of specifications 

SPEC = (S, OP, E), called formal parameter specification, and 

SPEC1 = SPEC + (SI, 0P1, El), called target specification.

(Ehrig & Mahr 1985, p. 17 1.)

The above ‘+ ’ operation on specifications is regarded in our case as just a jux

taposition of the rules of use (including introduction and reduction rules) of the 

parameterised type and the type corresponding to the instantiation of the parame

ter.

To have ‘parameters’ in the specification of a certain type in a framework like 

our ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory does not seem to bring in extra problems such 

as those treated by the more denotations-based approaches. As we could see from 

the DEFINITION 7 .3 .1  of binary trees of elements of type A , the rules of formation:

B in T r ee-formation

A  type A  =  B
B inT ree(A ) type B inT ree(A ) =  B in T ree(B )

certify that the parameter A  is indeed a type. Furthermore, to bring in the se

mantics of the type A  is as simple as to bring in its rules of use. And, again,
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similarly to Natural Numbers, Lists, Stacks, etc., there is no rule to allow judge

ments like ‘LABEL(niltree) E A’, or ‘LEFT(niltree) E BinTree(A)’, or even 

‘RIGHT(niltree) 6 BinT>ee(A)’ to be made.

7.3.5. Implementation

As we have seen from all the explanation given in previous sections, the explanation 

of the nature of implementations is given via ‘definitional extensions’, according to 

my own understanding of Frege’s ‘ analytic definition’ which prescribes a definition 

by normalisation (use) rules, and subsequent proof of existence via ‘constructive 

definitions’, rather than a certain translation between theories. This means that 

we have here a purely syntactic means rather than algebraic embedding of models 

or mapping of algebras. It constitutes a much simpler approach than ‘interpreta

tions between theories’ , just because the implementation process is explained via 

‘definitional extensions’ , rather than a certain translation between (languages and) 

theories.

For example, in Aczel 1980 a ‘definition by use’ of a pairing system and its 

corresponding proof of existence, which serves as proxy to our understanding of the 

process of laying down a specification of a certain type and the subsequent search 

for an implementation of such a ‘ type’ (or system) in terms of more primitive ones, 

is given as:

Definition 5.6. A pairing system consists of ̂ -functions PAIR : f o x f i  —<► T q and p, q : Eo —► To 

such that for all objects a,b

p(PAIR(a, 6 )) = a and $(PAIR(a, b)) = b.

Lemma 5.7. There is a pairing system.

Proof. PAIR(a,6 ) = Xx | x|2 (a,6 ) for all objects a,b and for each object c let p(c) = APP(c, Ai) 

and q(c) = APP(c, A2).

Clearly these are ^-functions and for all objects a,b

p(PAIR(a, b))= APP(PAIR(a, b), Ai)
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= APP(Ax | x|2(a, 6), Ai) 

= 1 Ai|2(a,6)

and

q ( ? A l R { a , b ) ) =| A2|2(a,6) = b.

(Aczel 1980, p. 48.)

(Without going into a detailed explanation of Prof. Aczel’s notation, it is relevant 

to point out that ‘A i ’, ‘A 2’ and ‘ |’ are all previously defined in terms of the lambda 

system constituted by ‘A’ and ‘A PP ’.)

In order to make it easier for a comparison between Prof. Aczel’s proof of 

the Existence Lemma and my interpretation of how to prove the existence of an 

implementation from a definition by use, I rewrite the above proof as:

Proof. Put
PAIR(a,6) =  \x | x|2(a,6) 

p (c )= A P P (c ,A 0  

q{c) =  A P P (c,A 2)

For the correctness of the implementation, we have to check that: 

p(PAIR(a,6)) =  a and 

<?(PAIR(a, &)) =  b.

and we do that by the following sequence of substitutions and rewritings:

p(PAIR(a, b))= APP(PAIR(a,6), AO 

=  APP(Ax | a M a ^ A j )

=| Ai^fa,b)

=  a
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Similarly:

$(PA IR(a,6))= APP(PAIR(a, b), A 2)

=  APP(Ax | x|2(a,&), A 2) 

=| A 2|2(a,6)

= 6

Note that an implementation of the pairing system is found in terms of more 

primitive systems (lambda system, in this case), and the proof that such an im

plementation obeys the properties given in the ‘definition by use’ comes after

ward. Finding such an implementation, e.g., when ‘constructing’ the expression 

‘Ax | x|2(a, b)' to do what ‘PAIR(a,6)’ does, was very much like proving an exis

tence lemma, and so, the very process of choosing the ‘object’ sought is kept at the 

‘meta-level’ , as it were.

Furthermore, observe that Prof. Aczel’s procedure is indeed to provide defini

tional extensions. Although using ‘= ’ for the definition of ‘PAIR ’ , ‘p’ and ‘<j’ in 

terms of the (previously defined) lambda system objects, such definition is better 

seen as a definitional (abbreviatory) equality ‘ = ’ . Therefore, despite introducing 

‘new’ objects such as ‘PAIR ’, ‘p’ and tq\ they can be considered later on (after 

the proof of correctness) as mere abbreviations. That is exactly the point of view 

we take regarding the notion of implementation via definitional extensions, (see 

the implementation -  proof of existence -  of the type Stack(A ) in terms of ‘ S ’ 

(pairing/splitting), ‘-f ’ (marking/choosing) and ‘Fix’ (potential infinity), chapter 6.)

Similarly, a Peano system is defined by a presentation of the con structors and 

DESTRUCTORS, and ‘equations’ showing how the latter act on the former, and the 

existence lemma (implementation lemma, according to my interpretation) is stated 

and the proof of correctness is given as the exhibition of ‘representatives’ of the 

con stru cto rs and DESTRUCTORS in terms of the constructors and DESTRUCTORS 

of the previously defined pairing system:
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Definition 5.9. A Peano system consists of an object 0 and ̂ -functions s, PRED, and DEC : 
T0 —► T0 such that for all objects a 

PRED(s(a)) = a,
DEC(s(a)) = A 2

and
DEC(0) = Ai.

Lemma 5.10. There is a Peano system.

Proof. Let 0 = PAIR^, A 2), s =< PAIR(A2,x) | x >, PRED = q and DEC = p.

(Aczel 1980, p. 49.)

The ‘proof of correctness’ , which would prove that indeed the representative 

of the DESTRUCTOR ‘P R ED ’ (namely ‘g’) act on the constructor ‘ s ’ (namely ‘ < 

PA IR(A 2, x )\x  > ’) in the same way as required by the definition/presentation of 

the Peano system (Definition 5.10.), was omitted, but could easily be done as:

P roof. Let

0 =  PA IR(A 1 ,A 2) 

s = <  PAIR(A2,x) | x >

PRED  =  q 

DEC =  p.

It is required that:

PRED (s(a))= «?(s(a))

=  ^(< PA IR(A 2, x ) | x >  (a))

= ?(PAIR(A2,a))
=  a

This example is a rather adequate case for an outline of my point of view on the 

whole discussion of how implementations relate to specifications of abstract data
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types, and what form the specification itself as well as the ‘proof of correctness’ of 

the implementation should generally take.

Another example of an ‘implementation’ of a type into another which could fit 

the above explanation of the notion of implementation is that of S. Peyton-Jones in 

his book on Functional Languages (Peyton-Jones 1987):

2.2.2.3 A  larger example
As a larger example, we will demonstrate the somewhat surprising fact that data constructors 
can actually be modelled as pure lambda abstractions. We define CONS, HEAD and TAIL in the 
following way:

CONS = (Aa.Ab.Af.f a b)
HEAD = (Ac.c (Aa.Ab.a))
TAIL = (Ac.c (Aa.Ab.b))

These obey the rules for CONS, HEAD and TAIL given in Section 2.1.3. [‘HEAD (CONS a b) —► a’ 
and ‘TAIL (CONS a b) —► b’] For example,

HEAD (CONS p q)
= (Ac.c (Aa.Ab.a)) (CONS p q)
—  CONS p q (Aa.Ab.a)
= (Aa.Ab.Af. f a b) p q (Aa.Ab.a)
—<■ (Ab.Af. f p b) q (Aa.Ab.a)
—* (Af. f p q) (Aa.Ab.a)
—+ (Aa.Ab.a) p q
—  (Ab.p) q
— P

(Peyton-Jones 1987, p. 17.)

The proof of correctness would be completed when the same sequence of substi

tutions and rewritings would be done for the case of the destructor TAIL acting on 

the constructor CONS.

Another relevant example of a similar procedure of ‘implementing’ and ‘proving 

correctness’ is to be found in Lambek Sz Scott’s account of the connections between 

type theory and category theory:
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Definition 17.1. An extended X-calculus is given by a set of terms and equations which are said 
to ‘hold’. (...)
(...) Finally, the following specific equations are postulated, for a,6,c, / and <p(x):

LI. A x<p(xY x = ip(x);
L2. AX(/Cx) = /, if x is not free in /;
L3. 7r((a, b)) = a;
L4. 7r;((a, 6)) = 6;
L5. (7r(c), tt'(c)) = c.

(Lambek Sz Scott 1986, p. 101.)

followed by the proposition that would correspond to an ‘existence lemma’:

Proposition 17.4. Every extended A-calculus C gives rise to a C-monoid M(C), whose elements 
are (equivalence classes of) closed terms of C and where

1 = Axx,
gf = Ax(y<(/?x)),
7T = Ax7t(x),
tt' = Aj^x),

< f,g > = Ar(/?x,fircx),
e = A2(7r(z)c7r/(z)),
h’ = AxAy(/ic(x,y)).

Moreover, a = b in M(C) if a = 6 holds in C.
Proof. The equations of a C-monoid are easily checked. (...)
(...) Unfortunately, it is not obvious that these give an equivalence of categories. The reason for 
this is that in Proposition 17.3 [where pairing with ‘( , )’ and ‘tt, tt'’ were defined] the definitions 
of 7r(—), and tt̂ -) and (-,-) were badly chosen.

(Lambek Scott 1986, p. 103.)

The ‘proof of correctness’ comes right after the choice of (better) candidates 

for the representatives of con structors and DESTRUCTORS of both the abstrac- 

tion/application (‘A’ / ‘c’ , respectively) part of the definition as well as of the 

pairing/splitting (‘ ( , ) ’ / ‘ 7r’ and ‘7rn, respectively), in a similar way by proving
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that the effect of DESTRUCTORS on corresponding co n stru c to rs  is the same as in 

the original definitions given in L1-L5:

Let us change the term forming operations tt(-), tt'(-) and (-,-) in Proposition 17.3 as follows: 
7r(c) = 7T̂ c, 
tt'(c) = 7r/Cc,
(a, b) =< Axa, Aar6>< 1,

where it is assumed that x is not freee in a or b. We now calculate:

7r((a, 6)) = ttc(< Axa, Ax6>cl),
= (7r < Axa, Xxb > )C1 by CIO,
= (Axa)cl by Cl,
= a;

(tt(c), ̂'(c)) =< Ax(ttcc), Ax(tt/Cc)>c1,
=< i r \ x c, t'Axc>c1 by Cll,
= (A,c)‘l

(Ibid., pp. 103-4.)

To that ‘proof of correctness’ one could easily add the proof that the effect of 

the other DESTRUCTOR for the pairing constructor ‘( , )’, namely b)) =  b\ also

verifies.

7.3.5.1. Implementation a n d  L is ts  vs. S tacks

In order to demonstrate a simple (practical) consequence of looking at the dis

tinguishing characteristic of types as being given primarily by the effect of the 

DESTRUCTORS on the terms built by the co n stru c to rs , I choose the (extremely) 

simple example of implementing a theory of stacks (S tack(A )) in terms of a the

ory of lists (L ist(A )). The aim here is twofold: first of all I want to give a further 

(‘practical’) example of how the process of finding an implementation and prov

ing its correctness relates to the usual process of proving an existence theorem by
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choosing a suitable candidate and proving that such a candidate conforms to the 

requirements set up by the definition-as-presentation. The choice of a candidate is 

understood here as a meta-linguistic step and its being formalisable is a question 

which is not considered here as I have mentioned above, for obvious reasons. The 

role of definitional extensions is made clear in my logical account of the process of 

implementation where the ‘newly’ defined operators abbreviate the (perhaps com

plex) candidates. Secondly, I purposedly choose the example of implementing stacks 

in terms of lists to show how a more intuitively appealing semantical view can make 

artificial distinctions disappear such as the distinction between what seem to be two 

instances of the same data structure. As will become clear, the only distinction one 

can think of making between a stack and a (LISP-like) list is that stacks are usually 

thought of as structures growing/shrinking ‘vertically’ , whereas lists are imagined 

as an ‘horizontal’ data structure. The utility of both data types, however, which is 

to provide a ‘data memory’ accessed according to the protocol ‘ last in, first out’, 

is essentially the same if one abstracts from the names: cons, as opposed to push; 

CAR and CDR, as opposed to TOP and POP. It seems that the distinction is merely 

cosmetic, or even of ‘geometric’ positioning. Nevertheless, there seems to be unnec

essary effort to draw a distinction between a stack and a (cons/CAR/CDR-like) list, 

even in texts dedicated to list-structured programming, such as, e.g.:

The mechanism which we described in the initial blocks model occurs quite naturally in com

puter science. It is called a stack. The important characteristics of stacks are that they are lists 

such that additions and deletions can only be made at the front of the list.

(Allen 1978, pp. 290-1.)

There are certainly many different notions of lists in computer science, such as, 

e.g., linked lists, doubly linked lists, etc.. However, the simple notion of list as 

that of LISP-lists with cons/car/cdr, where the additions and deletions can only 

be made at the front of the list, does not differ from stacks in that respect. An 

awareness of the utility of data structures as being the determining factor of their 

meaning, would certainly help to see that one can have a stack in a LISP-like 

programming language just by using the usual primitive operations cons/car/cdr as
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stack operations (push/top/pop). And this would prevent spending much effort in 

constructing a, perhaps complicated, LISP implementation of stacks. E.g., after a 

certain renaming of list operations, such as:

Though our representation of sequences is such that first, rest and concat are identical to 

car, cdr and cons respectively, we should use the names first, rest, and concat to make it clear 

that we are operating on lists.

(Allen 1978, p. 40.)

an implementation of stacks is given essentially as:

push <t= A[[i; st\concat[v, stfi 

top •<= A[[sf]/irs<[st]] 

pop <i= A[[st]rest[s<]]

(Allen 1978, p. 392.)

It would certainly make things much easier to think of stacks as being essentially 

the same data type as cons/car/cdr-lists. Observe that the ‘representation’ of push , 

top and pop is no more than a change in the names cons, car and cdr, respectively.

Now, I give a presentation of both data structures following the semantics of use 

which regulates my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory, and demonstrate how one can 

immediately see that there can only be an artificial distinction between cons/car/cdr 

lists and push/top/pop stacks. The procedure can even be considered as essentially 

similar to the example aforementioned, namely that of giving abbreviatory defini

tions (‘= ’). But the point here is that I shift the focus of attention to the utility 

aspect of the presentation of the data type, and I prove the correctness of the 

representation by showing that the representation satisfies the utility requirements 

captured by the reduction rules.

The theory of lists is presented as the type L ist(A ) as follows:1

^ote that, as expected, it bears close resemblance to the definition of LISP-lists with 

cons/car/cdr:
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DEFINITION 7.3.1. Let L ist(A ) be the type of lists of elements from the type A , 

defined inductively as:

A)-foimation

A  type A  =  B
L ist(A ) type L ist(A ) =  L ist(B )

XAst{ A)-introduction

nillist E List(A)

o G A  b E L ist(A ) 
cons(a, b) E L ist(A )

List (A ) - reduction

nillist = nillist E List(A)

a =  c E A  6 =  d E L ist(A ) 
cons(a,6) =  cons(c, d) E L ist(A )

a E A  6 E L ist(A ) a E A  b E L ist(A )
CAR(cons(a, 6)) =  a E A  CDR(cons(a, 6)) =  6 E L ist(A )

List(A )- induction

(instantiated from the generalised induction operator ‘Fix’ .)

□

‘Given any S-expression, it is possible to produce any subexpression of it by a suitable compo

sition of car’s and cdr’s. If x and y represent any two S-expressions, the following identities are 

true:

car[cons[x;y]]=x

cdr[cons[x;y]]=y.

The following identity is also true for any S-expression x such that x is composite (non-atomic): 

consfcar [x] ;cdr[xj] =x. ’

(McCarthy et. al. 1962, p. 3.)
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The theory of stacks, presented as a type which I name Stack(A ), again follows 

the pattern of presentation of types as prescribed by the semantics of use.

DEFINITION 7.3.2. Let Stack(A ) be the type of lists of elements from the type A , 

defined inductively as:

Stack(A)-/orma^'fm

A  type A  =  B
Stack(A ) type Stack(A ) =  Stack(B)

Stack( A )-int roduction

emptystack £  Stack(A ) emptystack =  emptystack £  Stack(A )

a £  A  b £ Stack(A ) a =  c 6  A  b =  d £ Stack(A )
push(a, b) £ Stack(A ) push(a,6) =  push(c, d) £ Stack(A )

S tack (A  )-reduction

a £  A  b £  Stack(A ) a £ A  b £ Stack(A )
T0P(push(a, 6)) =  a £  A  P0P(push(a, b)) =  b £ Stack(A )

S tack (A )-induction

(instantiated from the generalised induction operator ‘Fix1.)

□

L em m a  7.3.3. There is a type Stack(A ). 

P ro o f . Let

emptystack =  n i l l i s t ,  

push(a, b) =  cons(a,6).
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TOP(s) =  CAR(s),

POP(s) =  CDR(s).

Now I prove the correctness of the implementation by showing that indeed:

T0P(push(a, 6)) =  a,

P0P(push(a, 6)) =  b.

I just have to use our definitions:

T0P(push(a, b)) =  CAR(push(a, b))

=  CAR(cons(a, b))

=  a.

P0P(push(a, b)) =  CDR(push(a, b))

=  CDR(cons(a, b))

=  b.

Whenever the utility aspect of a data type is neglected in favour of names or 

even (numerical) values, a number of misunderstandings are likely to arise. The 

above example demonstrates that rather clearly. The artificiality of such a dis

tinction between a stack and a cons/CAR/CDR-list has in fact remained unques

tioned for a long time. Even in more recent textbooks on Functional Program

ming, a paradigm of computer programming which was born out of LISP-like pro

gramming languages, one can see that little attention is paid to the fact that 

the utility of stacks (‘last-in-fist-out1 memory), expressed by its reduction rules 

T0P(push(a, b)) =  a and P0P(push(a, b)) =  6, is essentially the same as that of 

LISP-lists with CAR(cons(a, 6)) =  a and CDR(cons(a,b)) =  b. In Henderson 1980, 

e.g., ‘implementing1 a stack on a LISP-like programming language is not just re

duced to saying that one uses cons as the stack push constructor and CAR/CDR as 

the stack destructors TOP/POP but an explanation of how one should represent a
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stack is given with no reference to the fact that they cannot be distinguished up to 

names:

(...) we can implement a stack structure as an S-expression, simply by using a list of the stacked 
elements and pushing and poping values from the left-hand end of that list. Thus, for example,

(A B C D)

could represent a stack of exactly 4 items.

(Henderson 1980, p. 166.)

Such an explanation, however, amounts to the simple conclusion that stacks are 

the same data structures as (LISP-like) lists.

A s a matter of fact, most of the English dictionaries I have encountered explain 

the word ‘list’ merely as an enumeration, a roll, etc., no reference being made to 

the order of item recovery from the so-named information structure. B y  giving the 

name ‘list’ to the data structure which works on the basis of a ‘ last-in-first-out’ 

discipline, perhaps the L IS P  language designers meant ‘list-as-stack’ , as opposed to 

‘ list-as-queue’ where the discipline would be the opposite ‘first-in-first-out’ .

7.4. Theory Presentations and Type Presentations

7.4-1. The X-theory of Prof. Barendregt and the Tl-type of X-terms

A  modern ‘ language’ designed to express mathematical constructions, the A-Calculus 

has been developed as an operational  theory of functions. To use Prof. Barendregt’s 

own words, ‘the lambda calculus is a type free theory about functions as n//es, rather 

than as graphs’ (Barendregt 19 8 1). Rules are used to capture the notion of function 

in the ‘old’ sense, as opposed to what is usually referred to as the ‘modern’ view of 

‘ functions as graphs’.
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A  A-theory, as defined by Prof. H. Barendregt in his mathematical treatise enti

tled The Lambda Calculus. I ts  Syn tax  and S e m a n t ic s , is presented in the traditional 

axiomatic style, where the ‘syntactic’ definitions of terms is given as:

2.1.1. Definition, (i) Lambda terms are words over the following alphabet:

vo,i>i,... variables,
A abstractor,
( , ) parentheses.

(ii) The set of A-terms is defined inductively as follows:
(1) X e A;
(2) M  G A => (Ax.M) e A;
(3) M,N 6 A =» (MN) <E A;

where x in (1) or (2) is an arbitrary variable.

(Barendregt 1981 , P- 22.)

Prof. Barendregt’s presentation of a A-theory follows the ‘syntactic’ definition 

of terms, and is given in the axiomatic style as:

2.1.4. D efinition. The theory A has as formulas 

M  = N

where M , N  € A and is axiomatized by the following axioms and rules:

(I) (Xx.M)N = M[x := N], (/3-conversion)
(III) M  = M\

(H-2) K II Jl II j?

(113) M  = N,N = L = >  M  = L;
(114) M  = N  =► M Z  = N Z ;
(115) M  = N  => Z M  = ZN\

(116) M  = N => A x.M = A x.N, (rule £).

(Barendregt 19 8 1, p. 23.)

A s I have highlighted in the introductory sections, the presentation of a theory 

as a type in my type-theoretic framework brings together the ‘syntactic’ definition of
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terms as well as the ‘semantics’ . The introduction  rules indicate how to construct the 

elements of the type, corresponding approximately to the usual syntactic definition 

of terms, as in Prof. Barendregt’s presentation shown above.

The reduction  rules, in their turn, demonstrate what is essential in the semantics 

by showing how to destroy  the terms contained in the type, or, in more appropriate 

terminology, they indicate how to use the elements of the type.

The El-type of A-terms, according to the semantics of use of ‘M e a n in g -A s -U S E ’ 

Type T heory , is presented as:

DEFINITION 7.4.1. Let a n  type be a type defined as:

I I - fo rm a tio n

[x e  A ]

A  type  B (x )  type  
(IIx  £  A ) B ( x )  type

[x £  A ]

A  =  C  B (x )  =  D (x )

(IIx  £  A ) B ( x )  =  (IIx  6  C ) D ( x )

n  - in troduction

[x £  A ] [a: £  A ]

________6(x) £  B (x )________ 6(x) =  d(x)  £  B (x )

(Ax)b( x )  £  (ILr £  A ) B ( x )  (Ax)6(x) =  (Ax)d(x) £  (I Ix  £  A ) B ( x )

I I-reduc tion

[x £  A ]

a £  A  b(x) £  B (x )  

APPLY((Ax)6(x), a)  =  b ( a / x )  £  B (a )

I I  - induc tion

c £  (Fix £  A ) B ( x )

(Ax)APPLY(c,x) = c 6  ( I Ix  £  A ) B ( x )

□
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Comparing the A-theory presentation of Prof. Barendregt with our presentation 

of the II-type of A-terms, one can make the following parallels:

Axiom  (I) (/9-conversion) bears a resemblance to the rule of IT-reduction.

Axioms (II.1), (II.2) and (II.3) seem to be particular cases of general equality 

rules (re flex iv ity , s y m m e tr y , trans itiv ity ), which enter a type-theoretic framework 

such as my ‘M e a n in g -A s -U S E ’ Type Theory  at a general level for all types, not 

just for II-types. In Prof. Barendregt’s case, such rules are repeated for every 

theory presentation, e.g., the theory C L  of Combinators, whose syntax is given in 

DEFINITION 7 .1 .1 . ,  p. 1 5 1 ,  and semantics (axioms, rules) in DEFINITION 7 .1.2 ., p. 

15 2 .

Axioms (II.4) and (II.5) appear to be variants of one of the rules of U -elim ina tion:  

U -e lim in a t io n

a = b E A  c = d £  ( I Ix  E A ) B ( x )

APPLY(c, a) =  APPLY(d, 6) E B(<z)

which can be shown to be mere consequences of the definition of II-types (as in DEF

INITION 4.1. above) similarly to what has been done in previously. That is, firstly, 

to show that one can make the judgem en t  ‘APPLY(c, a) E B ( a ) ’ from the judgem en ts  

1a E A 1 and ‘c E (ILr E A ) B ( x ) ’ , one has to show the following derivation tree:

c E (IIx  E A ) B ( x )

a E A

A:r.APPLY(c,x)  =  cE  (ILr E A )B (.t ) 

A:r.APPLY(c, x )  E (IL r E A ) B ( x )

(i)
(2)

■ (3)APPLY(Aa:.APPLY(c, x), a) =  APPLY(c,q) E B (a )  

APPLY(c, a)  E B (a )
-(4)

where

(1)  n  - induction

(2) =  - C

(3) n -reduction
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(4) =  - n

Now, with the help of two general substitution rules available in In tu ition is t ic  

Type Theory  as well as in m y ‘M e a n in g -A s -U S E ’ Type Theory :

[x E A ]

a E A  b(x)  =  d( x )  E B (x )  

6(a) =  d(a)  E B (a )

[x E A ]

a =  c E A  b(x)  E B (x )  

6(a) =  6(c) E B (a )

it is easy to obtain the counterparts of II.4 as:

[a: E A ]

2 E A  m ( x )  =  n ( x )  E B (x )  

APPLY(m,z) = APPLY(n,z) E B(z)

and II.5 as:

[x E A ]

m  =  n  E A  z(x) E B(:r)

APPLY(z,m) =  APPLY(z, n)  E B (m )

Axiom  (II.6) (rule {)  finds in the second I I -in troduction  rule its counterpart in 

our presentation of II-types.

B y  making such a parallel between an axiomatic and a ‘proof-theoretic’ presenta

tion of a simple theory, the intention here is to show how such a natural deduction- 

based presentation system as my reformulated Type Theory , which has a more co

herent semantics and still incorporates the identification of propositions with types, 

can be useful in providing appropriate definition/presentation tools. The focus of 

attention is placed rather conveniently on a semantics based on the notion of util

i ty  and on what seems to be the most interesting aspect of a theory presentation:
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the judgements one can make about the type/theory presentation, instead of on the 

values of expressions.

7.4-2. Logics as Theories

With the help of the identification of propositions with types one can even provide 

a reasonable framework to present logics as theories, not via axioms but via natural 

deduction-like proof rules. Bearing in mind that by defining/presenting a logical 

connective one is defining the proposition of which it is the major connective, and 

that theories can be presented as types, it seems reasonable to think of a logic 

presentation as being the presentation of as many theories/types as the number of 

different connectives the logic might have. For instance, a definition of the logical 

connective of implication would be something like:

— formation

[x e  A]
A type B(a:) type 

A  —» B type

[x € A]
A  =  C B(x) =  D (x) 

A  —> B =  C —► D

—*>-introduction

[x 6 A] [iG  A]
b(x) £  B (x) b(x) =  d(x) £ B (x)

(Xx)b(x) £ A —* B (Xx)b(x) =  (Ax)d(x) £ A —► B

— reduction

[x € A]
a £ A b(x) £ B (x) 

APPLY((At )6(.t), a) =  b(a/x) £ B(a)

-induction
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c £ A  —> B
(Aa?)APPLY(c, a:) =  c £ A —> B

□

7 .5 . C o n c lu d in g  R e m a rk s

By presenting a rather operations-oriented point of view on the issues concerning 

theories of abstract data type specification, whenever appropriate attempting to 

compare it with other more usual denotations-based approaches, I hope to have 

motivated the importance of adopting interpretations-free explanations of meaning 

in frameworks for software development.

Regarding other points of view based on operational semantics, it is worth making 

a few remarks concerning the differences, for example, between my own view on the 

role and the semantics of formal systems like my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 
and the point of view taken by Prof. Martin-Lof and his followers.

The semantics of Gentzen adopted by Prof. Martin-Lof seems to make it difficult 

to justify a number of concepts, especially those related to theories of abstract data 

type specification, within Intuitionistic Type Theory. The definition of L ists, for 

example, is given in Martin-Lof 1984 as:

We can follow the same pattern used to define natural numbers to introduce other inductively 
defined sets. We see here the example of lists.

List-formation

A type 
List(A) type

where the intuitive explanation is: List(A) is the set of list of elements of the set A (finite sequences 
of elements of A).

List-introduction
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nil £ List(A) a € A 6 £ List(A) 
cons(a,6) £ List(A)

where we may also use the notation () = nil.

(Martin-Lof 1984, p. 77.)

There is no reference to the usual ‘destructors’ ‘HEAD’ and ‘TAIL’, and the elimi

nation rules for the type L ist are framed using a finite induction operator ‘LISTREC’ 

in a way similar to the finite induction operator for Natural Numbers ‘R’, given in 

his presentation of the type of Natural Numbers. As a matter of fact, as we have 

seen from previous sections, such induction operators can be obtained as particular 

instantiations of the generalised induction operator ‘Fix’ and should not take part 

in the definition of the inductive type List.

Confronting such an example with, say, the rules defining the type of queue of 

elements of A, we can easily see that it does not seem intuitively appealing to think 

of the meaning of a particular type/proposition as something given just by the rules 

indicating how to construct canonical elements (introduction rules). The ‘semantics’ 

(of use) of the particular type is only made explicit when the rules of ‘destruction’ 

of elements of the type (the rules of reduction, which show the consequences, or 

the utility, of the elements of the type) are laid down. The rules of formation and 

introduction for a type Q ueue(A ), corresponding to the grammar of type- and value- 

expressions respectively, in Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory would not 

seem to be able to make the distinction between lists and queues, because the rules 

of ‘construction’ of canonical elements would be identical apart from the names of 

the operations (‘emptyqueue’ as opposed to ‘n i l ’, and ‘addtoqueue’ as opposed to 

‘cons’):

Q ueue( A )-formation

A type
Q ueue(A ) type
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Q u eu e(A)-introduction

_  / a \ a e A be  Q ueue(A )emptyqueue 6 Q ueue(A ) -----------------;— - ---—-------- — 7
addtoqueue(a, b) e Q ueue(A )

When the rules of ‘destruction’ (rules of reduction) for both types are laid down, 

one then sees the sharp difference in the meaning (semantics, use) of the two types: 

for the case of lis ts , the ‘destruction’ is made by removing the last element inserted, 

whereas in the case of q u eu es, the first element inserted is the one to be removed 

by the ‘destructors’. That is perhaps what Guttag meant when saying that ‘the 

distinguishing characteristic of a queue is that it is a first in first out storage device’ 

and ‘a good axiomatic definition [...] must therefore assert that and only that 

characteristic’ (Guttag 1977, p. 398), after explaining why a mere explanation of 

how to form the canonical elements of the type ‘queue’ would not suffice to uniquely 

characterise it:

(...) One could, for example, define a type Queue (of Items) with the operations

NEW:
ADD:
FRONT:
REMOVE:
IS-EMPTY?:

—► Queue
Queue x Item —<> Queue 
Queue —► Item 
Queue —► Queue 
Queue —► Boolean

Unfortunately, however, short of supplying a representation, the only mechanism for denoting what 
these operations “mean” is a judicious choice of names. Except for intuitions about the meaning of 
such words as Queue and FRONT, the operations might just as well be defining type Stack as ty
pe Queue. (...)’

(Guttag 1977, p. 397.)

(The emphasis is mine.)

By defending the use of an axiomatisation in order to make precise which type is 

being defined/presented, one is acknowledging the insufficiency of any explanation
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of the form of canonical elements the type might have. The axiomatisation is then 

supposed to settle the quest for a precise characterisation of the type by showing 

what kind of operations can be done with the elements of the type. The notion of 

type based on canonical values, such as the one given by the semantics of Intuition- 
istic Type Theory, is clearly incompatible with the concept of abstract data type in 

the tradition of Guttag.

Obviously, in his lecture notes published in Martin-Lof 1984, Prof. Martin-Lof is 

hardly concerned with the application of his Type Theory to theories of specification 

of abstract data types. The lecture notes seem to have been produced with the 

purpose of explaining the foundational principles and some important formal details 

of the framework. An example of such an application of Intuitionistic Type Theory 
as formulated by Prof. Martin-Lof’s followers at Chalmers University of Technology, 

Goteborg, Sweden, is clearly seen as less convincing than a more intuitively appealing 

alternative such as the ‘semantics of use’ of my ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory. In 

a rather brief section on specification of abstract data types, at the end of a draft 

book (perhaps provisionally) entitled ‘An Introduction to Martin-Lof’s Theory of 
Types', it reads:

17.5 Specification of abstract data types

A simple example of an abstract data type specification is a specification of a stack. In type 
theory, the specification is the type:

('EStackN G U)
(Eempty G StackN)
(Epush G N  x StackN —► StackN)
(Epop G StackN —*• StackN)
(Etop G StackN —► N)
(IP G StackN)(Un G N)

{[p°p[[empty]]=StackNempty] x 
\pop[\push[[< n, t >]] ]]=5<adfcV*]x 

[top[[empty]]=N 0]x
[fop[[pus/i[[< M  >]] ]]= v n ])
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where we have used the abbreviation

p[[a]] = apply(p,a)

We have also used the convention of confusing a type with its coding in U, all but the first 
occurrence of StackN stands for the type Type(StackN).

(Nordstrom, Petersson Sz Smith 1986, pp. 104-5.)

As a brief explanation of (my own understanding of) their intention, one should 

look at the specification given above as an attempt to say ‘formally’ the following: 

where ‘E ’ represents existential quantification, and ‘ IT codes the universal quantifier, 

there is a type StackN  in the Universe of types ‘U ’ , there is a constant empty in 

the type, there are functions push , pop and top with certain arities, such that for all 

t in StackN  and for all n in N  the ‘equations’ verify.

Having no apparent motivation as to why the use of such a ‘complex’ nota

tion when specifying an abstract data type, their point of view on the utility of 

Intuitionistic Type Theory for a better understanding of theories of specification 

of abstract data types makes the whole body of new concepts and new notation 

brought in by such a formal system look as just another symbolic notation, perhaps 

even more unnecessarily complicated than the usual ones, for coding up exactly the 

same information (see corresponding algebraic specification in Ehrig Sz Mahr 1985, 

p. 52.). The force of a truly convincing alternative to traditional approaches to 

typical problems when dealing with theories of specification seems to be missing. 

The apparently intuitively appealing ‘computational semantics’ does not seem to 

convince. As a matter of fact, it does not even seem to be properly formalised by 

/XT, given that the explanation of the meaning of logical constants involves recourse 

to verbal (informal) explanation: the equality (reduction) rules of I T T  are said to 

become evident from a certain informal explanation of the elimination operators. 

On this basis, it is fair to say that from such a point of view, Intuitionistic Type The

ory looks like a mere ‘coding’. This is not necessarily the case for all type-theoretic 

frameworks, because the drawbacks are not in Type Theory itself, but rather in the
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semantical approach taken by Prof. P. Martin-Lof. A type-theoretic presentation 

system can be made more coherent and more convincing than Intuitionistic Type 

Theory when the semantics is ‘enriched’ by taking the reduction rules as semantical 

rules.

Moreover, regarding higher-order objects, it is well-known that Intuitionistic 

Type Theory is rather restrictive. I claim that the less intuitive Gentzen’s proof- 

theoretic semantics adopted by Prof. Martin-Lof has even prevented suitable ex

planations of (potentially) higher-order operators such as W  and U  to be given in 

a reasonably convincing manner. Denotations-based approaches to the semantics 

of abstract data type specifications such as, e.g., Prof. Scott’s Theory of Domains 

(Scott 1976, 1981) and the Lehmann-Smyth (Lehmann & Smyth 1981) categorical 

constructions (Cf. the idea of using a ‘Fix’-like operator for the definition of in

finite types such as Stacks and Natural Numbers with their pattern of definition 

of such infinite types: ListA =  A +  Stack(ListA), p. 122, and X  =  1  -f X , p. 

126, respectively, of Lehmann h  Smyth 1981) manage to motivate better the use of 

higher-order notions than Prof. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory. By taking 

a rather different semantical point of view, but staying within the interpretations- 

free semantical paradigm, I have introduced a higher-order type forming operator 

which I call ‘ Fix’ , and which seems to make the explanations of infinite objects via 

my (Meaning-As-USE} Type Theory more intuitively appealing.



8  Epilogue

Can proper foundations ever be formulated for the notion of computation in purely 

logico-linguistic terms? What is there in common amongst all models of computabil

ity, with respect to the relation rules-meaning?

I believe that to study the foundations of computability by studying the founda

tions of language and the nature of concepts like meaning and understanding, can 

be extremely fruitful and interesting. It is worth recalling one of L. Wittgenstein’s 

remarks concerning the attitude one should take when analysing human knowledge 

which is to keep reminding oneself of the crucial role of language in the development 

and the transmission of knowledge:

Wir miissen die ganze Sprache durchpflugen.

which has been translated as

We must plough over the whole of language.

{RFGB,  p. 7e.)

8 .1. Evaluation of the Results
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I have not presented here any new algorithm, a novel computation technique, a 

substantially better proof of a fundamental theorem, or anything of the sort. Neither 

have I devised a new decision procedure for a particular logic, which would perhaps 

be said to characterise a substantial contribution to a better understanding of the 

logical foundations of the ‘science of computing’. Nevertheless, it has been my 

purpose to motivate the need to look at the problems with which the present report 

is concerned from a certain angle that I believe may offer new insights into the nature 

of such ‘science’. This reflects my own point of view on the questions concerning 

the problem of laying down the foundations of a reasonable theory dealing with 

concepts like computation and constructive reasoning, based solely on the laws of 

logic. It is faithful to my own attitude towards such foundational questions, which 

is to believe that the most important steps are those leading to elucidations, where 

solutions emerge out of the (constant) activity of clarification of thoughts. In the 

course of my investigations I have felt that a better understanding of the nature of 

meaning could help in clarifying a number of issues concerning the use of the logical 

tools available, such as proof-theoretic presentation systems. To have attempted to 

bring Wittgenstein’s ideas and spirit into the discussion of the foundations of the 

science of computing is an initiative which followed naturally from my sympathy 

with (my understanding- of) the philosopher’s views as in:

Philosophy aims at the logical clarification of thoughts.
Philosophy is not a body of doctrine but an activity.
A philosophical work consists essentially of elucidations.
Philosophy does not result in ‘philosophical propositions’, but rather in the clarification of 

propositions.

(Tractatus, §4.112, p. 25.)

and in:

It was true that our considerations could not be scientific ones. It was not of any possible 
interest to us to find out empirically ‘that, contrary to our preconceived ideas, it is possible to 
think such-and-such’— whatever that may mean. (The conception of thought as a gaseous medium.) 
And we may not advance any kind of theory. There must not be anything hypothetical in our
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considerations. We must do away with all explanation, and description alone must take place. And 
this description gets its light, that is to say its purpose, from the philosophical problems. These 
are, of course, not empirical problems; they are solved, rather, by looking into the workings of our 
language, and that in such a way as to make us recognize those workings: in despite of an urge to 
misunderstand them. The problems are solved, not by giving new information, but by arranging 
what we have always known. Philosophy is a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by 
means of language.

(Investigations, Part I, §109, p. 47e.)

I believe his investigations on the nature and the role of language in knowledge 

acquisition and representation have served as a rather solid basis for a better under

standing of foundational issues of disciplines such as (formal) logic, mathematics, as 

well as ‘the science of computing’ . They have certainly elucidated many key points 

regarding a crucial concept of any rational discourse: the very concept of meaning.

Concerning the elucidations offered by the investigations reported here, it seems 

fair to say that the following achievements constitute coherent clarifications of the 

logical basis for a notion of computation:

8.1.1. Definitions as Presentations

A look at Frege’s notions of definition has demonstrated that in logic, mathemat

ics, as well as in computing science, one needs to make defintions which are not 

abbreviations. This is particularly true with computing science where one is usually 

involved in coding concepts with pre-conceived meanings into a certain ‘computable1 

language. Such a view of the role of Frege’s analytic definition has led to a better 

account of definitions as presentations rather than as abbreviations. It has also 

uncovered Frege’s awareness of the need for a logical account of the notion of im

plementation.

8 .1.2. Weaknesses of Gentzen-style semantics
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A reformulation of semantics via inference rules has helped to uncover weaknesses 

of Gentzen-style semantics.

It seems fair to say that Wittgenstein’s (later) philosophical views on semantic 

matters (meaning-is-use) constitute a great source of inspiration for more convinc

ing logical foundations of the theory of computation, where concepts like ‘rules’ and 

‘meaning’ are clearly seen to be particularly close. From this philosophical point 

of view I have performed a revision on Gentzen-style proof-theoretic semantics for 

the mathematical language (which in itself constitutes an attempt to realise the 

connection rules-meaning), resulting in a particular operational semantics which I 

suggestively call ‘semantics of use’. I have essentially tried to rework the analysis of 

the nature of use in logical terms, initiated by Prof. Michael Dummett and Prof. 

Dag Prawitz in their research programme on an intuitionistic (linguistic) account of 

meaning for the language of mathematics, and followed somewhat independently by 

Prof. Per Martin-Lof’s attempt to clarify the syntax and the semantics of construc

tive mathematics. An attempt to reach a better understanding of the Constuctivist 

Manifesto (Chapter 1 of Bishop 1967) put forward by Errett Bishop and a few others 

has also served as one of my underlying motivations.

8.1.3. Verification and Consequences

Still concerning proof-theoretic semantics, I have offered a coherent alternative per

spective on the connections between verification and meaning, again as part of my 

understanding of Wittgenstein’s teachings.

Asking whether and how a proposition can be verified is only a particular way of asking “How 
d’you mean?” The answer is a contribution to the grammar of the proposition.

(Investigations, Part I, §353, p. 1 1 2 e.)

8.1.4. Wittgenstein, Consequences and Meaning

An important aspect of the semantical studies reported here is that it offers a new 

perspective on the evolution of Wittgenstein’s meaning-is-use semantical paradigm
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which shows a certain uniformity in his intuition, regardless of phases (early, later, 

etc.), concerning the connections between ‘showing the consequences of a proposi

tion’ and ‘giving the meaning to a proposition’. Since 1912  when he writes to Russell 

about his intuition on the role of logical consequence in determining the meaning of 

an assertion, until circa 1949 when he makes such an explicit reference to the con

nection between the questions ‘what meaning does the statement have?’ and ‘what 

consequences does the statement have?’, his writings bear witness to the persistence 

of an intuition which has significantly improved our understanding of key concepts 

such as meaning, understanding, etc..

8.1.5. Semantics with no reference to (numerical) values

By taking use/utility rather than (canonical, numerical) values as being the key as

pect of semantics, a semantical reformulation of Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic 

Type Theory has been performed.

A direct comparison between my Semantics of Use and Game-Theoretical Se

mantics has been made (Chapter 5), where the point was made that both give 

meaning to logical signs by showing the consequences of the corresponding proposi

tion. By explaining the consequences one is allowed to draw from a proposition one 

is demonstrating its meaning, and I have argued that the device of normalisation 

represents such explanation of meaning for the case of the mathematical language.

“The meaning of a word is what is explained by the explanation of the meaning”. I.e.: if 
you want to understand the use of the word “meaning”, look for what are called “explanations of 
meaning”.

(Investigations, Part I, §560, p. 149e.)

8.1.6. The Role of Proof-Rules in Type Theory

I have also proved the derivability of elimination rules such as those presented in 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, from what I believe is to be taken as the set of rules for 

definition-as-presentation of types in ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theoi'y. This has been
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done as a formal counterpart to the informal argument concerning the irrelevance of 

Prof. Martin-Lof’s elimination rules of Intuitionistic Type THeory with respect to 

the presentation of types in a type-theoretic framework. The proof of derivability of 

elimination rules from the type presentation via formation, introduction, reduction 

and induction has also shown that the reduction rules do play a fundamental role 

in the definition (as presentation) of a type, and so the ‘verbal’ explanation of how 

the eliminatory operations work, as given by Prof. Martin-Lof’s account of proof 

rules in Type Theory, is completely irrelevant to the understanding of the meaning 

of the type. For the case of inductive types such as the type of natural numbers, 

the formal derivation of elimination rules from the type presentation also shows 

that undesirable judgements such as ‘PRED(O) E Af' can never be made from the 

presentation of the type.

8.1.7. Computer Programming and Infinity

The development of a higher-order type-of-types Fix operator has shown how the 

notion of infinity is dealt with in ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory. With such a 

higher-order inductive operator one can easily see the general pattern to obtain 

recursion operators for particular inductive types, such as natural numbers, lists, 

stacks, binary trees, etc., instead of having a specific recursion operator being given 

in the definition (presentation) of the type such as is done in Intuitionistic Type 

Theory. Furthermore, one can easily see that finite chunks of infinite sets come as 

particular cases of the definition of the infinite case via the Fix operator. This shows 

that one does not need to have types such as No, N i, N 2 , . . ., N m defined as 

primitive types, such as is done in the chapter on Finite sets of Prof. Martin-Lof’s 

lecture notes (Padova) on Intuitionistic Type Theory (Martin-Lof 1984).

8.1.8. Abstract Data Types

The application of ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory to the development of a new 

approach to theories of Abstract Data Types specification has proved useful in many
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respects. As a matter of fact, it has been a most illuminating experience to use the 

lessons learned from many years of continuous studies attempting to make precise the 

notion of data type, namely the investigation of the theory of abstract data types, to 

reformulate what is certainly a seminal work on the foundations of logic based on the 

concepts of types and judgements'. Type Theory. The usual mathematical notion of 

set, which was felt sufficiently satisfactory for most developments in the mathematics 

of this second half of the century, proved inadequate to support the notion of data 

type as understood by computer scientists. Instead of defining a type by what it 

contained, it was felt that a data type definition had to convey the information 

demonstrating how the elements of the type were to be used, computed, etc.. A 

whole body of ideas developed mainly in the seventies aiming at gaining a better 

understanding of the concept of data types began to show that data type definitions 

were worth studying as a theory in itself. With the help of algebraic techniques, 

the notion of data type as defined by what can be done with its elements proved a 

convenient alternative to the mathematical notion of set as defined by what the set 

contains. The semantical concern, however, was still directed towards ‘meaning as 

(numerical) value’, and many difficulties were encountered to explain the meaning 

of oddly formed ‘terms’ such as the top of an empty stack.

Type Theory, an attempt to clarify the syntax and semantics of intuitionistic 

mathematics via types and judgements, developed almost simultaneously with the 

algebraic approaches to data types, came with a most interesting semantical inno

vation, which was the shift on the focus of attention from (numerical) values to 

judgements. Prior to the question of what the value of an expression was, which 

nevertheless still remained but in a different level, there was a question of what 

kinds of judgements could be made from a type definition {presentation). Such an 

interesting innovation opened new horizons for a better understanding of what is to 

be taken as relevant from a type presentation. Many of the difficulties in giving a 

‘meaning’ (as numerical value) to certain oddly formed terms would then be over

come. However, at the level of type presentations, Type Theory proved a step back 

to the mathematical principle that a type (set) is to be defined by what the type
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(set) contains.

By presenting a reformulated Type Theory where the good lessons from both 

sides come together in a more coherent framework to express constructions, I have 

demonstrated that a number of issues concerning data types can be better under

stood if one accepts both that a type is to be presented by what can be done with 

its elements, and that the question one should ask about a type presentation is what 

sort of judgements one can make from that particular presentation rather than what 

values the expressions have.

And the semantical approach opened a new perspective on how to solve a num

ber of typical problems dealt with in theories of specification of data types. Most 

of those typical problems such as, e.g., error handling, the role of hidden functions, 

parameterisation, a formal account of implementation, the completeness of axioms, 

etc., were given reasonably convincing ‘solutions’. The identification of theory pre

sentations with type presentations allowed for a useful comparison between a type- 

theoretic presentation of a II-type of A-terms with Prof. H. Barendregt’s axiomatic 

presentation of a A-theory (in his The Lambda Calculus. Its Syntax and Semantics, 

Barendregt 1981.). From the parallel drawn between the two presentations of a the

ory has emerged many of the advantages of using a type-theoretic framework as a 

presentation ‘meta-logic’ as an alternative to the more usual axiomatic framework. 

Among the advantages one can mention a greater degree of generality especially con

cerning general equality rules, and a better account for an explanation of the role 

of certain rules such as e.g. the 77 and £ rules of the A-calculus, for the case of the 

example mentioned. The semantical approach suggesting the approach of looking at 

the meaning of types as inseparable from their utility, which in ‘Meaning-As-USE’ 

Type Theory is shown by the effect of the DESTRUCTORS on the con stru cto rs of the 

type, has also allowed for an identification of two data structures which have been 

unnecessarily distinguished: cons/CAR/CDR-lists and push/TOP/POP-stacks.

8.1.9. The Resulting Formal System

The result is a reformulation of Gentzen-style proof-theoretic semantics, apparently
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closer to Wittgenstein’s meaning-is-use semantical paradigm than assertability con- 

ditions-based semantics, because it does take into account the second fundamental 

aspect of Wittgenstein’s later account of propositions which he calls ‘the use of the 

sign in the language-games’, and others (e.g., Prof. Dummett) sometimes call ‘the 

commitments one makes by asserting the proposition’ (Prof. Dummett’s ‘falsifica- 

tionist’ theory of meaning ‘ links the content of an assertion with the commitment 

that a speaker undertakes in making that assertion’, at p. 126 of Dummett 1976.), 

or even (e.g., Prof. Kripke) ‘the role, and the utility, in our lives of our practice 

of asserting (or denying) [the proposition]’ (pp. 72-3 of Kripke 1982.). As an il

lustration of the force of this ‘semantics of use’ I have proposed a reformulation 

of a particular formalisation of constructive mathematics, Prof. Per Martin-Lof’s 

Intuitionistic Type Theory, which I say can be seen more convincingly as a mean

ing theory for the mathematical language provided it carries a better semantical 

account than Gentzen’s traditional proof-theoretic semantics which considers the 

assertability conditions alone as the only aspect of the meaning of a proposition. 

The resulting formal system, described in the Appendix, is then intentionally called 

‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory.

8.2. Perspectives on Further Work

There seems to be enough room for an investigation into how to provide the ‘se

mantics of use’ for Modal Connectives via rules of higher-order like the Fix operator. 

Observe that the iterative structure underlying the definition of the Fix operator 

seems to reflect the structure of a collection of ordered ‘worlds’.

An improvement of the Fix operator would be most useful, and this could be 

done perhaps by using a more generalised formulation without the need of -f.

Further examples of data type definitions using M A  U S E  and proofs of correctness 

of implementations for more complicated structures would be of much interest.



Appendix

Here I present in reasonably concrete terms a result of my semantical studies of 

the mathematical language by exhibiting a theory of meaning based on types and 

judgements, whose semantic theory can be said to comply with L. Wittgenstein’s 

paradigm meaning-is-use and F. Mauthner’s teachings on meaning-is-no-entity.

In spite of having its notation and most of its primitive concepts heavily based 

on Prof. P. Martin-Lof’s Intuitionistic Type Theory, my *Meaning-As-USE’ Type 

Theory relies on a radically distinct semantic theory (in the sense of Dummett 

1982, p. 60.). Instead of saying that meaning is a semantic (numerical) value, 

the semantic theory which supports my own Type Theory says that meaning is no 

‘object’ or (numerical, canonical) value but is made explicit by certain rules of use 

such as the normalisation rules.

More than just a list of inference rules, my own ‘Meaning-As-USE’ Type Theory 

should be seen as a general guideline prescribing how types, theories and logics can 

be presented in such a way that no appeal to interpretations or semantic values 

is necessary in order for one to grasp the meaning of each type, theory, logical 

connective, etc..

367
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6Meaning-As-USE? Type Theory

Ruy J . G. B. de Queiroz

(November 1, 1989)

G E N E R A L  R U L E S

Reflexivity

a £ A  A  type
a =  a £ A  A  =  A

Symmetry

a =  b £ A  A  =  B
b =  a £ A  B  =  A

Transitivity

a =  b £ A  b =  c £ A  A  =  B  B  =  C 
a =  c £ A  A  =  C

Equality Left and Equality Right

a —  b £ A  

a £ A
= -n a =  b £ A  

b £ A

Equality of Types

a £ A  A  =  B  a =  b £ A  A  =  B
a £ B a =  k B
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Substitution

(1) From the judgement B (z) type [x £  A]

[x £  A] [a; £  A]
a £ A  B(:r) type a =  c £ A  B(x) type 

B(a) type B (a) =  B(c)

(2) From the judgement B(a; ) =  D(x) [ x £  A]

[x £  A]
a £  A  B (z) =  D(z) 

B  (a) =  D(a)

[x £  A]
a =  c £  A  B(x) =  D (x) 

B (a) =  D(c)

(3) From the judgement b(x) £  B(a:) [x £  A]

[a: € A] [a; £  A]
a £ A  b(x) £  B(z) a =  c £  A  b(x) £  B(rc) 

b(a) £  B(a) 6(a) =  b(c) £ B(a)

(4) From the judgement b(x) =  d(x) £  B (x) [x £ A]

[a; £  A]
a £  A  b(x) =  d(x) £ B (x) 

6(a) =  d(a) £  B(a)

Assumption

[x £ A]

Instead of Prof. Martin-Lof’s usual rules for the definition of types/propositions:

formation

introduction

elimination
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equality

we have the following rules, with corresponding purpose: 

formation

type’s grammar. They show how to form the ‘canonical’ types — 

type-expression. 

introduction

elements’ grammar. They demonstrate how to form the ‘canonical’ 

elements (constructors) — value-expressions. 

reduction

elements’ use. These rules demonstrate the effect of DESTRUCTORS 
on terms built up by means of the constructors.

induction

These rules are what one could call ‘meta’-reasoning statements 

saying ‘the type contains the elements given by the rules of introduction 

and only those, therefore the meaning (use, utility) of the type is only 

the one given by the reduction rules’ .

C A R T E S I A N  P R O D U C T  O F  A  F A M I L Y  O F  T Y P E S

U-formation

[r e A]
A  type B (r)  type 
(Tlx £  A )B (r) type

[x £ A]
A  =  C  B (r) =  D (r)

( n r  € A)B(.t ) =  (n.T <E C )D (r)

n  -introduction

[r £ A] 
b(x) £ B (r)

(Ax)b(x) £ ( n r  £  A )B (r)

[r £ A]
b(x) =  d(x) G B (r)

(Ar)6(r) =  (Ar)d(r) £ ( n r  £ A )B (r)
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II- reduction

[x G A]
_____ Q G A  6(x) G B (x)______
APPLY((Ax)6(x), a) =  b (a /x )  G B(a)

TL-induction

________ c G (IIx  G A )B (x)________
(Ax)APPLY(c, x ) =  c G (IIx  6 A )B (x)

□

D I S J O I N T  U N IO N  O F  A  F A M I L Y  O F  T Y P E S

S - fo rm a tio n

[z G A]
A  type  B(x) type  
(S x  G A )B (x) type

S - in troduction

[x G A]
A  =  C  B (x) =  D(x)

(E x  G A )B (x ) =  (E x  G C )D (x)

a  G A  b G B(a) 
p a ir(a , b) G (E x  G A )B (x )

a =  c G A  6 =  cf G B (a) 
p a ir(a , 6) =  p a ir(c , d) G (E x  G A )B (x)

S -  reduction

a G A  6 G B(a) 
FST(pair(a, 6)) =  a G A

Y,-induction

a G A  6 G B(a) 
SND(pair(a, b)) = b £  B (a)

c G (E x  G A )B (x)
pair(FST(c), SND(c)) =  c G (E x  G A )B (x)
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DISJOINT U N I O N  O F  T W O  T Y P E S

+-fo rm a tio n

A  type B  type  A  =  C  B  =  D

A  +  B  type  A  +  B  =  C  -f D

-f-in troduction

a £  A

in l(a )  £  A  +  B

a =  c £  A

in l(a )  =  in l(c )  6  A  +  B

be B

in r(6) £  A  -f B

6 = < f  € B ________

in r(6) =  in r(d ) £  A  +  B

-f-reduction

+ - induction

[x £  A] [y £ B ]
a £ A  d £ C (in l(x)) e £ C(inr(t/))

WHEN(inl(a),rf,e) =  d(a) £ C (in l(a))

[x £ A] [J/6 B ]
b £  B  d £ C (in l(x)) ■e £ C (inr(y))

WHEN(inr(6),</,c) =  e(b) £ C(inr(6))

[a £ A] [be B]
c £ A - f  B  d £ C (in l(a)) e £ C(inr(6))

inl(WHEN(c, d, e)) =  c £ A  +  B

[a £ A] [ 6 e B ]
c £ A  +  B d £ C (in l(a)) e £ C(inr(6))

inr(WHEN(c, d, e)) =  c £ A  +  B
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□

FINITE T Y P E

{ 0 } type

R U L E S  F O R  H I G H E R - O R D E R  O B J E C T S  A N D  G E N E R A L I S E D  I N D U C T I O N

Fix-formation

V  type
[X type| 

B (X ) type V 1 =  V ;
[X type]

B i(X )  =  B 2(X)
Fix X . V  +  B (X ) type of types Fix X .V a +  B i(X )  =  Fix X . V 2 +  B 2(X)

Fix- introduction

0 G Fix X .V  +  B (X ) 0  =  0  G Fix X .V  +  B (X )

[*ex]
g(z) g  V  +  B (X )

gen(z.g(z)) G Fix X .V  -f B (X )

[*€X]
9i(z) =  9i(z) £  V  +  B (X )

gen(z.gi(z)) =  gen(z.g2(z)) £ Fix X .V  +  B (X )

A  £ Fix X .V  +  B (X )
V  +  B (A /X ) £ Fix X .V  +  B (X )

A , =  A 2 € Fix X .V  +  B (X )
V  +  B (A !/ X )  =  V  +  B ( A 2/X ) £ Fix X .V  +  B (X )
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F\x-reduction

At the level of elements

[2 ex]
a g A  A  6 Fix X .V  +  B (X ) g ( z ) g V  +  B (X )  
UNWIND(gen(z.g(z)), a) =g(a/z)  £  V +  B (A /X )

At the level of types

A  £ Fix X .V - f B ( X )
PREDTYPE(V +  B (A /X ))  =  A  £ Fix X .V  +  B (X )

I N D U C T I V E  T Y P E S

Natural Numbers

Af -formation

Af type Af =  Af

Af-introduction

0 £ Af 0 =  0 £ Af

a e A f

succ(a) £ Af
a =  b e A f

succ(a) = succ(6) £ Af

Af -reduction
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a £ M

PRED(succ(a)) =  a £ M

j\f-induction

(instantiated from the Fix- rules of generalised induction.)

□

Parameterised Types

(Using Propositions (Types) as Parameters)

Examples

Lists

List(A)-formation

A  type 
L ist(A ) type

hist( A)-introduction

n i l l i s t  £  L ist(A )

a £  A  b £ L ist(A )
cons(a,6) E L ist(A )

A)-reduction

a £ A  b £ L ist(A ) 
HEAD(cons(a, 6)) =  a £ A

A  =  B
L ist(A ) =  L ist(B )

n i l l i s t  =  n i l l i s t  £ L ist(A )

a =  c £ A  b —  d £ L ist(A ) 
cons (a, 6) =  cons (c,d) £ L ist(A )

a £ A  b £ L ist(A ) 
TAIL(cons(a, b)) =  b £ L ist(A )
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L is t ( A )  -induction

(instantiated from the generalised induction rules.)

B in a ry  Trees

B in T r e e (  A )-fo rm a tion

A  type  A  =  B

B in T r e e (A )  typ e  B in T r e e ( A )  =  B in T r e e (B )

B in T r e e (  A ) -in troduction

n i l t r e e  £  B in T r e e (A )  n i l t r e e  =  n i l t r e e  £  B in T r e e ( A )

a £  B in T r e e (A )  6 £  A  c £  B in T r e e (A )  

node(a, 6 ,c) £  B in T r e e ( A )

a\ =  a2 €  B in T r e e (A )  6i =  62 £  A  ci =  c2 £  B in T r e e ( A )  

node(ai, 6 i ,c i)  =  node(a2, &2, c2) £  B in T r e e ( A )

'B in T r e e (  A )-red u c tio n

a £  B in T r e e (A )  6 £  A  c  £  B in T r e e ( A )  

LABEL(node(a, 6 , c)) =  6 £  A

a £  B in T r e e (A )  b £  A  c £  B in T r e e ( A )  

LEFT(node(a, 6 , c)) =  a £  B in T r e e ( A )

a £  B in T r e e (A )  6 £  A  c £  B in T r e e ( A )  

RIGHT(node(a, 6 , c)) =  c £  B in T r e e (A )

BinTree(A)-m di/cfo'cm
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(instantiated from the general fixpoint rules for the ‘ Fix’ operator.)

□
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